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FOREWORD

HOW DO I SURVIVE? THAT IS THE

QUESTION.

This book is dedicated to creative dreamers

and artists of every kind.

It is intended as a ‘rough guide’, or an unguide

perhaps. A how-not-to die on the side of the

road.

A “Nomadic Survival Kit” from a subjective

perspective, and without any sure-fire

guarantee of success.

In 2007 I followed my dream and moved to

Berlin to live as an artist.

My creative work, recording the sound of

bridges around the world involved nearly

constant travel and constant financial
x



uncertainty. One way I survived was finding

that it’s possible to bounce nearly continually

from artist residency to artist in residence,

staying on couches and subletting from

friends in between. Not having a stable home

or a permanent address or in fact any kind of

base to return to was both what saved me and

nearly killed me.

Thanks to Viator Editor, Scott McNeely, I

was able to supplement my artistic

travels with much-needed income by writing

about electronic art & experimental music

festivals, cultural adventures – and some

tours – for the award winning Viator Travel

Blog.

These articles offer a glimpse into the life of a

creative nomad, surviving on the edge of the

cultural underground across Europe. Thank

you Scott, the team at Viator, my friends,

family, colleagues and everyone who offered

their support along the way. Without you, I

would have given up long ago.

Jodi Rose
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PART I.

WHO AM I TO CALL

MYSELF AN ARTIST?

HOW DO YOU LIVE AS AN ARTIST?



CHAPTER 1.

MAKING IT UP AS YOU GO...

The story behind Singing Bridges…

It’s been ten years now that I have travelled

the world in search of the secret voice of

bridges. Every rumbling truck and gust of

wind generates a vibration in the cables, and

these sounds create a unique music, which is

always present yet only heard once amplified

through contact microphones.

The idea originally came while studying

sculpture at art school in Sydney in the

mid-1990s. One of the lecturers for a course

in public art had given us the exercise to come

up with an idea for an artwork in public space

which had absolutely no constraints, wasn’t
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limited by feasibility, practicality or any other

real-world concern.

The first recording I made while the Anzac

Bridge was still under construction, taking a

team of radio producers and sound engineers

from the ABC National Radio with me to best

capture the industrial yet ethereal voice of the

cables. Looking up at the new Glebe Island

(Anzac) Bridge as it was being built over

Blackwattle Bay on my way to art school

everyday, the particular mix of public

sculpture, sound art, and deconstructive

theory swirling in my sleepy brain led me to

wonder, in an idle moment of curiosity; how

would that big harp-like structure of cables

and concrete sound? Could I link together

bridge cables around the world as

instruments in a global symphony? Freedom

of imagination is a gift not to be taken lightly.

It is open to everyone equally, and in the end,

your life is expanded and limited in accord

with your capacity for imagination and

corresponding courage.

The cables of suspension and stay-cabled

bridges vibrate with unexpected sounds. I am

3

http://www.groveoz.info/
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always thrilled to hear a new bridge, as each

one has a unique texture, rhythm and sonic

signature. Tuning in to the sound in the cables

gives voice to the spirit of each bridge, in

which we hear the moans, sighs and singing

of the bridge. Every structure is a new sonic

adventure. On the bridge you are suspended

in space, neither here nor there, lifted above

the everyday world in a moment of pure

presence, and the possibility of

transformation. No wonder seeking bridge

music has become a lifelong quest.

Worldwide Bridge Tour 2002

Despite the best efforts of my friends and

family to convince me that a stable job and

small apartment would be a more logical

path, I decided to follow my dream of

creating a symphony of bridges, and set out to

capture and record the sounds of these urban

instruments wherever I could.

The first leg of the journey took me to

Vietnam, where I jumped out of a tour van

to walk across the My Thuan Bridge over the

steamy Mekong Delta. One of the guides

4
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came with me, and helped by banging on the

steel casing of the cable when I found to my

dismay that the contact microphones didn’t

pick up any sound from their vibration.

Having come this far, I wasn’t going to walk

away, so while cursing myself for not having

tested the equipment on a bridge at home

before leaving, we managed to create some

interesting sounds in the otherwise silent

cables. This is the only bridge where I have

been offered mango by the street vendors,

and taken a wild ride on the back of a

motorcycle, dodging trucks through crazy

traffic.

Next stop Rotterdam, where the Erasmus

Bridge gave us a wonderful cacophony of

sound through the railings and pylons… still

not much vibration in those cables. The

bridge opened for a ship to pass by, and I

captured the grinding mechanism inside,

followed by wonderful trams rattling and

bicycles squeaking past as the traffic started

up.

It wasn’t until my third bridge, the

Maatinkaari Bridge in Helsinki, that I actually

5
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heard anything like the sound I was hoping

for in the cables, a low laser popping, similar

to the sounds that first captured me on my

recordings of the Anzac Bridge. This one is

far smaller than the previous two, and was

built to resonate at a frequency of 1.3 Hz, to

ensure a pleasant journey for pedestrians. The

Finnish engineers did a great job, a drummer

friend who climbed up into the cables and

tapped out some rhythms set off the low pows

and tremulous resonance. I started to hear

a subtle range of sounds when the bridge

responded to bicycles and people walking

across.

The Glienicke (Spy) Bridge in Potsdam, just

outside Berlin, is where intelligence agents

were exchanged between the US and Russian

forces, and contains a surprisingly code-like

series of clicks, squeaks and scratches

through the structure. Exploring further East,

I chose to record the Novy Most Bridge in

Bratislava, Slovakia, based on the fantastical

shape, as though a UFO had landed on top

of the pylon. The cables were sadly mute, not

actually being high-tensile steel which carries

vibrations, but the mechanical shudder of the

6
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lift in the pylon gave the bridge a gritty

industrial voice. I enjoyed the view of a 14th-

century castle juxtaposed by monstrous

1960s concrete apartments on either side of

the Danube, while sampling the local fizzy

grape drink. The tiny stooped old man

operating the lift has been replaced by

hipsters taking cocktails with names like

‘Violet Sarcasm’ in the minimalist

refurbishment of the bar.

The Millennium Bridge in London had only

just been reopened when I arrived to take its

sonic pulse, as the bridge suffered

‘synchronous lateral excitation’ on the

opening day, a condition of noticeable and

potentially dangerous swaying when

hundreds of people fell into step walking

across it. This is different to the Tacoma

Narrows Bridge, where the wind picked up

the resonant frequency of the materials,

causing the bridge to be known as Galloping

Gertie, and it eventually buckled and

collapsed in 1932. I could hear a high-pitched

chattering in the Millennium Bridge, a sound

that was uneasy and spoke, if not of collapse,

at least of the tension in the structure.

7
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In contrast, the Brooklyn Bridge in New York

City has a gentle murmuring tone; the

exposed steel is easily accessible from the

pedestrian walkway. Although signs declare

that it is illegal to attach anything to the

bridge, no one stopped me fixing the contact

microphones onto a number of cables, late

one evening. The soothing burble is

prophesized in Waldo Frank’s 1917 novel,

The Unwelcome Man: “The bridge that reeled

beyond him seemed an arbiter. It bound the

city. It must know the city’s soul since it was

so close to the city’s breath. In its throbbing

cables there must be a message.”Artist Joseph

Stella’s response to the bridge was even more

heightened: “Many nights I stood on the

bridge—I felt deeply moved, as if on the

threshold of a new religion or in the presence

of a new Divinity.”

The Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco has

a far more urgent sound, almost violent in

the twang of cables popping and constant

undertones that speak of mayhem, disorder

and panic. I guess those noir films picked up

on the secret voice of the bridge, casting her

as a femme fatale and site of spooky
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visitations or dangerous power struggles. The

beauty of the setting almost lets you forget

that this is one of the most popular places for

suicide attempts in the world, one survivor

described crossing a mystical golden

threshold after jumping.

I can’t stop playing bridges!

An invitation arrives out of the blue from a

Swedish engineer building the new Rama VIII

mega-bridge in Bangkok, who asks me to

record the cables during the construction

process, and wanted to hear the bridge ‘played

like Jimi Hendrix’. My intrepid companion

team of documentary filmmakers climb into

a tiny metal cage with me, and are suspended

200 metres above the Chao Praya River, then

dropped at the top of the pylon to clamber

down ladders inside the structure and record

the workers who installed and tensioned the

cables. The range of sounds from the

machinery to the cables stretching into place

is extraordinary.

While I work on editing the narrative memoir

based on the Singing Bridges travel diary, this

9
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travelogue will give you a unique insight into

the life of a cultural nomad, as I traverse the

underground arts scene and experimental

music festivals across Europe. Come with me

now to experience the highlights and

challenges of living a precarious artist’s life

in Berlin, Amsterdam, Den Haag, Helsinki,

Barcelona, Bratislava, Sturovo, Paris,

Singapore, Linz, Vienna, Strasbourg, Zagreb,

Korcula, Maastricht, Brussels, Mons,

Besancon, Glasgow, Manchester, Ljubljana,

Vilnius and Tallinn!

The next step is to connect the network of

engineers, architects and musicians who have

responded to the project and create the

Global Bridge Symphony. I still dream of

hearing an orchestrated concert of bridge

voices, soaring through space to sing across

the world together in global harmony.

You can help support the Global Bridge

Symphony, and hear the bridges sing!

Listen/buy Singing Bridges on bandcamp.

(https://singingbridgesmusic.bandcamp.com/)
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Photographic prints from Singing Bridges on

Fine Art Paper

Sunday August 17, 2008
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CHAPTER 2.

ART OF TRAVEL

Art of Travel: 7 Trips to New Worlds

I’ve noticed that while some artists choose

to live and work in one place, rarely leaving

the confines of ‘home,’ others take journeys in

their hometown, or to foreign lands. Others

travel inside their own body or create virtual

journeys through sound. Some artists even

make travel an integral part of their work and

life.

This got me thinking about different ways

people — all of us — “travel” day after day,

week after week, year after year. Sometimes

we travel without meaning to; sometimes we

travel and go nowhere; sometimes the

journey takes us to unexpected places. Here

12



are the stories of a few different artists, all

working on the many different meanings of

“travel”.

#1: Trading Places

There are journeys you make every day: to get

to work, to pick up the kids from school, to

run errands. It’s a form of travel that quickly

becomes mundane through repetition and

familiarity. Yet what if someone else took

your daily route, how would their experience

differ and what new perspective might they

bring to your well known landscape?

Re-Place in Berlin offers the chance to do just

that, to take someone else’s “Transit Route”

and undertake the rituals of their everyday

routine. What is this special or important

about this route, how long does it take? Other

people can download and follow your

everyday journey, documenting themselves in

the places along your familiar paths and

providing a new perspective and experience

for both of you.

13
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#2: DIY Artist in Residence

Then there’s Sydney artist Lucas Ilhein, who

decided to create an artist residency at home,

not leaving the boundaries of his inner-west

suburb for 2 months. His blog became an

important tool for building a new sense of

community, taking up challenges from

readers, sharing his daily adventures, recipes,

local news and politics.

“Each day, I blogged about what went on: who

I met, what we did, things I saw going on.

There was no set structure to enable me to

‘work in public’ for ‘interact with the public’.

I was the public! For those two months, I

ranged around the neighbourhood, drifting

anywhere invitations, attractions or curiosity

pulled me. Like any artist, I sought out the

limitations of my own rules, trying to locate

the exact location of the borders, the invisible

walls of my cell.”

The “artwork” is not just the resulting blog, or

the the printed out text in book form. It was

also a charged period of public time, during

which the project was living and breathing.

14
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Each day, dozens of readers would log on,

wondering “what Lucas was up to today”. And

a stray comment you left in response to the

blog might send Lucas off on a new and

unexpected adventure, which would turn up

as tomorrow’s story. The show was alive.

“Paradoxically, the restriction I placed on

myself – not to leave Petersham – did not

reduce my freedom. It actually resulted in an

explosion of possibilties within an area I

might previously have thought to be

indistinguishable from others, and thus

unremarkable. As you can see from the

thousands of words which make up the

resulting blog, Petersham is far from

unremarkable.”

#3: Chasing Helsinki

Helsinki resident Wojtec Mejor gives a voice

to his city with the project Locating Helsinki,

a collaborative effort offering journeys in

everyday Helsinki from people who live

there. A series of categories including ‘history,

leisure, walk route, show a foreign friend,

romantisch’ and ‘not romantisch’ allow you

15
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to select various locations and types of

adventure. These explorations of the urban

environment can take you anywhere from

walking in the docks and a new harbour

construction area, to a Polish and Estonian

food shop, via an 18th-Century museum in a

Gothic mansion, ending up in a bunker left

over from the Crimean War.

#4:Mikropaliskunta: Travels with Paavo

Taking their interests further afield, a group

of Finnish artists decided to traverse their

entire country from the Northern most town

Nuorgam to the Southern Hanko, traveling

with Paavo, a stuffed reindeer, on the roof

of their bio-diesel car. Mikropaliskunta is an

attempt to investigate the contemporary

Finnish identity and sense of place through

directly experiencing the country.

“Who is Finnish? What are the symbols of

Finland? How has the image of Finland

changed? And who defines it? The expedition

travelled by a biodiesel car that was packed

with five artists and protagonist of the

project; a stuffed reindeer Paavo that was

16
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searching for new members to its herd.” One

of the artists, Mika, says, “In Lappland,

nobody survives alone. You need to

collaborate. Everything is subject to a process

of negotiation, and takes time, while in the

city, you have access to instant fulfilment for

practically any desire or need”.

#5: Next Stop: Utopia

As part of Informal Architectures, the artist

Hugo spends time working in developing

nations learning from the shanty towns and

temporary structures that spring up in an ad-

hoc fashion through necessity. Arriving in

Berlin to take part in Transit Lounge, Hugo

talked about creating mini utopias that could

actually exist in the world, through a series of

informal architectures. It was a joy to see this

idea transformed into his green and white

stripey fold-out movable creation out on the

Berlin streets, where kids played on it, punks

kidnapped and stripped it to make skirts, and

old men sat in it to read the paper. This is a

beautiful small-scale urban intervention that

changes the shape of your everyday world for

a moment, giving access to a beach holiday

17
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or playground through this very simple

structure that can be infinitely reconfigured

to suit your desires and dreams.

Then there’s the Utopia Travel Project, a

mobile video unit traveling in a taxi from

Vienna to Cairo, passing through Ljubljana,

Zagreb, Sarajevo, Belgrade, Sofia, Istanbul

and Beirut. The taxi is equipped with a

monitor, providing a temporary projection

space and community platform for open

dialogue between local and visiting artists,

plus the video archive contains material

produced by over 120 artists and film

directors living in countries along the way.

The video works reflect fragments of the

cultural, social and political reality in their

society and location, with geographic borders

and historical influences producing a diverse

range of visual documents.

#6: A Place to Rest

The Sarai Iniatiative in Dehli, India, is an

online network and community and a real-

world physical hub for ‘research, practice and

conversation about contemporary media and

18
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urban constellations.’ Traditionally the Sarai

was a space in the city or along the highway

where travelers and caravans could find

shelter, sustenance and companionship. The

tavern, public house, oasis or meeting place

which was both a destination and a point of

departure, or a place to rest in the middle

of a journey. The contemporary Sarai offers

a place for artists, researchers, historians,

media theorists, software designers and

digital communities to discuss, create and

reflect on the urban international city.

#7: Audio Adventures

Sound Transit is an audio voyage of discovery

around the world. Select your itinerary and

number of stop-overs in this elegant interface

to experience a journey through field

recordings uploaded by various artists and

musicians. Recent sonic journeys include a

trip taking you from Bali, Indonesia; listening

to local tree frogs, via Lyon, France; and the

sound of winter manifestations against the

anti social laws of 1995 French Prime

Minister Jean Francoi Cavro, through

Leipzig, Germany; a bicyclist crossing a

19
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bridge, to Seltjarnarne, Iceland; and Jon’s 80th

Birthday with children singing at a family

party, finally landing in Yokohama, Japan,

with flags fluttering in the wind at a wharf.

A darker memory of sound, created by Jacob

Kirkegaard can be heard echoing in his

recordings of four abandoned public spaces

inside the ‘zone of alienation’ in Chernobyl,

Ukraine. Jacob records the ambience of a

church, gymnasium, auditorium and

swimming pool, then plays them back into

the original space. Each is re-recorded up to

ten times, and so builds a detailed intimate

portrait of the desolate and uninhabitable

town.

In his latest sound piece, ‘Labyrinthitis’, Jacob

journeys into his own body, the work consists

entirely of sounds generated in Kirkegaard’s

own ears. Deep inside the labyrinth of the

inner ear in a spiral tube called ‘cochlea’ there

are thousands of microscopic hair cells

functioning as sensory receptors. When

sound enters the ear, they begin to vibrate

in the watery liquid surrounding them like

underwater piano strings. Thus, the hearing

20
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organ does not only receive sound, it also

generates it, just like an acoustic instrument.

A journey deep into the sonic resonance of

the ear.

Thu, Sep 20, 2007
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CHAPTER 3.

BERLIN KLANGKUNST

Berlin Loves Klangkunst in the Spring

The city of Berlin captured my heart when I

first visited in 2002. And on each return visit

I discover more reasons to love being here.

There is a certain magic that takes place when

you surrender yourself to Berlin’s charms and

let chance meetings and synchronicity take

you on a series of strange and wonderful

adventures. Klangkunst means ‘Sound Art’ in

German!

Kreuzberg still rocks!

I have to confess to never having visited the

East-Side Gallery, that remaining stretch of

wall at Warschaeur Strasse where the tourist

22
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buses set down throngs to view the 1990s

artwork left celebrating peace after the fall

of the wall. The place I like to go is on the

other side of the canal along the back of the

wall, where you can view more recent graffiti

and enjoy a take-away coffee from one of the

nearby shops while sitting under the willow

trees, accompanied by fishermen and

escapees from the Berlin disco scene.

The strangely satisfying redbrick ramparts of

the Oberbaumbrücke provide a nice

backdrop (with a recent sighting of actor

Martin Donovan walking across, probably

visiting Hal Hartley, who I hear hangs out in

Berlin these days…). The first café you come

to directly under the bridge towards

Schlesische Str. will top up your caffeine

levels with cool Berlin music and local

ambiance. Or walk on down Falckenstein Str.

to the best pizza and ice cream bars in the

city, 2 euro a slice freshly made thin crust

delicacies, mouth-watering sorbets and

gelato. Continue on to Görlitzer Park to burn

off some of the indulgence, and enjoy the

family mix in the park.
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The Görlitzer Bahnhof area is not as trendy

as it used to be, that scene has moved deeper

into Kreuzberg around Schönleinstrasse (and

now in 2015, even deeper into Neukölln

around Schillerkiez and Emserstrasse). After

your walk in the park, there is some excellent

food opposite the pool on nearby

Spreewaldplatz. The Assam Indische

Specialization on the corner is cheap and

tasty, while the Morrokonisch Rissoni does a

huge fresh Haloumi Teller or couscous with

vegetables for around 4 euro.

Across the road from the U-Bahn the best

breakfast buffet you will find in Berlin is at

Morgenland. If you end up in this area at

night, take a moment to discover the World’s

Smallest Cinema, a few blocks farther down

Manteuffel Str., which could be playing cult

westerns or schlock horror, the fake rain in

the doorway is worth the visit, and make sure

you go all the way to the basement. Crossing

over to Oranienstrasse is NGKB New Society

for Fine Arts, a democratic contemporary art

gallery with an excellent art bookshop.

Berlinische Galerie, the state museum of
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modern art, photography and architecture,

shows work related to Berlin, with a current

exhibition: HANNAH HÖCH – ALL

BEGINNING IS DADA! It’s worth the extra

walk if you go to the Jewish

Museum.Ankerklause in summer is one of

the best places to imbibe caffeine while sitting

over the canal, watching swans and tourists

float by. During the week also check out the

Turkish market on Maybach Ufer, just off

Kotbusser Damm along the canal. Take the

U8 back to the city purely for the space-travel

effect as the train bends and twists around the

curving subway route, giving a sense of the

wormhole in the movie Contact.

Bohemian Neukölln

Körnerpark is a magnificent Baroque garden,

laid out with precision along pathways of

relaxing green, reached by a walk down the

stairs into this sumptuous sanctuary. The

elegant terrace café serves an excellent

campari and orange, with a summer program

of jazz on Sundays and art in the gallery. A

short walk across Karl Marx Str. towards

Bohemische Str. brings you to Rixdorf, the
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Bohemian Village settled by Protestant

Bohemians fleeing their Moravian hometown

in the early 1700s. Stroll through the quiet

streets, past a blacksmith’s cottage to one of

the beer houses and enjoy the rustic

atmosphere.

Rathaus Neukölln is the local town hall. You

may never have to register your address with

the Berlin authorities, so could miss out on

this spectacular piece of German bureaucratic

architecture. There is an intricate mosaic of

the local area just inside the entrance hall,

and a sunny courtyard café by the fountain.

Thoben Bakery, across the road, has delicious

fruit Kuchen at only 75 cents apiece, take it in

to sustain yourself during the following. Step

inside the cool green halls and wander around

looking for information to get the authentic

experience. If you really want to mess with

the system, enact your own conceptual art

performance in a contemporary Beckett

piece.

First find the Bezirksamt, realise the strange

opening times mean you have to come back

again tomorrow, take a number and while
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away a few hours’ people watching in the

waiting room. Once your number is called, go

to the German official and tell them you’re

having existential angst and don’t know what

you want, or who you need to speak to, but

maybe they can help?

If you find yourself in Prenzlauer Berg…

Tisch-Tennis is fun. And the nightly round-

robin at Dr Pong gets a little crazy! The best

tables for playing ping-pong in the park are

at Helmholtzplatz, opposite the wonderfully

decadent Wohnzimmer Café on Lette Str.,

where you can retire afterwards for a

beverage with the Prenzlauer Berg hipsters.

Bring your own bat and ball, but be prepared

to wait in line as the tables are in high

rotation during the summer months.

Don’t get stuck in one of those annoying

touristy café’s on Kastanien Allee. Nip around

the corner to Barista Coffee Shop at

Oderbergerstrasse 54 and savour the

delicious aroma and satisfying taste of their

excellent coffee and freshly baked pastries. If

the Stadtbad next door is open* it’s a
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wonderful space, the only time I have been

inside was for a sound art exhibition, with

tiny speakers along the end wall of the empty

pool, and the boiler room out the back

amplified into a droning concerto. (*Now you

can stay there as it’s turned into a fancy hotel)

Head over towards Mauer Park and truly

sublime coffee at Bonanza Coffee Roasters.

A moment in Mitte

That’s all it takes before the relentlessly cool

vibe makes me want to run screaming from

the asymmetric fashions and minimalist

galleries. However, the Ballhaus on August

Str. is very enticing, KW (Kunstwerke) on

opening night can be fun, and Dolores does

great burritos, don’t even try any other

Mexican food, this is the only place with any

taste, unless you head down to Santa Maria in

Kreuzberg. Take refuge in the Weinereicafé,

on the corner of Veteranen Str and

Fehrbelliner Str, where coffee and cake are

1e, the soup is 2e, but it’s damn fine and the

dilapidated bohemian interior offers a

welcome respite from that over-designed

over-priced scene down the hill. Walk
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towards Schonhauser Allee to Antipodes,

serving Kings and Queens organic coffee

at Fehrbelliner Straße 5, between Mitte &

Prenzlauer Berg.

When too much Klangkunst is never enough

Those among you who can’t get enough

experimental sound art will be glad to

worship at the Electronic Church at

Greifswalder Str. 223*. Almost impossible to

find, with no sign, you may have to loiter

outside until some uber-hipster shows you

the way. The program varied from avant-

garde to extremely avant-garde, and the

couple who run it will be happy to discuss

the music while serving drinks between sets.

The high ceilings and intimate space make

this pilgrimage worthwhile for devotees of

strange sound art. *2015 update – the

Electronic Church is no longer serving the

higher realm of sound.

Crave more? Ausland is a darker more club-

like space with a cavernous area dedicated to

intense auditory experiences. This venue is

not for the faint-hearted; expect to be
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assaulted by high-octane electronic noise.

The cover charge is a little high for Berlin,

around 6 euros.Salon Bruit hosts a semi-

regular night for experimental sound art and

improvised music, currently held in the

Lichtblick Kino at 77 Kastanianallee, the

performances take place on the tiny cinema

stage. Chill out in the bar afterwards and chat

with the regulars.

Legendary geek bar and workshop,C-Base is

home to a techno cult who truly believe that

Berlin is built on the remains of an ancient

spaceship, and the Fernsehturm

(Alexanderplatz TV Tower) is the ship’s

antenna. Certain areas of the city allow access

to parts of the old spaceship, and this is one

of them. If you’re lucky, there may even be a

password for entry, and your biometric data

will be checked through their database. Go

on a Thursday night for the bar with live

performance and musical warp drives, or

attend their regular Crypto Party to learn

data encryption and other safety tools in

these perilous times. Bootlab alternative

media space offers a diverse series of film,

music and a community radio platform.
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Radio Tesla at Podewil Palais on Wednesday

nights, with various music, art projects and

a salon during the week, sadly ceased

operations in 2007.

Fun frolic in Friedrichshain

Sunday is perfect for lounging in the Intimes

Cinema or Bulgarian Café across the road

(both have free wifi) and then take a wander

through the Boxhagener Platz flea market.

True bargain-hunters will schlep all the way

out to Treptower Park, but there are still

fabulous finds to be made here. Retire for a

drink afterwards to any number of cozy hip

bars, Goldfisch (Grünberger Str. 67) and

Stereo 33 are my favorites, and the 2 euro

pizza next to the latter is fabulous, or

100Wasser for hearty serves and dark wood

ambience. Schraub und Dreh had a great

selection of cool analogue musical

instruments (now closed) on Rigaer Str.

where some of the last of Berlin’s squat

culture was still hanging on in 2007. Revaler

Strasse 99 RAW cultural complex is now host

to the Street Food Village Market, an

international flavour food fair every Sunday.
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A friend told me she went there with

someone who grew up in Friedrichshain, and

reminisced about how the space used to be

a weapons factory, that she worked in as a

child. My, how Berlin has changed. Pick up a

copy of the ex-berliner for the latest tips and

listings in English.

Monday July 9, 2007
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CHAPTER 4.

ARTISTS IN TRANSIT

Why travel?

Some people travel for business, love, money,

pleasure. Others dream of distant places

which may never make it into reality,

yet remain an enticing fantasy.

Then there are the nomadic artists. People

who continually explore the horizons of the

globe and their own imagination.

Art and life

‘De Overkant/Down Under,’ the 2007 Den

Haag Sculpture exhibition celebrates this

impulse and 400 years of connection between

Australia and the Netherlands with the theme
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Curiosity, Discovery and the Desire for the

Unknown.

At the opening ceremony the Ambassador of

Australia, Stephen Brady, spoke about the

intellectual and creative purity that gives art

the capacity to “inspire and challenge us, and

the power to lift us from the repetition of

daily life.” Quoting Dutch intellectual Rob

Riemen, he said: “If there is anything – other

than love and friendship – that can give

meaning to life, it is the beauty of art.”

Ambassador Brady spoke of the role art plays

in society, having “a far nobler role than mere

imitative or representative function; Art is

what underpins the very fabric of civilisation,

it alone has the capacity to ennoble us and

make a civilisation great.” This made me

giggle a little, reminding me of the Simpsons

and the founding motto of Springfield, ‘a

noble mind enbiggens the soul’, however it

was a surprisingly heartfelt articulation of

sentiment. Mr Brady continued with a

reference to the contemporary political

climate with “a society that ignores the

ennoblement of the spirit, a society that does
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not cultivate the great human ideas, will

end… in violence and destruction.” He also

quoted Art and Australia editor Katrina

Schwarz, who wrote “contemporary art

posits a new context – one not located within

a particular country, but rather in a state of

transit.”

Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands inspected

all the works and opened the exhibition by

raising Jon Campbell’s bright pink and green

flag reading simply “Yeah!”, a joyful

affirmation of the place of art in society, and

of artists seen vibrantly out there on the

streets.

Australian Artists in Den Haag

I managed to completely overlook Fiona

Hall’s Force Field (Garden The Hague), which is

a shame, as her work is consistently poetic,

detailed and beautifully realised. Perhaps it

was a very subtle intervention, or else I was

too busy wondering at the broken plywood

construction of Callum Morton’s Untitled

(Billboard). The installation of work by Ricky

Swallow and Patricia Piccinini was a little
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uneven, with his Darth Vader head spilling

over the edge of the unpainted plywood

stand, awkwardly placed in a greenhouse next

to Nest, one of Piccinini’s glossy chrome

motorbike creatures. Swallow’s Flying on the

ground is wrong, a tiny bronze bird corpse, is

lost between the two larger works, and could

have made a much stronger impact on its

own.

Richard Goodwin’s architectural installation

brilliantly mimicked the police hut set up

further down the Lange Voorhout to monitor

the American Embassy over the road.

Goodwin’s surveillance video of the street

and subtle name change from Politie (Police)

to Parasite is a wry reflection on the

contemporary obsession with safety and

monitoring, asking of who, and for whom?

The sinister tone was complemented by the

placement opposite of Harold de Bree’s

Entrance B4, an ominous, unmarked grey

concrete bunker with a single gated door

leading nowhere. The dark side of curiosity

and the unknown being eloquently intimated
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through both these works. Don’t ask, don’t

pry.

Mikala Dwyer’s IOU letters in 6-foot high

reflective silver metal spoke expressively of

the debt owed to the colonised world by the

colonising forces. This piece framed the

gently civilised tree-lined avenue in the

Dutch capital with a sense of implicit

exploitation, and a question mark concerning

power and the economic imperative of

exploration and discovery.

Displaying a very Australian attitude of

irreverence, Melbourne art-rock band The

Histrionics poked fun at the entire institution

of public art, and provided the wordly

sophisticates with some light moments

during the opening speeches and after-party.

The appearance is part of their European

Spring Art tour, which included Venice

Biennale.

“We don’t need no public sculpture/ We don’t

need no tilted arc/ No dark steel barrier in

the plaza/ Serra, leave our space alone!/ Hey!
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Serra!/ Leave our space alone!/ All in all it’s

just/Useless steel in the mall.”

Ahh, a pub rock covers band with a

predominantly Australian audience – it saves

the 30 hour flight back down under.

Codes in art

Three pieces in particular stand out for me

in relation to the exhibition’s theme. Firstly,

Natasha Johns-Messenger, winner of the

Hague Sculpture Rabobank Award with

Labyrinth, a subterranean hall of mirrors

which is fittingly installed in the basement

of the Escher Museum. The work offers an

immediate and visceral experience of the

sense of exploration and curiosity that

underpins the show. The mysterious

darkened hall beckons you in, and then

quickly confronts you with a reflection of

yourself, diverting your steps down another

path, before throwing you back to the start.

The existing mosaic tiles work beautifully

against the dark velvet obscurity, and in my

wandering at the opening garden party, I had

the good luck to be there with Patrick Freddy
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Puruntaatameri, one of the Australian artists

from the Northern Territory, who played

games of illusion and discovery with me in

the mirrors.

The next work to really capture my

imagination and speak of the desire to

connect, and find paths to each other is

Robyn Backen’s Whispering Trees installation.

Along the Lange Voorhout, this is a poetic

rendering of a banal telephone conversation

taking place all over the world:

“Hello, is that you?”

“Yes, it’s me!”

“Where are you?”

“I am here waiting behind the tree. Where are

you?”

“I am running late, I will be there in 15

minutes.”

“Ok then, I will wait here behind the tallest

tree.”

“See you in 15 minutes then.”

“Call me when you get here”

“Bye”

“See you soon”
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This everyday text is translated into Morse

code lighting up the trees, and spoken by

voices in 8 different languages. Robyn chatted

with Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands about

speaking Morse code during the opening

walk-through, and encouraged her to return

and visit at night, but we don’t think she did.

The passersby who unexpectedly

encountered the work showed their curiosity

and intrigue by coming up to ask questions.

One couple stopped to kiss passionately

amidst the crossing of languages, English

speaking to Dutch, German to Japanese,

Iranian to Greek and Chinese to Urdu. It’s

nice to see a work of art encouraging such an

ardent emotional display!

There’s something interesting too about the

interplay of royalty and public space. The

Queen is also a sculptor, inheriting centuries

of Dutch colonial history, teased out from

traditional to contemporary life by the work

in this exhibition. Robyn Backen has carved

into her kitchen cupboards the final Morse

code message transmitted by the French Navy

in 1997:
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“Calling all. This is our last cry before our

eternal silence.”

This speaks movingly of the disappearing

language and opportunities for discovering

‘new worlds’ at the end of a long journey into

the 20th Century, and gives a domestic

counterpoint to the public display of personal

communication through a vanishing medium

and technology.

Contemporary Adventures

The final project to successfully navigate this

journey of curiosity and desire is a series of

public interventions, provocations and

invitations by a group of young Dutch artists.

Curated by Erik Jutten and Ramon Ottenhof,

the Bureau voor Hedendaags Avontuur

(Office for Contemporary Adventure) is located

in a wooden pavilion beneath the whispering

trees, and offers visitors a selection of

weekend adventures over the three months of

the exhibition.

Become a tourist in your backyard #2 offers an

experience of adventure that as “an elusive
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force that tends to unravel in the realm of

the uncontrollable, on a craggy precipice that

most people cautiously avoid”; while Anique

Veve promises to give you a new family for

the day, and Esther Tamboer will take you

out camping in the centre of the city. Further

enticements include a food rave, jokes from

around the world, an angel’s point of view,

and an urban revisiting of Gulliver’s Travels.

“You see when night falls and you close your

eyes to sleep and dream, I have seen things

that you can only dream about. I have been

there. I was lost at sea for a long time. But I

have been there. Oh yes, all the way and back.”

– Jonathan Swift

It’s the coming back that can be problematic

for a long-term cultural nomad. Where is

Home when you have learned to make a home

in any corner of that world that can offer you

a space to work, dream and encounter new

paths and directions? As Geoff Dyer writes in

his travel memoir, Yoga for People Who Can’t

Be Bothered Doing It, while musing on the idea

of ‘home’ as a peripheral and slightly blurred

notion, that maybe he was like Steinbeck,
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who said “I have homes everywhere, many of

which I have not seen yet. That is perhaps

why I am restless. I haven’t seen all my

homes.”

We each follow the impulse to find our own

home in the world through a series of

journeys, short and long, geographical and

metaphysical, internal/external, and

mythological. It is an art of writing the map as

we go along, unfolding the path as we step out

onto it, making the most of each meaningful

coincidence, random encounter and deeper

connection that we find along the way.

Wednesday August 1, 2007
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PART II.

SURVIVING THE

CULTURAL

UNDERGROUND

HOW DO YOU SURVIVE WHILE

QUESTIONING THE VERY FRAMEWORK

OF SOCIETY?



CHAPTER 5.

AMSTERDAM BOSSA NOVA

Alternative Amsterdam & the Walrus

I have the good fortune to meet Robbert Van

Hulzen, a Dutch avant-garde percussionist

traveling through Berlin, and accepted an

invitation to visit and discover the alternative

wildness of Amsterdam. Please allow me to

share some of the riotous and authentic

flavours of one of the most sophisticated and

urbane of Europe’s cities. This trip through

Amsterdam’s wild side is outside the well-

trodden paths of museums, monuments and

manufactured culture. Do keep reading, I

hope you will enjoy these idiosyncratic

wanderings along the byways and peripheries

of Amsterdam.
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Westergasfabriek Wilderness

The park behind Amsterdam’s Westerpark is

fabulously wild and rambling, with a nature

reserve (Waternatuurin) for water birds, a

series of wooden walkways and a

Huckleberry Finn-style floating pontoon for

the adventurous at heart. There is a lovely

children’s farm with horses, goats and cows

– look for the building with a grass-covered

roof. And you can hang out with the ducks in

any of the ponds, or splash in the water with

the kids.

Now walk across the bridge from

Haarlemmerplein, diagonally through the

Westerpark, and up the hill behind the

watercourse (which is filled with children

swimming and people sunbathing on

anything resembling a warm day). Keep

walking along this path behind the

Westergasfabriek and continue until you see

the hideous rust-colored, concrete sculpture

in the water. This is the start of the reserve,

where winding paths through the rushes give

you access to another world. You can walk

all the way along to Admiraal de Ruijter Weg,
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past a series of country garden cottages and

the most beautiful variety of purple

wildflowers (and with not a tulip in sight!).

Follow the road back along Haarlemmerweg

to discover the revitalized industrial arts

centre Westergasfabriek, home to the

excellent Bakkerswinkel (for pastries) and to

Pacific Parc (for addicts who need wifi every

day, fresh mint tea and dancing). There is a

contemporary film program at Ketelhuis, and

the music venue Flex Bar that features

international artists.

Culture Vulture

Now and then I find myself venturing into the

arena of contemporary art for a glimpse of

what the cool kids are doing. I like to sample

the cutting-edge of media art and

experimental kunst at de Appel Arts Centre

and Montevideo, both along Keizersgracht. If

you crave more culture, try an art walk

through Amsterdam, highlighting the cream

of local talent.

When you find yourself hungry and in need

of caffeine after all that art, head for the best
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bakery in town to replenish your energy.

Bakkerij Mediterrane (at the Jordaan end of

Haarlemmerdijk) serves a champignon pizza,

which is a sublime concoction of flaky puff

pastry, mushrooms, herbs and cheese; their

chocolate croissants give you a rich gooey

decadent breakfast. Koffie Verkeed is the

translation for café latte – coffee the “wrong

way” – the Dutch are such control freaks. If

you become a regular, one day you may even

find your photo up on the blue tiled walls.

Don’t expect fast service, be patient and enjoy

the ambiance of bustling conviviality.

You can also wander along Haarlemmerstraat

to Papabubble for the most delicious hand-

made lollies on earth, and explore the diverse

collection of clothes, hardware, books, live

birds and knick-knacks in this unique

shopping street, which you can explore

virtually via nl streets, the best interactive city

guide I’ve found anywhere. My favourite

store is Wini Vintage, where I recently bought

a gorgeous furry muff to keep my hands

warm in the cold.

Stroll down to the children’s playground at
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Herrenmarkt for a glimpse of Dutch family

life, where you can wiggle your toes in the

sandpit while reflecting on the politics of

children’s play. On Saturday the

Noordermarkt (corner Prinsengracht and

Brouwersgracht) can supply every need from

organic vegetables to fresh cheese and bread,

lovingly made crepes with sugar and lemon,

or buttons, beads and baubles amongst the

antique stalls. There is also a vibrant fabric

market here on Monday morning until 1pm,

rich in colors and textures.

Sudden Music

Amsterdam has a thriving and diverse music

scene with improvised delights every night.

Try Zaal 100 on Wednesdays after 6pm for

the vegetarian café serving a 3-course meal

(only 5 euro). This is a relic of the famous

Amsterdam squat culture, one of the

remaining active venues that hold to the

tradition of free-form living and music. The

audience is an interesting mix of

counterculture characters, younger music

aficionados and alternative living types. You

could easily be one of them. The bar serves
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cheap drinks, and if you ask for a vodka be

prepared for half a glass of straight spirits.

Bimhuis is a legendary jazz venue, with a new

home in a very cool building overlooking the

harbor behind central station. Once a ‘legal

squat’ in an old film academy, and now a

multipurpose alternative cultural

centre, Overtoom 301 offers an eclectic

range of film, improvised electronic and

acoustic music and dance in the centre of

town and the slogan “No Culture without

Subculture”. De Peper, their anarchist style

volunteer collective ‘Organic cultural

kitchen,’ serves friendly vegan food along

with the program of music and art.

Walk with the Walrus in Bossa Nova

In the mood for an Amsterdam walk with a

sculptural theme? Start on the bridge over

Admiralengracht at Jan van Galenstraat. Look

for the Arctic explorer with walruses, it’s my

favorite. Every curve of their little round

forms is lovingly carved, and the tusks and

moustache are particularly fine. Across the

road, Hildo Krop, famous socialist artist and

‘sculptor of the city of Amsterdam,’ becomes
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even more ambitious, with monumental

stone curling waves splashing onto the ship,

and hidden around the corner is a maiden

with flowing tresses, guarding the stairs

down to a nondescript apartment block.

There is something so alive about these

sculptures, I try to visit them whenever I can,

and found more decadent adornment by the

same artist across the city, which you could

once find on the Hildo Krop Bruggenroute.

Back to Bos en Lommer, you are now poised

to wander through the Erasmus Park,

enjoying the scented herb garden, maybe

joining a game of soccer with local kids, or

just taking in the rambling greenery. Relax

in the Terrasmus Cafe or get a picnic to

takeaway. Along the canal is a great place to

sit and watch life go by, the two modernist

apartment buildings become a post-modern

drama with vignettes of every day life played

out through the windows. Walk up

Egidiusstraat and turn right at Bos en

Lommerweg to bar/café/theatre venue

Podium Mosaiek, with friendly staff, an

excellent multicultural performance

program, free wifi and reasonably priced
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meals. The warme bakker yildiz across the

road has excellent baklava, and the warme

bakker next door makes delicious

krentenbrood.

Art Café & Ethnographic Display

The temporary Stedlijk museum behind

central station has the best view of

Amsterdam from the café on the 11th floor,

called simply Eleven. They serve excellent

apple pie and cream, encourage drinking at

lunch, and dancing with DJs and live music

at night. I didn’t venture into the gallery,

sometimes a glance at the catalogue and the

gift shop is enough, although I did see a

wonderful exhibition of 1960s and ’70s

conceptual art at the old location a few years

ago.

From here find your way down through the

northeast edge of the city, along Gelderskade

and past the Waterlooplein (which is home to

a flea market on Saturday). During the week

stop in to the anarchist bookstore Fort van

Sjakoo on Jodenbreestraat, or have more

apple pie at the café on the corner of St.
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Antonieesbreestraat overlooking the canal,

and then continue along Plantage

Middenlaan past the Zoo (look out for the

dinosaurs and aquarium mural) and to the

Tropen Museum. I have only been at night, so

couldn’t see any of the exhibits, although the

ethnographic displays look fascinating, and

there is an imaginative children’s program

and activities. The museum is another

extraordinary piece of architecture,

celebrating the Dutch fascination with the

exotic in both the collection and a world

music program including Gamelan and

Tango Festivals at the Royal Tropical Institute

(KIT). After spending a few weeks in flat, grey,

rainy Amsterdam I can easily understand the

desire to find warmer climates, and for a

deeper reading of Dutch colonial history, I

highly recommend reading An Embarrassment

of Riches, by Simon Shama.

Ships, Cranes & Freight Trains

A last treat for anyone who likes to watch

trains and ships, find a bicycle, and go for

a ride through the industrial Westpoort area

towards Sloterdijk. Don’t worry if it’s raining
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and you don’t have any wet-weather gear, the

Dutch seem fine without it and just get wet

cycling every day.

Spaarndammerstraat is the route along the

ports, on the way you can visit the Ship

Museum, which actually refers more to the

structure than the exhibition. A residential

building with ornate embellishments along

the façade, it was designed in 1919 by Michel

de Klerk, the prolific and inspired designer

from the wild and unruly Amsterdam School

of Architecture, a humanitarian socialist

movement in public housing which provided

imaginative and spectacular homes for the

harbor and railway workers.

Ride past the Art Hotel, keep going on the

left-hand side of the road and follow the bike

path down along the railway line (Nieuwe

Hemweg), for a fantastic view of the ships in

Neptune’s Haven. Head towards the chimney

stacks and high-tech windmills of the wind

farm to follow the freight trains along their

routes into a series of factories and shipyards.

If you feel like an evening adventure, the

cranes work until late at night, hoisting and
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twisting their articulated limbs in a strangely

beautiful dance as they lift and move cargo

on and off the ships. The area can feel a little

deserted and solitary, but with the usual

precautions and an eye for safety you will be

perfectly fine.

There is an excellent documentary Haven:

Roaming Through the Night (Marjoleine

Boonstra, 2004) about the residents and

workers of the port area, now being

redeveloped into apartments and offices.

Wave hello as you cycle past the railway

shacks!

25th June 2007
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CHAPTER 6.

HELSINKI MADNESS

Finland, Finland, Finland!

I was drawn to Helsinki by tales of an art

lecturer about the wild and wonderful world

of Finland, and a childhood love of Tove

Jansson’s stories about the Moomintroll

family. Their adventures included a summer

floating in an abandoned theatre, the strange

things that happened after a comet landed

nearby, the entire family moving to a

lighthouse on a tiny island, hibernating for

winter after drinking pine needle cordial, and

the arrival of spring which was marked by the

return of Moonmintroll’s best friend Snufkin,

a wandering musician.

Moomin characters such as the Fillyjonk
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(who believed in disaster), the mournful

Hemulen and feisty Little My also enchanted

my childhood, while the wonderfully

philosophical Moominmamma’s Finnish

pancakes (with strawberry jam and cream)

provided an added enticement to visit this

other world.

I have still never seen a comet, or lived in a

lighthouse, but something about the Finnish

people, landscape and worldview keep me

returning.

The closest I have come to a floating theatre

was the ISEA05 Symposium, which took

place on a ferry between Helsinki, Stockholm

and Tallinn. This spectacular elegant ship-

hotel was complete with disco, sauna, casino,

restaurants and three spas including one

located on the deck where you could watch

the archipelago slowly drift by while soaking

with an assortment of artists, curators and

musicians. The highlight for me was watching

a sea of people dancing on the ships TV and

realising that it was happening live, getting up

out of my cabin and joining the party with VJ

Charles Kriel. The ship itself was also creating
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music as it navigated the Baltic Sea, like a

giant record player with the ocean floor as

the groove of the record. Created by Finnish/

Hungarian artists Tuomo Taamenpaa and

Tamas Szakal ‘FLOAT’ played a mesmerising

series of minimalist tones, slowly changing in

pitch and texture with the direction, depth

and speed of the ship. Another key moment

was having my genetic material sampled for

the ‘Lifeboat’ project by Symbiotica members

Oron Catts, Ionat Zurr, Guy Ben-Ary and

Nigel Helyer. Part of their biotechnology

tissue culture work dealing with concepts of

sustainability, survival and notions of

biological, cultural and ideological re-

generation, and its obverse, the degradation

of life and all its manifestations.

Even without the media artists on board, the

one or two day cruise on the Baltic is a

fantastic experience, looking out at the ice

through glamorous polished wooden

portholes, sampling the flavours of a

magnificent buffet dinner, or watching the

sea lap at tiny rock islands.

I finally got to taste the Finnish pancakes at
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the Sea Horse, my favourite home-style

Finnish restaurant after a particularly

raucous artist’s dinner there for Pixelache

Electronic Arts Festival. They were

everything I had imagined and more, a huge

stack of piping hot crepes piled high with

whipped cream and strawberry jam. The

dinner started with a vodka shot – apparently

a traditional aperitif – and continued through

a main course of crispy fried Baltic herrings,

Finnish traditional meatballs, or breast of

chicken with blue cheese sauce. At some point

a friend decided to collect money for his

continued stay in Finland, and we made up

some truly abysmal performance poetry and

passed a hat around the two tables.

Pixelache festival has grown into a fixture on

the international media art circuit, and

continues to support experimental works and

grassroots media culture, with offshoots in

Colombia and Paris. This was my first (and

favourite) international festival, where I

played live bridge sounds! The program

ranges from VJ performances, to short films,

music and installations, with the intriguing

Placard Festival taking place next to my
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Transit Lounge for Conversation in the lobby

Kiasma Museum of Contemporary Art.

French/Finnish musician Erik Minkkinen

started this festival in 1999, with the entire

audience listening through headphones, to

enable 24 hours of performances to take place

in his tiny Paris apartment. It has grown to

a worldwide platform and he encourages

anyone who is interested in hosting a Placard

to set up their own space, giving technical

advice on the problems and program.

Each year the organisers throw a party for all

the artists, usually around 100 people at the

youth hostel on Suomenlinna Island. These

are friendly affairs, giving the artists a chance

to meet and mingle before the four days of

presentations, workshops and performances,

and help to create the unique atmosphere that

makes Pixelache one of the best festivals

around. Even without the party, the island is

a beautiful day trip or overnight stay, only a

15 minute ferry ride from Helsinki, the ruins

of a historic 17th century sea fortress can be

explored as you walk around this lovely

community. Try the ‘Blueberry Soup’ from

the vending machine onboard the ferry, I
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guarantee you will never taste anything like

it again (unless you mix hot straw with

Curacao).

Whenever I visit Helsinki I spend as much

time as I can in hot water. Well, steam

actually, but the Yrjönkatu swimming hall

also provides a gorgeous indoor swimming

pool with ornate marble columns, and

charming private cabins upstairs for 11 euro,

or communal change area with ancient

wooden lockers for around 4. The steam

room is satisfyingly hot and wet, while the

wood-fired sauna is second only to Kallio the

largest surviving public sauna in Helsinki.

Here you can sit outside in the snow, drinking

a cold beer in between bursts of extreme heat,

wearing only a towel to fit in with the locals.

Take your own honey for extra silky smooth

skin, and purchase birch branches from the

attendant, used all over the body in a quick

flicking motion to stimulate circulation and

release toxins. The most glamorous sauna I

have ever been to is the private club on

Uunisaari Island, at the after party for ISEA.

This can be reached by walking over the

frozen sea in winter, or on a tiny wooden
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boat in the summer. The sauna is housed in a

rustic wood shack, features the classic dip in

freezing seawater to cool you down between

steams, and an old wooden house with

restaurant and bar in the nearby clubhouse.

For a spectacular view of Helsinki’s many

ports, go to the rooftop bar at the Hotel Torni.

Specialising in Apple Martinis, they also have

delicious snacks. The port areas around

Helsinki are fascinating, and you can find a

series of guides to interesting walks written

by locals and artists on Locating Helsinki.

This wonderfully unique site offers a series

of quirky tours and places to visit, form art

to beer and clothes to romantisch or not

romantisch, for example: “Hernesaari : If you

follow the boulevard along the coast direction

west from the Kaivopuisto park you will

suddenly find yourself in a significantly less

pleasant environment – at least according to

common standards. The Hernesaari

peninsula is entirely covered with huge

industrial halls, warehouses, cranes and

building sites. It is here that Kaurismäki has

build slums for his movie The Man Without
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a Past (2002), obviously out of lack of real

slums in Helsinki.

Fans of Aki Kaurismäki can visit Zetor, the

notorious restaurant featuring a tractor in the

centre of town, famous for being owned by

the Leningrad Cowboys, and hosting

performances by old times singers featured in

his films.

Anyone who grew up in the seventies

probably used Arabia crockery at some point

in their lives, and can now visit the place it

originates. The old Arabia factory was

transformed into UIAH Media Art and

Design school, but the new factory is just

down the road, and has a discount shopping

centre – for those souvenir moomin cups –

and piles of chipped crockery out the back,

useful for anyone who needs a moment out

of their busy itinerary for venting spleen or

cathartic plate-throwing. If you continue

walking along the lake behind the factory, you

will get to the lovely Maatinkaari pedestrian

bridge. A gorgeous dark green pylon bridge

with 12 strings on one side and 4 on the other,

according to the Helsinki City Building
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Office: “The minimum frequency of the

bridge’s natural vibration is ca. 1.3 Hz. This

ensures that crossing the bridge is a pleasant

experience.”

A lovely outdoor market is found most

mornings at Hakaniemi, with more authentic

pancakes and herrings, and truly dreadful

filter coffee. You can listen in wonder to

authentic Finnish tango at the music stalls,

and find some great bargains in the piles of

clothes and electronics. Walking around

Eläintarhanlahti Bay to the right brings you

to Linnunlaulu, the imposing gothic mansion

with hand printed wallpaper, which hosts

artists visiting Helsinki and has a very small

museum and antique shop downstairs. If you

take a left at the bay, you will find a number

of cozy restaurants serving decent pizza until

late in the dark stone buildings along the

water.

To find more specialised music, such as the

famous melancholic tango singers Olavi Virta

and Markus Allan, take the 3B/3A tram to

visit the music shops at Viiskulma (Five

Corners) like Digelius Music on
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Laivurinrinne. Walk back up the hill towards

Fredrikinkatu or Iso Roobertinkatu to find a

range of contemporary design shops.

For a truly divine music experience, find out

what is on in the Temppeliaukio Rock

Church at Lutherinkatu 3, built in 1969 into

the cliffs with a stunning copper domed roof.

The concert I saw there was Kaffi Matthews

and the Pink Twins, but you may find

something more liturgical or choral to suit

your taste.

Finally, make sure you try the Salmiakki,

extra salty Finnish licorice, and take in some

of the local ambience watching the Goth

teenagers meet at Central (Rautatientori)

Railway station on the weekend. The 1st May

and midsummer are calendar highlights, and

don’t be surprised to see hundreds of drunk

Finns take to the streets. Moi Moi.

Wednesday July 18, 2007
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CHAPTER 7.

LOVE & TRAVEL

Throw my ticket out the window, throw my

suitcase out there too.

Throw my troubles out the door, I don’t need them

anymore,

‘cause tonight I’ll be staying here with you

–Bob Dylan

Sometimes people come along who knock

you right off course, pull you so strongly into

their orbit that you can’t remember where it

was you were going or why you would ever

want to be anywhere else but with them. At

moments like that, you can choose to

continue on your course, or find out what

happens when you go along for the ride.

Ultimately, isn’t that what life is? A crazy,
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scary, exhilarating journey that you can’t

always shape or decide according to your own

desires and inclinations.

I believe in love, and I know that you do too

And I believe in some kind of path, that we can

walk down me and you

–Nick Cave

Now I am a seasoned solo traveler, who can

walk into pretty much any situation and find

something to enjoy and someone to talk to.

But, amongst the adventure and excitement

— the thrill and passion for new experiences

and constant disorientation — also comes

loneliness, and a wistful desire for a

companion. Someone who can make the

journey with me. A like-minded adventurer,

who is capable of inspiring me and himself,

who can follow his own passions and share

them with me, and sometimes provide solid

ground and a safe haven when I just need to

curl up on the couch and be looked after.

Come sail your ships around me, and burn your

bridges down

You are a little mystery to me, every time you come
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around

–Nick Cave

There is that myth of romance and travel, that

it’s always glamorous and exciting. Which

anyone who has left home knows is not the

case at all. The constant re-orienting yourself,

dealing with the physical stuff of life, finding

the nearest food and laundry and other

essentials, being in a new place, negotiating

language and culture and expectations is part

of the richness of the experience but it’s also

draining and exhausting. To always be in a

state of transit opens up a world of possibility

but also cuts short the natural evolution of

some relationships, which need to grow and

mature in their own time. You can’t decide

right here and now, yes. This is for me. This

one I will stay for. Or maybe you can.

There’s something about yearning that links

love and travel on a deep level. Setting out

on a journey from your home to find a place

where you belong; people you connect with,

or a way of making sense of the world, and

your place in it. The desire for the exotic, to

be stimulated and intrigued in ways the
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familiar doesn’t always provide. The

challenge of creating yourself afresh in each

new environment and situation. Knowing

that you can find food, shelter and friends,

that you are part of a greater human

community, that you have something to offer

the world. Being seen for who you are, in that

moment, without the baggage of your history,

past relationships and emotional

expectations. To be totally free and at play in

the world, responding to the people who drift

into your life each day.

At times absolute freedom brings with it

absolute loneliness, and with the ability to

simply walk away at any time, there is a

certain level of responsibility to tread lightly

and move with grace through the world. You

never know where the thin ice is, and what

hairline cracks you may be setting off with

your footsteps.

Maybe I’m addicted to the disorientation of

the unfamiliar, and the transformative pain of

having my heart broken. Each time it seems to

uncover something even more pure and real,
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the deeper the heartbreak the further along

the path of understanding it takes you.

I’ve left fragments of my heart all over the world.

There was the French-Glaswegian VJ who

tempted me with a kiss in Helsinki, then

didn’t really have any more to offer once I

arrived in his home town, although we

became friends. Then the Scottish media

artist, a year earlier, also in Helsinki, who

captivated me with his mournful dark eyes

and poetic soul, and kept me longing for his

attention until I realised that he was in love

with someone else, and just had that kind of

deep soulful gaze as a default setting. I made

some nice artwork from that crush, a high-

tech mobile wishlist… he’s also a friend.

When he came to visit me in Slovakia, as we

sat in the thermal baths with snow falling

around the 18th-century basilica across the

Danube, he turned to me and said ‘You do

realise you’re not living a normal life, don’t

you?’

‘Umm, no, not really until you pointed it out.

Doesn’t everyone live like this?’
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Speaking of Slovakia, the long cold winter

was beguiled by my flirtation with Zoli, the

bemused bartender who couldn’t quite work

me out, but seemed to want to try. In our one

private conversation told me that he thought I

was someone who wanted to taste everything,

to try all the flavours of life. Let’s not mention

the gruff Irish factory owner who spent as

much time as I did in the Green Pub, had

a nice sardonic wit but didn’t live up to the

hype. Then again, maybe they never do.

Maybe the best romance is always a dream,

then the bubble bursts.

A few years previously there was the non-

affair with a grizzly-bear organic farmer and

blacksmith in upstate New York, who I met

through a media art project. We had an

instant connection, found a sense of ease and

joy in each other’s company, and he grew to

depend on my presence at his farmstand and

in the quiet country evenings… but again, no

hot potato. At one point his neighbours

staged an intervention – he was a dry,

charming professor of Italian literature, she

was a very lovely woman and Air Hostess,

and after cocktails, chocolates and cognac he
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enquired as we sat rocking on the porch,

‘You’re not involved with X. are you?’ ‘No.

But…’

That one ended in a screaming match on

Avenue B on the Lower East Side, we’re not

friends.

There was a momentary flash of mutual

interest with a Finnish friend on my first trip

to Helsinki, but he was sick and I was tired,

and we’ve never followed it up. The first time

I was in Berlin, that same year, the dishevelled

doctor who wanted to be an actor drew me

into staying longer than I had planned. We

kept arranging to meet and then not quite

making it for various reasons, until the last

night of my trip, 3 months later, when he

amused me with tales of the four women he

was dating, but I wasn’t going to be the fifth.

Although he was gorgeous, like an unmade

bed you just wanted to fall into, the German

George Clooney.

On another plane altogether is the urbane,

charming peace activist and journalist who I

hung out with for a week in Paris. I’m pretty
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sure neither of us felt anything romantic in

the air, but we had a certain chemistry and

were intrigued by each others mind and

worldview. He took me on wonderful

adventures, across bridges and into his secret

city, and stays in touch with weird and

inspiring updates from his international

agent of peace lifestyle.

Many of us seem to suffer from the malaise

affecting so many people all over the world,

having both a highly romantic and sadly

disposable attitude to relationships. This one

doesn’t work out? Next. And again. The other

problem keeping so many people alone is our

idealistic romantic expectations and not

being able to deal with the reality of a whole

other human being, in all our messy glorious

unique beauty and strangeness. Every person

is a mystery to another.

There are so many different shades and

textures of love, I think it limits us if we’re

only able to express them through a

‘romantic’ relationship. Of course there are

myriad forms of love for our family and

friends, but I believe the subtleties of those
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really deep soul connections that we make in

the most unexpected places with completely

random people can be lost in transition

without a place for them to be at home.

We need to find spaces that allow for all kinds

of love to exist, and take shape in our lives

with people who may not become lovers or

life partners, but can be inspiring, nurturing

and playful traveling companions. I am still

learning this skill, and it’s a challenging

journey to be on that demands a lot, but is

infinitely enriching along the way.

Maybe these are the new continents we need

to explore, the deeper feelings and untoward

emotional currents that run counter to

rational plans and logical thoughts. Let

yourself go into the murky uncharted waters

of intuition and desire, and see where they

lead you. Perhaps you will find unexpected

clarity in these travels, once you get used to a

different way of navigating. You could find a

home in the world, with your heart the solid

ground.

Saturday August 4, 2007
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CHAPTER 8.

BARCELONA SUMMER OF LOVE

Homage to the city of Shooting Stars

I arrive in Barcelona only to be swept off to

Mar Bella for the Sunday gay beach party,

coinciding with the Loveball gay and lesbian

festival. The first afternoon in Barcelona is

a blur of mojitos, watching a drag queen in

purple wig and silver platform shoes dance to

the village people, and then plunging into the

Mediterranean to swim during the sunset as

the big orange just after full moon rises.

Taking a stroll on a Sunday afternoon a few

weeks later through the Parc de la Ciutadella,

I find a group of swing dancers joyfully

spinning in the gazebo, and am charmed by

surprise dragons guarding a magnificent
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waterfall fountain. This is one of the delights

of being in a city that peaked economically

in the 14th Century, where so many of the

ancient buildings are still in use, and some are

almost untouched by progress.

Reading Colm Toibin’s Homage to Barcelona

gives an insight into the pride and history of

the Catalan people, and fills in my sketchy

knowledge of local history. Including the

reason for the Arc de Triumph, which

celebrates a brief return of Catalan

Independence. It’s a triumphant arc, the light

fittings are gorgeous, and I’m intrigued by a

beautifully painted tile which has been set

into the base of one, depicting a group of

peasants making merry on a grassy verge. No

doubt Colm could tell me exactly what they

are celebrating!

It’s now legal to be nude in the centre of the

city, which indicates a wider cultural

liberalism, although so far people seem to be

keeping it to the beaches. Barcelona is an

extremely modern, international city, so

much so that it’s difficult to access the

contemporary local culture without a
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resident to guide you through the maze of

commerce and tourism. Listings for what’s on

can be found in Barcelona Connect and

Barcelona Weekly magazines for an insiders

view of the city.

Contemporary Art & Culture

Another way to engage is to check out the

evening viewing at Centre de Cultura

Contemporània de Barcelona (CCCB) on a

Thursday night, when they open late, and

catch one of the free film screenings in

summer, programmed to coincide with the

latest exhibition themes. This year it’s all

about Traveling, with a great program

including ‘Don’t Look Back’ with a young,

arrogant Bob Dylan in fine ranting form, and

‘Double Blind’ Sophie Calle and partner on

a road trip as their relationship disintegrates.

Get there really early to nab a deck chair, or

else squirm on the narrow hard wooden slats

with everyone else.

The Museu Nacional d’Art de Catalunya also

stays open til 10pm on Thursdays during

summer with music and a discount 3 euro
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entry, as does the Modern Art Museum. The

Gracia Festival transforms this district into

a living public artwork from August 15-21st

walk towards Placa Rius I Taulet from metro

Fontana (L3) to pick up a guide of all the

decorated streets and watch the human

castles rising and falling outside the town

hall.

The bicycles for hire at the bicing racks

around the city are primarily there for local

residents to make short commuting trips and

so help ease the traffic problems. If you can

register online first in Catalan or Spanish,

you may be able to access these from any of

100 locations around the city, but keep an eye

out for the distinctive red and white wheels

as people unfamiliar to cycling may be a little

unsteady on the streets.

Along the road to Barceloneta

If you’re heading to Barceloneta beach, stop

at the Museum of the History of Catalonia, or

visit their online exhibition ‘Franco’s Prisons’,

exploring the reality and legacy of the fascist

Regime. After this dip into local history,
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refresh yourself with a swim and a cold drink

from one of the many beach vendors who

walk along touting their wares. The

Barceloneta area is built on the old town

centre of Ciutat Vella fisherman district, and

has become very desirable despite the high-

rise jungle, which has sprung up along the

waters edge since the seventies. Rebecca

Horn’s fabulous sculpture, The Wounded

Shooting Star teeters precariously on the

beach, an ode to the industrial past and

crumbling faded glory. Locals also

recommend Mar Bogatell for swimming, a

few beaches further along past the Port

Olimpic, about 5 euro in a cab.

Gothic and Good life in the Born

Crossing back into the Born district will find

you amidst a cornucopia of bars, cafes and

designer clothes stores. My favourite church

in the city, the minimalist, elegant Gothic

Basilica Santa Maria del Mar is a great

meeting point and in summer the steps are

a nice place to hang out. Nearby, according

to Colm Toibin is where the first nightclub

opened clandestinely in the 1970’s. Watch
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locals and tourists mingle at the wonderful

Bellarmino ice-cream bar – insane mango &

fantastic coconut sorbets, and sublime

chocolate. Nearby Carrer Agullers is home to

Vila Viniteca gourmet wine and cheese deli at

number 7-9, and Forn de Pastisseria VilaMala

(#14) which produces the most extraordinary

vanilla slice (Mil Hoyas) with caramel flaky

pastry and decadent rich custard.

In need a health fix after all this indulgence?

Veritas Organic Supermarket is only a few

block away at Via Laietana 28, and carries a

great range of biological products, tofu and

soymilk. Origen 99.9% Restaurant at Passeig

del Born 4 offers a magazine style menu with

improbable translations but deliciously fresh

organic Catalan recipes and local ingredients.

I plan to work my way through the six pages

of desserts that start the menu, and look

forward to trying the ‘mouse from cream

cheese and coulees of fruits’. The renovated

Mercat de Santa Caterina is worth visiting

simply to check out the brightly tiled wavy

roof, while the superior restaurants (and

Woody Allen who is filming here) pick up

supplies at Mercat de Sant Josep la Boqueria,
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just over La Rambla from Metro station

Liceu.

Up the Ramblas!

Wandering along the Ramblas I was drawn

into the Institut de Cultura, Centre de la

Image La Virreina by the exhibition

title Silenced Cartographies. A series of

panoroamic photographs of seemingly empty

landscapes and disused buildings is

accompanied by a video of forests and

meadows with a recital of names. It wasn’t

until halfway through that I realised these

were all concentration camps and mass

graves from the Franco era. Rejoining the

crowds at the Boqueria market was a

strangely comforting haze of life, colour and

movement. The exhibitions here are always

worth a look, on a recent trip I saw a fantastic

survey show of work by Ai Wei Wei, and the

current show, Found Photographs by Jordi

Socías features a gem of an image, Brigitte

(1986), a woman dressed in burlesque fishnets

and leopard print, holding up a fish in each

hand.
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Crossing over Placa Catalunya towards the

Passeig de Gracia for some seriously

upmarket shopping, make sure to stop for

some of the best tapas in town at Tapas 24,

opposite the Diesel shop on Diputacio 269.

Perfect with their fabulous sangria slushee.

A haven from the endless stream of people

around Place Catalunya is Café Zurich, at the

very top of La Rambla. This decadent old

style café is a delight to slip into for a cool

orange juice or baguette, and the charmingly

efficient and friendly service from waiters

who move gracefully through the crowded

tables to take your order almost as soon as

you sit down. The coolest young local

designers seem to have set up camp along the

back of the Catedral Santa Lucia, which is

also worth visiting for the geese in the

courtyard. Head down along Carrer D’Avinyo

for directional fashion at Garden (off

D’Avinyo) or Comite on El Raval. Continue

to Carrer Ample 28 to visit the Papa of

lollyshops, Papabubble. On my first meander

through this area I was amused to see two

Eurotrash pop stars or princesses out

shopping flanked by four burly secret service
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security agents talking seriously into their

headsets.

The princess and the pauper

The extremely beautiful shoes at Jocomomola

will make you wish you had a clothing

allowance (no longer to be found at c/

Vigatans 6 el Born), while funky bags are

handmade in front of you round the corner

at Pinzat. Top end designers like Marithe +

Francois Girbaud cluster around Placa de les

Olles, while Café de la Princesa runs between

Carrer Sabateret and Flassaders with a

sumptuous range of elegant tailored suits and

luxurious food. Head along Princesa towards

the Parc du Ciutadella and you will find the

new private art foundation, Blue Project,

gallery, cafe and bookstore, bringing a taste

of the avant-garde contemporary art to the

Born.

Those of you who can’t afford designer

fashion or just don’t like buying from chain

stores will find a clothing mecca at the

Encants Flea Market, near Glories Metro on

Mon, Wed, Fri and Sat from 9am-8pm. Now
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housed in a custom built architectural display

centre with mirrored ceilings, the bargains

are still there. The piles of second hand

clothing take some dedication to sift through,

but can reveal excellent pieces (sheer zara silk

shirt, home made 60’s print cotton dress,

fancy ruffle skirt) and at 3 for 5 euro it’s such

a bargain that you can satisfy a wicked

shopping urge without breaking the budget.

Inside the square is a veritable treasure trove

of old pictures, books, tools, and plenty of

junk mixed in amongst the genuine antiques.

Replenish your energy with a café con leche

at the tiny coffee shop tucked inside the street

wall, and then it’s time to parade your new

look at one of the many bars along the

cobbled streets in the city.

There are bars all over the barrio, between

Princessa, Lietana and Picasso you could

drink for hours in a mix of plush, gritty and

trendy establishments. Walk from the old

style Rosal at the top of Passeig de Born along

Carrer Banys Vells for a taste of some

seriously decadent nightlife, the bar with beds

may give you pause. Try to make it all the

way over to Raval and settle in for the night
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at truly fabulous Bar 68 (Carrer de Sant Pau,

68) with sparkling pop-art menu design by

Chicks on Speed, incredible food and the

most intriguing bearded bartender of

Barcelona.

If you can find it, Satan’s Coffee Corner will

take care of your hangover, with the best

coffee in town, served in wicked cups

(designed by a friend of the owner), the

hippest clientele and sexiest reading material

selection I’ve seen in a long time.

Wednesday August 29, 2007
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CHAPTER 9.

LJUBLJANA SLOVENIA

I feel sLOVEnia

Ljubljana is a fabulous town, and set to play a

much larger role on the world stage this year

as Slovenia steps up and takes the (rotating)

role of President of the EU. Slovenia is the

first ex-communist country to do so, and one

that is far larger in spirit and culture than the

geographical area it occupies would suggest.

Home to the infamous NSK (Neue

Slowenische Kunst) art collective, which

includes the band Laibach, painters group

IRWIN and the Department of Pure and

Applied Philosophy, Ljubljana was high on

my list of places to visit when I first dreamed

of Europe.
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The first thing I notice, driving through the

Austrian Alps from Klagenfurt Airport, is

Ljubljana’s incredibly beautiful setting.

Nestled between mountains and even with

the inevitable concrete urban growth, this

compact city has a great deal of charm. I

didn’t even make it to the centre of the old

town until after the first week, and managed

to spend an entire day under a bridge.

(Klagenfurt is a small skiing town in Austria

is where the cheap flights land; to reach

Ljubljana from here takes less than 2 hours by

car and around 3 hours by train.)

Art & culture

Soak up the atmosphere and orient yourself

on arrival with a walk along the three rivers,

which connect in the centre of the old town.

In winter there is a magnificent display of

galaxies and comets throughout the winding

cobbled streets, with lighting designed by one

of the countries’ most famous painters. The

romantic story of Francè Preseren, the

National Slovene poet, is commemorated

with his statue gazing out the window in

Preseren Square. (Here he is eternally looking
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across longingly at the window of his lost

love, Julia, who broke his heart by marrying

a German banker. Most of his poetry centers

on themes of hopeless love, romantic

yearning and existential angst.)

The Slovenian sculptor Marko Pogacnik is a

famous “earth healer,” a process he has named

lythopuncture. This deals with the energies

that flow beyond visible nature, the earth

healing process and new consciousness of the

earth and our planet. He plans to regenerate

the city by aligning the urban vibrations with

the natural flow of energy around the globe,

but until then the central parliament is

somewhat off centre and located on a busy

intersection.

The original design by architect Joze Plecnik

was to connect the churches on either side of

the river with the house of parliament, and

so create a power triad through the town. He

designed the Triple Bridge across the

Ljubljanica river (Tromostovje), the market

along the riverbanks and had planned future

development of the city, with his not-

executed work being the design for a Slovene
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parliament 120 meters high. (The fourth

Bridging the Gap conference takes place in

Slovenia in May, hosted by the

Environmental Agency of the Republic of

Slovenia, with a focus on responding to

environmental change.)

Film Culture

When you’re ready to sink back into the

comfort of a velvet chair and watch the latest

art-house films, or perhaps experience a live

‘expanded’ cinema performance, make your

way to KinoDvor. The classic refurbished

cinema is home to an eclectic program of

international and local films, and also hosts

experimental film and video events, such as

the Singing Bridges Live set, where I

performed with Luka Dekleva, part of

CoDeep collective, and Nova deViator, who

run a diverse array of audio visual club nights,

a spring festival and one-off performances.

If you’re lucky enough to coincide with one

of these events, you are sure of a great time,

the scene is warm, friendly and welcoming.

Keep your eyes and ears open when you’re

out and about in the town, as you might also
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find one of Nova’s art installations scattered

throughout the city.

Eat, drink, dance

For some of the best simple and tasty Bosnian

food, and football mad décor, stop by at

Lovpol (Litijslacesta 47, 1000 Ljubljana). We

had sudukice z lepinjo, beef sausages with

bread and paprika sauce, green beans and

kajmak (butter cheese). Delicious!

Once you head back into town, find your way

to Metelkova, the ‘internationally renowned

autonomous cultural zone’ created on the site

of the former military barracks. This public

space lay unused until September 1993, when

it was occupied in order to prevent its illegal

demolition by the government, and to carry

out various forms of autonomous creativity.

It’s now home to a complex of artist studios,

galleries, bars and clubs. Metelkova is one of

the few places where different types of live

music ranging from Free Jazz, Noise to Dub

and Techno can be heard in peaceful

coexistence.

A number of artists have their studios at
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Metelkova, along with one of the most open

and creatively varied galleries for

contemporary art not only in Slovenia but

regionally, too. I was taken to the secret “dark

room” bar at Jalla Jalla and introduced to the

Slovene Bears Blood, one of a series of

contemporary drinks with a folk-story twist.

Urban tribe, another young funky group who

also put on parties, are responsible for some

of the most intriguing alcohol marketing I

have ever seen. Their range of vodka allows

you to shout a phrase into the bottle, and the

sound-wave of this vocal print is then

embedded into the glass for your drinking

pleasure. Their absinthe is apparently as

genuine as you can get without wormwood.

After this, we head over to Alkatraz gallery,

where the exhibition opening features a

Kitsch (art group) calendar of Barbie and Ken

(and their friends), playing in a variety of

polyamorous configurations in local settings.

The homemade schnapps almost killed me,

somehow I made it back into the centre of

town for a club night at K4.

The latest party organizers to make a splash
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in the town are Sindikat, who put on the

fantastic queer party at K4 Club, with

multiple dance floors, VJ’s and rooms filled

with assorted hipsters, artists, dancers and

freaks! The club is home to a variety of avant-

garde music and visuals collectives and

groups, and is also associated with the art

next door in Gallery Kapelica. This is always

worth a visit, as they show some fascinating

work from local and international artists, you

might just stumble across one of the next big

sensations in the art world.

Friday April 4, 2008
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CHAPTER 10.

SUMMER IN BERLIN

My second Berlin summer

A friend told me the first time I came here,

that every summer you spend in Berlin, will

be better than the last. You have survived the

long winter, now the sunshine is warm and

you want to make the most of it.The city

parks are indeed plentiful, and inside their

lush greenery is where you will find the locals

hanging out, enjoying the sunshine and

working on their tans.

Many of them have a café, some have Ping

Pong tables, a flea market or a lake. And of

course, this being Germany, there is often an

important site redolent with history to be

found close by. So here’s my list of the top
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places to be, things to do, in Berlin this

summer.

Visit a Park

Gorlitzer Park in Kruezberg is across the

road from one of the places I stayed on my

first trip to Berlin, watching the puffballs

float through the air, making my through the

chattering Turkish family picnics and groups

of young kids hanging out, doing capoiera,

or playing ball games. This area was heavily

bombed during World War II; an enormous

crater is left in the park, showing where the

railway underpass ran, as a reminder of the

desecration and violence of war. The twisted

metal from the railway underneath is formed

into an abstract monument, jutting up into

the sky. Edelweiss Cafe is opposite the faux

roman ruins – an expensive edifice that is

crumbling and in genuine decay now, as the

sandstone absorbs the water that freezes and

then cracks, making them into an all the more

authentic, although expensive folly. The café

has lush banquette seating, a nice relaxed vibe

and upstairs hosts parties, concerts and
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literary events, in summer the chairs outside

are perfect for observing the passing parade.

The Mauer Park hosts one of the best flea

markets in town every Sunday, and the

wandering musicians and buskers will keep

you entertained after you have sifted through

the incredibly range of second hand treasures

and junk. During the recent Berlinale Film

Festival, the crowd suddenly swelled with the

upmarket well-dressed international film-set,

making a change from the usual mixed array

of hipsters, artists, and stalwart locals. The

scout hall tucked away in the middle of

market is an island of calm, at least until the

play area becomes overrun by small children.

Until then, get yourself a coffee or beer from

the outside bar, and lean back in your

deckchair and relax on the sand in the sun,

with the generic euro-dance music making it

a kind of after-party every Sunday.

This is of course along where the Berlin wall

ran, creating a limbo zone on either side, and

it has been regenerated over the past 20 years

into the lively district it is today. Further

down Bernauer Strasse towards
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Nordbahnhof, a short section of the wall still

stands, opposite the new museum and a

fascinating open-air exhibition about the

history of the street, centering around the

construction and eventual destruction of the

wall.

Next, lose yourself in the rambling Volkspark

Friedrichshain, which has play areas for all

ages – from children to fitness freaks – plus

wonderful wooden swings, a lake, elephant

statues and some lovely paths winding

through hills and monuments. Café

Schönbrunn is closest to the Am

Friedrichshain street entrance, near the

corner of Hans Otto Strasse, overlooking the

lake and a gorgeous patch of emerald lawn,

it has a cosy minimalist interior and outdoor

terrace to enjoy the sun and warm evenings.

Nola’s Am Weinberg Swedish Restaurant and

Cocktail Lounge is at the top of the hill in

the Volkspark am Weinberg, named after the

former vineyards located on the site, between

Veternanenstrasse and Kastanienallee. They

have a decadent if slightly pricey menu,

including a variety of fondues, and there is a
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special lunch deal of 3 courses for around 8

euro. The view and ambiance make the prices

worthwhile, looking over the grassy hill and

across the city, and the benches along the

terrace are perfect for late afternoon drinks,

while the sun disappears behind the trees.

Mitte Revisited

Now that I’ve lived here for 3 months I’ve

found that there is plenty of joy to be found

in Mitte, from the Ballhouse to the

bathhouse. Schwarzwaldstuben, on the

corner of Linienstrasse and

Tucholskystrasse, is a fabulous place to while

away a decadent afternoon, with robust

German dishes and decent coffee. A friend

and I tucked ourselves into the couch one

afternoon, as we couldn’t head back out onto

the streets until the hurricane passed, so

spent a lush few hours drinking sekt.

Princess Cheesecake has the most sublime

varieties of decadence in – you guessed it –

cheesecake form.

You might want to get back out into the

sunshine, and find your way along the many
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galleries on these two parallel streets to see

what’s happening in the commercial art

world these days. The scene is definitely hot,

hyped and popping, with careers and fortunes

being made all over town.

The Ballhaus Mitte, on Auguststrasse, is a

fantastic reminder of bygone days, with a

minimal entrance fee, old-style charm, live

music, and even dance classes a few nights a

week.

Stadtbad Mitte has an amazing Russian-style

bathhouse and sauna on the third floor,

although make sure you follow all the rules

during your visit, or the ladies will berate you

and fetch the manager to get you back on the

program. The dry sauna has an intermediate

room with stone benches, and a larger

wooden area that gets very hot, and the damp

room is satisfyingly steamy. The plunge pool

will refresh you in between, if you can dip

more than a toe in it, and the relaxing room

has a lush array of rocking chairs that tilt back

for the full therapeutic effect.
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Expose Yourself to Art

The art galleries have blossomed into another

cluster along Brunnenstrasse, where if you

time your visit to coincide with all their

openings, can provide a colourful evening’s

entertainment. Artnews Projects has

consistently the best shows I’ve seen on this

strip, where the New York to Berlin art crowd

are making a splash, and I often finish up at

Curators without Borders for the best parties,

or the after-party at Kim and Zurmobel out

the back of Brunnenstrasse 10.

Alternatively make your way out along

Invalidenstrasse to Heidestrasse, where a

different batch of the art crowd has set up

camp, with Tape, AA, Haunch of Venison, and

more galleries, Pecha Kucha nights and art

scene parties galore.

Program Gallery hosted me for three months,

and has an open approach and diverse range

of art events and exhibitions, everything from

installation to the weekend symposium on

sound art and architecture, and most recently

a workshop in which the gallery was taken
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over by a group of fantastically bohemian and

very dedicated French artists, who created a

river of blood and roasted a pig as part of

their work. The gallery also hosts a monthly

reading group, and is home to many

architects and designers working in the open

plan space. Drop by and say hi.

Film & Theatre

The tiny cinema opposite Babel at K77 has a

great program of art house films, next door

is Dock 11 Dance studio for experimental

dance, music, literature and film fans. If you

really can’t stand being inside, then check out

the Freiluftkino open-air cinema. A number

of them spring up around the city between

May – September, with a great program of

new release and classic films.

The Volksbuhne is one of the most innovative

and spectacular theatres in town, established

in 1914, with a commitment to providing

entertaining theatre and an ongoing debate

on political and cultural issues. Also hosting

live music and ‘expanded theatre’ projects,
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check out the program for this sumptuous

performance venue.

Tuesday Apr 22, 2008
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CHAPTER 11.

STAUBGOLD - MUSIC OUT OF

PLACE

Staubgold Label Profile

‘Music out of Place’ is the philosophy of

Berlin based independent record

label Staubgold. This concept of music

beyond borders is reflected in a diverse range

of artists and styles over eighty releases.

Originally from Cologne, Markus

Detmer started the label as a mail order

service when he was sixteen, launching the

current version in 1998, celebrating ten years

of passionate risk-taking music in 2008.

Markus says: ‘I think Staubgold reflects my

idea of music… I have a very open taste in
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music, it’s more important for me to see the

profile of the artist and their originality. It’s

not always possible to re-invent music history

and I don’t expect that, but I want to see that

the artist is working for his/her own

expression. This can happen in free jazz the

same as minimal techno, low-fi experimental

pop music, or ethno-world music. There is a

red line of a certain aesthetic or thinking

about music, which somehow holds

everything together.’

The label has grown from origins in minimal

electronica, to embrace a wide range of styles

and genres. Markus has the freedom to

explore changes in his own taste in music, as

well as staying with the artists as they develop

and evolve. “It’s important that Staubgold

doesn’t just reflect my personal taste in music,

but there’s a social aspect. The label catalogue

reflects my surroundings and network of

people that has built up over the years.”

Klangwart, the electronic duo of Markus

Detmoer & Timo Reuber create atmospheric

and minimalist music of otherworldly beauty

– energetic, organic, unpredictable.
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A quick run through some of the artists on

Staubgold shows the quality and range of the

label, where Kammerflimmer Kollektief,

Thilges, To Rococo Rot, Dean

Roberts, Ekkehard Ehlers, Leafcutter John,

Sack und Blumm, Hassle Hound and

Alejandro Franov find a home beside Rafael

Toral, Andrew Pekler, Reuber, Mapstation,

AGF, Jasmine Guffond & Torben Tilly (Minit,

Organ Eye) and Faust.

The compilation series is equally impressive,

with four releases in collaboration with Ars

Electronica Center Klangpark; Haunted

Weather, accompanying David Toop’s book;

Ekkehard Ehlers’ project Childish Music, and

Jukebox Buddha, various artists playing

the FM3 Buddha Machine. This year sees a

new approach to the existing catalogue, with

DJ’s invited to ‘remix’ the label, starting with

Peter Grummich Plays Staubgold – Dinner Music

for Clubbers. Grummich chose music from all

ten years of Staubgold, creating a dreamy,

chilled out soundscape one might not expect

from a minimal techno DJ.
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I first meet Markus in Torben’s kitchen, when

he delivers a box of vinyl & cd’s, for Torben

Tilly to take to All Tomorrow’s Parties festival

in London. This neighbourhood feel and

personal touch characterises the Berlin local

music scene, with small labels finding a niche,

and since “there is so little money involved,

everyone is happy to exchange information,

which is the best pressing plant or share

experiences with different distributors”, says

Markus.

“There is no competition or suspicion

between the labels, because we’re all friends,

we meet each other going out and it’s

important to feel relaxed and have a good

time.”

The way in which this informal network

functions is also a defining factor in some

of the music that happens here. It’s a world

away from the commercial end of

the industry, and although hitting the charts

is possible, it’s definitely not the aim.

The music is intriguing, beautiful, sometimes

challenging, always intelligent, and
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the passion for musical adventure is tangible,

running through all the releases.

I ask Markus what excites him the most about

music?

‘The ability of music to touch me, to trigger

emotions. Also the aspect of communication,

you can be in a room with people you can’t

communicate with through language, but you

have the same feeling through listening to

music, even if you are from totally different

cultures. Music has a very communicative

quality – music itself is a language with no

boundaries.’

What was happening in Cologne in 1997-98,

and why did you decide to start your own

label?

“In 95-96 in Cologne, I had the feeling for

the first time, that it’s possible to make

your living running a record label. I was at

university, organising gigs, and saw people

in front of me, working with the same strange

music, developing distribution structures and

exploring this successfully. When I started the
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label in ’98, I was very much influenced by the

music scene in Cologne at that time. It was

the hey-day of electronica, with artists like

Mouse on Mars, or Schlammpeitziger or

Marcus Schmickler, who ran a record shop,

with their own distribution service – A-

Musik, and their own label Sonig records. It

had become possible to record your own

music at home, to produce and release music

with a comparatively low budget, and with

the internet, the world had become smaller,

communication was easier, also the

interest of people in that kind of music.”

You have a lot of Australians on the label.

How did that happen?

“It took several years; my first Australian

contact was Oren Ambarchi. I had

become aware of him through Norbert

Schilling (Plate Lunch), and coincidentally I

found an email from Oren in my mailbox,

saying, “Hey I’m Oren, I have these releases

on my own label, maybe you want to swap

some stuff?” I said sure, and asked him, “Hey

do you want to release on Staubgold?” This

was the Reconnaissance album with
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Martin Ng. Through this connection I was in

Australia for the first time for What is

Music? Festival 2002, and met people like

Scott Horscroft, then revisited Australia in

2004, released a Sun album, more releases

with Oren, got to know Anthony Pateras

and Robin Fox, released the Beta Erko album,

was in touch with Brett Thompson, resulting

in the Rand and Holland release, and the

Loop Orchestra, resulting in one release.

I had already met Minit in Cologne, and saw

them playing live for the first time at

the Sigma Editions night. I kept asking for

five years, “Do you want to release on

my label?” We all moved to Berlin in 2004,

they were here two weeks before I was

and helped me move. They recorded their

album “Now Right Here”, in Berlin, that was

the first Staubgold Minit release.”

Is there something special about the way

people are exploring music in Australia?

“What I like about Australian experimental

music and the people behind it is that it’s very

open, the whole idea of no boundaries and the
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possibility of being an improv musician and

listening to the Beach Boys at the same time.

What I found typically Australian at What is

Music? is to go to a serious improv show at

8pm, then go to a bar and get crazy, listen to

some straight rock’n’roll and get drunk like

hell! I find this very human and intuitive

approach also shines through in the music.

I’m very excited to be releasing Alphabet

Dream Noise, the first solo album by Jasmina

Maschina on the 24th April with a launch

party at Schokoladen. Jasmine Guffond is one

half of Minit, with Torben also playing on

the album. It’s very minimal folk pop, fragile,

sparse arrangements, quite melancholic,

beautiful music.”

This year also sees the release of new albums

by Heaven And (Tony Buck, Steve Heather,

Martin Siewert and Zeitblom); the Autistic

Daughters, (Dean Roberts,

Werner Dafeldecker, Martin Brandlmayer);

Pedal, improvisations for two pianos by

Chris Abrahams of The Necks and Simon

James Phillips; Klangwart (Markus Detmer
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& Timo Reuber); and Rafael Toral, Space

Elements, Volume One.

I’m looking forward to hearing the next ten

years of Staubgold and friends, in Berlin and

around the world. Happy Birthday!

In 2011, the label shifted from Berlin to

Perpignan in France. Markus DJs as

Monsieur Croque, and also presents concerts

and events in association with Cougouyou

Music.

Berlin 2008
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PART III.

ARTIST IN PARIS

HOW DO YOU FIND YOUR OWN WAY

AMONGST THE GHOSTS OF PAST

CULTURAL ICONS?



CHAPTER 12.

ARTIST IN PARIS

10 Reasons for Artists to Love Paris

After finding my way into Paris on the Orly

airport bus, for the fine price of only 6 euro,

and changing at Denfert-Rochereau to make

the connection to the metro, I am already

feeling like a local.

My host, Emmanuel has arranged an

interview for our gig, this sets me up for a

week of adventure. Tune into Radio Aligre

(FM 93.1) and its highly regarded,

uncompromisingly avant-garde music show

Songs of Praise (Tuesday nights from 19:30)

and the artist in me is ready to hit the streets

of Paris.
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#1: Canal Saint Martin

My trip to Paris starts with a stroll along the

Canal Saint Martin, which, according to my

inflight magazine, is the place to be seen. I

was there for the bridges, of course, but you

will enjoy it just as much for the cafes, shops,

bars, and culture venues along the waterway.

Centre d’animation Jemmapes (116, quai de

Jemmapes), the local cultural centre, is housed

in a red brick building along the canal, nearby

the famous Hotel du Nord (refreshments for

the hipsters). Across the canal, a range of cute

knickknack and fashion shops cater to the

Parisian bobo (bourgeois-bohemian) set.

Le Jemmapes, a small bar next to one of the

modern green bridges, has a relaxed

atmosphere and cheap vodka. Enjoy the

bright red crockery with your coffee, or else

chill out on the benches and watch the world

float by.

#2: Point Éphémerè

I went to Point Éphémerè on a Sunday

afternoon for the Pure Presence hearing
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project by Locus Sonus, which streams sound

from a different place around the world every

six minutes. It’s located in a decaying

waterside warehouse that has been turned

into a thriving hub of artistic community

enterprises. The bar looks out over the Canal

St Martin, and there is a gallery where I saw

fantastically designed musical instruments at

the Octopus Festival: one a nostalgic wall of

postcards that each played a different story

when you opened them; another was a piano

of pipes that you could switch off and on at

will; the third a spatial audio design of the

sonic city, experienced through headphones

as you walked across the sensors that

triggered various sounds to create this aural

landscape. Cool.

#3: Maison des Métallos & Villette Sonique

If you haven’t quenched your thirst for aural

adventure, find your way to this renowned

experimental music venue. At Maisons des

Métallos anything could be happening, from

the Bruits de Fond (sonic experiences and

singular music), to an installation for 100

ventilators to an electro-sensorial
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composition. Part of the sprawling park of Le

Villette, Villette Sonique (in the grand hall) is

host to a selection of rock, pop and electro

international acts. It promises the

independent scene, deranged specimens,

fantasies and virtuousos.

#4: Palais de Tokyo

The Palais de Tokyo is one of my favourite art

haunts, with a fantastically opulent facade of

statues, used by the local kids as a skate park.

Its cafe also has one of the best views of Paris.

The building interior is decrepit-chic, with

the “demolition site” feeling kept deliberately

to highlight the temporary nature of the

venue. This time the art confused me, but I

am always willing to experience something

new, and I was excited to discover hand-

printed, black-and-white photocopies calling

for information about the romantic

conceptual French artist Sophie Calle, who is

known for having hired a private detective

to follow her in the past. I’m working on my

dossier, and you never know, it may become

part of her next work. Art meets life meets art

and spins round again.
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#5: Némo Festival

I attended the opening of Némo Multimedia

Festival at the Biarritz cinema near the

Champs d’Elysee, with cutting edge

animation, live performance and video clips.

It’s a fabulously glamorous event and

location. The cinema is lush, comfortable and

well worth checking out (in case you need

a few hours in the dark after all the over-

stimulation of one the world’s most famous

cities).

#6: La Bellevilloise

La Bellevilloise is a famous industrial

complex, now home to a myriad of cultural

activities including an African dance centre,

a heavy-metal bar (the night I was there,

anyway), and the gallery where I saw another

of the Nemo Multimedia Art Festival

exhibitions. (This one featured 3D glasses

quite heavily, with someone climbing a bridge

in 3D, and a beautiful changing projection

onto a desk and chair.) A friend dragged me

around the corner to one of the last squat bars

in Paris for cheap drinks and a genuine punk
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atmosphere. Be warned, if you approach from

Mentilmontant Metro (Line 2) there is a very

steep hill, so unless you need the workout, try

using Gambetta (Line 3) and exit at Martin

Nadaud. The building has an intriguing

history of workers culture, and even inspired

its own symphony, the fanfare Bellevilloise.

#7: Peripherique, and Beyond

Heading out over the peripherique may seem

a daunting prospect, but it’s well worth the

trip to Mains d’Oeuvres, an ultra-happening

arts venue that is strongly connected to the

local community (take Metro line 4 all the

way to the end – Porte de Cligancourt; or

Metro 13 to Garibaldi). The area is actually

a small village, and I take a lovely bus ride

back into Paris, seeing the Pigalle area, going

through Montrmartre and along Blvd

Lafayette, before jumping out to make my

metro connection.

Vision’R festival brought together VJs from

all over the world to play here; I have the great

fortune of catching the Complaints Choir,

consisting of a litany of everyday maladies set
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to music and beautifully sung by the

assembled voices. There is a restaurant,

concert venue and mysterious Star Trek

conference room.

#8: Sèvres

Sèvres’ National Museum of Ceramics and

Parc Saint-Cloud. One is a magnificent

building in a gorgeous setting, only a

30-minute ride out to the end of Metro line

9 at Pont de Sèvres. Walk across the bridge

and you’re at the museum, with a fantastic

collection of ornately decorated ceramics.

The factory behind is still in use, however it

has no commercial function, only producing

ceremonial plates for royalty and special

occasions. Tucked away out the back of the

buildings is the old school of ceramics, where

the current artists have their studios and

create fantastic happenings and events.

The beautiful forest you can see going up the

hill is Saint Cloud park, stroll through the

winding paths to a spectacular view across

Paris, and enjoy finding the hidden sculptures
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and ruins randomly dotted throughout the

trees.

#9: The Whale of Versailles

A little further out is Versailles, where I

managed to see the Palace only at a distance

and from a moving vehicle, while paying a

visit to the Contemporary Art Centre, part

of the Architecture School. I was thrilled to

discover the Whale of Versailles here,

although I think the artist, Christian

Gonzenbach, may have moved his creation

elsewhere by now. Still, it’s a fascinating

counterpoint to this most historical and

highly visited of sites, giving an insight into

contemporary creation and culture.

#10: Porte de Montreuil Flea Market

Paris’ largest flea market is at Porte de

Clignancourt (officially known as Puces de

Saint Ouen). This is the one to head to for

antiques and more valuable second-hand

goods. It’s open weekends and Mondays and

is popular with international visitors. Less

frequented is the cellar trash piled up on

stands at Porte de Montreuil, so of course I
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headed straight for this one. A mix of new

imported junk that you can find in most

cheap markets anywhere in the world, the

real treasure was the piles of clothes and

accessories priced at 1-2-3 euros each. Dig

through a few of these and you are bound

to find some hardly worn designer gear. It’s

a fun way to spend the afternoon, and as

recycled clothing is starting to make an

impact on the sustainability landscape, since

the resources required to produce new

clothes are a phenomenal drain on our

natural and human ecology.

Two of my favourite food markets are also

in Paris, on Fridays the Boulevard Richard

Lenoir is packed with fresh produce stalls.

The stallholders love to flirt, calling out “Ooo

La La” at the drop of a baguette. How I love

the French, living up to their reputation for

joi de vivre.

On my way to the Palais des Tokyo, I

randomly stumble across the Wednesday

market at Iena, and again am tempted by the

sumptuous array of treats — plus, I found a
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fantastic bargain on a stylish bowling bag

from the man at the top of the stalls.

Packing all my prizes into this fine piece of

luggage, I was able to leave Paris with a

rediscovered sense of joy, memories of some

amazing art and music, and a great new

wardrobe.

Wednesday April 30, 2008
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CHAPTER 13.

FEED ME, PARIS

Walking Gourmet: My Paris Food Tour

Editor’s Note: We recently sent Jodi on a Paris

gourmet food walking tour, to get a first-hand look

at one of Viator’s most popular walking tours in

Paris. The fact that Jodi was broke and in need of

a good gourmet meal, well, Jodi, we’re always glad

to help a fellow traveler out.

I am staying on the left bank, and stroll along

Boulevard St Germain to the meeting point

for our gourmet walking tour, at the market

outside the cheese shop near Metro Maubert

Mutualite. This is an area of Paris that I

haven’t visited previously, so I’m looking

forward to the chance to learn more about the

Latin Quarter with a local guide.
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Tours are kept to a small number, so there

is always enough time to go deeper into the

particular interests for each person along the

way.

Our guide, Marie, is a wonderful woman who

shares her passion for the architecture and

history of the area, in addition to the tour

which focuses on ingredients and preparation

of fresh seasonal produce. After gathering all

of the group, she takes us on a short detour

down a side street, to a spot where there is

a magnificent view of Notre Dame cathedral

from across the river, at an angle where you

can see the flying buttresses and magnificent

gargoyles from a new perspective. Marie’s

natural enthusiasm for the different styles of

buildings along the narrow streets is

infectious, and I find myself viewing the city

through this new understanding for the rest

of my stay.

Gathering supplies at the local markets

The market is now open for business, and we

spend time at the seafood stall, talking about

the myriad varieties of fish, with Marie
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sharing her favourite recipes for preparing

them. I am reminded that traditional French

cuisine is not always a richly flavoured and

complex affair, it also consists of taking very

high-quality ingredients and cooking them

simply, with herbs and methods to bring out

the natural richness and taste.

We meander through the market, examining

the fresh herbs, haricot beans, impossibly

colourful tomatoes and other vegetables,

discussing soups and noting down the recipes

for specific regional dishes. The French joi de

vivre is never so in evidence as when talking

about food, which I find that everyone does

for hours, with gusto and strongly held

opinions on the best way to prepare various

delicacies, leaving me wondering how

everyone stays so trim. Maybe it’s walking

up all those stairs, or the philosophy of truly

enjoying just a little of the things you really

love – for instance, cheese with every meal,

but only a taste that is truly savoured, never

gorging or eating mindlessly.
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Heaven is a cheese shop

Next we step into heaven, or the fromagerie.

The cheese shop is another world, and this

one is owned by a winner of the ‘Best worker

in France’ (’Un des Meilleurs Ouvriers de

France’), a prize that is awarded every three

years to the best craftsman in fields ranging

from chocolate making to building. Winning

this is an extraordinary honour, indicating an

extraordinary dedication and passion to their

masterpiece: not only skills based, the

technical excellence must be combined with

artistic flair.

The cheeses are handmade and aged, each one

using a slightly different method and

resulting in their extraordinary flavour. The

range is absolutely astounding, with

hundreds of regional varieties including

Chevre (goat cheese), Tomme (produced in

the French Alps), Brie, Beaufort, Roquefort

(sheep-milk blue cheese from the south of

France), Raclette (heated then scraped to eat

with gherkins, pickled onions and

prosciutto), and accompaniments from

quince paste to green tomato jam. Looking
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at them all is mouthwatering, and we get the

chance later to taste one of the chevres

selected by Marie, along with a crusty fresh

bread.

We cross the road to the bakery, where I select

a divine rhubarb tart as my pastry of choice,

and am incredibly happy as we set of up the

hill towards the heart of the Latin Quarter.

The walk takes us past the first Russian

bookshop in Paris, and on a detour into the

sumptuous Church of St-Etienne-du-Mont,

resting place of the relics from the tomb of

St. Geneviève, patron saint of Paris. There is

an extraordinary sense of peace inside the

vibrantly coloured walls and windows, which

also holds the tombs of Racien and Pascal,

along with unique carved spiral staircases on

either side the nave, and some truly incredible

paintings. Directly across the square is the

Pantheon, so although this part of the tour

is at the discretion of the guide and the rest

of the group, make sure to visit it yourself if

the gourmet food walking tour doesn’t pass

by the day you go.

This area was once the student quarter, and
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although the Ecole Polytechnique has moved

to larger premises and Latin is no longer

spoken, the historical echoes remain. The

streets are packed with colourful historic

shops and restaurants, the painted mural

advertising the first chocolate store remains

above an awning, along with the older style

sculptural reliefs showing the business inside,

that were ordered to replace the hanging shop

signs on royal decree, as these apparently

used to scare the horses. Around the corner

from the narrow Rue Mouffetard, (one of the

oldest streets in the city, which, as all good

roads do, leads to Rome), is the former home

of writer Ernest Hemingway. A plaque

celebrating this famous residence quotes

from his ode to Paris in the 1920s, A

Moveable Feast, with the inscription “This is

how Paris was in the early days when we were

very poor and very happy.”

Poor, happy & stuffed with good food

Some of us may still be poor but happy, one

of the women on the tour with me mentioned

that a magazine had recently published an

article extolling the joys of revisiting Paris on
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a struggling writers budget, with the author

taking a deliciously perverse pleasure in

living on almost nothing. That’s another

story…

Finishing our walk at the Pâté de foie gras

speciality shop, where we indulge ourselves

in the cheese, bread, and wine along with a

decadent tasting of this very intense delicacy.

The force-fed liver of a duck or goose may

not be to everyone’s taste, however the

accompanying wine from the south is delicate

and sweet, and we enjoy chatting and

swapping final recipes before heading down

the hill into the daily market and out into

the rest of Paris. The gourmet food tour has

definitely given me a new insight into the

tastes, history and flavour of this magnificent

city and culture.

Friday November 14, 2008
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CHAPTER 14.

PARIS CANAL CRUISE

Cruising the Canal St Martin

When your feet are tired from climbing all

those stairs in the Eiffel Tower and Notre

Dame, try a nice relaxing cruise along two of

the most fascinating waterways in Paris, the

Canal St Martin and the River Seine. I love

a good boat trip, and jumped at the chance

to take a Paris canal tour for a few hours of

blissful floating through some of my favourite

Paris scenery.

Exploring the canals of Paris

I joined the canal boat at La Villette, the

enormous science park and centre at the end

of the Canal St Martin. (This is also worth
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a visit, especially for travellers with children,

who will be enthralled by the fantastic

exhibits at the science museum, with a huge

park and playground outside.) Taking the

tour in this direction means you can spend

the morning exploring and then head back

into the centre of the city; while starting in

the morning at Musee d’Orsay will give you

the afternoon at la Villette.

We drifted happily along the relics of a post-

industrial waterway, chimney stacks rising

from the factories along the shore; under the

marvellous black smoky iron railway bridge;

and then to one of my favourite tiny bridges

in Paris, which rises up above the canal to let

the boats fit underneath.

Culture via canal

The multi-coloured lights of the Holiday Inn

are next door, and the endless summer party

along the canal takes place every warm night;

you can find friends here dancing til dawn to

the beat of their bongo drums. The basin de la

Villette widens out to the rotunda at the end

– another nice cafe there – and the dramatic
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contrasts in the life of this vibrant city are

highlighted by the homeless people living in

cardboard leaning up against the stone walls

across the water.

Two of the major cinemas are located on

either side of the canal here, and if you buy

the tickets from one you can take a free boat

across to the other – a short trip worth the

price of admission. Mainstream new release

movies are shown in their original version.

Here you can also find out about which metro

stations changed from originally German

names – did you know there used to be a Paris

metro stop called ‘Berlin’? You may also hear

about the crazy city taxes and the effect this

had on the citizens, which also explains why

inside Paris is so much more expensive than

outside Paris.

The locks of Canal St Martin

This brings us to the first lock; a small but

pretty one with the water flowing over the

wooden gate and trees stretching above you,

arched with a small delicate iron footbridge.

The lock is in two parts; the second part
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brings you under the railway bridge; where

people line up along the stone wall to watch

the boat slowly lower as the water level drops

beneath it. The first small tunnel is a surprise;

but wait until you get to the end of the canal

where the tunnel stretches for 2 kilometres!

This part of the canal has a spooky history;

you will hear about the ‘lock of the dead’, and

find out why the macabre butchers of the past

may have served up more than animal meat to

customers.

Next you pass Point Ephemere, one of the

most popular bar and performance venues

along the canal, next door to the fire station

where we timed our trip perfectly to watch

an emergency rescue practice drill being

performed (with a dramatic escape on the fire

ladder!).

Boboo Paris from the water

The prettiest part of the canal is to follow;

it’s the centre of bobo (bourgeois bohemian)

Paris, resplendent with brightly coloured gift

and clothes shops and overflowing bars. The

tiny Bar Jemmapes is still my favourite –
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although a French friend loves the Hotel du

Nord , which provides one of the cultural

anecdotes for the tour guide. The movie of

the same name is reason for the most famous

movie quote in all of French cinema;

apparently equivalent to Casablanca’s “Play it

again, Sam”. I won’t spoil it, though. You will

have to take the tour to discover the French

equivalent

Drifting merrily along through the numerous

locks, you can sit back and relax; enjoy

watching the people along the sides of the

water as they play in the parks or drink in the

bars. Finally; you will discover why the canal

was buried; and the ever-present social unrest

of earlier political times… maybe still relevant

in these turbulent days. And if you’re lucky;

the ghostly clarinet may sound in the canal

tunnel while you pass through, illuminated by

eerie green light from the vents into the park

above.

Meeting with the Seine

Passing beneath the Place de la Bastille, the

canal boat floats out onto the Seine River,
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where the open water is a welcome change

after the dark confined tunnel. Here you pass

the many architectural wonders of the city,

from the Cite and the Cathedral Notre-Dame

on to my favourite bridge, the Pont Neuf

(home of the lovers in the famous film, which

is stunning to see from underneath).

The nearby Pont des Arts is always packed

with tourists and sightseers who stop to enjoy

a picnic on the bridge, and provides an easy

passage between the Left Bank and the

pyramid and treasures of the Louvre.

(Remember, as with most of the major

museums there is free entrance the first

Sunday of every month.)

The tour ends – if you take the afternoon

boat in this direction – at the Musée d’Orsay,

where you will probably have time to catch

the highlights of the exhibition before

strolling down one of the pretty side streets of

the Left Bank to find yourself something for

dinner.

I like exploring the area between Rue de Seine

and rue Dauphine, there are so many hidden
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gastronomic delights tucked away on these

narrow streets, especially wander along rue

de Buci, and Rue Mazarine, for the seafood

restaurant with beautiful mosaics, and a

beguilingly authentic-looking French bistro

tucked in amongst the plethora of options

along the main drag. Go out into the side

streets and see what tastes you can discover!

Wednesday August 26, 2009
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CHAPTER 15.

PARIS ROCKS ART & MUSIC

Paris Rocks and rolls

My latest trip to Paris showed me a whole

new side to the City of Lights, one that takes

a little digging but is well rewarded.

Three words: Rock. And. Roll.

Paris Rocks Nirvana & Tricky, Slick & Fiac

First up – the darker side of rock ‘n’ roll Paris.

I attended the opening of the Charles

Peterson photography exhibition: ‘Kurt

Cobain About a Son’, in Galerie Chappe, a

converted corner shop in the 18th,

precariously perched on rue Andre Barsacq, a

street on the steep hill close to Sacré-Coeur.

The show captured a series of essential public
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and back-stage moments in Nirvana’s

performance, while the coolest hipsters in the

Paris underground congregated to celebrate

the legend of Seattle grunge.

On my way there up the hill from the Metro

Anvers, I passed a one-room theatre, the

audience spilling out onto the steps to watch

the show, and stopped for a moment,

entranced by this glimpse into a captivating

performance. The entire district has an

element of the burlesque about it, with the

theatre of life taking place on every corner of

the pictureseque village-style winding streets.

You can easily imagine the 1920s bohemian

crowd hanging out here, with echoes of their

subversive attitudes taken up in the vibrant

lives of today’s rock ‘n’ roll Parisiennes.

The recently opened Le Cent Quatre (104) art

and culture centre, which featured Tricky for

the opening night concert, is a great place to

catch the latest rock ‘n’ roll in the art world.

A massive factory and warehouse converted

into giant exhibition halls, a funky cafe bar

and artist studios, providing a great location

for the Slick art fair – an alternative event to
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the main show at the Fiac contemporary art

fair in the Grand Palais & Louvre.

Paris Rocks the 18th & 19th

When you’ve finished with the art, explore

the 19th, as you’re close to a great selection

of food and drink options. There’s a great

corner bar up on the basin de la villette, or

try the excellent Korean restaurant Nam San

at 87 avenue de Flandre, with an array of

pickled delicacies and sizzling plate of spicy

beef.

The entire 18th arrondissement is fairly rock

‘n’ roll, the spirit of French punk definitely

lives on here. Barbara Fleury Goutte d’Or is

a new music and cultural venue, showcasing

local talents and international acts, with a

vibrantly eclectic world music flavour.

There is a cool alternative theatre down the

hill from Chateau Rouge Metro, and cute ’50s

diner up on the corner in the opposite

direction with juicy burgers and crisp fries,

connected by the colourful street market

which runs daily along rue des Poissonniers.
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Paris Rocks dead icons & modern art

On Halloween I ended up in a crazy rock club

near Pere Lachaise cemetery, and only just

resisted the temptation to drop in and make a

midnight visit to the graves of American rock

idol Jim Morrison, or French poetic rockers

Piaf, Proust and Colette. I stayed with the

program at the Fleche d’Or, where entree

gratuite/conso obligatoire means the 6 euro

includes the price of your first beer – to stop

the students who frequent the place from

having a BYO night – and the night I was

there a high energy punkish rock band with

a New York attitude took their act into the

middle of the crowd, encouraging the

audience to jump in amongst the musicians,

everyone sweaty and beer soaked by the end

of their set, which consisted of short tight

instant punk classics.

Palais de Tokyo is still my favourite rock ‘n’

roll contemporary art museum, everything

from the unfinished deconstruction vibe of

the buildings interior, to the 1 euro entrance

special for artist, and the self-serve canteen

terrace with amazing view of the Eiffel Tower
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and teen skaters in the empty square below.

This visit offered a juxtaposition of British

protest and community art, in the form of

posters, quilts, and flier, along with a fantastic

exhibition of ‘Graphical Sound’, curated by

Andrei Smirnov, director of the Theremin

Insitute in Moscow, and featuring many of

their archives, with wonderful film and music

compositions from the 1920s, along with the

Theremin and other instruments.

From here, take a stroll along the Seine back

into the centre of town, you’ll pass the tunnel

where Princess Diana tragically failed to

outrun her last papparazzi appearance. Or

you can take the comfortable option and get

yourself a seat on a Paris cruise boat to sit

back, relax and enjoy becoming part of the

cruising spectacle. The tours start at the base

of the Pont Neuf, which to me is always the

bridge of lovers and outcasts, after that great

rock ‘n’ roll film Les Amants de Pont Neuf.

If you’re there in June, make sure you attend

Filmer la Musique, a very happening ‘film

festival to be experienced as a rock festival’,

bringing together the best underground rock
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‘n’ roll in music and film from all over the

world. Hosted for the last two years at Point

Ephemere, which is also home to an eclectic

program, with recent highlights, Pan

European Recordings psychedelic night

featuring Aqua Nebula Oscillator, and Riko’s

freestyling Burn the Night.

Paris rocks at the bar

The rock ‘n’ roll list of drinking

establishments that I was happy to visit

include Pop In, a tiny ramshackle bar at 105,

Rue Amelot with hidden lounges and a dance

floor in the basement playing excellent 1980s

treasures the night I was there; Le Perle on

the corner of rue de la Perle and rue Vielle du

Temple, a cool local with a slightly ’70s feel to

both the decor and the ultra-hip drinkers.

And next time I definitely plan to make it

to the Batofar in the 13th, legendary bar on

a barge, and nearby Beton Salon, an

‘experimental art and research centre’, aka

artist-run avant garde gallery.

Friday January 30, 2009
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PART IV.

SURVIVAL ON THE

DANUBE

HOW DO YOU STAY AFLOAT ON THESE

EVER SHIFTING CULTURAL CURRENTS?



CHAPTER 16.

BRIDGE GUARD

Cool Job Title: Bridge Guard

One winter saw me taking up the fantastically

esoteric position of Bridge Guard, for a

recently reconstructed bridge over the

Danube River on the border of Hungary and

Slovakia. Destroyed at the end of the Second

World War, the bridge was rebuilt in 2001,

reconnecting the town of Stúrovo (pop

13,000) to Esztergom (pop 30,000).

I arrive in Stúrovo a little uncertain as to what

the position of Bridge Guard actually entails,

ready to do whatever it takes to keep the

Maria Valeria bridge standing, with her

turbulent history, romantic 19th-century
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lighting, gorgeous green colour and constant

stream of traffic and pedestrians.

Old Guard, New Guard, Moving Borders

A friend tells me how as a boy he would only

cross the river perhaps three times a year, that

walking over the bridge for the first time was

a very strong emotional experience, and how

good it is to be able to go across at any time,

not having to run for the last ferry! At the

height of the cold war people were only

permitted to travel across the border twice a

year, and had to drive an extra 80km to make

the one-hour trip to Budapest.

The week I arrive, a brand new pedestrian

promenade is completed along the previously

dirt road through the centre of town. I’m

surprised by how much bigger the town is

than I expect, one travel website said it was

a dusty one-street town with nothing to

recommend it. Obviously they didn’t discover

the Vadas thermal baths, or Green Pub, or

the spiritual pilgrimage site on Dobogóko

Mountain across the river, where you can feel

the pulse of the earth’s energy by placing your
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hand on the rocks. The Dalai Lama visited

here a few years ago and called it the ‘beating

heart of the world.’ There was a Shaolin

Village on the mountain, offering meditation

retreats, Kaqun water treatment, Thai-Chi

training, or a meal at the Chinese Restaurant.

I’m fascinated by the idea of guarding not the

border but the bridge. It’s a moving border

that has been contested over thousands of

years. There has been civilization and

settlement in this area since Neolithic times,

and the Communist decision to build a

sprawling paper factory on top of the most

significant archaeological site in Central

Europe is sad but not surprising. The town

has been burnt down five times, and is

marked by conflicts between the Turkish

armies, Mongol invaders, Czech and

Hungarian troops. Since the fall of

Communism, the border has been redrawn,

opened and closed, easily crossed or highly

restricted. Lately it has become more porous,

so much so that even the border guards may

disappear soon.
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How do I Survive Winter?

On my first walk to the bridge I am intrigued

by the sign zimmer hallas (rooms for rent)

and wonder if it is advertising rooms under

the bridge? The road leads nowhere, so in my

imagination I create a ‘winter room’ there for

people to stay warm, talk and rest.

Coming from a hot climate I’m a little

apprehensive about how I will get through

the winter, reputed to be rainy, grey and very

cold. I’m recommended to go regularly to the

Vadas baths, and the Green Pub, and am

thrilled to discover that one of the pools at

the thermal complex remains open all winter.

The Vadas Thermal Baths provide an oasis of

rest, at 36 degrees Celsius especially enjoyable

in the cold weather, surrounded by snow or

falling rain. I love floating in the water of the

outside pool looking across at the spectacular

Esztergom Basilica, with families, older

couples and teenagers chattering around me.

And for the other variety of liquid

refreshment, the Green Pub really does live

up to its local reputation as the best in
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Slovakia. The first time I visit provides a

slight culture shock, with Goths and

alternative teenagers congregated out the

back, a young musician and his older friend

having an intense discussion about the music

of Pink Floyd, while in the front room sports

fans watch the match between Slovakia and

Spain on a TV in the corner. The Argos Pub

on the Hlavna Stanica (Main Street) is a little

more edgy with a university crowd, visiting

home from Bratislava for the weekend, and

the Lavazza Cafe offers a good atmosphere

with pavement tables and refreshment,

especially the luscious iced coffee and local

specialty the honey cake with five layers of

gooey deliciousness.

Deep local culture

There is an impressively wide range of music

and cultural events, taking place both at the

Kulturhaz and summer festivals along the

river banks with a mix of heavy metal, reggae,

rock and classical. I see ‘Young Hearts’

performance troupe doing traditional

Magyar, Slovak, Rom and Jewish dancing, the

shepherd one is hilarious, and the men are in
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furry jackets on hands and knees being sheep.

Their twirling skirts, thigh and heel slapping

and foot stomping make me want to get up

and join in.

I visit the tiny and beautiful church in Szalka

for the concert by a famous Organ player on

Christmas Day, and enjoy the virtuoso

Accordion Concert in the music school, with

classical works, experimental pieces, Ragtime

and Tango. The Winter Ball season is

wonderfully glamorous, a mix of politicians,

local revelers and dignitaries. The Honorary

Consular General for Hungary from

Colorado introduces himself, telling me his

parents had escaped Hungary in a midnight

flight after the 1956 revolution. Another

woman who grew up in Melbourne and now

lives in Esztergom with her husband and

daughters tells me of her family escape during

the night, in the middle of winter through

the forest, after her father was photographed

cutting down a statue of Stalin. We dance the

Czardas in a circle, dissolving into laughter

as the changes of direction become faster and

leave me hopelessly behind.
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Guarding the Bridge

Every day I visit the bridge, to check that she

is still standing and not under threat. Reading

a book of the history of the bridge tells me

that the bridge existed in people’s hearts all

the time it was in ruins, and this spiritual

bridge allowed the physical bridge to be

rebuilt. I start to understand more just how

important this role of metaphysical bridge

guard really is. I leave the physical side to

the border guards; they have guns, rules and

power. While it may seem whimsical, I

strongly believe that the bridge needs love in

order to survive. As the bridge guard, I am

working on protection through presence and

intention – just as love asks us to give care

and attention to the needs of another.

My focus as bridge guard is to connect with

people, to try and get a sense of the lives and

loves of people living here. There is

synchronicity in the New Year’s Eve firework

display in Sydney, featuring two hearts

beating on Sydney Harbour Bridge. Symbolic

of the bridge between our hearts and the

heart that beats in all of the bridges linking
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us to each other, in different places near and

far. I know that my heart is in more than two

locations, and home is found in many places.

All those conflicts over thousands of years,

battles for control of the border, waves of

civilization and conquest – what remains?

How does the music and culture of one time

shift and play into another? It is survival, not

victory that counts in the end. History is

created through the stories that we tell,

echoes of the past; which give us a sense of

self and create our place in the world. A

thousand daily gestures, accumulated

moments. What remains of the past is this

bridge, the people and the river, always

flowing.

You can read more about my obsession with

bridges here. I would like to thank everyone

in the town for welcoming her and sharing

their stories; Karol and Hanneke for the

Bridge Guard Residency; the Australia

Council for the Arts New Media Arts Board

for their generous assistance; the Mayor,

Gyuri, Sofie, Tommi, Mary, Andrea, Robert,

Audrey, Mikey, and the people of Stúrovo.
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Tuesday September 4, 2007
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CHAPTER 17.

BRATISLAVA UFO

Bratislava, Slovakia: Things to Do, Places to

Be

Editor’s Note: Our intrepid bridge-loving artist,

Jodi, is reporting back on her recent trip to

Bratislava and Slovakia. You can read about

my previous jaunt as a Bridge Guard in Slovakia

here.

Bratislava is a perfect blend of Eastern

European history and contemporary style.

Not many travellers have an opinion

(favourable or otherwise) about Bratislava,

and yet it’s a treasure trove of art and culture.

The Slovakia of recent horror films is a far

cry from reality, nothing like my experience

of this compact cosmopolitan gem of a city.
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Art & Culture

Start with a quick update on the area’s

cultural history with the collection at the

Slovenská Národná Galériá – Slovak

National Art Gallery, which includes a

fantastic series of pastoral scenes, moody

paintings of contemporary artists

intellectuals, along with wedding

celebrations, socialist sculptures, and political

works. The exhibition of documentary

photography in Slovakia between 1969-1989

is also fascinating.

Stroll along the Danube to the Hotel Carlton

around the corner on Hviezdoslavovo Square.

Across the promenade, the atmospheric Café

Verne (Hviezdoslavovo Namestie 18) is

tucked away in the basement of Bratislava

Academy of Fine Arts. The decorations are

based on themes from the French writer Jules

Verne, perfect for losing yourself in the cozy

corner benches surrounded by antique

radios, typewriters and young intellectuals.

The winter ball season starts in January, so

take your best ball-gown and opera gloves, in
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case you’re invited to one of the major events

in the state theatre at the end of the square.

Its history as part of the Austro-Hungarian

empire is echoed in the stateliness of these

occasions, which are taken very seriously in

the social calendar. It’s worth the effort to

learn a few steps of the waltz before you go,

although if anyone tries to make you do the

duck dance, I would suggest slipping away to

the bar for a quiet drink.

Wind your way up the hill towards Michael’s

Gate, the only preserved gate of the medieval

city fortifications – where legend has it that

you should remain absolutely silent, or all

kinds of horrors will befall you. The Gothic

foundations were laid in the 14th Century,

and it was rebuilt in the 1750s. There is a

Museum of Weapons and City Fortifications

inside the tower, with a great view of the old

town.]

The Milan Dobes Museum (Zámocnícka 13)

in a 14th century residential building in the

historic centre of Bratislava, with Gothic

foundations, a Renaissance renovation done

sometime in the 16th century, and Baroque
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façade from the 1770s. It’s a truly mind-

bending experience of op-art, constructivist

and Dobes’ 1960s light sculptures, collages

and graphics. Gorgeous. The museum houses

a permanent exhibition of his work, and some

other artists from around the world who

were friends and colleagues, including

Wassily Kandinsky. I was lucky enough to

literally stumble across this amazing place

one morning.

Bibiana, the International House of Art for

children, is along the opposite end of the

same street. The organization focuses on art

creation for and by children, with a variety

of playful interactive exhibits including a trip

through Slovakia’s castles and legends, an

exhibit exploring ‘Where arts have come

from’ and an exhibition of illustrations for

children’s books. Highly recommended.

Eat, Drink, Be Musical

Walk through the up-market shops including

designer clothes and specialist records to the

main square for the Winter Market. It’s

beautiful at night, with the spires of the old
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town sparkling in the snow, and you can taste

local delicacies such as bread with dripping,

hot spiced wine, hand painted baked

Christmas decorations, and honey cake – five

layers of creamy honey bliss.

On the street leading up to the gate, Cokoláda

(Michalska 6) is the most decadent chocolate

shop I have ever found. Settle yourself into a

corner and try one of their 30 insane varieties

of hot chocolate mixed with chilli, orange,

coconut, rum and cream. There is also a

dessert consisting of a glass of whipped cream

topped with strawberries which my friend

Elisabeth was rather fond of, although I could

never quite bring myself to order it.

The Slovak Experimental Radio studio has

been conducting acoustic research since the

1960s and is home to one of the earliest

synthesizers (like the model used by Pink

Floyd in The Wall) and was visited by John

Cage during one of his European trips. The

tram passes by this kooky inverted pyramid

on the way from the Main Railway Station

(Hlavna Stanica) and is home to Slovak Radio,

whose in-house symphony orchestra
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performs regularly in the magnificent concert

hall, deep in the base of the building. Check

the program for details, and if you can’t make

it in person; listen to their web-radio,

podcasts, live streaming or some of the

archives, an amazing collection of music and

radio art.

If alternative performance is more your thing,

there is the well-established venue A4 – Zero

Space, at Nám. SNP 12. Close to the centre of

town, it’s a ‘multifunctional non-commercial

centre for contemporary culture’, hosting a

range of theatre, dance, media art, concerts

and contemporary classical music,

improvised, experimental and electronic

music, jazz and alternative rock music

The UFO nightclub is located on top of the

Novy Most (The Bridge of the Slovak

National Uprising), built in 1967-72 possibly

my favourite bridge in the world. I first

visited five years ago, when the original beige

and orange vinyl décor was complemented by

a lift attendant who looked like he had been

working there for the past 70 years.
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Recently opened after refurbishment, it is

now a very slick restaurant and bar with the

slogan “UFO: Watch. Taste. Groove.” Highly

minimalist design, with clear perspex tables,

an imaginative cocktail menu with names like

‘liquid symphony’, ‘eastern love’, and my pick,

‘violet sarcasm’ (which comes with tiny

purple flowers floating in the glass) and

featuring one of the most magnificent views

along the Danube. If you go during the day

there is a viewing platform at the very top,

however at night is when things really start

shaking.

Get a Good Night’s Sleep

The Hotel Devin comes with many

chandeliers, and a beautiful swimming pool

in the basement. If your budget stretches to

luxury, this has the most magnificent view

of the Novy Most Bridge from some rooms,

and you can watch the barges going down the

Danube.

However, the Hostel Patio (Spitalska 35)

where I usually stay is clean, central and

perfectly comfortable for only $25 a night
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(instead of $250). I always sleep well there,

and have only ever found myself sharing with

friendly fellow travellers. The staff really are

friendly and helpful, which is not always the

case. It’s near the centre of town, across the

road and a few blocks from the infamous icon

of Slovak modernist architecture,

notorious Hotel Kyjev (which I would

definitely stay away from – and is now

closed).

Thursday December 13, 2007
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CHAPTER 18.

ART BARGE ON THE DANUBE

The Danube by Boat from Bratislava to

Strasbourg

I have taken three significant boat trips in my

life, although it is only the most recent that

really made me fall in love with life on the

water. The first trip was on a 50ft yacht,

sailing from Rhodes to Marmaris; the second

a Scandinavian ferry – more like a cruise ship

– traveling between Helsinki, Stockholm and

Tallin; and the latest was a 5-week journey

along the Danube in a refurbished barge.

There is something inherently thrilling about

arriving in a new town by boat. The sense of

perspective is different, and your orientation

to that place develops in relation to the water
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— and, of course, you get to see a strange

and wonderful side of the world. Traveling by

boat is likely to be a leisurely affair, being on

the water you really feel the mass and velocity

of the craft you are in as you watch the

displaced water surge as the bow pushes

through it, and the foam spraying behind the

stern. I also love industrial landscapes, in

particular working docks, and having the

chance to sleep in the oil harbour at

Karlsruhe, for instance, is something that

would never happen in the course of normal

travel and events.

Taking part in the European Sound Delta, a

mobile radio art project, meant that I was able

to fulfill my dream of traveling by barge along

the Danube. The whole trip took three

months, navigating the length of the Danube

from the delta at the Black Sea to the south of

Germany, where we headed across the canals

to join a second boat traveling along the

Rhine towards Strasbourg. Part audio cruise,

part floating party, part nomadic sound art

family, the trip was an extraordinary mix of

intensity and relaxation.
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First things first – find the boat

I joined the boat in Bratislava, and after a

flurry of international phone calls manage to

locate my contacts on the street outside the

Danube Hotel. The organisation is very

strategic once you realise the constraints,

never knowing how long the journey will take

each day, hence where or when you will

arrive, making it a challenge for new artists

to find the boat. Vince, Fred, Sabrina and I

head to the nearest cafe and they arrange for

another team member to pick me up in the

car, so I am driven out to Bratislava’s

industrial port, through rambling wastelands

of overgrown grass and rusting hulls, with

a fantastically decaying atmosphere, until we

reach the docks.

Here I learn my first rule of river travel, that

you can moor yourself to another barge, and

have right-of-way to access your boat by

walking across the decks of the other vessels

until you reach the shore. The rickety ladder

and narrow walkway along the edge of the

port are the most challenging part of this first

trip for me, looking down at the oily water
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between the boats, it’s not so far to fall but

very tricky to get back out once you’re down

there.

I walk downstairs and into an atmosphere of

happy chaos, the walls are dotted with posters

from concerts earlier in the trip – Belgrade,

Russe – computers and cables are

everywhere. Vince shows me to my cabin, a

bunk bed – I haven’t slept in one since I was

a teenager, I choose the top which has a

fabulous view of the changing landscape and

morning sun.

Leaving at 6am next morning, I join the

others on deck eagerly photographing the

industrial area as we leave port and new

developments bursting out along the river. It

takes 12 hours to navigate the 100km to

Vienna, and is a very relaxing day as I settle

into the pace of life on board – taking turns

in the hammock, alternating between the

sunshine on deck and the cool below in the

cabins and studio area. I quickly learn the

second rule of life on the water, which is that

anything can happen and nothing is certain,

so it’s best to stay flexible and keep your sense
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of humour. We might make it to Vienna

tonight, we may not – our trip depends on the

current, which since we’re going upstream

can drastically affect our speed and hence

travel time, sometimes we only make 4-5 km

an hour, although later on we hit 10km p/hr.

Who are these boat-loving people?

The French team who organised the event are

a convivial bunch, as are most of the artists

who join us, and I highly appreciate traveling

with people who are so dedicated to eating

and drinking. There is always a huge pot of

fresh coffee in the morning, topped up

regularly, and either the chef, or later anyone

who decides to is in charge of making

sumptuous meals, accompanied by plenty of

wine and usually finished with assorted

cheese.

A convivial bunch…

I go through my first lock as we head into

Vienna, and remain fascinated by them still.

As the machines whir and creak, the gates are

closed and water rushes in – or out – and you
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magically rise or fall to the level of the next

part of the river.

One group of artists has chosen to locks to

as their source material and site for creating

sound works, and when they were on board

we were mesmerised by the strange blend of

squealing machinery, sirens, radio feedback,

vocal improvisation and electronics, in a

series of performances.

These take place in a series of particularly

magnificent locks between Regensberg and

Nuremberg. Apparently the largest in

Europe, their depth starting at 15m for the

first few, and then towering to 24.6 metres

high.

It’s a little scary the first time, the unforgiving

concrete rises above us like the walls of a

coffin, only a thin strip of sky visible at the

top, and they take thirty minutes to fill,

creating a strange sense of time, suspended in

their cold embrace.

In Vienna, collecting sounds

We spend a few days running around in
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Vienna, collecting sounds and generally

enjoying the thrill of being on shore before

our next longer trip to Linz. The day we’re set

to leave becomes an exercise in frustration,

lesson number three in negotiating life on the

water. After starting at 6am, the captain

circles up and down for hours, trying to find

a place to fill up the tank. We eventually dock

at the tanker, only to be told that it is for

commercial vessels only, and refused service.

A little of Aljosa’s charm and German makes

the situation clear and they relent, only to

keep us waiting there for 5 hours, just off the

bank in the centre of Vienna, unable to do

anything or leave the boat. After the entire

day in limbo, we get re-fuelled then navigate

to the other side of town and dock for the

night. There is no electricity, as the power in

the battery is recharged by the motor while

the boat is moving, so we eat by candlelight

and I go to bed early.

The next day is glorious, it’s a thrill simply

to be moving again, and through some of the

most beautiful countryside in Austria. We

pass through Krems, and other hillside towns,
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each one more picturesque than the last. The

trip is joyous today, after lunch someone sets

up the sound system on deck, and everyone

spontaneously starts dancing.

The afternoon turns into an impromptu rave,

floating through gorgeous scenery and

enjoying the company of a mix of people on

board that lets this dancing frenzy take hold,

and we also celebrate passing the 2,000km

mark from the Delta in the Black Sea.

The flooding incident

Linz is memorable for the flooding incident,

as I return from an Ars Electronica event to

find Eve and Vince proudly demonstrating

the pump they have located and installed. The

boat had developed an uneven keel, although

it doesn’t appear to be sinking, and after a few

hours they surmised that the trouble is with

the water tanks, which had just been filled

when we arrived before the captain left for

some much needed home leave. You quickly

realise in this situation how thoroughly

dependent you are on the structure that is

holding you. Water is a force to respect. At
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one of the locks, the captain comes

downstairs to find a cup of sugar for a

Romanian boat crew next to us on the water;

everyone is part of the same water-borne

community.

After Nuremberg the lock artists leave and

we have a relatively quiet week, navigating

high in the mountains and coming back down

through all the locks on the other side. We

drift through endless forests, people camping

and fishing along the banks, then start to see

increasing industry as we approach

Frankfurt.

Some nights we anchor on the side of the

river not close enough to get to shore, and

then there is nothing to do but lie up on the

roof of the boat, talking, drinking and looking

at the stars. There is a lost-at-sea

enchantment for me in those evenings.

Finding a place to dock is an ongoing

concern, there are local contacts who can help

in some places, where we get a prime spot on

a pontoon or marina in the centre of town,

other nights we stop by a factory wall, and
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one time in Karlsruhe at the oil harbour,

which is eerily magnificent. I stay up late

watching the lights of the refineries reflected

in the water, the big commercial tanker

barges come and go all night to refill.

I take the wheel

Our boat, the Ange Gabriel is a 1956

Freycinet barge, the standard lock size of the

time, named after the engineer who

developed the measurements. It is a common

enough site on the canals in northern Europe,

although very unusual to see one moving

through the stronger currents of the Danube

and Rhine rivers. The longest part of the trip

is between Linz and Mainz, which takes 12

days only stopping in one place for a night,

and leaving early next morning. With cold

showers, no internet, and variable small town

pubs for entertainment, we all go a little crazy

the night we get to Mainz.

The captain has been joking for some time

now that I will be helping him drive the boat,

and this turns out to be no idle threat. We

had a pilot on board during the Danube
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navigation, as required, but now everyone has

a role to play. Phil is the expert at doing the

ropes, on the locks and when we moor, his

agile frame leaps easily across the gap to shore

as we dock. I find myself enchanted by the

process of steering, and become addicted to

driving the boat. The first few hours are a

little scary, as I keep over-correcting and we

veer along in a kind of fish-tail pattern, the

captain jokes will make the other boats think

I’m drunk at the wheel. Once I come back to

the wheel house in the afternoon for a second

try, I find the lighter touch needed to keep

to a steady course, and learn not to over-

compensate when changing direction. Each

slight shift to the wheel takes a minute or so

to register, and once you see the prow of the

boat start to swing around, it’s time to spin it

back the opposite way, which somehow keeps

you going straight.

I start to really enjoy being at the wheel, the

subtle – and sometimes very strong – pull

of the current, the way that you have to line

the prow of the boat up to the next buoy or

the boat in front, and while heading in that

direction, make hundreds of small changes to
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stay on course. Learning to pass other barges,

the blue flag meaning we stay on the opposite

side to usual, which depends on the flow, and

since we’re going upstream, left is right and

right is left. I find this combination of intense

focus and slightly dreamy mental space

incredibly meditative, and wake up next

morning eager to do it again, bursting with

enthusiasm for this new thrill in a way that I

haven’t felt for a long time.

The final weekend of the trip we spend in

Strasbourg, I soak up every moment possible

on board, watching the lights change and the

ducks swim past through our kitchen

windows. The cabins fill up again, people

come and go, and I find the whole experience

strangely addictive. I desperately want my

own houseboat now, and find that coming

ashore I have a swaying feeling beneath my

feet, and very shaky balance for the first few

days back on dry land.

What I remember most is the sense of shared

adventure, and finally understanding that to

keep to a steady course in life, it really is

necessary to go with the flow. When you let
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go of the need to be in control, can adapt to

the subtle shifts and changes in direction at

every moment, and trust that no matter what

happens along the way, you will get where

you’re going in the end, then you truly have

adapted to boat life.

Monday November 3, 2008
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CHAPTER 19.

VIENNA BY BOAT

3 Days in Vienna

Maybe you already know Vienna for its

culture, architecture and pastries. Now come

with me and discover some unlikely features

of this charming city. The ‘mobile generation’

can log into Vienna Unlike for GPS locations

to all the hippest bars, clubs, shops and

‘wellness’ haunts, and experience the creative

energy of the city, living like a local in the

Viennese 21st-century avant garde.

Things to do in Vienna: Day 1

I arrived by boat on my most recent visit,

travelling through the lock into the city after

dark, and cruising past a magnificent unlit
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bridge, past the Marina Wien restaurant, lit

up with retro signage, and docked just near

the Danube Hilton.

My first foray is back to the highway bridge,

tapping it for sound, when I realise that the

new bridge next to the marina is still under

construction, some of the cables are swaying

loosely, and on further investigation, I find

that it will form part of the latest extension

to the U2 Metro. Taking the train from the

current end of the line at Stadion towards

Karlsplatz deposits us directly at

Museumsquartier, the epicentre of Vienna’s

contemporary cultural precinct. Scattered

between the imposing buildings are a

fabulous collection of plastic purple lounges,

inhabited by hundreds of people soaking up

the sun in between visits to the various

museums.

The exhibition at the Kunsthalle Wien when I

visit is a slightly PG introduction to PUNK –

subtitled ‘No-one is Innocent’. It’s a little hard

to convey the iconoclastic spirit of punk in

a museum context, although the selection of

films is superb. Next to this, Derek Jarman’s
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‘Brutal Beauty’ was highly intriguing, as his

work also explores punk or anti-

establishment themes, being highly

autobiographical and political. The show

presented his monochrome cinematic work

‘Blue’, along with Super 8 Film, paintings and

installations. The current Edward Hopper

exhibition also looks fascinating.

Only a short stroll over the lower part of

Mariahilferstrasse, head to your left down the

stone stairway to Rahlgasse, where you find

the arty Cinema Top Kino. The latest and

nostalgic art house film screenings are

complemented by this remarkably chilled out

bar and cafe, with bohemian chic lounges,

cute individual terraces, reasonably priced

drinks, schnitzel and free wifi. I could hang

out there for days. Wander along

Theoboldgasse, Lehargasse and

Gumpendorferstrasse to explore some of the

smaller commercial art galleries, bars, a great

bookshop and dark wood panelled coffee

houses, before heading up the hill into the

main shopping drag.

Mariahilferstrasse is filled both with history,
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and outlets for practically every store you can

imagine, a great way to combine shopping

and more erudite sight-seeing. There is even

a very helpful online directory to the street,

although the very colourful and woman

friendly erotica shop halfway along is

missing, check it out for a variety of playful

and exotic, dark or hedonistic toys and

outfits!

Near on the corner of Windmühlgasse is

Radlager, the ultra-hip recycling concept

store where you can sample rich decadent

espresso, hand-tailored suits and restored

vintage furnishings along with the sexy retro

bicycles, art and DJ parties. For those

dedicated retro junkies, find yourself in

vintage heaven at Flo’s Vintage,

Schleifmühlgasse 15a, a little further from

Karlsplatz and well worth the extra walk.

Detour: The quintessential Viennese evening

experience is still a trip to the Prater. More

than just a fun-fair, this magnificently hyper-

real park offers everything from gravity-

defying rides, to the stately Reisenrad, the

giant Ferris wheel immortalised in the movie
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‘The Third Man’, where you can take a

leisurely spin in the cute red wooden

swinging cars, looking out across the city

lights. This is more my speed than the

spinning teacups, which look sedate but are

secretly terrifying! Enjoy a beer and lagnos

(Hungarian deep fried bread), hot dog or

pastry to recover after the fairground thrills.

Things to do in Vienna: Day 2

Waking up to a brisk walk across the park

from the boat, and impromptu picnic from

the local supermarket, I stroll along the

Donaukanal in the city, taking in the beach

bars, swimming barge and party venue in the

Badeschiff, and beautiful green wrought iron

railings on all the bridges.

I first visited the marvellous psychedelic

lushness of the Hundertwasser House

unexpectedly, walking with a friend, and

highly recommend the experience if you can

manage to surprise anyone! The curvaceous

opulence bursts joyously out of the uniform

march of apartment blocks, their

monochrome similarity making it all the
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more astonishing. I loved Hundertwasser’s

approach to art, and life, he believed that all

things take the time they require, and had a

slow-art philosophy long before such things

were fashionable.

Afternoon tea in Vienna means one thing for

me, a visit to Cafe Prückel. Step back 100

years into the lushly decadent surrounds of

this Viennese institution, which is

surprisingly relaxed and low-key. Lounge

about admiring the magnificent ceilings,

fabulous ’50s lights and green striped

upholstery, while you enjoy a melange and

topfenstrudel served by waiters in bow ties

and waistcoats, who could be part of the

original fittings.

Across the road is the Contemporary Art

Museum, MAK, at Stubenring 5, to check out

the global trends in furniture, architecture,

applied and contemporary art, it’s open til

midnight every Tuesday, with special events

and performances. Hop onto one of the old-

fashioned red wooden Ring trams 1 & 2 for a

quick tour of the city.
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Stroll up the hill behind Cafe Prückel along

Backerstrasse and find yourself at St

Stephansdom. There is a fabulous gelato shop

diagonally across the square, in case you need

a little pick-me-up for the walk, and if you

require something a little stronger to recover

from the glories of the Gothic cathedral, head

to Kärnter Durchgang 10. The American Bar

(Loos Bar) is described to me as a famous

anarchist drinking place with great cocktails.

The interior is entirely black inside thanks

to the dark marble and onyx walls, while the

1908 architecture and decor are far more

sumptuous than you might expect for an

anarchist watering hole – as are the prices!

Things to do in Vienna: Day 3

It’s surprisingly easy to get out of the city,

just catch the U1 Metro to Donauinsel, and

walk along the 20km of swimming spots and

parkland on the banks of the Neue Donau.

Turn left from the metro and you’ll be in the

bustling array of stalls, restaurants and

‘Danube Jumping’, a cool floating bouncy

castle for the kids.
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Turn right and walk for half an hour or so to

find the Vienna City Beach Club. Perfect for

an afternoon relaxing, people-watching and

even swimming, the drinks are cold and the

DJ’s keep the tunes fresh, soak up the euro-

trash ambiance and enjoy a surprisingly

refreshing side of Vienna. If you fancy

something more energetic, stroll down a little

further to the jet-ski bar, where you can

whizz round in circles on ski’s propelled by

a cable – if you fall off just catch hold of the

next one – or speed down the slope on a

water board. Me, I’ll just be sunning myself on

this deckchair, another martini anyone?

Saturday Aug 22, 2009
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CHAPTER 20.

LINZ ARS ELECTRONICA

Linz: A Guide to Europe’s 2009 Capital of

Culture

Linz, the third-largest city in Austria, is the

European Capital of Culture in 2009. It’s no

wonder the city is gearing up for the occasion

with new cultural centres, a year-long

program of events, and big big spending on

the arts. And that – spending on the arts – is

always a reason to celebrate in my book!

Linz09 Art Preview

I’m just back from my first visit to Linz. I

arrived on the Danube River with Collectif

Mu & the media art pirates of European

Sound Delta in time to coincide with Ars
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Electronica. It’s one of the longest-running

electronic arts festivals in Europe, celebrating

20 years with the theme ‘A New Cultural

Economy’.

We docked at the Nibelungenbrucke in a

magnificent location, central to the old town

and all the festival action: a block from the

Roter Kreb after-party bar, and across the

river from the new Ars Electronica Centre,

a building whose lines and form hold

architectural echoes of a ship. This and the

Linz09 info centre are housed in the building

of the former Tax Office East in Hauptplatz.

Inside the Lentos Kunstmuseum

The first port of call is the basement of Lentos

Kunstmuseum, to visit my Slovenian friends

Luka Dekleva & Luka Princic, who are setting

up for their exhibition Ecology of the Techno

Mind, curated by Kapelica Gallery in

Ljubljana. The building is a mysterious

hulking mass on the river: a black oblong by

day, it reveals a frivolous side in the evening

when the entire black panelled exterior is lit

up with a beautiful vibrant hot-pink glow.
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The exhibition is the featured art scene at this

years Ars Electronica. Due to an earlier

bridge project with Luka & Luka, I am

charmed to find my name listed in the

‘International Art Scene’ on the wall tracing

Slovenian art networks.

I’m fascinated by Dragan Zivadinov’s gravity-

free theatre project, Noordung Zero Gravity

Biomechanical, created in an Ilyushin 76

aircraft at the Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut

Training centre in Star City, outside Moscow.

The work ‘Orbital Orientation Object’ is

shown here as a series of video screens in a

space-age sculptural frame, watched in turn

by a surveillance camera on motorised wheels

circling over your head.

I had never wanted to travel in space, but

seeing this work changed my mind. Slovenia

is running the worlds first artist-in-space

program, and having gone through full

training, Dragan is a likely candidate.

The work of BridA Art Collective, Modux 3.4,

is also intriguing — it has a topographical

map read by a camera on casters, and a GPS
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locator that travels over a backlit translucent

surface, setting off sounds along the points it

touches. This gives an unusual sense of place,

distance and connection between physical

landscape and aural imagination, evoking a

different sense of travel.

Then there’s the latest manifestation of

Slovene media artist Marko Peljhan, who has

spent many years travelling the world with

the MakroLab project. If you haven’t heard,

it’s an “autonomous media zone living unit”

that can sustain four people for 120 days in

conditions of blissful isolation. It’s been

installed everywhere from Iceland to the

Scottish Highlands and the South Pole.

The new work, ‘You are the Infrastructure’,

develops a global network to create a

communication of the future, and plans to set

up 16 international nodes for transmitting

and receiving signals, messages and

information through this human

infrastructure. Imagine sending email by

morse code through a secret channel in a

custom-built radio tower, and you get the

idea.
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Upstairs in the regular exhibition space of the

museum is a wonderful exhibition of painter

Oskar Kokoschka, ‘A vagabond in Linz’, who

mixed portraits of Viennese celebrities with

scenes of decadent bohemian life.

At the far end of the upstairs gallery, I

stumbled into one of the most relaxing places

I have found in any museum, an empty room

with green cushions along floor-to-ceiling

windows looking out across the river, where

you can lounge in the sun. The Lentos

Kunstmuseum cafe also provides one of the

most decadent breakfast experiences I’ve had

in a long time (…a glass of prosecco, a

tempting array of jams, honey, chocolate,

cheese, fruit and muesli).

Other things to do & see in Linz

The circular building next to the river is the

Brucknerhaus, the city concert hall, usually

home to classical music and theatre

performances. Every year it is taken over for

a few days by the media artists, curators and

theorists who attend Ars Electronica, to soak

in the dazzling array of creative uses and
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abuses for technology, however the regular

program offers a rich mix of voices, salons

and multicultural ensembles.

The evening crowd is a lot more relaxed at

Roter Krebes (Red Crab), a student bar

hosting after-parties each night (with a

mermaid thermin player and resonating

string musician in the lounge upstairs). It’s a

cosy place to chill out and meet people, the

experimental music program goes all year.

You can also take the Bus 50 from the

Hauptplatz up the mountain to the

Pöstlingberg church, perched high on the

mountain overlooking Linz, with gorgeous

views from the many terraces plus a fairy-tale

underground cave and the Linz zoo halfway

up. (The mountain tram is due to re-open in

2009.) Or wander through the maze of

picturesque buildings, along to the O.K.

Centre for Contemporary Art (Offenes

Kulturhaus), a publicly funded ‘experimental

laboratory for exploring art’.

If you’re looking for a slightly more

alternative take on what’s happening, head
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out to the Time’s Up ‘Laboratory for the

Construction of Experimental Situations’, a

punk-ish warehouse space in the industrial

docks. It hosts an artistic program including

exhibitions, workshops, live music and other

events.

The Danube Rave is a yearly international

electronic-dance music festival, held at the

Posthof. It has an impressive line-up from

rock, blues to dub/hiphop/electro, metal,

flamenco and urban gypsy music gigs. The

Sound Kitch’n and Stadtwerkstatt also

provide access to local and international

alternative music scenes. Finish your Linz

experience with an afternoon expedition to

the eco-friendly Solar City.

Are you getting a better handle on why Linz

is the European Capital of Culture in 2009?

There’s plenty here to get you cultured up.

Sunday December 14, 2008
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CHAPTER 21.

CRUISING THE DANUBE AND

RHINE

Cruising through Germany on the Danube &

Rhine

Editor’s Note: This is another in the series of

Jodi Rose’s adventures in a barge along the

Danube.

The small town of Regensburg in southern

Germany was a revelation. We docked there

at sunset, next to a butcher selling the region’s

famous wurst, then strolled through the

winding narrow streets to the magnificent

cathedral, which is apparently the prime

example of Gothic architecture in southern

Germany. We could only admire the exterior,

as we stopped for a late-afternoon ice cream
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across the square, and watched as the last

visitors straggled out and the door slammed

shut.

Walking aimlessly through the centre of

Regensburg, every corner revealed another

beautiful street, and being a student town it

is bustling with life and energy. I have also

never seen so many people out in traditional

dress as their day-wear, many of the girls

wore wench dresses and the lads in

lederhosen were even out clubbing at some of

the night spots we visited. I believe this was

some kind of pre-Oktoberfest celebration,

although it wouldn’t surprise me to learn it

was normal for the Bavarian ambiance. The

town has applied to be recognised as an

historic medieval city, as it is ‘the only

preserved medieval metropolis in Germany

that is also still functioning as an urban

entity.’

Beer, Wurst & Water Hockey in Regensburg

Wandering across the green iron footbridge,

we discover a charming and relatively quiet

beer garden, which it turns out is – or at least
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claims to be – the oldest guesthouse in town.

I can certainly vouch for the quality of the

beer, with a slight cinnamon flavour, and the

plates of wurst looked totally delicious, and

enough to feed an army of starving scholars.

Strolling along the river banks towards the

gorgeous ancient stone bridge, we seem to

have stumbled onto the most popular activity

in town.

Both sides of the river are teeming with

young couples and groups of students, people

sitting gossiping or reading alone, and one

particularly foolhardy bunch who were

playing water hockey in their canoes at the

point where the stream going under the

bridge flows strongest, as it wraps around the

stone pylons. Simply called the stone bridge,

this is the oldest functioning bridge over the

Danube, and the oldest in Germany –

building started in 1136 and it’s still standing!

One of the most magnificent and

oldest bridges I have ever seen, and believe

me, I’ve seen a few (and heard them too) with

sweeping stone arches, lit up with a golden
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glow from the sunset, and a solid sense of

victory over time, water and space.

An evening out in Regensburg

The evening’s entertainment begins at

Heimat, close to the end of the stone bridge,

a small bar with an eclectic program of live

performances. The night we arrive to see Der

Tante Renate, a hilarious electro-pop act from

Hamburg, one man wielding an array of 8-bit

laser-sound-toys and synthesisers to great

effect, making us dance and laugh in equal

measure. One of the local DJs we get chatting

to at the bar directs us to Suite 15, as

alternative club downstairs in a parking

station, a 15-minute walk through town.

We head to the main square and ask people

randomly, eventually finding out way past the

more commercial venues – Susie Wong and

other lounge bars – and down into the

basement of the parking lot. After paying the

3 euro cover charge, we find ourselves

dancing the night away to classic ’50s rock ‘n’

roll and swing in the smaller back room, and

then more contemporary indie rock in the
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main space. People are friendly, and I noticed

a few young women out clubbing in their

traditional Bavarian dresses, a nice blend of

the old world and new.

Cruising through Frankfurt, Mainz

Floating through Frankfurt, we just missed

Robert Johnson, the minimal techno club at

Offenbach, recommended by a Berlin friend

who knows these things. Described as

‘electronic music clubbing in its purest

form… it is no-frills, grassroots, genuine and

above-all, minimal’. If you’re in the area, pay

him a visit!

Moving onto Mainz, one of the oldest cities in

Germany, founded in 13 BC by the Romans,

in a stunning location on the Rhine. The

other claimant to this title is Worms, a few

miles further along the river, although I only

dropped in there for a few hours, I found

Mainz more interesting. My first love in the

town is Weschel Darkside Store, where I

found my fingerless pirate gloves, an essential

item in any punk gothic diva’s wardrobe.

Outfits supplied for all the goth and punk
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kids who collected by the river in the evening

to enact pagan rituals and celebrate the

weekend.

Finding your way into the old part of town is

easy, just follow the stream of people heading

into the ever-narrowing streets, and marvel at

what I’m sure are some extremely significant

buildings, with wine bars, cafes and boutiques

throughout the romantic Rococo facades and

Baroque houses. Johannes Gutenberg,

inventor of the modern movable-type

printing press, was born and died here, while

the city is famous for its carnival and parade.

An evening out in Mainz

The first night, we have a pre-dinner drink

at one of the cozy traditional-looking bars

on the corner of the main street into the old

town, the one with a big tree in the square,

opposite an Italian restaurant and ice-cream

bar. We continue on to the Weinstube

Bacchus (Jakobsbergstraße 7), recommended

by a local friend, specialising in marvellous

French cuisine, the Boeuf Bourgogne was a

favourite with my French companions, and
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I heartily recommend the desserts. The rich

gooey chocolate decadence, or tingly sweet

profiteroles were both amazing,while the

main courses were stunningly cooked with

authentic French provincial flavours.

After dinner, wander round the corner to the

Arabic smoking lounge, or along the curving

road away from the old town towards the Red

Cat nightclub, a super-crowded basement

packed with young hipsters and playing

various music from punk to electrofunk to

hip hop and postmodern indie alternative on

different nights. This took me back with a

blast to high-school disco nostalgia,

extremely crowded, low-ceiling cellar dance-

floor, with a young pushy crowd who kept

moving between rooms in a steady stream of

elbows and stomping feet.

Bulldozer ballet in Mainz

The next morning, I discover a man doing

ballet with a bulldozer in the square near the

river, part of a theatre festival taking place

in the old red brick factory building nearby.

I ducked into the courtyard for what turned
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out to be the highlight of my stay, a French

theatre company doing one-person

performances in tiny caravans. I choose ‘The

Little Match Girl’, and have a magical

experience with this told in cabaret-style by

the wonderful performer, using vinyl 7″
records for the soundtrack and a ’50s

television as the set, she created a completely

immersive fairy-tale.

The railway bridge at the end of the marina

is the location of my dream-home, a princess

tower built into the pylons. The trains rattle

past every few minutes, the graffiti along the

metal struts and constant pedestrian and

bicycle traffic along the wooden walkway

bears witness to the contemporary relevance

of this bridge.

I am surprised by the mix of contemporary

and traditional culture available here, there

is a lively theatre scene, and even a sound-

art performance, offering many alternatives

to the state theatre and other cultural events,

and will definitely be back for more of the

particular Mainz ambience when I’m in the

area.
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PART V.

SURVIVING

SINGAPORE

How do you create work in different

environments and locations?



CHAPTER 22.

3 DAYS IN SINGAPORE

Singapore in 3 Days: Top Things to Do

Singapore has a lot more going on than meets

the eye. Maybe it can’t match the messy

human chaos of Bangkok, the high-tech chaos

of Tokyo or the grand outdoors of Sydney,

but it does have all these things in small,

Singaporean-sized pieces. Take a few days to

discover more than just its shopping and

stopover clichés.

Day 1: Chinatown and City

You can approach Singapore’s Chinatown

from a variety of directions, walking along

North Bridge Road from Clarke Quayor

taking the MRT to Chinatown station, which
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gets you straight to the hub of the street

markets and souvenir shops. My favourite

route to get there is a meandering stroll from

Tanjong Pagar MRT, along Peak Seah St to

the corner of Maxwell Rd.

Here, the Red Dot Design Museum is the

physical embodiment of the design awards,

funky contemporary design for all kinds of

products, communication and concepts, and

refresh yourself afterwards at Artery bar.

Crossing Maxwell Rd takes you to the

Maxwell Hawker Centre (click here for more

Singapore hawker food recommendations),

and from here walk up Ann Siang Rd to

experience another aspect of the old city.

Most of the shop houses have been

transformed into upmarket boutiques, there’s

a Nordic style store, cool objects and clothes

at ‘die Wardrobe’, and a glimpse of the past in

the parlours of the Sporting Associations, the

walls adorned with trophies and hundreds of

black and white photographs of the club

members and their trophies, going up

towards Ann Siang park at the top of the hill

and the start of Club Street, famous for its

nightclubs.
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Walking back down the hill towards

Chinatown, stop in to the most wonderfully

quirky bookstore I found in Singapore, Books

Actually, with magnificent selection of

literature, picture books, and other whimsy,

holding reading nights, book launches and a

small café. Venture into the Screening Room,

with one of the most glamorous rooftop bars

in town, you can see across the winding

streets and red rooftops of old Chinatown,

and imagine what the city was like before

skyscrapers took over.

Cross over South Bridge Rd to immerse

yourself in the street markets along Pagoda,

Tregganu and Sago Streets for a mix of old

and new souvenirs, and of course sample

every kind of delicacy you can eat at the

hawker stands and night market. The

gorgeously decorated Sri Mariamman

Temple and Masjid Jamae Mosque are on the

corner of Pagod and Mosque streets

respectively, make sure to respect the

etiquette if you go inside.

Walk back along North Bridge Rd to Clarke

Quay, where you can try one of the best range
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of imported beers at brewerkz, and

promenade along the water to the Fullerton

Hotel for the epitome of old-world style.

Across the marina is the Esplanade concert

venue and theatre complex, with a world-

class range of theatre, music and dance,

something in the program is sure to appeal.

Day 2: Art, culture, nightlife & a little shopping

Pick up the handy format pocket sized maps

at the airport information centre when you

arrive, they come in a themed series, covering

‘Geek’, ‘Hip’, ‘Eat’ and of course, ‘Shop’. The

penultimate geek experience is still Sim Lim

Square, home to everything electronic,

although watch out for those ultra-bargain

prices, as they often come with inflated

service charges. Do your research beforehand

to get the price range, know exactly what

brand and model you want, check the

international warranty is part of the deal, and

it can still be a bargain.

I have to confess that shopping malls are

some of my least favourite places in the

world, however I did enjoy wandering around
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Vivo for the sparkly glamour, Bugis Junction

for convenience and books, and even

ventured once or twice to Orchard Rd and the

high-end glamour malls.

Art lovers have a variety of options to explore

for a more in-depth understanding of the

traditional and contemporary cultural scene.

The Asian Civilisations Museum on two sites,

at Empress Place and the Peranakan Museum

on Armenian St is a fascinating exploration

on the heritage of Asian cultures, and also has

a café and gift shop selling a great selection

of books and CD’s by local authors and

musicians. The Singapore Art Museum, on

Bras Basah Rd, shows major international

exhibitions, including French photographer

Alain Fleischner and high-profile local talent,

including an exhibition showcasing over 20

years of work from The Artists’ Village; solo

show by Masriadi: Black is My Last Weapon;

and of course the exciting Singapore Biennale

in September.

Just across the road, The National Museum

of Singapore has a fantastic history show, and

also displays contemporary work in the
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permanent collection, with an intriguing food

room, activities for kids and wonderful

swinging chandeliers. Recent temporary

exhibits include the media arts exhibition,

which I took part in during ISEA08

(International Symposium on Electronic

Arts), a solo show by Matthew Ngui, and

gorgeous sculpture, sound & video

installation ‘Transient Light – Whispering

Breeze’, a collaboration between Spanish

artist Ruben Ramos Balsa and Yuen Chee Wai.

On nearby Armenian St, experience the

sounds of Singapore’s cutting edge

underground at The Substation, one of the

longest running art spaces for all kinds of

experimental music, art and performances. I

attended a noise gig there with Justice

Yeldham playing broken glass, local

performance poetry and breakcore, and just

missed sound art supergroup Sonicbrat, Zul

and in Libations of the Moon.

Grey Projects, an intimate artist run space at

40 Zion Rd has cutting edge contemporary

art to fuel the imagination, and Osage Gallery

is located at the top of Mt Sophia, just behind
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Dobhy Gaut MRT, with a spectacular view of

the city and eclectic program including Asian

focus on media and sound art, with lush bars

nearby to relax and discuss the works.

Day 3: Little India, Arab St & beyond

Lose yourself for hours in the streets of Little

India, resplendent with vibrant colours,

music, food and life. It’s the perfect escape

from all the malls, and a fun alternative

shopping experience is Mustafa Centre, open

24 hours. The prices are set, unlike Sim Lim,

so you don’t have to worry about bargaining

or being talked into changing your mind. The

main problem will be deciding what to buy,

everything under the sun is available here,

usually in myriad varieties, from sunglasses

to suitcases to glass bangles, electronics and

saris.

As you wander through Little India, make

sure you check out the latest happening

artist-run Post Museum, which has a gallery,

performance space upstairs and Food 03

vegetarian restaurant (109 Rowell Rd,

Singapore 208033). The prices are higher
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than usual for this area, but you know your

money is supporting local artists and

producers, and the food is excellent, if a little

slow, and the chic stripped-back décor gives a

calm ambiance amidst the bustle and crowds.

Also visit Your Mother Gallery at 91A

Hindoo Rd for more alternative culture.

Arab St has the most wonderful selection of

fabric, where you can find yourself some

gorgeous sari material or wonderfully

textured linens, colourful patterns and have it

sewn up by the tailors located upstairs. Try a

shisha (hooka-style pipe) in one of the many

late-night café’s, or listen to the live music

at Blue Jazz, and find hardcore punk in the

alternative music shop on Bali Lane, next to

the very cool gothic glam clothes store, which

will also make up their designs to suit your

style.

If you’re craving a sense of life outside the city

skyscrapers, head West to Jurong Bird park,

or walk through Chinese Gardens to visit the

live turtle museum, and gorgeous red wooden

bridges in the Japanese Gardens. The Tang

Dynasty village is now in romantic ruins,
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awaiting redevelopment, but Haw

Par Villa can still be visited for a unique

experience of the kitsch elements in Chinese

mythology, rendered in fabulously colourful

concrete and stone. A trip to the 10 Courts

of Hell will only cost you $1, and is definitely

one of the highlights for me.

A walk through the treetrops in McRitchie

reserve is recommended, although it’s a long

hike to get there, the surrounding forest is

worth the effort. Palau Ubin Island is another

option for the adventurous, take a ferry

across and relax with a beer from one of the

traditional wooden shops or rent a bicycle to

discover the very edge of Singapore.

Food & Nightlife

If all this culture is making you thirsty, head

to the 3rd floor of Odeon Towers at 331

North Bridge Rd for a wonderful view of the

city from Loof Bar. Take your business card

for happy hour drinks and enjoy a lychee

martini or two!

A little further down the river, past Clarke

Quay and Ministry of Sound for the hardcore
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dance party scene, find the cool Wine Bar at

Zouk. The club also houses Velvet

Underground and is one of the premier dance

venues for the hip young crowd, with visiting

international DJ’s.

Dempsey Hill is home to Samy’s Curry

Restaurant, go there for excellent South

Indian dishes served on banana leaves. One of

the original restaurants in this location with

excellent food, service and the slightly fading

décor only adds to its charm. Jones the

Grocer also has a restaurant here, with an

upmarket take on local dishes, and for an

after-dinner drink, simply wander through

the maze of bars until you find one that

appeals. My favourite had an outdoor jungle

terrace, protected from mosquitoes by the

industrial strength coils burning under the

table, the atmosphere almost made up for the

slow service.

The Park View (a.k.a. Gotham Bar) at 600

North Bridge Rd, between Bugis and Arab St,

occupies the entire ground floor with the

most insanely lavish art deco architecture.

Although ‘The Divinie Society’ is a private
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club you can usually still drink there, look

out for the angel bartenders with fairy wings,

who ascend to the ceiling cellar to retrieve the

wine.

Park View

Keppel Bay Island has recently been opened

up to the public with the privately built

Keppel Bay Bridge, only a few minutes by cab

from Harbourfront MRT station, past the

cable cars going to Sentosa. Chill out at one of

the many bars and cafes on the marina, watch

the ships sail past, and observe construction

on the new Daniel Libeskind designed

apartment towers, Reflections. Fans of the

architect, or aspiring penthouse owners can

even visit the model apartment.

Thursday September 18, 2008
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CHAPTER 23.

SINGAPORE FOOD HEAVEN

Singapore Food & Hawker Food Picks

Singapore has an extraordinary blend of local

delicacies to sample, from Hainanese Chicken

Rice, Nasi Lemak, Laksa, Rojak, Beef Kway

Teow, Fish Head Curry… to Peranakan,

Indian, and Malay cuisine. The trick with

Singapore’s hawker centres (stalls where local

food is served up – think “mega-food court”)

is to go with friends so you can sample more

dishes.

Start by finding a local hawker centre, then

follow the line of people to the most popular

stall, and try the most appealing dish. For

serious foodies, purchase the small guide to

the best hawker stands listed for each and
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every MRT Station on the island, and you’ll

get to taste things in places your friends have

never even heard of. Or else, just follow my

lead and you’ll be guaranteed a rich variety of

new culinary sensations.

City / Downtown

Located in the Bras Basah Complex opposite

Raffles Hotel (below Odeon Towers and Loof

bar), next to Carlton Hotel at City Hall MRT.

Here is where I found the key to fresh light

meals, Yung tao fu DIY, with shelves of

vegetables, fish balls, tofu, and other strange

items that you select and have cooked up for

you in a light broth, a perfect counterpoint

to the many richer spicy dishes. ‘You can ask

for more cucumbers’ is the charming healthy

eating slogan displayed on some of these

stands, which can usually be found in any

hawker centre.

I had my birthday dinner at the Hawker

centre opposite the National Library on

Middle Rd, with good reports on the chilli

frogs legs from the place in the far corner.

The fried carrot cake was tasty in a variety of
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forms and the stir-fried noodles with prawns

were also a big hit with my friends. This place,

like many hawker centres, is open late; at 3am

every table in the place was packed.

As you may imagine in this tropical setting,

where the temperature rarely drops below

26C (78F) even at midnight, the late-night

supper is part of the local culture for young

and old alike. If you’re craving entertainment,

check the weekend film screenings, some

cinemas have sessions at 2 or 4am.

Clarke Quay

Avoid the overpriced seafood restaurants

along the water, and head instead to the

basement of Liang Court, just past Clarke

Quay, where myriad tasty Japanese specialties

are available (from teriyaki to eel) outside the

Meidi-Ya Japanese supermarket, which also

has a very impressive range of sake available

in the bottle shop.

Chinatown

Take the MRT to Chinatown station, which

gets you to the epicentre of the night-market
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hawker centre, one of the only places where

the stands are actually out on the street. It’s

also home to Singapore’s only Austrian

Hawker stand, with arguably the best

dumplings in town.

There is plenty to tempt you along the street,

but I head straight up the stairs of Block 335,

the white and green building on the corner

of Smith and Trengganu St to stall 02-83/84,

called Oktoberfest, for schnitzel and potato

salad. When you’re ready for dessert, walk

along to the second corridor of stalls (02-59)

to try the freshly handmade dumplings at Hai

Seng Ah Balling, delicately flavoured with red

bean, peanut, lotus… mmmm meltingly

delicious.

After that indulgence, find the red and white

flowers of the homemade chrysanthemum tea

stand, to aid digestion and help you sleep.

Walking along Sago street takes you into

some of the morbid history of the area, this

was the place of the funeral shops, where

people would come to buy offerings to send

with their relatives into the next world. Here
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I found one of the tastiest egg tarts at the local

bakery, which also has marvellous lotus-seed

cakes and other treats.

There is also a vegetarian restaurant on Smith

St, near the corner of South Bridge Road,

with wonderful display of Buddhist kitsch,

flashing lights, icons, and a peaceful

atmosphere amongst old wooden tables, a

library and a vegetarian deli in case you need

something to take home. Simple meals of

brown rice with vegetables include delicacies

like lotus root, which to me had a taste and

texture somewhere between pineapple and

celery, and was amazing to try fresh.

Little India & Kampong Glam

Every corner in Little India is home to

another tasty treat. Walking between

Serangoon Rd and Jln Besar Rd is certain to

give you sensory overload. If you fancy

excellent vegetarian food, try the Masala

Dosa and Idli at Saravana Bhavan (36 Belilios

Lane), or stop at one of the many street shops

offering ‘Vegetarian and non-vegetarian’

food! Azmi Restaurant, an Indian-Muslim
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run coffee shop here since 1944, will give you

a taste of the past. Their specialty is chapatis

and nothing but chapatis, made with fresh

flour from the nearby mill, in a traditional

kneading process and cooked without a drop

of oil.

Murtabak, an Indian pancake filled with

chicken, beef or mutton stuffing,

accompanied curry, is best tried at Zam Zam,

in the purple shophouse on the corner of

Arab Street and North Bridge Road.

East Coast

Changi Point Ferry Terminal is at the eastern

tip of Singapore, between Nicoll Drive and

Changi Coast Road. Changi Village Hawker

Centre has reputedly the best Nasi Lemak in

town.

If you make the trip to Palau Ubin for a breath

of fresh air and something of the traditional

island pace, turn left from the ferry terminal

and walk through the carpark, then straight

through the first hawker centre, to the end

of the second one. Look for the long queue

of people at the furthest stand on the right,
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and that’s where you’ll find the highly

recommended Malay dish of chicken wings,

fragrant steamed coconut rice, peanuts, egg

and sambal chilli. There is a long cycle path all

the way down the east coast, and you can also

watch planes take off from the airport nearby.

On Palau Ubin you can pick up a beer and

coconut from one of the charming traditional

stores in aged wooden huts, and rent a bicycle

for $2 a day – although you’ll pay $6 if you

want one that goes! – cycle round and explore

the island, all the way to the border of

Singapore.

Geylang District

There is some heated discussion on the local

food blogs about which is the best place for

Beef Kway Teow, also called Beef Horfun. I

tried the dish at Geylang Lor 9, with another

hawker stand opposite that features a

speciality of chilli frogs legs, which unlike me,

you may be brave enough to try! This is also

possibly the only seedy area in Singapore,

where the red light district is located, and
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worth visiting for the contrast to the majority

of this super clean town.

You may want to finish your evening with

the soft silky beancurd from Yong He Eating

House, just a few streets away, accompanied

by You Tiao, delicious fried sugary dough

sticks for the perfect meal. Eat them dipped

in beancurd, or with vinegar, or plain with a

sugar coating. The good news is they’re open

24 hours a day!

Breakfast & Dessert

Kopi and Kaya toast! Coffee (Kopi) is brewed

thick and oily, served with a dash of

sweetened condensed milk. It’s amazing how

quickly you can get used to it, and for only

80c, is a cheap daily caffeine fix. The kaya

toast I also loved, coconut jam often made

with pandan for the green colour, on pure

white bread. If you want a more traditional

savoury breakfast, go for the congee porridge,

which I never did, being unable to get past the

sweet Kaya. Available at most of the beverage

stands.

The best cendol and bobo char I found were
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actually in the old run-down food centre at

the end of Yuan Ching rd, opposite the Tang

Dynasty Village. This is a failed tourist

attraction, the fake Chinese ruins, currently

in deeply romantic decay, although slated to

be redeveloped into a hotel and spa, along

with the transformation of this are into a new

business district. Apparently very seedy

around 8 to 10 years ago, reputedly infested

with gangs and crime, this locality is now a

peaceful suburb, and home to a multitude of

communities.

My local Sheng Siong supermarket was right

next to the dilapidated food court, with some

of the tastiest satay and afore-mentioned

desserts. I made up my own variations – thai

style cendol with extra lychees, for example

was a favourite, although the menu items are

all amazing – dragon fruit jelly, and their

warm sweet soups are packed with tasty

goodness. The main version is a selection of

jellies and gooey fruit seeds (like palm seed)

served on a bed of ice, and drizzled with

sticky sweet syrup. Delectable and very

refreshing.
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Wherever you go, try the fresh lime juice,

sometimes available with sour plum for extra

kick, and the fresh young coconut milk which

you drink through a straw, straight out of the

shell.

Thursday August 21, 2008
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CHAPTER 24.

MY PUNK SINGAPORE

She was me, wasn’t she?

The girl.

Me drunk, perhaps.

“Earthier than you. And colder. A real ice

princess.

Every time I tried to talk to her, she walked

away.”

Yes, definitely me, drunk.

We don’t choose who gets under our skin.

You broke my heart too…

Every time.
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That’s not how the story begins.

Welcome to Singapore. The world’s largest

open air sauna, land of a thousand shopping

malls and highly manicured jungle tended to

by an army of immigrant labour. The heat

envelops me in a constant steamy embrace

that I still feel, and miss back in the chill grey

of a Berlin summer. After spending a year in

the home of underground alternative culture,

my first thought when I touch down in

Singapore: “I have to find punks.”

Ron, the university driver who delivers me to

Yuan Ching Rd Apartments smiles when I ask

about gambling being a problem and says, ‘Oh

no, the Casino is a good thing. It will bring

many jobs. We also have Formula One race

coming’. In reply to my question about the

best things in Singapore, he says blandly ‘the

nature here is so beautiful.’

That and the endless malls, skyscrapers

devoted to worshipping status and luxury.

It feels like I have stumbled into a dystopian

future of docile acquiescence, any glimpse of
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independent thought or anarchist spirit

corrected in army training or the homes for

wayward girls. Unmarried female university

students receive a letter from the government

on graduation, inviting them to attend speed-

dating events, while the civilian men are

tested for fitness every year, and have to

attend boot camp if they fail.

‘The world’s most successful social

engineering project’, someone describes it to

me at Kunsterlerhaus Bethanien artist

studio’s open day before I left Berlin. My last

day on the island, a local artist was more

damning, telling me of a 6 month jail sentence

served by a friend, whose urine tested

positively for marijuana even though he

wasn’t in possession of any drugs. He

comments on the building facades we pass in

the city, ‘Everything here is fake,’ he scowls,

‘it’s Disneyland with capital punishment.’

****

The first punk is Eugene. I’m at one of the

many lavish art openings, this one hosted by

the National Museum, where our exhibition
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will be in a couple of months time, although

I’m trying not to think about that yet. The

artist on show tonight is Matthew Ngui, star

of the art scene, who lives half in Australia

and half in Singapore, and the show is

travelling from Sydney’s Museum of

Contemporary Art, who have sent their head

installation guy over, someone I know from

art school. Ngui is co-curator of this year’s

Singapore Biennale, and the crowd is elegant,

affluent and stylishly turned out, everyone is

there from the Australian High

Commissioner, to infamous conceptual artist

Heman Chong, along with various curators,

ministers and university heads.

The government, declaring ‘Culture is Good,’

has lifted the ban on performance art along

with requirements to have a license and

official approval for any public cultural

activity, and relaxed some of the draconian

laws against homosexuality. Now throwing

federal money around to encourage

imagination and independent thought, in an

effort to lure artists of high creativity and

presumably loose morals to the island.
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I join the queue at the buffet with some of

the other resident artists, noticing a group of

younger hipsters looking slightly out-of-

place as I pile my plate high with profiteroles

– well everything else is infested with shrimp

or prawn. After checking out the work, an

enormous 3 screen projection of a young lithe

man swimming takes up one wall, and an

exquisite corpse video puzzle that has to be

viewed from a particular angle to make sense

filling the main room, I drift back upstairs to

the bar.

The young punk-looking man catches my

attention, his black spiky hair, stovepipe jeans

and slightly detached ambivalence making

him a little different from the corporate art

crowd. Emboldened by my fifth glass of wine,

I waltz over to him, and say; ‘Hi, are you a

punk?’ He looks around, a little confused,

although not losing a particle of his attitude,

so I continue blithely, ‘You look kinda punk,

are you a punk?’

He manages to stammer a reply, ‘No, not

really, I’m a sociology student’, and we

establish that he’s attending the same
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university which is hosting my residency.

‘Here’s my card, let’s have a coffee sometime’,

I offer, before letting him escape back to his

friends. Needless to say, I never hear from

him again.

The second punk is my first Rizal, he’s

tending bar at another swanky art opening,

this one in a commercial gallery on Holland

Rd, the upmarket expat ghetto. I have just

offended one of the Australian sister-hood,

by enquiring about her fabulous red shoes,

and on being told they are ‘Manolo’s, darling’,

commenting that I need to get a rich

boyfriend. ‘I buy all my own shoes’, she says

haughtily, turning away before I can explain

the context of the remark. It’s a private joke,

in reference to an earlier conversation with

my friend Joel, who decides that the answer

to my art funding problems is, you guessed it,

a rich boyfriend. That kind of feisty feminist

attitude is exactly the one I grew up with,

and am happy to have relaxed somewhat,

although perhaps my insistence on being able

to do exactly as I please, anywhere, anytime,

without thought of how it looks or indeed,

how I look, isn’t so post-feminist after all. I
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hear from the Korean artist Jee, that in Asia

it is considered bad luck to buy shoes for a

lover, as they will walk away and leave you.

The work is decidedly politically incorrect,

a series of drawings, video and sculpture all

portraits of young girls, in varying states of

distress and abuse. The artist is whispered to

have spent time in jail for paedophilia, and

has made his career on the subject matter.

Despite all the over-regulation of various

areas in everyday life, this show has somehow

escaped government notice – in Australia

today it would be shut down, a la Bill Henson.

I retreat to the bar to regroup, and notice the

faux mohawk and full lips of the cute

bartender. ‘Hi, are you a punk?’ I ask him,

having fun now. He tells me that he’s ‘post-

rock’ and plays guitar in a band, so when I

give him my card and ask him to let me know

when they’re playing, he actually does. I never

do make it along to any of The November Iris

gigs, although I enjoy their fuzzy guitar noise

on myspace, and am thrilled to see the listing

of alternative and hardcore music at Home

Club and Ngee Ann Polytechnic.
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My third punk is the second Rizal, friend of

the first punk Eugene, who contacts me out of

the blue to say he’s organising a club night for

ISEA International Symposium on Electronic

Arts, the conference and exhibition which is

the reason I’m here, asking would I like to

play? ‘Yes, sure’, I say without thinking, then

realise the dates are the same as my exhibition

opening, and the following night, also

forgetting that I have sworn never to play live

again until I have a bridge to play on. No

more laptops.

Rizal is persistent though, and he finally

convinces me to play at the Pre-Isea club

night, which is a warm-up for both the

organisation and local community, held at

Post Museum, a groovy artist run venue and

café in Little India.

In the intervening weeks, I meet punk

number four at another art opening, this one

a degree show for the recent graduates at La

Salle, College of Arts. The fashion parade

over, with some strange and a few intriguing

outfits, I wander up towards the bar on the

Astroturf under the internal bridge of this
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modernist black sci-fi edifice. A hot older

dreadlocked punk on the stairs catches my

eye and smiles, we lock gazes and both turn

to keep smiling as we pass one another. The

posse of artists I hang out with most of the

time now gives me the encouragement

needed to track him down again at the buffet,

this time in front of the mango pudding and

tiny cheesecake squares. ‘Hi, you look like a

punk’, I breathe, a little flustered, this man

is sooooo cute. He smiles up at me – he is

also short, a miniature troll of dreadlocked

perfection, with crazy hair, studded belt,

tattooed muscular arms, and that killer 1000

amp smile. ‘I’m Aibo’, he grins, and we talk for

a minute before he takes a glass of wine back

to his friends, along with my card. I catch

glimpses of him throughout the night,

looking around the crowd distractedly, and

then get his text message on the way home

from the MRT station, back at Lakeside.

‘Hello, my name is Aibo, we met tonight’, he

says, and before I have the chance to reply,

he’s calling me, asking ‘where are you now?’

We have a slightly disjointed conversation, his

accent is hard to understand on the phone,
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and I invite him to yet another art event the

following evening. We find ourselves out on

the balcony of Osage Gallery at the top of Mt

Sophia, and having trained the waiter to come

back every five minutes with more wine, both

get seriously trashed. The roaring sound

Dinosaur keeps me amused, and playing on

the stairs of a beautiful laser harp, where I

meet Song Ming’s girlfriend Sherry who

works at the gallery and later sends a ‘candid

shot’, photographic evidence of our bad

behaviour. Aibo tries to drag me into Hotel 81

in the seedy Geyland district, at which I draw

the line, realise I am out of my depth, and take

a taxi home, alone.

The following night, one of the local artists

has invited us to dinner at his fathers house,

and we mill around – yet another catered

buffet, hopes for a home-cooked meal have

been dashed into lavish overdrive – when I

am introduced to Punk number five. He

doesn’t look like a punk, but as we talk about

intellectual rigour and not ‘dumbing down’,

and I confess to being ditzy sometimes, he

says ‘ditzy can be charming’ – ah, bless – then

claims to be a ‘corporate punk’. We find that
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we had both been drinking to excess the

previous night, only a metre from each other

at Osage balcony, although he remembered

my punk friend, but not me. Anyway, I am yet

to be convinced by Philip, especially since he

was always too busy and terrified to have the

promised drink…

Still, he’s a lot of fun, older, extremely cute,

funny, smart, lets me tease him mercilessly,

and give him grief about only being the

‘assistant director’ of the visual arts board on

the national arts council – everything I like in

a man. Except being scared of me, that part

we can leave out. He literally ducks and hides

when he sees me looking around from near

the stage at the ISEA opening, and grins good

humouredly as I stomp over and give him a

serve about ‘I don’t care how busy you are

writing arts policy, you can bloody well

answer my emails and have a drink with

me…’ then drags me outside for a cigarette

during the arts ministers speech. A fun

companion in bad behaviour, but evidently

not someone for a more personal touch, he

blanches visibly when I show off my new bra,

sent by my mother as a birthday present. ‘No
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bra, ok’ he admonishes, while promising a

drink before I leave, although to be fair, he

was very sick the night we planned to go out,

and I left the following day. We both travel

plenty, I’ll see him again.

Punk number six, however, I’m not so sure

about. Someone introduces us at my gig in the

Post Museum, and I ask the now-obligatory

question: ‘Are you a punk?’ It’s a running joke

for me, although he looks even more punk

than most, with dark watchful eyes, a swarthy

demeanour and disturbing panther-like

coiled energy to his swagger. The UZI t-shirt

is a dead giveaway, but like all the others, he

claims not to be punk at all.

He’s the one who gets under my skin, the person I

least expect.

Singapore August, 2008
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PART VI.

EXILE IN CROATIA

How do you survive when you really fall

outside the cracks of society?



CHAPTER 25.

EXILE IN CROATIA

Croatia: An Artist in Winter

If you’ve ever wanted to run away from the

world, a small Croatian island in winter is

the place to do it. Mild weather, hours and

hours of peace and quiet, with nothing to do

but walk around the peninsula, look at the

fishing boats, and read lots of books. There

is something very romantic about living on a

remote island.

I have washed up on the shores of Korcula, in

the central Dalmatian archipelago in the very

south of Croatia. It’s an hour from Dubrovnik

by ferry, three hours from Split. The entire

old town is like being swept into a time

machine, clambering the same marbled steps
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as one of the 15th-century Venetian nobles

on holiday, or listening to the church bells

ring every quarter hour with their strangely

sustained vibrato resonance. Visit virtually on

the official Korcula town webcams!

Into the wild

First of all, I had to work out how to get here.

It all seemed a little complicated, with a

choice of Jadronlinija ferries running from

Split to Vela Luka (the town at the other end

of the island) and one daily fast catamaran

ferry directly to Korcula town. I chose this,

although regretted it on the trip, as the boat

rests so lightly on the water and really tilted

dramatically from side to side, then at one

point just after leaving Hvar, was the most

terrifying 30 minutes of my life, galloping

over the waves, which crashed up onto the

hull beneath us with a hideous thud.

Still, the sheer physical terror made me

grateful to be lugging my suitcases up the

inevitable steep marble steps. My directions

to find the apartment are slightly bizarre: go

to the main cathedral, find the ex-theatre
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building and the man with lots of cats.

Somehow I managed that, as well, dragging

myself in out of the rain, turning the

electricity and water on, and settling in for

the night.

Sleep, read, eat, explore

Most of the first week, I do nothing but read,

sleep and find my way around the small town.

Internet cafe, check. Supermarket (an

excellent post-communist irony), check.

Video rental – ah, bliss – at the VIP shop,

leave your passport or 300 kuna deposit,

check. Boat and scooter rentals, check. There

are a few cafes still open during the winter

off-season. I like the Arula, for their decent

coffee (8 kuna) and fabulous not-too-sweet

ricotta strudel. Cafe Zak, at the foot of the

steps into the old town, also has good coffee,

and a slightly raffish atmosphere, although it

too closes at 8pm. At El Plaza cafe, across the

square, I avoid the coffee but happily indulge

in their amazing range of hot-chocolate

drinks. This is the place you will find local

families on a Saturday morning, it’s usually
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crowded, giving the impression that there are

more people in town than you might imagine.

The population of the expanded Korcula is

3,000 (in the old town itself, 400).

I manage to find myself a local guide, the

contact made through my accommodation

host, and this makes all the difference for

starting to understand the rhythms of the

island. It is very much a summer destination,

although even then is generally known for

catering to the over-50s retiree market; the

kids prefer to go and party on Hvar, or one of

the closer islands.

That suits me fine, I’m not here for

nightclubs, bars or other people. I’m here to

get some peace and quiet. Some of the

neighbouring islands, Mljet in particular, are

even less inhabited, you can go and feed wild

deer there, or else simply camp out and fish.

My guide takes me on a surprise adventure,

up to the west side of the island, which faces

the open sea and feels much wilder and less

tamed than Korcula town. Here is the

vegetable plot that she tends erratically, I help

weed and plant a bunch of spinach, then she
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picks cabbage and tomatoes while I

investigate the next plot, where her friend is

helping himself to fresh olives, and gives me

the instructions to soak them first in seawater

for a few days, then bake with salt.

“We’re crazy about them”, he tells me, and

then asks what I am doing here.

“Recovering from life”, I say.

He smiles, places one hand on my shoulder

and asks, “how do you deal with stress?” I’m

a little evasive in my answer, “meditate

sometimes, and walk everyday”, at which he

look serious and tells me: “You must laugh 16

to 17 times a day. That is the best way to keep

positive and negative energy in balance…

This is the place to find yourself”.

I’m touched by his concern. And it’s excellent

advice.

Examples of life in balance

Next, we drop in to visit a friend who has

retired from his successful Berlin restaurant,

and is living ‘back to nature’ with a
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magnificent property running all the way

down a steep hill to the sea. Olive groves and

grapes grow along the hillside, while his

house is a wonderland of outdoor grottoes

and sunny spots built into the rocks. There’s

also a newly constructed swimming pool.

After much laughter and joking, we sit down

to a meal of freshly caught squid, and an

enormous plate of sardines grilled in garlic,

washed down with plenty of homemade red

wine.

Another day, we drive across to Vela Luka,

stopping at the most spectacular bays along

the way. One of them is devoted to diving

instruction in the summer months. Another is

a tiny inlet famous for the healing properties

of its mineral sands (and also a teenage

destination for the indie rock music festival

which takes place once a year).

In Vela Luka itself the cultural centre is well

worth a visit; it has excellent contemporary

art exhibitions, plus an international

collection including a small work by Henry

Moore.
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The towns of Čara and Blato are famous for

their vineyards and cellars; you can taste local

variety of white wine, called Posip.

Interesting fact: After World War II, a blight

killed off many of the local vineyards and

olive groves, causing thousands of people to

emigrate to Australia. Many islanders settled

in Chatswood and Perth. I am charmed to

find lamingtons in the local cafes, and almost

everyone has a cousin or five down under.

As a visiting Australian I am given a warm

welcome.

Finding my rhythm

Eventually I tune into the Dalmation way of

life, getting up early to enjoy the liveliness of

the streets as people run errands and shop

in the morning, then disappear for the

afternoon into their homes for a long family

lunch. Everything is closed between 1-5pm,

except a few cafes and the supermarket.

During these times I love sitting on one of

the benches along the quay, watching the

endlessly changing moods of the sky and sea.

Most days, I stroll around the outside of the

old town, stopping every few minutes to
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appreciate the view, the tower with turrets,

red-tiled houses, and across the beautifully

clear azure water to the town of Orebic,

nestled at the foot of the Peljesac mountains,

which also support the vineyards for a very

drinkable red wine.

Once upon a time, the island’s major industry

was shipbuilding. While it’s long since been

superseded by tourism, sailing and the love

of the sea runs deep in the culture. Every

afternoon you can see the fishermen hauling

nets into their tiny white boats along the bay.

I have taken to meeting the ship arriving from

Bari every Tuesday and Saturday, watching

the crew throw down the ropes as they dock,

and then waving when she leaves again, both

giving me a sense of connection to the outside

world, and indulges the fantasy of a sea-faring

lover who is roaming the oceans until he

returns to my side.

Mostly though, I enjoy the timeless feeling of

the island, tiny fragments of life that exist in

remnants through the ages, at times I could

have been swept into any part of the last five
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centuries. I feel that I have stepped out of my

own life for a while, and into a different

world. Although it is isolated, I find this calm

peaceful life is absolutely perfect for

replenishing the soul and recharging batteries

worn down by the relentless pace of life. My

winter island retreat in the Adriatic is a

wonderful place to stop and rest for a while.

Wednesday February 18, 2009
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CHAPTER 26.

ZAGREB

Art & Love in Zagreb

Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, is a gorgeous

city. And now that my dear friend Philippa

has moved there, I am always happy to find

a reason to visit. The architecture is fabulous

(with neo-baroque decorative flourishes and

stylish old shop signs) and it’s the perfect size

to get around. You can walk almost

everywhere.

And then there is the wonderfully laid-back

atmosphere. I don’t know if it’s the Socialist

past, or just the Croatian attitude to life (not

to mention high unemployment), but

everyone seems to have time for endless

afternoons of coffee and chatting with
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friends, before moving on to the bars and club

for the night. With that in mind, here are

some tips for spending a very pleasant day

and night in Zagreb.

Zagreb, let’s start with a drink & some art

Hemingway Bar has an outdoor terrace and

afternoon sunshine, turning into a decadently

stylish bar in the evening. Located opposite

the State Theatre, a classical building with

yellow columns which makes it looks

strangely like Melbourne’s Flinders Street

Station. This was the location for a number of

episodes in one of the current Zagreb-filmed

soap operas on Croatian TV, when I had the

thrill of walking on set as an extra for a few

hours, playing one of a pack of journalists.

Maybe the performances inside would be far

more edifying, but this was a lot of fun.

Galerija Nova is a small alternative art space

tucked away behind a pizza shop and theatre

on Teslina. What, How & for Whom / WHW, the

curatorial collective who run the gallery are

in charge of the 11th International Istanbul

Biennale, so look out for their influence on
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the program. These questions were the title

of their first project dedicated to the 150th

anniversary of the Communist Manifesto, in

2000 and became the motto of their work and

the title of the collective. The gallery features

a socially and politically aware program based

on a model of collaboration and exchange

between cultural organizations of different

backgrounds.

Modern Art in Zagreb

The Zagreb Museum of Contemporary Art

has a fantastic collection of Croatian visual

arts from the 1950s and ’60s including

geometrical abstraction, abstract

expresionism, informalism, or proto-

conceptual art and figurative art, the ’70s

New Art Practice, ’80s “New painting,

sculpture and geometry”, and the ’90s diverse

multimedia, installation, sculptural and

painting works. The International Art

collection has significant works by

conceptual artists of the ’60s and ’70s.

There is also the poetic (and award-

winning) Museum of Broken Relationships,
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dedicated to the relics and memory of failed

love affairs, on Ćirilometodska 2.

“Unlike ‘destructive’ self-help instructions for

recovery from failed loves, the Museum offers a

chance to overcome an emotional collapse through

creation: by contributing to the Museum’s

collection.

Whatever the motivation for donating personal

belongings – be it sheer exhibitionism, therapeutic

relief, or simple curiosity – people embraced the

idea of exhibiting their love legacy as a sort of a

ritual, a solemn ceremony. Our societies oblige us

with our marriages, funerals, and even graduation

farewells, but deny us any formal recognition of

the demise of a relationship, despite its strong

emotional effect. In the words of Roland Barthes

in A Lover’s Discourse: “Every passion, ultimately,

has its spectator… (there is) no amorous oblation

without a final theater.”

Conceptualized in Croatia by Olinka Vištica and

Dražen Grubišić, the Museum has since toured

internationally, amassing an amazing collection.
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The exhibits form universal patterns, offering us

to discover them and feel the comfort they can

bring. Hopefully they can also inspire our personal

search for deeper insights and strengthen our belief

in something more meaningful than random

suffering.”

After love and art, it’s time for a snack. There

is a bakery (with great cheese burek and rich

chocolate rum brownies) on the side street

opposite the outdoor cafe in the back

courtyard of the Zagreb Archaeological

Museum. This was my favourite spot for

sunshine and a drink amongst the antiquities,

surrounded by ancient statues and columns.

The museum houses relics from the Stone,

Copper, Bronze and Iron ages.

Art of a different kind

We embark on a trek along riverbank into the

fog early one Sunday morning, in search of

the mythical Hrelić flea market, which stays

open all winter. Take the number 6, 7, or 8

tram and get out a the stop just over the river,

then follow the hordes of people walking in

the same direction.
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The first market is used cars, where you can

definitely pick up a bargain, and then in the

next field along you will find all the parts you

could ever need to rebuild a car, should the

one you purchase happen to fall apart. There

are simple wooden huts offering a minimal

selection of beverages and snacks, I was

happy my 5 kuna coffee and the enormous

plate of greasy ćevapcići (spicy sausages) with

oil-soaked bread and a pile of onion was

enough to keep me going all day.

Monday Mar 2, 2009
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PART VII.

CITY SONIC

SURVIVAL KIT

HOW DO YOU NEGOTIATE COMPLEX

PERSONALITIES AND INTERPERSONAL

DYNAMICS?



CHAPTER 27.

MAASTRICHT? YES!

Return to the heart of the EU

Located in the southern-most tip of the

Netherlands along the River Maas,

Maastricht is quite literally in the heart of

Europe – surrounded by Belgium,

Luxembourg and Germany and only an hour

from Brussels and Köln. Sure you know

Maastricht as the ‘birthplace’ of the European

Union and the birthplace of the European

currency. But I bet you don’t know much

more about this historically rich and

culturally vibrant city (and one well-

positioned to become European Capital of

Culture in 2018). Allow me to edify you.

When I first arrive, straight off the bus from

Croatia, along the Dalmation coast and
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through Slovenia, I navigate the railway from

Cologne and have an inspiring conversation

with a young man who directs me back to

the right train when I get off a stop early,

before Aachen Centraal. He is on the way to

see Monty Python musical, hums a few bars

of “Always look on the bright side of life” and

makes the hopefully prescient comment, that

“when you write the book, the money will

come”. As I step off the train in Maastricht the

snow has just started to fall and it feels like I

have stepped into a fairy tale.

Culture in spades

Maastricht’s yearly Kunst Tour art route takes

you on a journey to the diverse art galleries

around the city. This nomadic Art

Manifestation highlights the creative

practices of the Eregio region, through

contemporary art, sound art and design

presented over three days, starting from the

central location and newly renovated

artspace Timmerfabriek in the old Sphinx

factory, and branching out all over the city,

including the squat art spaces and last year to

a concert event taking place on a bridge!
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The open studio-tour on Sunday allows you

to visit artists in their working environment,

and the “Best Before Euregional Sound Art

Tour” is available for download, giving you

an aural taste of the 2009 Kunsttour in 100

second clips. Organised by Intro in Situ, the

workspace for music and sound that has been

supporting experimental avant-garde musical

experiences in the city for 25 years, with a

regular concert series in addition to the

specialised AudioScoop program.

One of the best spots for people-watching is

at Cafe Zondag, with large window spilling

light into the cosy interior, big wooden tables

and a simple yet excellent menu of soup,

salad, bagels, panini, quiche and cake – they

all go perfectly with the laid-back atmosphere

and chilled out music on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday nights. It’s on the bustling main street

leading into the centre from the railway

station, this corner oasis is definitely one of

the most comfortable cafes in town.

Carnival

If you happen to arrive during Maastricht’s
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spring carnival, you’ll be treated to an entirely

different atmosphere, as the the city shuts

down all normal activities and the streets are

crowded with festive Limburgers, with

everyone from the smallest children to cool

students and pillars of society get dressed in a

variety of outrageous costumes and go a little

crazy for three days.

Friends and communities get together in

groups to form merry musical bands and

parade through the charming cobbled streets

banging on drums and tambourines, blowing

flutes and whistles, and stopping for a drink

every few bars along the way.

The carnival has developed it’s own musical

tradition over the years, with a regionally

specific identity and recognisable songs that

give local characters and flavour to the

distantly related schlager-style music

pumping out of every doorway. My favourite

was the classic, ‘ding-a-ling-a-ling it’s the

Alps express,’ although new songs continue to

be written every year.

I had the good fortune to join a local band
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comprised of extended family friends, who

had been playing together for 25 years,

although the band was disbanded in 1999 due

to ‘artistic differences’ so now they meet in

this once-a-year event to celebrate no longer

playing together!

The Carnival stems from religious traditions

celebrating the end of winter, fertility and

birth, in which society is turned inside out

and upside down, a reverse-world where the

commoner becomes King and the green-

grocerwoman is raised in the centre of town

in a symbolic gesture of worship.

Artistic squatting in Maastricht

Maastricht has a surprisingly developed

underground scene consisting of various

well-established Kraak (alternative art

spaces). The newest of these is Artspace

Rondeel (ARM), an art propagator which

hosts all kinds of performances, musical and

dance events in a welcoming and open

community space in the industrial hall of an

old asbestos removal company.

Artists from near and far collaborate together
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to generate new ideas and diverse projects.

The room can be transformed with the event,

holding a series of experimental dance and

sound nights inside a gigantic

decommissioned hot air balloon, with the

adjacent ‘Asbest Bar’ giving a post-industrial

aesthetic to the friendly ambiance. Eco-

development philosophies are also

highlighted by the organisers of the space, in

everything from the sprawling garden

courtyard to a recycling-musical workshop

and visionary schemes including ’slow biking’

and ‘desert hope – holistic economical

design’.

B32 ‘artspice exhibition space for young and

starting artists’ is a more traditional gallery

space, albeit found in the living rooms of the

house at Bourgognestraat 32, where for the

past six years a range of local and

international artists have mingled and

exhibited their works. Infinite World II, Short

Term Eternity and Five Seconds Later are just

some of the intriguing titles to be shown here.

The longest running alternative cultural

space is Landbouwbelang squat, located since
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2002 in an abandoned grain factory on the

river promises a ‘cultural freezone’ – with a

Monday night vegan cafe and eclectic series

of parties, concerts and gigs including ‘The

ska is the limit,’ the intriguing ‘petit cirque

du Balkan’ offerings ‘a full evening of fanfare,

gypsy music, Russian hits, ska, Balkan

swingers, movies, and crazy tunes to swing

out of the pan,’ and other assorted musical

and cultural treats.

The unique Netherlands squatting laws mean

that if a building is empty and remains

unused for 12 months, and the owner has no

tenant or contract starting, then it can be

legally squatted. This 1971 law is based on the

concept of ‘domestic peace’, meaning that a

house can’t be entered without permission of

the current user is also applied to squatters.

The occupants are required to send a letter

to the owner and invite the police to inspect

the squat, which is deemed legally inhabited if

there is a bed, chair, table and working lock

on the door.

The experienced squatting community is

highly organised and effective in running
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their spaces and events, with regular

meetings, cafe sessions and kraak festivals.

Although some squats are now legalised and

the inhabitants pay rent – usually at much

lower rates than commercial tenants – and

negotiate agreements with the owners and

local authorities to maintain and use the

building for cultural purposes, as well as to

live. The Landbouwbelang (LBB) discusses

the reasons and motivations for squatting,

which include not having to pay rent, plenty

of space and freedom to inhabit an design

the space in whatever ways the community of

inhabitants decides.

“Freedom to make loud music, freedom to

host mad-ass cool parties and make the rest

of the Maastrichter underground happy,

freedom to cook yummy vegan food every

Monday for everyone who feels like joining,

freedom to build enormous objects, freedom

to provide artists with ateliers, freedom to

provide performers of all kind with a stage,

freedom to organise exhibitions, freedom to

provide space for all kinds of initiatives that

are creative and that need it.
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People can develop themselves in a way that is

not possible anywhere else, and because a lot

of disciplines work together there are always

new things to create! In a word, a place that

always is dynamic and alive!!!

So, we want to stand up for our ideals. OUR

own ideals, not the ideals of the state, or the

system or the multi-nationals about what is

worthy to support and go for in life, without

financial constraints or the pressure to

generate profit. We don´t want to follow

anyone, or anyone to follow us, we just want

everybody to walk aside one another,

together.”

From van Eycke to Pecha Kucha

The city of Maastricht has plenty to offer

cultural travellers, with a deeply engaged

philosophical and cultural community,

through the local universities and Jan van

Eycke Academy, billed as a ‘post-academic

institute’ with a focus on research, production

and theory, offering a program of weekly

lectures, exhibitions, talks, movies, events to

the bookshop cafe in a beautiful old chapel.
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Pecha Kucha Maastricht takes place every

month at the AINSI, with super short

presentations by local creative and cultural

practitioners, and posts video of all the talks

online, making Maastricht well poised in the

city’s bid to become European Capital of

Culture in 2018. Selexyz Dominicanen

bookshop is worth a visit for the excellent

range of books housed in a stunning medieval

Dominican church, where you can also relax

with a coffee in the chapel cafe. The city

library is located in a fantastic open space

with great reading tables and a cafe, looking

out over the square towards the river Maas.

Crossing the Hoge Brug (High Bridge –

which I amplified and invited local musicians

to perform on for the Kunst Tour in 2009),

takes you to the ancient stone wall, a

marvellous aviary and romantically historic

walk on the other side of the river. The

market place bustles with commerce every

Wednesday and Friday, and a walk around the

Vrijthof connects you with hundreds of years

of history, best taken with a beverage at one

of the many cafes and bars.

Tuesday Feb 9, 2010
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CHAPTER 28.

BRUSSELS CURVES

What to Do in Brussels?

You may have suffered from the stereotypical

mis-perception that Belgium is not the most

interesting of places, and that Brussels has

nothing much going on beyond the European

Parliament and museums filled with Old

Flemish masters.

Well, like me, you’d be wrong. Brussels is a

beautiful city. Unexpectedly chaotic, hilly and

fragmented, it mixes sumptuous architecture

with seedy waterfront districts; fancy

chocolate emporiums and stylish shopping

streets with urban decay; with a healthy dose

of design and the arts. According to a Dutch

friend, Belgium is ‘The Spain of the North,’
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and after my three short visits here, I can say

that Brussels is the city I was dreaming of

when I moved to Berlin.

I’m tempted not to tell you any of this, as

Brussels is the best-kept secret I know.

Gritty, cool, curvy

Brussels is, without dispute, grittier, cooler

and curvier than Berlin. It’s also full of stylish

(and diverse!) people. The spectrum of dance,

music, electronic media and performing arts

is astounding. Whatever your taste, in ultra-

creative Brussels you can find something to

indulge and inspire.

My first glimpse of the city was through the

windows of a Eurolines bus from Paris to

Berlin, when I was intrigued by the highly

decorative architecture and neighbourhoods

as we passed through. When I had the

opportunity to come back for a weekend visit,

I jumped at the chance to explore Brussels in

more depth. Luckily, my friends living there

are incredible hosts with a wealth of local

delights to share, and provide a metahaven of

design research and architectural services!
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Lost in space, in chocolate, in Chinatown

I got lost my first time in Brussels’ Centraal

Station, lost in a maze of corridors trying to

locate the main staircase. This led me to a

strangely empty hall containing only a wide

circular staircase and gleaming pillars of

blue-white light, being documented by two

seriously hipster looking photographers. I’m

still not sure if it was a sci-fi set, art, or simply

the newly renovated entrance to somewhere

else.

We strolled through the winding centre of

town, starting from a fantastic vantage point

looking over the city, taking a lift down to

street level and then meandering along to our

first decadent moment at the artisan

chocolate shop Pierre Marcolini. Think:

incredible flavours. Next stop, downhill into

the slightly seedy downtown, on my mission

to find a miracle fish in Chinatown. (There is

a small corner of Chinese supermarkets, and

a few grocery stores, comics, Japanese design

and objects, but no fortune telling fish. I’ll

have to get one posted from Australia)
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After that, my friend Eva shares her designer

secrets with me, along fashionista heaven:

Rue Antoine Dansaert. We start at Annemie

Verbeke, where I can only dream of owning a

black cashmere dress or electric-blue pleated

skirt. The ultra-funky retro shop next door

is more financially reachable: eclectic vintage

stylin’ clothes, shoes, and accessories.

Food & music

Heading back to la Grand-Place, we eat

fantastically fresh and delicious Lebanese

food at L’Express Quality on rue des

Chapeliers, and then feast on sweets in the

chandelier-lit Turkish Teahouse on the first

street to the right. The evening takes us out

of town, Fuzzy Electronics and Magnetics at

Netwerk Centre for the Arts in Aalst, only

a 30-minute drive. The building is fabulous,

three stories of renovated factory, with

exhibition spaces on each, a concert hall and

wonderful ground floor bar where the artists

mingled.

The night ends at Beursschouwburg, another

seriously hip hangout for the dance crowd
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that performs in the theatre next door and

other venues. It’s a great evening of people

watching. Topped off with a tiny bar further

along Ortsstraat, packed with even more

relaxed and interesting looking people. I

could get used to this kind of lifestyle!!

Art (and beer)

Next up is a mission to take in some of the

contemporary art which flourishes in this

multi-dimensional urban playground. We

drop in to Bozar Palais des Beaux-Arts for

their exhibition program, also host to

Brussels Electronic Music Festival and

Balkan Trafik Festival. Passing the classical

music concert audience on their way out, we

enjoy the imaginary cities and model

architecture exhibition, and revel in the

lounges and decadent curves of the interior.

In fact, Brussels is an indelibly curvy city —

the roads, the buildings all seem to

bend themselves to a forgiving shape, it is

nowhere near as harsh and angular as Berlin,

labyrinthine as London or perpendicular as

New York.
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Next was a trip back downtown to CCNOA,

a centre for contemporary non-objective art

with a secret entrance (look for the colored

sign on Blvd Barthelemylaan 5). If you get

lost, it’s close to any number of seriously cool

low-key bars where you can catch the taste of

living culture in this quarter that is a thriving

hotspot for the bohemian avant-garde to

gossip and linger over drinks.

Also check out La Cellule (Ave Ducpétiaux

133a, 1060), home to Brussels’ Tango Festival,

before checking out the famous Friterie de la

Barriere de Saint-Gilles (a hot chips van!) –

look out for the special maffia sauce (spicy

mustard) and extraordinary range of Belgian

beers. That night l’Abbaye du Val-Dieu was

the winner, however my investigation into

the ‘best’ Belgian beer is ongoing.

Day trip: Ghent

I spent a weekend in Ghent at Vooruit Art

Centre, a magnificent ‘people’s palace of art’,

conversing with a fascinating array of artists

at The Game is Up: How to Save the World in

10 Days. The fo.am “grow your own worlds’
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crew and Anne Marie Maes from Brussels

were particularly inspiring. Visit Nathalie

Jerimijenko’s Environmental Health

Clinic, where you can make an appointment

to assess what practical steps can be taken to

improve the sustainability and health of your

immediate surroundings; Martin Kaltwasser

and Michel de Broin take alternative

approaches to recycling energy and

reconfiguring vehicles with a device for

capturing the exhaust emissions and quirky

foot pedalled car; and the wonderful HeHe

who are responsible for Nuage Verte, the green

cloud converting factory smoke into laser art,

hovering over Helsinki and Paris.

It’s exciting there is still more of this fantastic

metropolis to discover, I think that’s what

makes Brussels so captivating, the sense of

being many different cities in one. Can you

tell that I am seriously charmed by Brussels?

Tuesday March 31, 2009
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CHAPTER 29.

EUROPE IN MINIATURE

What is this tiny land?

While the European Union is developing in

an ongoing process of enlargement, I was

curious about the miniature version. I

wondered, what on earth would possess

anyone to visit a mini-Europe theme park in

Brussels?

And what had me baffled even more, why did

anyone build such a thing?

In search of answers to these pressing

questions (admittedly also in need of a good

steam and swim in the sauna / pool next

door), I set out into the wilds of the Belgian
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capital to experience this European voyage in

miniature for myself.

Europe is not very big…

There is something intriguing about the

attempt to capture the highlights of an entire

continent (plus extras – hello UK! hello

Scandinavia!) in model form. And the park

itself takes up far less space than you might

imagine. The exhibits are dwarfed by the

world’s largest molecule, the glistening silver

atom that dominates the skyline, looming

over the fence from next door. It’s a remnant

of the 1958 Brussels World’s Fair, sometimes

called Belgium’s answer to the Eiffel Tower;

you can ascend the Atomium for a panoramic

view over Brussels in full-scale (ticket

available as an extra with the entrance to

Mini-Europe).

Every country in the European Union has its

own model setting in this strangely intriguing

folly. Being an Australian; I am often

astounded by the sense of distances in

Europe, where a city two hours away can be

perceived as a long journey (back home we
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routinely spend 12 hours on the road to get

around the countryside).

Greetings from the space station, wish you were here

There was also something that tickled me

about being able to visit all the great

European sights in one day – and it appears

that many people shared my enthusiasm. The

main occupation of visitors to the park is

taking snapshots of themselves in front of the

monuments: the mini-Eiffel tower; the mini-

Big Ben, a North Sea oil rig, the Sacre-Coeur,

Brussels’ Grand Place, various picturesque

town squares, Mount Vesuvius, even the

Ariane space station!

The information about each country also

contains a recording of their national anthem;

which is activated by pressing a giant blue

button. My favourite thing was setting off as

many of the national anthems as I could get

to play together. I found one particular corner

of the park where I could hear a surround-

sound medley from Denmark, Sweden,

Finland, Estonia and Latvia all playing at

once!! Beautiful, joyous diversion for a sound
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artist who happened to stray into this strange

terrain!

I was also impressed by the detail and

humour displayed in the exhibits – tiny little

people sunbathing on the decks of the boats

in Copenhagen; the village square bustling

with a market place; a rock band set up in

the corner of the Grand Place for a concert.

The mini bull ring was complete with blood-

thirsty audience and tiny toreadors, while the

relaxed cafe lifestyle is well-represented in

Vilnius’ model setting.

The only thing missing was a taste of the food

from each country – I think the restaurant

section of generic Belgian fast-food could

happily be replaced with a stand from every

one of the countries represented; offering an

authentic flavour from their gourmet dishes.

Ceci n’est pas European culture

The park brochure, which contains useful

information and anecdotes about each of the

countries and the specific models (at a scale

of 1:25), opens with a quote from Robert

Schuman, President of the European
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Movement (1955-1961): “This concept,

Europe, will make the common foundation of

our civilisation clear to all of us and create

little by little a link similar to the one with

which the nations were forged in the past. ”

The idea of a ‘European Culture’ is one that

has particular resonance at this moment; with

lively debate on the transnational and

transcultural practices between the countries

in an expanded European Union taking place

in various forums.

Yet while the spirit of the endeavour is one

of celebration of the diverse cultures in the

countries comprising the European Union,

the overall feeling I had in the park was

something of a nostalgic melancholy. It

reminded me of visiting somewhere that you

had been as a child, and being saddened at

how much smaller everything seemed than

your memories of the place.

It felt to me that condensing all these vibrant

and exciting locations into a bite-sized

afternoon stroll only highlighted my desire to
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visit the real thing, and experience the full

richness of life in all of these places.

Europe in miniature, a case of curiosities

If you’re so inclined you can pick up the

photo of yourself with the giant orange EU

ambassador/mascot, taken on the way in; or

collect souvenirs from all the exhibits.

I made the most of the photo opportunities;

taking snaps of visitors in front of the models.

The tiny train line is fascinating, weaving

through the cityscapes. And the airport is also

a wonderful diversion, the planes trundling

solemnly along their pre-defined routes, one

poised for flight yet never leaving the ground.

The oil rig and harbour provide another

element, with an ocean liner also ready to

leave for the next cruise, tooting the horn and

circling endlessly around the small body of

water. These icons of transportation certainly

offer the inspiration to take a real trip on the

next train, plane or boat you can find!

Next door is the Oceania swimming centre,

which you can have included as an extra

option in the ticket – here the kids can splash
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about in the wave pool, there is a pirate ship

and restaurant, some outdoor pools and the

mecca for which I was heading – the sauna.

It’s been too long since I got good and steamy

in Finland, so this was a much-needed

indulgence. Alternating between the dry

wood sauna and the steam room, dipping into

the freezing cold plunge pool, and finally

lounging for a few hours on the reclining

chair, I whiled away the afternoon looking

out at the garden.

Monday September 14, 2009
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CHAPTER 30.

MICRO TRAVELS: WALLONIA,

BELGIUM

Micro Travel – One Step at a Time

Maybe you like to fit as much variety into

your travels as possible, taking in as many

places are you can get to in the time you have

available… and then find yourself worn out

and everything’s a blur afterward. Or perhaps

you’re more of a meandering wanderer;

either way, Micro Travel could be an

interesting alternative to your usual itinerary.

The concept is simple: pick one place – it

could be a country, a city, a region, a suburb

– and explore it as thoroughly and deeply as

possible.
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Let’s start with Belgium, that sometimes

overlooked hub of Europe. It offers a

surprising diversity of experiences and

culture, has its own Mini-Europe, and

because I haven’t been to Luxembourg.

Although to be fair, neither of them makes

the list of the top 10 smallest countries in the

world – this honour goes from the Vatican

City at 0.2 square miles, through Monaco,

Nauru, Tuvalu, San Marino, Liechtenstein,

Marshall Islands, Saint Kitts and Nevis,

Seychelles, to the Maldives at 115 square

miles.

I’ve found myself in Belgium on various

occasions in the past year, and in particular

the Walloon region. Every time I go there is

something else to experience in this

fascinating country. Most of my trips have

taken me outside Brussels, and now it’s time

to share with you some of the best of Wallonia

in the first of our Micro-Travels series.

Wallonia

The city of Mons, an hour south of Brussels

near the French border, is now confirmed as
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the European Capital of Culture in 2015,

along with either Plzeň or Ostrava from the

Czech Republic .

I was first invited to Mons on a site visit for

City Sonic, a festival of sound and related arts

that takes place in venues all over town, some

in hidden spaces like the inside of the water

tower, and others in the halls of the Ateliers

des FUCaM (Catholic University) and even

a few secret chapels. The Institute of

architecture hosted the ‘Chant du Pont

Volant’ in their chapel, a small vaulted room

directly on the street, with beautiful

minimalist lead-light windows above the

altar.

In contrast, Alexander McSween transformed

his highly decorated and kitsch space into the

Chapel of Love, the stretched and

transformed voices of popular love songs

filling the space. The festival is organised

yearly by Transcultures, an innovative

cultural production incubator dedicated to

nomadic art practices and supports the

creation and transmission of

interdisciplinary art through cultural
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networks in Mons, Montreal, France,

Portugal, Tunisia and beyond.

During the festival thousands of people visit

the sonic art installations in diverse locations,

and of course all that listening can be thirsty

work. We took a nightly dinner at the dark

wood panelled restaurant in the Grand Place,

where I learned to order one of the local beers

– Maredsous – by remembering it as ‘my red

sue’.

There is also a lively Greek restaurant La

Grillade just around the corner (Rue des

Clercs 22) next to a cocktail bar with which

it shares the same backyard terrace, while the

legendary Cubar on Rue de Nimy, 57c was

much frequented for their wide variety of

rum. The town itself is very old and beautiful,

a muted grey stone the main building

material and winding cobbled streets that

take you up the steep hills and into another

time. The Doudou festival is a 700 year old

carnival event featuring the procession of the

Golden Carriage and festive ritual slaying of

a dragon, which has been recognized as oral
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and intangible heritage of humanity by

UNESCO.

The Modern Art Museum (MAC) is

renovated in the former Grand-Hornu

colliery, with a series of contemporary art

exhibitions and extended cultural complex on

the site, including Transcultures

interdisciplinary production and workshop

space. The collection includes paintings from

the 14th to the 20th centuries, with a focus on

the last 40 years including a recent show of

popular work from Keith Haring. The site is

planned to become a versatile cultural space

in the coming years, featuring the Frigo as

a venue for artist residencies, concerts,

performances and workshops.

Utopian Visionary and the imaginary Internet

Mons is also famous for the Mundaneum

Musuem, an intriguing archive dedicated to

the works and utopian views of its two

founders: bibliographer Paul Otlet and Henri

Lafontaine winner of the Nobel prize for

peace (1913), who in 1895 invented a

hyperlinked filing card system for
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interlinking knowledge and finding

information, that is said to be the earliest

imaginary version of the internet.

“In 1934, Otlet sketched out plans for a global

network of computers (or “electric

telescopes,” as he called them) that would

allow people to search and browse through

millions of interlinked documents, images,

audio and video files. More than half a

century before Tim Berners-Lee released the

first Web browser in 1991, Otlet described

a networked world where “anyone in his

armchair would be able to contemplate the

whole of creation.” He described how people

would use the devices to send messages to

one another, share files and even congregate

in online social networks. He called the whole

thing a réseau, which might be translated as

“network” — or arguably, “web.”

Since there was no such thing as electronic

data storage in the 1920s, Otlet had to invent

it. He started writing at length about the

possibility of electronic media storage,

culminating in a 1934 book, “Monde,” where

he laid out his vision of a “mechanical,
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collective brain” that would house all the

world’s information, made readily accessible

over a global telecommunications network.

Otlet also saw the possibilities of social

networks, of letting users “participate,

applaud, give ovations, sing in the chorus.” in

some of the more productive aspects of social

networking — the ability to trade messages,

participate in discussions and work together

to collect and organize documents.”

Spectacular Liege

I have to confess that my experience of Liege

is limited to the extraordinary Calatrava

railway station, opened with a spectacular

ceremony in 2009, however I plan to return

and explore as soon as I can. Recent cultural

events include a lecture by a favourite

philosopher, Michel Serres, at the Saint-Luc

Ecole Superieur.

The Museum of Walloon Life invites visitors

to discover a young, intricate,

multidimensional and constantly changing

“land,” and cultural variety renowned for its

amazing hospitality, highlighting the positive
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outlook of the Walloon character: unity in

diversity. Here you can discover the life in

Wallonia through a variety of scenes to

awaken the senses, revive its history and

share the region’s legendary festive spirit.

State-of-the-art museography and

scenography offers an eloquent History of

Wallonia divided into 5 parts: Wallonias,

Technical (R)evolutions, Living Together, Day

by Day, Life of Spirit.

Walloon’s economic epoch is punctuated by

old techniques (r) evolutions, crises and (re)

deployments, from earthen trails to airways.

From carrier pigeon to satellites, Wallonia is

involved in the major changes affecting the

global transport and communication systems.

The deeply entrenched Walloon Catholicism

is also present, tinged with magic and

superstition, as local life is marked by festivals

and recreational activities, building social

bridges. The task of rounding off the path of

discovery in the museum was assigned to

Liege artist Jacques Charlier and

astrophysicist Jaël Nazé from the University

of Liege for a universalist and cosmic swerve,
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an existential reflection on a possible

extrasolar planet!

The Gourmet Museum and Library

(Bibliothèque et musée de la Gourmandise) is

dedicated to the history of gastronomy and

holds one of the most important collections

of gastronomic books and objects in Europe.

Located in the vaulted rooms of the 17th

century fortified castle Hermalle-sous-Huy,

province of Liège with original paintings,

furniture, masterpieces, curios and of course

the magnificent collection of antique books

on food, tobacco and the arts of the table.

Guided visits and walks in the area show you

the local gastronomic heritage and edible

wild plants, while the museum tavern offers

regional dishes prepared according to

traditional recipes from the library.

Wallonia has everything from ancient ritual,

gourmet tastes and dragons, to modern

technology and transcultural festivals with a

little steampunk in between!

Wednesday May 26, 2010
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CHAPTER 31.

BRIDGES OF BESANCON

Sonorama Festival

“That bridge goes to the dark side of

Besançon,” says my informant, an architect I

meet during a lock-in at a tiny bar in Paris.

He grew up in the town, and tells me about

the punk concert he saw under the bridge 20

years ago, it was where he had his first kiss…

and how the famed German post-industrialist

noise band Einstürzende Neubauten also

played there, grinding metal under the bridge.

That was enough incentive for me, I had to go

and explore the punk side of Besançon.

The sounds of Besançon

The capital of France’s Franche-Comte
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region, this lovely town is located on a

horseshoe bend of the Doubs River in the

northeast of France, past Dijon on the way

to the Swiss border. Famous historically for

watch-making and being the birthplace of

Victor Hugo, Besançon has a rich cultural and

student life.

I found myself hanging out on bridges in

Besançon for the first edition of ‘Sonorama’,

a festival dedicated to contemporary and

experimental sound, music and performance

in various forms – which somehow

originated as a brass-band festival and has

now morphed into this surprisingly avant-

garde enterprise.

Sonorama-Besançon is a large-scale and

ambitious event, with four curator/directors

bringing together their unique sonic worlds,

and over 200 artists engaged to create

installations, performances in public places,

and a three-day series of concerts in the old

factory out along the river. I was lucky

enough to negotiate not one, not two, but

three bridges on which to play.
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Dans Singing Bridges, Jodi Rose prend le pari de

composer de la musique électroacoustique… avec

des ponts ! Son projet consiste à enregistrer, puis

à amplifier, les sons émis par les vibrations des

câbles qui soutiennent le tablier de divers ponts à

travers le monde, d’Helsinki au delta du Mékong,

de New-York à Besançon. Pour Sonorama, Jodi

Rose s’empare donc logiquement de trois ponts sur

le Doubs et met en œuvre trois installations

sonores in situ, créant un « pont / lien sonore »

entre les pierres des ponts témoins de l’histoire et le

rêve futuriste d’une « symphonie des ponts »

This allowed me to play the sounds from

other bridges around the world on eight

speakers along the graceful stone arches of

the Pont de la République; attach various

metal and wooden objects to the Pont de

Chardronnet, ‘preparing’ the bridge for

people to play as they walked across; and

finally to hold a concert underneath the Pont

Battant.

That concert under Pont Battant featured

local group Elwis Presley Lieben Toten – the

only post-industrial noise band in town! (I
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then played the recording over speakers at

each end of the bridge for the remaining two

days. Surprisingly, this didn’t appeal to

everyone, as I watched one man lurch

towards the electricity cabinet and hit the

emergency off-switch, thus bringing the usual

sounds back into place again, however the

local entrepreneurs selling bags and

sunglasses apparently enjoyed the noise.)

Pont Battant is more punk than you

The Pont Battant is definitely the most punk

bridge in town. You can almost always find

someone hanging out underneath, enjoying

the alternative ambiance while the river flows

past. There is a church at the end of the

bridge, and if you follow the second road up

to the right, some very tasty local specialty

shops offering delicious wine and cheese.

I had the excellent fortune to have a regional

dish prepared for dinner by Stephanie, one

of my lovely friends there, and highly

recommend trying the local speciality Mont

d’Or cheese – which comes in a full wheel

and is baked with a light sprinkling of garlic,
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onion and wine, then served over potatoes.

Stroll along the roads on either side of the

river for a gorgeous view of the town,

unfolding hills and dark green waters framing

the ancient stone walls and architecture.

You might not imagine that there was a dark

side here, as it’s a very pretty area, the citadel

delicately perched on a sheer hilltop above

the town which in turn is nestled into the

bend of the river, winding around the

embankments of the fortress. There are many

historical wonders that I missed, being more

focused – as usual – on the ultra-

contemporary music and art scene, however

I’m sure that you will easily find the

fortifications designed by French military

engineer Vauban, and ‘La Citadelle’ built by

the Spanish during their control of the city in

the 17th Century.

Eat & drink in Besançon

The two main cafes frequented by the art

crowd and students are in the theatre district,

one is the Cafe du Theatre, (3, rue Mairet),

which has a cosy bohemian atmosphere and
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excellent chicken tagine, sumptuous tarte

tartin and good coffee, while the alternative

choice looking out onto the Promenade

Granvelle has fantastic crepes and apple

cider. If you’re out shopping in the fancy part

of town, drop into la Cafe de la Poste (2, clos

Saint-Amour) for a lavish breakfast and

friendly family ambience.

Live music takes place in the tiny dark

rock’n’roll cafe Carpe Diem (2 Place Jean

Gigoux) on the road going out towards the

fortress, and on the way to one of my bridges,

the Pont de Chardronnet, leading to the

Friche factories and the site of a new arts and

music complex, currently under

construction.

On the other side of the Pont Battant is Les

Passagers du Zinc, (5 rue de Vignier) an

alternative venue hosting a range of

underground and rock’n’roll bands. The tiny

ultra-modern bar on rue Péclet also looked

enticing – although I never made it inside

– with minimal white cube seats and highly

dramatic lighting, while absolutely the best

bakery in town is located along rue Rivotte, a
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few blocks from Carpe Diem and has divine

pistachio tarts, quiche, brioche and other

treats. It’s close by a costume shop, in case

you need to hit the streets in disguise, or are

invited to a dress-up party!

Sonorama Festival takes over the town

During Sonorama Festival the Parc Micaud

became a sonic playground, with ‘Balassons’

and ‘Cyclophones’, the temporary audio

seesaw and pipe organ bicycle installations by

Belgian artist Eric Van Osselaer, whose

‘Orgabits’ is a wonderful concert playing

vegetables – a flute carrot, radicchio pipe, and

pumpkin drums. At other times you may have

to content yourself with the ice-cream cart

sometimes parked outside the tourist office,

and the regular selection of children’s

playground equipment.

‘Pause’, the work of Julien Clauss, was

experienced in hammocks at the

Médiathèque Pierre Bayle (27 rue de

République), an amazing auditory sensation

where you feel the sound rather than hearing
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it, as the vibrations are conducted through the

bones in your body.

The town opened its chapels for Sonorama,

with Alexander MacSween’s The Chapel of

Love, filling Eglise Notre-Dame with

expanded, stretched and manipulated love

songs, while my favourite moment of the

show, a sound igloo was found in the building

behind the chapel of the centre Diocesain just

a few blocks down the road. You climbed

inside the Dôme and lay back onto the

cushioned floor, where sounds from the

universe and inside the bodies of the artists

Stéphanie Kerckaert & Julien Poidevin were

mixed and composed into music for a

transcendent experience.

The town is a relaxing haven for visiting

artists, with ateliers in the factory along the

river, and the new arts & music complex

being built, definitely a place that invites

many return visits. All the other girls left with

new lingerie, so I’m going back to take

advantage of the excellent shopping along the

Grande Rue and Rue de la République, then
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ducking into the Irish Pub at the Grand

Square…

Friday January 22, 2010
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PART VIII.

ARTIST LIFE ON

THE ROAD

HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH CONSTANT

CHANGE AND CONTINUE MAKING

WORK IN DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES?



CHAPTER 32.

LOST ART OF MASS TRANSIT

Along the way

Sometimes getting there is half the fun. I have

wonderful memories of all these journeys on

public transport, and enjoy the relaxing the

ride in-between various points of interest. In

fact, the friend who first took me to visit

Suomenlinna Island still tells the story of how

I got off the ferry, walked around for 10

minutes and asked if we could catch the same

ferry back. Summer or winter, it is still one of

my favourite local trips, and one that I would

highly recommend if you get the chance.

Helsinki: 3T/3B Tram & Suomenlinna Ferry

Finding the ferry terminal is an adventure in
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itself, and a scenic route if you take the 3B/

T Tram (now rebranded the 2 & 3 to avoid

confusion) from Helsinki’s main railway

station. Stop 1 is the Kauppatori Market

Square, where you can stock up on food for

a picnic before catching the ferry to

Suomenlinna Island. The tram goes past the

Church of St Nicholas on Senate Square, with

magnificent green and white domes that

dominate the skyline, along

Aleksanterinkatu, one of Helsinki’s main

shopping streets, through the market at

Hakaniemi Square, and close by Kotiharjun

sauna (the oldest traditional wood-fired

sauna at Kallio), perfect for a relaxing steam

and cold beer after sightseeing!

The route takes you near the Sibelius

Monument (visit to hear the wind playing

through the sculptural pipes) past the

Temppeliaukio (Rock) Church built into the

side of the hill. Music lovers go straight to

Laivurinrinne at stop 31, where three of the

best record shops in town (Eronen,

LifeSaver – closed in 2012 – and Digelius),

are clustered around the five-corner

intersection.
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Although Suomenlinna (originally Sveaborg)

is ‘a major monument of military

architecture, and UNESCO World Heritage

listed site,’ I really love it for the ferry ride,

especially in winter through the ice! This sea

fortress started construction in 1748, under

Swedish rule, in order to defend against

threat of Russian invasion (unsuccessfully as

it turned out). The military shipyard is one

of the biggest dry docks in the world, and

the fortress was compared with those at

Gibraltar. Still it’s the ferry that charms me,

with it’s hot-drink machine that bizarrely

includes a hay-flavoured purple concoction

called ‘Blueberry Soup’, and the thunking

sound of the ice against the hull as the boat

plows through the frozen waters following

the ice breaker. In summer it is also a

gorgeous trip, allowing you to see a glimpse

of the Finnish archipelago. Walk around the

island, marvel at the lighthouse, admire the

scenery, stay at the youth hostel or dine in one

of the restaurants, but mostly enjoy the ferry

ride.
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Berlin: M10 Tram from S Nordbahnhof to S+U Warschauer

Strasse

I love this Berlin line because, no matter what

time of day or night you travel between

Prenzlauer Berg and Friedrichshain, it’s

always running. Get on board at 4am next

to Dr Pong, the ping pong club near

Eberswalderstrasse, and it feels like you’ve

stepped into a party: the kids are out in punk,

goth and clubbing gear, and it’s apparently

legal to drink beer on the tram. Or if it isn’t,

no-one stops you.

There is an outdoor exhibition near the start

of the line at Nordbahnhof, along one of the

longest stretches of the remaining Berlin

Wall. I generally head straight to the Mauer

Park for the excellent fleamarket there every

Sunday. A few blocks across

Eberswalderstrasse and to your left is

Helmholtzplatz, location of the finest

outdoor table tennis matches, and the

Wohnzimmer, a decadent lounge cafe and

bar.

The tram also passes the spacious Volkspark,
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where you can lose yourself in the closest

thing to wilderness inside Berlin city, and

enjoy a beverage at the outdoor cafe. Further

down the hill, stop off at Bersarin Platz for

a stroll through recent history along Rigaer

Strasse, where the last of the punk squats are

holding out against gentrification.

Walk away from the towers to

Samariterstrasse for the best fresh-made 2

euro pizza this side of Kreuzberg, XXL Pizza

at the entrance to the U-Bahn. If you feel like

browsing through second hand books in

English, find your way to East of Eden, a few

blocks up at Schreinerstraße 10. Head back

down the hill across Frankfurter Allee to La

tienda del barrio at Niederbarnimstrasse 10,

one of the cosiest cafes in Berlin. Keep

walking along Simon-Dach Strasse (the street

changes name after the first block) until you

reach Krossener Strasse, which leads to the

electronic retro heaven of Boxhagener Platz

fleamarket.

You’re in the heart of Friedrichshain, ex-

student squalor and East Berlin punk mecca,

now filled with trendy cafes, bars and
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boutiques. Wander down to Revaler Strasse,

where Filmkunst, one of the best video shops

in town is across the road from one of the

original old warehouse-style venues at

Cassiopeia. Jump back on the tram for the

last few stops, and then walk across one of

my favourite bridges in Berlin, the

Oberbaumbrucke, which goes past another

section of wall with the mural art of East-Side

gallery, and across into Kreuzberg.

Paris: Metro Line 4

Arriving from Orly airport on the bus takes

you directly to the magic Line 4 of the Paris

Metro, at Denfert Rochereau. A few stops

along is Montparnasse, once the epic-centre

of Bohemian life in the early 20th century;

now you will be paying exorbitant prices to

soak up the historic ambiance, so head a little

further up the line to the 18th for an authentic

taste of the struggling artist’s lifestyle today.

This is what I love most about the Line 4,

it takes you through such different areas.

Staying at Odeon, in the heart of the Left

Bank, I walked every morning through the
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fancy patisseries (Paul’s is a favourite) and up-

market boutiques, sometimes taking a

baguette and cheese for breakfast on the

stone armchairs of the Pont Neuf, looking

across the booksellers along the Seine to

Notre Dame cathedral. After a fifteen minute

metro ride, I would emerge into another

world.

The Centre musical Fleury-Goutte d’Or-

Barbara (or simply ‘Barbara’ for short) is a

new venue at Barbès-Rochechouart, which

provides a space for young emerging

musicians, professionals and local talents to

meet, perform and enjoy the diversity of

musical cultures. The streets at Chateau

Rouge bustle with the daily market, vibrant

colours in the African fabric shops and

vegetable stands, calls of ‘maizemaizemaize’

from the street sellers, and butchers

displaying rows of tongue, amongst other

unrecognizable meats. Another two stops

takes you to the end of the line, where Les

Puces de Saint-Ouen (or Les Puces, the fleas)

the most extensive flea market in Paris is held

every weekend, at Port de Clignancourt.
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Sydney: Bus 378 from Central Railway to Bronte Beach

Bus 378 is a nostalgic Sydney trip for me, one

that I have taken many times over the years.

Starting at Railway Square (Central Station),

you can duck into the handmade noodle place

in Chinatown for lunch, then head out to

Bronte beach for coffee and a walk along the

cliffs in the afternoon. The bus takes you

along Elizabeth St and the lower end of Surry

Hills, past warehouses once filled with artists,

now fancy apartments, and iconic music

venues, of which perhaps only the Gaelic

Club remains. I saw Nico perform laconically

at the Trade Union Club in Foveaux Street in

the ’80s, and the area holds many hazy but

happy memories.

The bus turns at Hyde Park, where the trees

glow with fairy lights, the Art Gallery of New

South Wales is at the other end of the park,

and the Museum of Natural History across

the road. Sydney’s Gay and Lesbian Mardi

Gras starts here each year, and the Exchange

Hotel is still there, along with Kinsela’s on the

corner at Taylor Square, now a very stylish

cocktail bar in the middle, where you can also
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jump off the bus and head into Darlinghurst

and Kings Cross. The cool arthouse cinemas

are only a block or two further, choose

between the Academy Twin and Verona, or

drop into one of the best bookshops in

Sydney – it’s a matter of taste whether you

prefer Ariel or Berkelouw Books, although

the latter has a cafe and extensive secondhand

section upstairs, and the lavishly furnished

four storey 2nd hand book emporium

Gertrude & Alice was across the road.

Stay on the bus until the top of the next hill,

and you’re in Paddington, heart of the stylish

clothes and lifestyle retail zone. The Chauvel

Cinema has reopened with a spacious foyer

bar in the Town Hall building, and

Paddington markets are on every weekend.

Sweet William, one of the most decadent

chocolate shops in Sydney is tucked away on

William St.

Rolling along the top of the ridge now, you

go past Centennial Park, watch Moonlight

Cinema in the summer, and rollerblader or

ride a horse around the lakes anytime. I stay

on the bus through Bondi Junction, until it
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reaches Bronte Rd, as I may be tempted to

leap out at (long-gone) Fideli, where the

chicken-and-mushroom pie is sublime. Try

Three Blue Ducks just up the hill from the

beach for fine cafe dining. The last local site

to distract your attention is Waverley

Cemetery, final resting place of our national

poet Dorothea McKellar (I love a sunburnt

country), perched dramatically on the cliffs.

Rounding the corner you take in the view as

Bronte appears, then get out and make sure

to dip your toes in the water, no matter how

cold!

Tuesday Dec 9, 2008
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CHAPTER 33.

BUDGET TRAVELS

A Budget Guide to Shoestring Travel

You’ve planned your dream trip, saved up

working three jobs (taking every hour of

overtime you can), cut back on luxuries and

stayed home almost every night, in order to

enjoy yourself on holiday. You’ve finally

bought the ticket and booked the hotel when

all of a sudden…

The economy turns upside down, the

currency exchange-rate is a joke, and your

travelling companion decides to cancel and

go camping instead.

Here are some of the survival strategies that I

have tried and tested over the past five years,
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and would now love to share in the hope that

if you ever do get into my situation, you will

learn to appreciate the joys of being bravely

poor – or richly foolish – enough to feel the

fear, and get on the plane anyway.

Don’t take taxis to or from the airport. Ever.

It continues to astonish my friends and

family, but there are actually not-so-wealthy

people all over the world, some of us

managing to travel on a regular basis, for

pleasure, adventure, and sometimes work-

related projects. The first way to cut back on

the expense of travel, is very simple. Don’t

take taxis. Ever.

Do a little research, and you can almost

always find an alternative way into town from

the airport. Usually there is some form of

public transport, a shared shuttle bus or

public bus for around $3-10 or (in the case of

Sydney) a relatively cheap train, instead of an

invariably expensive taxi. You will get a sense

of your environment much quicker, and start

to orient yourself on the way — just finding

the bus stop can be an adventure in itself.
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Of course, this approach requires that you

travel at a reasonable hour, so try to avoid

the super-cheap flights at 6am, or you’ll be

spending the night in the airport (click here

for tips on sleeping in airports). Most airport

websites have information about the public

transport options available.

Ditch the plane, hop a bus or train

Alternatively, if you can’t afford a plane ticket

and don’t mind a few extra hours on the bus,

try booking 45 days in advance for extremely

cheap tickets on Eurolines, which travels all

over Europe.

Train travel in central and eastern Europe is

also relatively cheap, especially when you

book in sections rather than the entire

journey (which attracts international tariffs).

It cost me €30 from Zagreb to Budapest on

Hungarian MAV, Check out Eurocheapo Rail

for the latest schedule and fare information.

Fly cheap (and green-ish)

Buses aside, it is possible to fly cheaply and

even reduce your carbon footprint by
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choosing to contribute a carbon offset fee on

the handful of low-cost airlines that offer the

service. In general the low-cost airlines

airlines cover an astonishing range of

destinations in Europe, Asia and more. You

could find cheap tickets on Sky Europe from

Bratislava to Paris, fly easyJet from Paris to

Berlin, and German Wings from Berlin to

Zagreb or Istanbul. Blue1 is the low-cost

Scandinavian airline, Polish

airline Lot covers Central Europe, Jetstar and

VirginBlue offer affordable choices in

Australia, and Air Asia is one of the options in

Asia.

Life is a picnic; so don’t forget your cheese & baguette

Eating out when you’re on no-budget is a

luxury that will make your trip very short! If

you don’t know anyone willing to buy you a

meal, then it’s time to shop. Wherever I go, I

try to find the local fresh food market, since

the produce is usually fresh and (sometimes)

cheaper than the supermarket.

Also because markets give a great sense of

the place and culture, a way to experience the
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language as well as the flavours and smells of

the area. Once you let go of the expectation

that you will be eating in fancy (or even not-

so-fancy) restaurants on your trip, you can

head for the market and start living like a

local.

The supermarket can also be a great way to

assimilate with local culture, as you find a

world of intriguing choices in the unfamiliar

products and packaging, and I find guessing

what things are is half the fun. Make sure you

get some nutrition, don’t just subsist on fast

food and late-night kebabs. It’s still possible

to get creative with salads, baguettes, fruit,

cheese, and a bottle of wine – take a thermos

to enjoy a coffee in the park or along the

canal, where you can still people watch while

saving plenty of precious euros or dollars on

not going to cafes. Pick up a bottle of wine

in the off-license or supermarket, and get

yourself invited to a party or for dinner.

Sleep on a couch. Literally.

Couchsurfing is a great option if you don’t

have an international network of friends and
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family – log in and find yourself a couch,

practically anywhere. ‘Participate in creating

a better world, one couch at a time!’ A way

to meet people and connect with the local

community when you’re travelling, and of

course you can choose to offer your own

couch when you get back home.

Make art pay

Once you learn to hook into the local scene

you can travel almost anywhere, on almost

nothing, and still have a fabulously glamorous

time. Hit the art scene and find out when the

exhibition openings are held. Drop by the

nearest gallery and pick up fliers, find a copy

of the arts listings in the newspaper or

cultural centre, tune into the local radio

station, or research online cultural events.

The art-gallery circuit may often provide free

drinks, and a fascinating glimpse of the edgy,

unconventional and out-there sides to the

places you visit.

Many museums and galleries have one day a

week or month when they’re free. Thursday

evenings in Berlin for the museums, and
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Monday for the Guggenheim in New York;

the first Sunday every month for the Louvre

in Paris; Friday evenings at the New York

Guggenheim are ‘Pay what you wish’.

Remember the world’s a stage, go for a walk

and lose yourself in the area that’s off the

tourist map, and watch the performance of

everyday life taking place all around you.

Make friends wherever you go

This is the peace-joy-and-love part of the

survival strategy, remember that life is about

sharing experiences. Try to expand your

social horizons, make friends wherever you

go, and instead of buying souvenirs, bring

back stories of your adventures and

unexpected encounters. Remember you are

going to have to haul anything you buy across

town and possibly the world in suitcases, so if

you don’t want to pay excess baggage on it, or

move house with it in five years, just leave it

there, and start a conversation instead.

Being open to the connections you can make

in strange circumstances is one of the most

richly rewarding aspects of travel for me, and
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far outweighs the uncertainty of not knowing

how I am going to survive next week! Mostly,

I just don’t shop for anything that isn’t

essential to survival.

Avoid buying presents for yourself or anyone

else, bring back pictures and fantastic stories

instead. If you really must indulge in retail

therapy, and sometimes it’s fun, try to find

the fleamarket and give yourself a $5 budget.

It’s extraordinary what treasures you can

unearth, and bargain hunting at Boxhagener

Platz or Mauer Park in Berlin is one of my

favourite ways to spend a Sunday afternoon.

Whatever happens in the course of your trip,

as long as you live to tell the tale, will become

one more travel story. Finding creative ways

to survive and live outside your comfort zone,

and venturing beyond familiar paths, is one of

the best ways to re-energise your spirit and

remember what it feels like to be alive. As

long as your sense of humour remains intact,

you can get through almost any circumstance.

Monday November 17, 2008
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CHAPTER 34.

MICRO TRAVELS: BRITTANY

AND BEAUVAIS

Best of Bretagne

The wild coast of Brittany is the perfect place

for an autumn holiday. Watch kite surfers on

the Crozon peninsula, enjoy crepes

everywhere, sail on the Bay of Angels, visit

the ancient Standing stones of Lagatjar and

Pointe de Pen-Hir memorial.

I’m not the action adventure holiday type, but

those who are recommend the beach at La

Palue on the Crozon peninsula, halfway

between Brest and Quimper as one of the best

places to go kite surfing. This wild sport is

exhilarating to watch, as the surfers plunge

half-flying through the waves, actually doing
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it must be quite an amazing feeling! I am

however, an expert on crepes and recently

tasted my first Breton crepe served with a

simple butter and ‘fleur del mer’ salt, a

revelation.

This was the perfect treat for a wild stormy

day on the cliffs, where I watched a

demonstration of old-school algae collecting,

using draft horses and wooden sailboats. The

Fete des Goémoniers in Plouguerneau is

fascinating, as you can glimpse the age-old

methods of the Bretagne seaweed harvest.

Fete des Goémoniers in Plouguerneau
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Take sailing classes at Aber Wrac’h Plongée, at

Landéda in Finistère and sail away from the

end of the earth! This gorgeous coastal town

is dedicated to the wonders of the water, and

diving will allow you to experience the

amazing underwater sea life, while

experienced divers can visit the shipwrecks

of Amoco Cadiz or the Elektra. Drop by the

local pub to try the best local beers, Mutine

and Coreff and dig your toes into the sand at

the Bay of Angels.

The simplicity of Chapelle Notre-Dame-de-

Rocamadour is touching, find it at the end of

the Sillon Quay close to La Tour Vauban at

Camaret-Sur-Mer, surrounded by the rusting

hulls of old ships, lying along the shoreline of

the bay.

The Pointe de Pen-Hir memorial to the

Bretons of Free France is an extraordinary

sculptural monument on the promontory of

the Crozon peninsula, inaugurated by

General Charles de Gaulle in 1960. The

carved stone is remarkably located on top of

sheer rocky cliffs that plummet into the

waves. Nearby is the most unexpected site,
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Breton Stonehenge! A series of Menhir

standing stones, that appear both in lines and

randomly scattered and are said to be aligned

with the Constellation of Pleiades.
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Menhir Standing stones

French-Australian Connection in Beauvais

Last summer I attended a historic wedding

between a French and Australian couple at
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the stunning medieval chapel in Gerberoy, a

tiny village near Beauvais in the Picardie

region of North-Western France. The town is

noted as one of the most beautiful in France,

with half timbered houses, climbing roses and

wisteria and a newly revitalised vineyard,

which we visited as part of the wedding tour.

The Feast of the Rose happens in June, with

an amazing restaurant serving traditional

cuisine. You can’t miss it, there’s only the one

– half-way up the hill and opposite the tourist

information building.

We stayed in a beautiful old hotel at nearby

St Omer, with a watermill still turning on the

small river that ran through the garden, and

quiet rooms overlooking the fields of cows.

The restaurant served excellent meals, and

particularly delicious desserts to our mob of

rowdy celebrating family and friends. The

most notable feature of the area however is

the war memorial at Villers Bretonneux

commemorating the Australian troops during

the First World War and their efforts on the

Western Front. Walking up the hill past the

rows of gravestones was a solemn experience,

although the roses planted in between
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bestowed upon it an air of grace, while the

climb to the top of the memorial tower gave a

magnificent view across the countryside. The

names of the soldiers are engraved in the

walls curved around the tower, and we had

a personal connection with one of the party

seeking out the grave of her relative, visited

for the first time by one of the Australian

family.

The local high school was rebuilt with

donations from Victorian school children,

and has a mural with ‘Never forget Australia’

painted on the wall and above every

blackboard. You’ll be sure of a warm welcome

too at the Wallabies Australian bar in

Beauvais, which features surfboard and

Australiana decorations, and special themed

burgers on the menu.
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CHAPTER 35.

TRAVELS IN PUBLIC ART

Public Art from NYC to Zagreb

One of the joys of travel is finding the

unexpected. That’s why I keep an eye open

for strange objects in unfamiliar places,

otherwise known as public art. Some is good,

some bad, some ugly, some inspiring. And it

can pop up anywhere, turning an

unremarkable place into somewhere special.

Sometimes public art and sculpture make you

think ‘Wow’. And of course, sometimes it

makes you wonder ‘Why?’ These are a few of

the quirky, the astonishing and the strange

public sculptures I have encountered in my

travels.
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Public Art in New York City

The are legions of abstract metal shapes

dotted around the world in the public art

sphere. Possibly the most significant of them,

Richard Serra’s Tilted Arc in New York’s

Federal Plaza, was controversially removed

only 8 years after it was installed. The

sculpture was a 120-foot curved, unfinished

plate of Core-Ten steel, 12 feet high and 2.5

inches thick, slightly tilted. Serra said of the

design, “the viewer becomes aware of himself

and of his movement through the plaza. As

he moves, the sculpture changes. Contraction

and expansion of the sculpture result from

the viewer’s movement. Step by step the

perception not only of the sculpture but of

the entire environment changes.”

Unfortunately, New York City in the

mid-1980s didn’t like the idea of spending

nearly $200,000 on a block of steel. So they

voted to remove it.

One of the more interesting public art

projects was Olafur Eliasson’s monumental

New York City Waterfalls project. The exhibit

is closed now, sadly, but when it was open
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in 2008 you could enjoy actual waterfalls

flowing under the Brooklyn Bridge, Brooklyn

Piers, Lower Manhattan, and on the north

shore of Governors Island.

Public Art in Nature

Much of the public art I would most like to

see, sadly, is ephemeral and no longer exists.

The earth art movement in the1960s and ’70s

sought to incorporate art into the landscape,

sometimes indistinguishable from natural

formations, other times obviously wrought

by human hands. Probably the best known

piece of land art is Spiral Jetty (1970), by

Robert Smithson, who arranged rock, earth

and algae into a 1,500-foot, spiral-shaped

jetty in Great Salt Lake, Utah.

Possibly the most spectacular piece of land art

– and one you can still visit today – is Walter

de Maria’s Lightning Field (1977), located in

the remote high-desert of western New

Mexico. Made of 400 polished stainless steel

poles that cover a grid of 1 mile by 1

kilometer, it is “a sculpture to be walked in as

well as viewed… intended to be experienced
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over an extended period of time. A full

experience of The Lightning Field does not

depend upon the occurrence of lightning.”

Conveniently visitors are allowed to stay

overnight (advance reservation required). The

lightning is most likely to occur in mid-July

through August, although, naturally, the

probability of lightning cannot be predicted.

Public Art Under Wraps

The artist Christo and his wife, Jeanne-

Claude, create environmental installation art.

Mainly by wrapping coastlines, buildings and

bridges all around the world. I haven’t yet had

the luck to see any of their work in person,

but the way it changes your experience of a

place, and the sheer scale and beauty of seeing

the coast at Little Bay or the Pont Neuf

transformed physically is something I find

tremendously inspiring.

Christo says, “I don’t have any artworks that

exist. They all go away when they’re finished.

Only the sketches are left… I think it takes

much greater courage to create things to be

gone than to create things that will remain.”
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Andy Goldsworthy is another contemporary

artist working in the environmental art field,

who creates gorgeous site-specific sculpture

in natural and urban settings, using found

objects and elements of the landscape to

highlight the beauty and character of the

environment. His work can be seen in West

Sussex and Yorkshire in the UK.

Public Art Stoned

I used to think the worst piece of public art I

had ever seen was the much-maligned work

by Ken Unsworth at the top of William St in

Sydney. It was officially titled Stones Against

the Sky but more commonly referred to as

‘poo sticks‘. The piece was disowned by

Unsworth, an example of an artist’s vision

being compromised by developers, who in

this case didn’t use the materials, setting or

even colours intended by the artist.

Unsworth’s other work, such as Suspended

Stone Circle (300 river rocks seeming to

levitate on wires) in the Art Gallery of New

South Wales, Australia, is one of the most

popular pieces there, and it’s really a shame to
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see the potential for an awe-inspiring work in

public space being squandered in this way.

Public Art that Really Sucks

The most awful piece of public sculpture I

have ever seen, hands-down the tackiest for

sure, is the silver cowgirl adorning the square

in front of the American Embassy in

Bratislava, Slovakia. She is bending forwards,

wearing only her cowgirl hat and a lassoo,

with her 3-meter-high legs slightly parted to

reveal her anatomically correct details. I

found this tasteless, although the kids playing

underneath seemed to enjoy her.

Of course, there is plenty of alternative public

art in Bratislava, notable the man popping out

from under the paving, and pop art

impresario Andy Warhol even makes an

appearance, as his mother was born in the

small town of Miková in northern Slovakia.

Public Art, Mate

Melbourne has always done great public art.

I like A History Apparatus, the sprawling

24-meter contraption that looks like a cross
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between a Renaissance flying machine and a

phonograph. Then there is Mirka Mora’s

colourful mosaic animal outside the National

Gallery. My tip is to take a public art walking

tour and explore the streets, lanes and

waterways for yourself.

Then there are signs that become so

emblematic of their place as to transcend

their original function – of advertising or

architecture – such as the neon animated

‘Skipping Girl Vinegar‘ sign, erected in 1936

and now heritage listed by the National Trust

of Victoria. The factory was relocated in 1968

and the sign demolished, however the replica

created in 1970 has allowed the skipping girl

to hop gleefully across the skies for decades,

where she is now solar powered and is one

of the most loved popular-culture icons in

Melbourne.

Sydney has perhaps the most magnificent

setting for the annual Sculpture by the Sea, an

international competition which takes place

on the coastal walk between Bondi and

Tamarama beaches, with 100 artists creating

unique works for this location. (It’s now also
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moving to Cottesloe Beach in Perth in March

2009, and to Aarhus in Denmark in June

2009.)

Two Final Favourites

I am very fond of the giant statue of Nikola

Tesla, brooding over Teslina (Street) in

Zagreb, Croatia. I imagine him strolling

through these streets, thinking the ideas that

contributed to his invention of electricity and

radio waves. I also especially enjoy the

enormous relics of Communist leaders in

Budapest’s Memento Park. It’s the final

resting home for these decommissioned

statues removed from the city after the fall of

the Iron Curtain.

Wednesday March 11, 2009
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CHAPTER 36.

PERFUME TOUR

Berlin/Amsterdam/Brussels/Paris/Barcelona

Writing on the train from Paris to Berlin in

an attempt to capture a kaleidoscope of

impressions after a ‘perfume bottle trip’

through Amsterdam, Brussels, Paris and

finally Barcelona, with a whirlwind of

experiences, cultural and edible! The

itinerary is designed for maximum exposure

to European sunshine in midwinter and to

give a friend visiting from Australia an

immersive sampling of some of my favourite

places while keeping me out of airplanes with

the romance of train travel.

Berlin is mainly notable in recent winter for

the foot-thick ice and wintry skies, although
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this encourages a gigantic rival

neighbourhood snowball fight in Görlitzer

Park, between Kreuzberg and Neukölln and

endless opportunities for staying up late in

cosy dark bars to keep warm! When a friend

offers me the chance to accompany her on

a trip to Spain, I’m online and booking our

train tickets before you can say Olé!

Amsterdam

This is my first visit to Amsterdam after two

years, and returning to sample the mushroom

pizza at the Bakkerij Mediterrane

(Mediterranean Bakery) at the Jordaan end of

Haarlemmerdijk and apple pie the

Noordermarkt immediately makes me very

happy. We stay at the Art Hotel, overlooking

the freight trains and cargo harbour, with a

scenic walk through the deco ship buildings

into the city. The scale of the architecture

feels so human and friendly, the narrow

buildings leaning against each other along the

water, I could lose myself in their charms for

days. Returning to the wonderful fleamarkets,

taking mint tea in the Westergasfabriek,

taking shelter from the rain in the closest
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dark wooden bar along one of the canals and

discovering quirky antique and bookstores is

gorgeous.

Mediamatic Greenland

In terms of immersive experience, it doesn’t

get much more intimate than ingesting –

which is what we did at the Bardot Proviat

Club “Media, misunderstanding and

Greenland” exhibition opening in

Amsterdam at the Mediamatic bank.

The exhibition shows documentary videos

taken on various aspects of the local cultural

and fishing life, from a sealing boat trip to

the recipes in the kitchen, all displayed on

tiny video picture viewers set against huge

floor to ceiling photographic backdrops, with

compacted recycled polystyrene packaging

forming blocks of ice, and the dining room

set up in the centre of the space. A lovely

and very charming young musician does a

Greenlandic rap from his bedroom via skype,

and continues performing every day until the

last week of the show, when he arrived to sing

in person.
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The exhibition made a convincing case for

the local culture and livelihood of the Inuit,

who depend on their fishing and hunting to

survive. Mediamatic says: “The exhibition is

not only about Greenland. It’s also about how

Europe deals with habits and traditions from

other cultures and how we relate to these

problems. It seems that it is a foregone

conclusion that eating seal should be

prohibited. But seals are not more piteous

than pigs, cows and chickens… Mediamatic

definitely doesn’t deny that. But what about

the millions of animals that are dying and are

being ‘processed’ in the bio-industry of

Europe every day? Greenlandic hunters select

adult animals and kill them using guns. So no

clubbing of little baby seals. The EU allows

only members of official proviant clubs in

Denmark to enjoy traditionally caught seal

meat.”

Brussels

Arriving in Brussels I have a far less

contentious cultural experience at q-o2

workplace for sound art with a night of

contemporary harp performance. Rhodri
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Davies starred in six solo compositions –

everything from a magical fluxus piece at the

beginning with radio and objects played on

the instrument, to the ‘dyslexic harp’, a

composition that called for the harpist to

decipher and play the score in complete

darkness. The bicycle in Brussels work had

a certain elan, and the novelty of various

objects being pushed through the strings in

‘harp as filter’ was amusing. The excellent

program at q-o2 offers artists and audience

a space to explore and experience in-depth

acoustic and electronic improvisation and

composed music as well as installations and

soundart.

The city has a well-worn air of slightly

dilapidated charm, decorative architectural

flourishes offset by the layers built up over

the years and an urgency to the streets that is

missing in Berlin or Amsterdam. We stay in

Saint-Gilles and explore from there, camping

out at the nearby cafes

for their cosy ambience, friendly staff and

free wi-fi then wandering into the morning

fleamarket at the Place du Jeu de Balle. Near
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the centre of town, this marvelous rambling

treasure trove made it onto the Guardian’s

list of top ten European fleamarkets and is

definitely one of my three favourites. The

antiques continue to proliferate on nearby

Rue Blaes and Rue Haute, where you can

stroll into Pierre Marcolini for some luscious

artisan chocolates to keep your strength up

while exploring. There is a mythical Viator

chocolate tour available, which I still hope to

take one day.

Paris Republique

The short trip on the Thalys takes longer than

expected, and we both while away the extra

time due to an unspecified delay listening to

music until the train pulls into Gare du Nord.

It’s wonderful to introduce someone to this

city, and staying at Republique gives us a

fantastic base for exploring.

Our very kind host Ben gives us a tour of

the local nightlife, with everything from the

world music Cafe 2000 to a bar featuring ten

pin bowling and pool hall, complete with

French pool sharks who arrive bearing their
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own cues. A friend in Barcelona has

commissioned us to bring coffee eclairs from

the extravagantly decadent Ladurée, visiting

the Saint-Germaine store is a trip in itself. We

stumble across a wonderful architectural and

garden bookshop along the way, then take our

divinely airy macaroons to the Seine and eat

them looking at the water by the Pont Neuf.

La Generale Nord-Est in Paris presents an

entirely different kind of concert, with

experimental sound and visual performances

at the new space from the original La

Generale artist community at Belleville, some

of whom have also moved out to Sevres. The

concert is held in an industrial electricity

building with incredibly high ceilings and a

large hall, divided into a foyer/lounge space

furnished with wooden school chairs, a bar

and kitchen serving home made pumpkin and

split pea soup, and the performance room

behind black velvet curtains where strings of

lights making a starry vision above the

audience.

The first performance ‘Electromagnetic

Society’ installation by Tengal features a
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quadrophonic radio set-up in the entrance,

each unit amplified live with a microphone

and fed back into the system, creating a kind

of radiophonic no-input mixing board. The

work flows around the audience, capturing

their voices and the impromptu endive

concert of roving vegetable orchestra

musician Eric Van Osselaer. Violin and guitar

duo Ariadna Alsina and Alejandro Olarte

made live manipulations to their instruments

as they played, creating a rich and

mesmerising sound of textural distortions

and highlights.

Slovenian duo Miha Ciglar and Nika Autor

performed a beautifully theatrical piece

‘Sonic Beams Acoustic Shadows.’ Using low-

fi techniques to create an intriguing scenario,

the performers body electricity is hooked into

the machines, along with a fishbowl of soapy

water, live feedback video and sensors

reading the movement and position of the

performers hands. The piece starts with very

abstract, minimal glitchy and crackling

sounds accompanied by black and white

static video. Building on this, the next part is

unusual in that it actually involves the body
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of the performers, whose skin becomes part

of the instrument, making their gestures into

a searing audio palette with audible

consequences as their fingers connected with

faces and hands stroked along arms in a

loving and painful sonic touch. The final

show of rybn collective ‘†roads –

performative performance’ slowly developed

a dense wall of feedback and intense atonal

sound building into an all-consuming

dronescape.

Dropping into La Société de Curiosités to see

who is playing this low-key venue dedicated

to experimental and avant-garde sound and

music in an unusually intimate and intriguing

space. The concert that night happens to be

Toba, who gives an extraordinary

performance with clarinet and laptop

accompanied by weird voodoo imagery,

taking us into a hypnotic trance-state.

Strange, abstract, moving and very beautiful.

Delicious decadence in Barcelona

Barcelona is the tastiest city of all, from

sumptuous home-cooked meals to the
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legendary Tapas 24 on Diputació near one of

the many Gaudi buildings and offering the

insane Catalan breakfast of scrambled eggs

with chips and black truffle shavings, to a

windswept cafe on the beach at Barceloneta

or the secret vermouth bar tucked away in

one of the side-streets which I could never

find again, and on our last day the sugary light

xiuxos at Pinxio in the ever fascinating

Boqueria market. Visiting Encants Vells, one

of my favourite fleamarkets is a highlight,

where I can lose myself for hours fossicking

in the piles of antique treasures.

After a series of delays and mishaps we

manage to miss the show in Mataró, a town

30 minutes drive away, but did get to see the

machines for making emotion. Stunningly

beautiful objects, they appeared as the

creations of some demented theatrical

inventor, with a piano hooked up to a series

of glass funnels, each filled with a different

scent, to create perfume along with the

melody, and a seat in front of a text with

camera showing the performer on a screen

above, as onion juice was directed at her to

evoke tears, along with the memories. A third
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machine was a little more obscure, consisting

of a mechanical device for cutting up metal,

the sawing action of the cylinder amplified

with contact microphones and mixed into a

live soundscape. The piece is still in

development by Catalan artists Antigua and

Barbuda (Jordà Ferré & co). I hope to be back

in time for the next incarnation. Our fabulous

hosts Chris and Nigel are bringing their

unique style and tastes of Australia to the

Barcelona cafe scene with their latest venture

Federal Cafe, with a high-quality luscious

menu in a great corner location that burst

into vibrant life with a spring opening.

Racing through so many different places in

a very short time has left me with sensorial

overload and inspiration. I can’t quite take in

the overall picture, but have strong

impressions of local scenes and distinct

flavours in terms of place and culture. Berlin

is a little blurry after slivovitza at the sauna,

the indulgent apple-pie when visiting

Amsterdam’s Nordermarkt is mixed in

memory with the seal stew from Mediamatic,

Brussels was a home-cooked feast and

harptronics, while Paris holds the taste of red
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wine and pumpkin soup alongside minimal

low-tech electronics, and Barcelona is a

giddying dazzle of vibrant lush tastes from

xiuxos at the market, soba noodle soup, and

black truffles, to strangely melancholy

machines humming in the after-glow.

January, 2012
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CHAPTER 37.

NEW YORK UNDERGROUND

Lower Manhattan to Astoria

Where is the New York underground scene

today? Asking a question like that is akin to

catching shooting stars with a fishing net:

they will always slip through your fingers and

lead you on a wild dance across the night.

While it’s hard to keep up with the latest,

hippest, coolest venues in New York, it sure

is fun trying. If you’re in the mood to catch

a fleeting glimpse of the “underground today,

mainstream tomorrow” thrill, step into the

world of New York City underground art,

film and culture with me, and trace a path

through some places that will inspire you to

unveil your own inner freak.
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New York Art Underground: LMCC

The art world long ago headed south from the

Chelsea galleries to the heart of the financial

district in Lower Manhattan. The Lower

Manhattan Cultural Council is an

extraordinary organisation that facilitates the

use of empty spaces by artists, creating a

shifting stage for some of the most

interesting, avant garde work you will see in

the city. LMCC is also responsible for Swing

Space, a program that connects artists and

arts organizations with vacant commercial

space downtown. Constantly moving and

acquiring new sites, in the past Swing Spaces

have included empty office floors, closed

retail stores, an abandoned printing factory,

a former bank. You never know where you

will find art in this underground side of the

Financial District, or it indeed, where it will

find you.

You can also experience the art of Lower

Manhattan with self-guided cultural walking

tours, which explore the meaning, reception

and context of public art through themed
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tours that focus on art and security, art and

the body, monuments and memory.

Celebrate the art of the Techno Hack at Eyebeam

A side-trip to midtown Manhattan, Eyebeam

is an art and technology center for the digital

underground. It’s a lively incubator of

creativity and thought, where artists and

technologists meet and create contemporary

digital artworks. Eyebeam celebrates the

hack, encourages collaboration, freely offers

its contributions to the community, and

invites the public to share in a spirit of

openness: open source, open content and

open distribution. Programs include ‘Open

City’ – a glimpse into the current media and

tactics of artists who take their practices into

the street, and the Eyebeam Showcase a

survey of contemporary artworks

interrogating the philosophical implications

of emerging technologies, issues of privacy,

technology, surveillance and explorations to

create cultural alternatives.

You Like to Dance, Drink, Weep?

If you like to dance, drink and weep to the
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authentic music of authentic Gypsy cultures,

head to the 3rd New York Gypsy Festival. The

Luminescent Orchestrii promise Romanian

gypsy melodies, punk frenzy, salty tangos,

hard rocking klezmer, haunting Balkan

harmony, hip-hop beats and Appalachian

fiddle, all eaten and spit out by three violins,

resophonic guitar, bullhorn harmonica and

guitarron. Dance up a storm with Baba Zula,

The New York Gypsy All Stars Band, Balkan

Beat Box and 17 Hippies, with the second part

of the festival taking place in November.

The Underground Comes to You

New York’s Free 103.9FM was a fantastic

community radio station and network. Tune

in to their local and international

transmission events for a sense of where the

underground is heading next. Now hosted by

Wave Farm, listen up on WGXC Community

Radio. Check out some of the archives:

Damian Catera performing “Strategies

Against Communication: The Semiotics of

The Headless Dachshund,” playing live from

his Jersey City studio for the Tremor 4

Festival.
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Tremor_4 is a multi-location ‘performedia

festival’ that will occur in each artist’s present

location (running November 8-11). The event

is temporally specific, rather than specific to

a particular physical or virtual location. Jump

in and experience the underground wherever

you are!

Green Point is the New Prague

Williamsburg was the ‘cool’ Lower East Side

a while ago. But those who are now too

underground to afford the rent hikes have

moved to Green Point. Here my favourite

diner in the world – Enid’s – continues to

dispense Southern hash-and-greens brunches

to the hipster kids who probably had a late

night at punk-rock venue Warsaw rockin’

with the underground (bands like Sleater-

Kinnery, The Sonics, Matisyahu, Pere Ubu,

the Donnas) in the old Polish National

Home…

Astoria is the New Black

Staying on the ‘other’ side of the East River,

take a trip to Astoria, where the underground

vibe is really happening these days. You could
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start with the Astoria film meet-up group, for

indie, classic, cult and documentary films

screenings. Drop by the Tell Astorya Café,

3705 28th Ave Astoria, a small, cozy café with

a laid back, down to earth vibe where people

read, knit and meet for films, poetry, open

mic and even a jazz brunch on Sunday. Now

Emilia’s pizza, but you can probably still pick

up a story or two!

Or try Flux Factory, billed as ‘a not for profit

arts organisation supporting innovation in

things’, and has a genuinely underground

approach to creating and producing the

exhibitions and events that take place. The

upcoming show “New York New York New

York” lists an open call for artists, saying ‘We

want artists not to think so much about New

York as it actually is, but New York as a

possible space. We encourage participants to

explore the city’s great myths and urban

legends, grandiose unrealised projects, future

visions from the past, as well as individual

and personal experiences of the city.’

Astoria’s Last Resort Art Space was a loft

apartment with a rooftop patio, where the
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residents throw house parties featuring bands

and DJs. They seem to have gone even further

underground… Be respectful when you visit

the underground at home, relax, and enjoy

the cool live music they bring to Astoria.

Freeze Peach was an independent café with a

wonderful selection of tea. The Freeze Peach

mission states their desire to ‘Awaken senses

through delight’ and ‘Facilitate random

interaction’. Perfect for creating a new

underground of artistic ferment, which could

include an exhibition of photography by a

local artist and café barista, and events

including meetings for vinyl enthusiasts, a

book swap, Astorians for peace, healing music

open mic, and the very productive Astoria

crafty knitty.

Socrates Sculpture Park was once an

abandoned landfill and illegal dumpsite along

the river, until a coalition of artists and

community members re-discovered it in

1986, transforming the site into a new art

centre. It has an open studio and exhibition

space for artists and a neighbourhood park
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where you can stroll through the art and

enjoy the fresh air.

Underground New York, Taken Literally

The New York City Subway was built with

the notion that art and architecture could

appeal to many not just an elite, and that

beautiful structures would inspire civic

virtue. Whether or not this idea holds true,

the subway is filled with hidden treasures.

The philosophical movement ‘The City

Beautiful’ is revived by the Metropolitan

Transportation Authority program ‘Arts for

Transit’, which aims to fill the subway with

art, sculpture and mosaics, including a bronze

alligator emerging from beneath the platform

at 14th St station. Listen to the story by

Margot Adler on NPR.

Finally, for those who prefer armchair travel,

relax and enjoy tales from the city’s

netherworlds with New York Underground:

The Anatomy of a City by Julia Solis. Her

fascination with urban exploration has led to

years of traversing the subterranean

landscapes of New York, and she tells
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wonderful stories about the crumbling

aqueducts, underground speakeasies and

ruins of insane asylums in these dark

passages. Her work continues with Ars

Subterranea, the society for creative

preservation, encouraging an intersection

between art and architectural relics in the

New York City, and provoking audiences to

interact with the city’s neglected and ruinous

locations by recreating obscure but

fascinating aspects of its urban development.

Saturday November 3, 2007
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CHAPTER 38.

BERLIN UNDERWORLD

A First-Hand Look at Berlin’s Buried History

I sign up for a tour of Berlin’s underground

bunkers and subways with Berliner

Unterwelten, the society for exploration and

documentation of subterranean architecture,

who have opened up this underworld to the

public since 1997.

I make my way to the meeting point in Berlin,

at Gesundbrunnen, feeling a slight degree of

trepidation. The Cold War is a mystery to me,

as is most of modern history. I was a little

worried that the tour would be more for the

boffins and military enthusiasts than

someone like myself. I was happily proven

wrong.
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Underground in Berlin

We all follow obediently as our excellent tour

guide leads us briskly across the square, over

the road, and into the entrance of a park,

before heading through a door in a small

brick building, with, ironically enough, a

Holiday Inn sign perched on the roof.

Once inside, we have an introduction to the

place, with general information about when

the bunkers were built, and how they were

used in the Second World War, and then re-

fitted a nuclear shelter during the Cold War.

The historical overview takes us from the

1943 Tehran Conference to the dividing of

Berlin into American, British, French and

Soviet sectors at the close of World War II, to

the 1948-49 Berlin Blockade.

I learn about the non-socialisation rule of

West Berlin, where a soldier could be fined

or court-martialed for fraternising with the

German community or — heaven forbid —

falling in love with a local girl. (Any social and

political system that keeps people on different

sides and prevents us from seeing each other
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as human beings, and acting with compassion

is, I guess what keeps the theatres of war in

operation.)

We hear about the preparations made for

civilians to take shelter in the event of a Third

World War, and how the impact of a nuclear

attack would devastate the city. It is a sombre

and terrifying prospect, although something

that is timely to reflect on in this nuclear age.

As I travel and meet people from different

cultures and backgrounds, I am continually

struck by our common desires to find

community, connection and a sustainable

future together on this beautiful planet. It’s

good to be reminded of the history

underneath this remarkable city, which is

constantly regenerating itself, and to

appreciate the peace and freedom that most

of us take for granted.

What does one eat, living in a bunker?

One of the details that intrigues me are the

supplies kept in the bunker: boxes containing

hundreds of thousands of items, toiletries,

shaving brushes, medical kits and canned
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food, including oranges, “herrings in tomato

sauce” and sardines from Portugal.

This glimpse into the preparations for

survival provides a fascinating insight into

life at the time, and also tells a story of

racketeering and greed, which you will have

to take the tour to find out more about!

Moving deeper into the tunnels, we pass a

grated opening that looks down onto the

train line, and stories from our guide that give

an indication of the desperate measures

people were prepared to take in order to try

and reach the democratic West. There is the

darkly humourous sign indicating friend

(Communists) and enemy (evil Capitalists)

posted at the entrance to the ghost stations

(subway stops that in East Berlin were sealed

and closed-off), offering a slim hope of escape

as West Berlin trains ran through them.

There is a chilling tale of the sewers, and

gruesome details about the measures that the

Soviet authorities were prepared to go to in

order to secure the underground borders.

This is best left to the tour guide to tell, as
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the location also helps create an echo of the

atmosphere where these events took place,

and gives a sense of the complete control over

the population, which is of course the least

appealing aspect of any totalitarian state.

Not all the walls came down in 1989

I am fascinated to learn that after the fall of

the Berlin Wall in 1989, the removal of the

underground borders takes almost another

10 years. Living in contemporary Berlin as

part of the international community, it is easy

to forget just how present and immediate this

history is for the people who grew up here.

Berlin is a city that is constantly changing and

reinventing itself, however the marks of

history are deeply scored into the

architecture and pysche of the city, and are

still visible in the underworld.

Taking a short underground ride to the next

station, we have the fabulously bizarre

experience of entering one of those

anonymous doors you see along the railway

corridors. The entire U-Bahn station of

Pankstrasse was designed as a nuclear shelter
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in the 1980s, and can be hermetically sealed,

with enough room for around 1,500 people to

survive the blast and a few weeks afterwards.

We have a taste of the simulated “catastrophe

rehearsal”, with an introduction to the

decontamination chamber (and the bright

blue-and-yellow tracksuits which were the

only clothes allowed inside), then a look at

one of the medical rooms.

There is a slightly seedy aspect to the recent

past of this facility, however there was no

time to go deeper into the complex, although

another tour explores this one in far more

detail.

During construction of new buildings, the

engineers often dug very deep into the soil

of Berlin, and the subway system is only a

part of its subterranean architecture. Many

other objects are to be found in Berlin’s sandy

underground. Cemeteries, secret air-raid

shelters, sewers and even an aircraft factory

were built under the surface of the city. A lot

of these structures still exist nowadays.
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Birth of the Berlin Underworld

In the autumn of 1997, a few enthusiasts got

together in order to explore this subterranean

world. The organisation they founded, the

Berliner Unterwelten (Berlin Underworlds

Association), locates and documents such

hidden installations, making some of them

accessible to the public. And it uses these sites

for cultural purposes (such as exhibitions,

theatre performances and concerts). The

organisation has already discovered

numerous forgotten subterranean structures

– but many other secrets are still to be

discovered down there.

I am left with a sense of sadness, for the

effects of war on humanity, and respect for

the courage and dignity which people of all

backgrounds show in the most extreme

circumstances. It was a relief to return to the

sunshine and light of the outside world, not

having had to spend days or weeks inside a

bunker for survival, and gave me a much

deeper understanding of the events and

history of this extraordinary city.
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Thursday May 8, 2008
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PART IX.

GLASGOW GOES

INTERNATIONAL

HOW DO YOU SURVIVE THE

INTERNATIONAL ART CARTEL?



CHAPTER 39.

GRITTY & ARTY GLASGOW

Glasgow Art, Culture, Music – What’s Not to

Love?

While its reputation as a gritty industrial

town is well-earned, Glasgow is also a

fantastically stylish city, home to a diverse

mix of music, art, entertainment and culture.

All up, Glasgow has got it going on! It is an

extremely cool, happening metropolis with a

vibrant alternative and contemporary arts

scene that is constantly reinventing itself. So

on your next trip to Scotland be sure to spend

some time in Edinburgh, of course. Yet don’t

overlook Glasgow, don’t you dare.
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Art Museums & Galleries

Crossing over the river of traffic flowing

around the centre of town takes you into the

heart of Glasgow. The CCA Centre for

Contemporary Arts offers a cutting edge

program of visual arts exhibitions,

contemporary music and film, including a

tango night, special multimedia events, and

a great children’s activity program. The bar/

café is one of the few decent place for coffee

that I found along Sauchiehall St, and will

caffeinate you for the first stage of your

explorations.

The Tron Theatre in the fascinating

Merchant City area offers an unusual night

out, with up and coming directors,

international festivals and a highly innovative

programming policy. The bohemian

atmosphere continues in the wonderful Bar

Gandolfi (64 Albion St) just around the

corner and up the stairs, renowned for

serving champagne with mince and tatties…

The People’s Palace is one of the most unusual

museums, highlighting the worker’s solidarity
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movement and socialist past of this highly

industrial city. One of the only places in the

Western world to actively support of the

Communist states, there have been political

protests on the cities bridges, and one of the

statues along the river (next to the miniature

‘Golden Gate’) is of a woman with arms

upraised, proclaiming “It’s better to die on

your feet than live on your knees.”

Pop Culture & Art

Transmission Gallery is part of the diverse

and increasingly high-profile Glasgow arts

scene that has evolved over the last 25 years

(even making it into pop culture thanks to

Franz Ferdinand: “Here we are at the

Transmission party, I love your friends

they’re all so arty.”) The gallery offers a place

for local artists to meet, talk, and exhibit

along with international visitors, and is a

mainstay of the alternative art scene.

I took part in the Networking Artists

Network day-trip visiting this and many

other nearby galleries and the famous

Sculptor’s Studio with a group of twenty
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artists, and discovered a thriving community

of creative inspiration and activity in the

shadows of the Gorbals apartments over the

river.

The days of the legendary Chateau are truly

over, and the official new hotspot for the

ultra-hip and latest in cool, creative cultural

happenings is Lowsalt. An artist run space

with a DIY approach, wildly diverse range of

interests, highlighted in the “free-wheeling

curatorial approach… with a focus on short,

sharp shows, inventive events and

happenings,” this eccentric gallery is “fast

becoming something of a Glasgow

institution.” ( Jack Mottrom Herald review).

If you’re lucky you might catch one of the

parties organized by pointless creations, who

recently returned from a summer with the

circus, and are currently providing club

visuals for Death Disco, the hottest thing for

the young “straight, queer or not-so-sure.” A

monthly night at The Arches, it’s an

“alternative, open-minded environment to

drink, dance, flirt and look HOT in.”
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There’s always something happening at The

Arches, one of the established arts venues in

town, supporting and showcasing emerging

talent and major artists, with live music, club

nights, theatre and visual art. The stairway

entrance to the bar was designed by

Timorous Beasties with the socially timid in

mind, so you can casually check out the hip

crowd through the railings as you descend

into this cosy drinking lair. If you feel like

a more laid-back evening, Mungo’s HiFi

presents Dub nights in various locations,

including one adventurous sounding gig in a

cave, playing a selection of dance-hall reggae

and other fine beats.

Food in Mono and Stereo

The Glasgow vegan+music empire is

expanding again, the owner of cafe and

venues Mono and The 78 (12-14 Kelvinhaugh

Street) are re-opening a new Stereo in a

bigger venue, an unknown Mackintosh

building near central station that doubles as

a bakery in the morning (20 – 28 Renfield

Lane). On offer? Superb vegetarian food,

including dairy-free cheesecake and fantastic
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veggie burgers, organic beer and comfortable

surroundings, along with gigs like the launch

of Fox Face album at stereo, and an in-house

record store at Mono.

The Lighthouse, just off the main promenade

is “Scotland’s Centre for Architecture, Design

and the City”, showing local and international

exhibitions of architecture, design,

technology and more. The building also

contains the Charles Rennie Mackintosh

Tower, and was the first public building to be

designed by the city’s most famous architect,

when he was an apprentice. The rooftop café

is well worth a visit for the spectacular view,

and you never know what leading lights of

the cultural scene you may run into while

devouring a bowl of crispy potato wedges.

West End & Off the Beaten Path

As you will no doubt find yourself wandering

at some point in the West End, check out the

Timorous Beasties shop for plush fabrics and

wallpaper updating traditional designs with a

surreal and contemporary edge. The Beasties

host one of the best Burns’ nights in town,
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one year I managed to find myself a place

at their banquet for a rollicking evening of

bawdy verse, haggis, and whisky set out along

their bounteous printing tables. Their designs

are enough to make an itinerant wanderer

yearn for a settled home base, just in order to

decorate it.

An oasis of lushness on the Great Western

Road and one of the hidden treasures of the

city, Kibble Palace is the greenhouse in the

Glasgow Botanic Gardens. Originally built as

a conservatory for the architects home in

Loch Long, it was dismantled and shipped up

the River Clyde in 1873, and now houses a

veritable treasure-trove of exotic plants and

spectacular flowers, all heated in a steamy

tropical climate that will warm your bones on

the cold winter days.

Walking through the grounds below the

university takes you through a gorgeous park,

following the turns of the river and looking

up at the magnificent gothic-like spires.

Refurbished Kelvingrove Art Gallery and

Museum houses a spectacular collection of

prehistoric animals, sculpture and art;
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including French Impressionists and a

somber Dali, re-interpreted in a post-modern

context.

Just across Argyle St is the Museum of

Transport, which has now moved from

it’s original warehouse into newly designed

location (by star architect Zaha Hadid) and

is called ‘Riverside’. There was something

charming about the displays of buses, trams

and fire engines all crammed together into

straight lines, while rows of vintage cars,

motorbikes and gypsy caravans jostle for

position in the rooms set off the main hall. I’ll

have to visit again to see the spiky new silver

building.

Continue along Argyle St towards the city

until you reach The Goat Pub, a warm

welcoming establishment with superb home-

made comfort food including pies and locally

brewed honey beer. The upstairs room offers

cosy nooks on the chesterfields or church

pews and friendly company, while downstairs

is often host to live music or the current

sporting event with a lively atmosphere.
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A little further away from the main drag and

across the river is the renovated Tramway

Gallery and Theatre. In an old tram factory,

it houses hundreds of square metres of

exhibition and performance spaces, and the

shows I saw there include one of the most

innovative use of staging and projection in

a theatrical production I have ever seen, and

on another visit, a gorgeous immersive bed

of surround-sound and light that was almost

trance-inducing in its intensity.

And Now For Something Completely Different

The changing face of the city is in evidence if

you take a stroll along the River Clyde, where

the abandoned Govan Docks were still a great

place to explore until the BBC Studios took

over the whole area, with the clean-up and

redevelopment as Pacific Quay “media

village.”

For lovers of modernist brutalist architecture,

30 minutes out of town towards Dumbarton

is the futuristic Cardross Seminary,

accorded heritage status… a great day out if

you like sci-fi wilderness. Now being
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renovated into an art and culture centre, with

600 seat theatre, education spaces

and exhibition galleries.

You have to admit, Glasgow keeps on

surprising with continual evolution. I’m keen

to go back an revisit these favourite places

and discover new ones!

Thursday December 27, 2007
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CHAPTER 40.

GLASGOW INTERNATIONAL

Glasgow International Visual Arts Festival,

GI 2010

Every time I visit Glasgow there is something

new to discover, from the absurdist cafe to

the best South Indian curry, along with

revisiting old friends, familiar places and the

apparently de rigueur costume party. I’ve

been invited on this trip by the very

happening and highly regarded Lowsalt

gallery to take part in Glasgow International

Arts Festival (2010). I have a month to explore

the town while sourcing materials, going to

gigs and hanging out. Staying on the

Southside is another lovely aspect to this trip,

with morning walks in the parks through the

peaceful and often magnificent surroundings
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of Pollockshields as a counterpoint to the

long hours and intense production process.

Wilderness Escape

If you’re in need of a brief city escape, take

yourself off to visit the House for an Art

Lover in Bellahouston Park where you can

enjoy the scenic mansion-lined streets along

the way, and the art both inside and out at the

sculpture park. Walking along Clyde River is

another landscape altogether, with the

current ‘urban regeneration’ process

underway the shiny new buildings are

interspersed with desolate wastelands, where

the monolithic shipping crane towering over

cyclists and pedestrians going into the BBC

and SECC Science centre gives the feeling

that things can only improve in time.

Taking over the fabulous wilderness of knot-

weed by the Glasgow Sculpture Studios along

the railway, Lowsalt has a completely

innovative approach to the notion of an

outdoor sculpture park. Lowsalt works in a

creative collaborative process with the artists

involved, to gather and translate the spirit of
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this independent local artistic community

into a collective framework and initiative.

Not Your Average Park

The rusty ancient-looking metal sign invites

you into another time, where all that remains

of some alternative prehistoric relics have

been disturbed in their whimsical group show

Vestiges Park. ‘”A collective intervention into

a forgotten landscape,’ the park was inspired

by the 1844 anonymous publication of

Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation.”

Written by Scottish journalist Robert

Chambers, the book exposed a cosmic theory

of transmutation which pre-dated Darwin’s

‘Origin of the Species’ by 15 years, and

foreshadows of many debates that still occur

to this day including the validity of

evolutionary theories, the demarcation of

science from pseudoscience, and the effect of

popularization upon scientific ideas. Exhibits

include a gigantic fox head and solemnly

dancing mechanised bear; the wonderfully

bizarre museum of gloves; ‘chambers

coliseum’ specially constructed fence

enclosing the space; a nostalgic derivé
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soundscape of wild or imaginary creatures;

and the charming Oolite Sisterhood who are

in charge of guarding and guiding visitors

through the park.

“Vestiges Park does not exist, cannot exist, will

not exist. The artists involved deny all knowledge

of the project and the authorities are mute. In

some cases these artists may not actually exist –

they split, double, multiply, evaporate, condense,

dissolve and merge until truth and fiction, science

and magic become indistinguishable. Vestiges Park

is a chimera – there and not there – dare to find

us, dare to enter and let us take you to the

edgelands, the rotting places where nothing is as it

seems… and if you cannot find us it is because we

have fallen off your maps”. Lady Ada Lovelace

Culture and fancy dress

There are plenty of options nearby to refuel

after your walk in this wilderness, from cosy

vegan and jazz hangout the 78 further along

Kelvinhaugh St near the corner of Argyle,

over towards Kelvingrove for Firebird and

fantastic pizza and salads, or Montgomery’s
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retro-canteen style cafe on Radnor St. for

bagels & cakes and old favourite The Goat

which was sadly being refurbished on my

visit. My top pick in the area is the

authentically spicy Banana Leaf on Old

Dumbarton Rd, serving arguably the best

South Indian flavours in town, with a wide

range of vegetarian options including truly

fabulous dosa and idly at extremely

reasonable prices served up from their tiny

fluorescent lit take-away counter.

Across the road is the magnificent

architecture of Kelvingrove Museum,

bringing together the relics and stories of

history into conversation with the usual

museum artefacts in completely unexpected

ways. In these stately halls an elephant and

aeroplane may co-exist along with ancient

warrior weapons, while French

Impressionists segue neatly into Scottish

local history and culture. The Gi exhibition of

David Shrigley works that could be museum

pieces serving to highlight their incongruence

amongst the many bizarre cases of objects

and reliquaries.
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If you happen to find yourself invited to a

fancy-dress party during your visit, make sure

you go check out the Scottish Opera whose

incredibly magnificent racks of costumes are

available to hire. Everything from a flamenco

dancer to authentic Victorian corsets, a robot

outfit and more.

Nearby is the Glue Factory, home to another

local artist-run group the Finn Collective

who took over the multi-level warehouse

space with a wild party and concert event for

their opening at Gi.

Head over to Queen St for more alternative

fancy clothing options from Hellfire Couture

and family-run institution Tam Shephed’s

trick shop to buy wigs, hats, theatrical make-

up and practical jokes, although expect to line

up for entry at Halloween and other festive

times.

A “Wild” Night Out

One of the best performance pieces I’ve seen

in a long time was at Ray’s absurdist Cafe,

more correctly known as Le Drapeau Noir.

Taking over Glasgow’s Old Hairdressers, a
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seldom used warehouse opposite Stereo cafe

and bar in Renfield Lane, this tiny space

offered the most diverse and bizarre acts

throughout the Gi festival in “a temporary

artist café and programme of events quoting

twentieth century avant-garde counter-

culture, anarchic history and underground

music.”

My favourite involved a death-metal

transformator who changed from a gnarled

old-lady Babushka offering and throwing

mushrooms into the crowd to a soundtrack

of distorted Russian klezmer music, into a

menacing ten-foot high voodoo skeleton

monster dancing dementedly to insanely

intense industrial music with a quick flick of

the wrist. This was followed by the highly

enthusiastic voodoo exorcism performed

with flamboyant blood and gore onto a living

body – and indeed most of the audience. As

one of my hosts commented: ‘”this is as wild

as it gets on a night out in Glasgow!”

Escaping the City

After that episode, I had to get out of town
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for a while and was luckily invited to spend

the day with Andrew Paterson, visiting his

hometown(s) in Clackmannanshire. The

newly opened railway station at Alloa may

bring his dream of making the inaugural

Alloavision song contest and arts festival just

a little bit closer, however his cultural focus

has leaned in recent years towards doing

fieldwork in one of the villages that gives the

region its name: Clackmannan. Firstly there

is the Clackmannan tower to visit, and ‘look

aboot ye’ in the words of the region’s old

slogan (now been replaced by the 21st

Century ‘more than you can imagine’). How

could there be ‘more’ than you can imagine,

one may wonder? In this area the rich

traditions and living cultural heritage offer a

glimpse of more than you might think goes

on in a quiet sleepy town. Anyone who has

ever lived in a small town will know, they are

a hotbed of intrigue.

Here the local legends include the wonderful

Lady Catherine Bruce, who used the sword of

her forbears to ‘knight’ visitors including the

famous national poet Robert Burns, claiming

that she had ‘more right to do so than some
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others’ (meaning the incumbent on the throne

at that time). The church graveyard has a truly

amazing series of tombstones with the

symbols of a ram’s horns and skull,

commemorating the many local casualties

from Jacobite uprisings in 1715 & 1745,

looking not a little like Pirate tombs. The

evocative Stone of Mannan is the actual

reason for our visit, said to be an object of

ritual and pagan worship from iron-age

times, invested with the spirit of the sea god/

shaman Manau and brought to prominence

when King Robert the Bruce reportedly lost

and then found his glove upon the rock. Now

teetering on the highly suggestive plinth

installed during Victorian times, the Stone is

due for a resurgence in interest and

mythology.

Our day trip continues on to the old textile

and mining town of Tillicoultry, where we

discover a tasty pub specialty of Water

Buffalo Burgers for £5 at the Bridge Inn –

apparently sourced from local water buffalo,

although I remain sceptical about this. My

friend Andrew attempts to guide me for a

walk up into the hills for a spectacular view
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of the surrounding countryside, however

neither of us are too disappointed when time

constraints mean we have to change plans.

Tasting the brew of a fine imported ale at

his old teenage haunt the Woolpack Inn, just

off Upper Mills St (1 Glassford Sq) is very

handy to keep your spirits up before or after

an hours walk to the Mill Glen in the Ochil

Hills.

Saying Goodbye

Returning to the big city, I find myself in the

ambient surroundings of Macsorleys where

Guy, one of the musicians from the

Bridgeland Band is DJ at the pre-party for the

last Sunday Optimo night in Subclub. Finally,

we take over the South Portland St

Suspension bridge for Welcome

to Bridgeland! The opening of a new meta-

nation, (or simply a state of mind?) that you

can find yourself in on any bridge, anywhere.

As always, Glasgow has been good to me and

I hope to visit again very soon!

Tuesday June 15, 2010
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CHAPTER 41.

ON TO MANCHESTER

A Stroll Through Manchester, England

Manchester was never somewhere I planned

to visit, however, I was pleased to find myself

in the Northern Soul town while in transit

from Glasgow to Helsinki, and took a couple

of days to explore the city. There’s more to

Manchester than music and football, as you’ll

discover.

The First Night

My lovely hostess picked me up from the bus

station and took me to her local favourite for

dinner – the very friendly and unpretentious

‘Jam Street’, on Upper Chorlton Rd. You

phone in advance to find out the two or three
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dishes on offer for the night – usually one

meat, one veg and one fish – then drop by

for a satisfying meal made with organic

ingredients and served in a cosy, home-

cooked vibe. I had the spring vegetable stir-

fry with parmesan dumplings (delicious),

while Maria tried the beef & sweet potato

curry (also good although she said could have

been a little spicier). A real treasure, the

corner cafe with outdoor seating for the

warm summer nights, and on our visit the

entire cafe joined in singing “Happy Birthday”

for one of the regulars, who then dispensed

chocolate cake to anyone who wanted some –

also rich and tasty.

Exploring the City

In the morning I took the daytripper bus fare

– at £3.50 it’s a much better value than £1.95

each way – and ventured into the city to

explore. All I really knew about Manchester

was the music scene in the 80’s-90’s and some

vague idea of a heavily industrial past. Maria

pointed me in the direction of the ‘Common’

cafe in the Northern Quarter, so I decided

to head there, then wind my way back via
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Primrose Gardens through the main

thoroughfare.

The first thing to strike me on the bus ride

into town is the incredible range of

dilapidated yet still imposing architecture –

the city really wore its wealth on its streets

in the old days. A magnificent ornate green-

tiled picture palace looks almost in ruins just

beside the city university – which also boasts

a music school, and some cheap plentiful food

choices, from the vegan collective cafe to the

burger and chips in the cart along side the

park.

A Peek into the Past

A little further along Oxford St and The

Palace speaks volumes of the grandeur of the

past, in a town built on textiles, glass, and

the lucrative transatlantic trade between the

Americas, Africa and UK – tobacco, cotton,

and slaves. Not only did the suffragette

movement begin in Manchester, it was also

the first place to start anti-slavery campaigns,

and the Manchester Art Gallery on Mosley St

has a fine exhibition of the historic and recent
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events that have shaped the culture, attitude

and life of the city.

I stopped in there to check out yet another

ornate building, and was rewarded with a

well-designed and thoughtful selection of

paintings and ceramics – some of the only

decorative pieces to feature industry and

smokestacks instead of the usual bucolic

landscapes, reflecting the realities of life in a

burgeoning factory town. The gallery offers

activities for kids including the wonderful

‘explorer tool belt’ which promises to turn

your child’s visit into a real adventure, along

with an interactive laboratory for hands-on

creative experiments, free guided tours, a gift

shop and cafe. Manchester is renowned for a

vibrant cultural life, and was also home to the

Women’s art movement, reflecting the local

side of the suffragette campaign.

Keep on strolling…

I pass through Primrose Gardens (more a bus

stand and square than actual garden) with a

small and nicely laid out arbor amidst the

paving and pedestrians. Turning into Oldham
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St, I have only the vaguest sense of

orientation and am thus forced to keep

stopping into the many vintage shops (’Best

Vintage’ really is the best, at least for my on-

trend Jil Sanders retro 80’s utility jacket,

perfect for spring and only £3) and asking

for directions to ‘Common’ cafe. I’m heading

there partly just to have a purpose and

destination in mind, in addition to the

reputation it has for a lively atmosphere,

interesting décor, good music, food and art.

They also have a twice-monthly quiz night,

art exhibition and live music all there on Edge

St.

Along the way I drift into Junk, a stylish retro

vintage store that also offers dressmaking

courses and other activities including

sustainable fashion under the ‘School of Junk’

imprint; then find myself on Tib St in the

marvellously decadent Kiku, stroking

handmade silk, brocade and feather corsets

and dreaming of a wildly exotic new outfit –

and life. The perfect excuse for new hair from

the astonishing array of wigs at Paul’s Hair

and Beauty World. Oldham St is also home
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to the Oxfam Emporium and a wide range of

music shops.

A few more turns brings me onto Oak St and

the Manchester Craft and Design Centre,

housed in an inspiring building, formerly the

Victorian Fish market and packed with

artisan studios and shops where you can pick

up a gorgeous piece of jewellery – I loved the

perspex range of cut-out birds and animals

– ceramics, glass, furniture and painting. I’m

highly tempted by ‘a few nice things’ on the

corner featuring tailored jackets and bags.

If you feel like a little more guidance and

storytelling on your stroll, check out the

range of special walking tours provided by

New Manchester Walks. Experience all sides

of the city and everything from the Industrial

Revolution Machine Age, to the Manchester

Nobody Knows, choose the Swingin’ Sixties

or Old Salford Pub Walk, or a more political

angle with Engels and Marx, The Frock-

Coated Communists, to Victorian Shock City

and the dark side with tales of the Manchester

Dead.
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If it’s Nightlife You’re After…

There’s a world of post-Manchester

possibilities depending on your interests and

music style. I would head straight for The

Deaf Institute, with an eclectic directional

program offering everything for the

discerning musical palette, from the Gateaux

show – highlighting new French bands – to

the Last Harbour (dark dusty mood, gothic

archness and deadly strings) with Samson &

Delilah and Goldmundo, the ‘now wave’

Phenomenal Handclap Band or El Diablo’s

Social Club, ‘one of Manchester’s best

underground hangouts for psychedelic disco

deviance’ offers to take you ‘to rack and ruin’!

More of the ‘Now Wave’ scene is on offer

at various venues; Coco Rosie plays the

Manchester Cathedral; Four Tet the Club

Academy and The Antlers at St Philip’s

Church Salford – Now Wave promises to

‘give the past a slip’ with the sounds of the

near future.

If ‘dirty analogue house and techno’ is more

your thing, get along to be part of The Chapel

Experiment on Wilmslow Rd (now a wedding
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venue, Unique), or Contort Yourself at the

Roadhouse on the first and third Saturday of

every month with electro-techno-disco-

cosmic-acid-bass. The fabulously named

‘Worriedaboutsatan’ can be heard at the

Nexus Art Cafe, while record label Ground

Zero presents acts like Wisp, Global Goon

and more at the Music Box on Oxford St.

If nothing in the above options can get you

out dancing, well I don’t know what else to

suggest!

Now you’re on Oxford St, duck into the

Cornerhouse for a varied cultural menu, with

everything from a cinema showing arthouse,

world and new releases, to the small yet

excellent magazine range in the bookshop,

two cafes, and three floors of art gallery.

The Greenroom is an intriguing showcase of

club-nights, music and cabaret, with organic,

fair trade and locally produced drinks, some

free events and with upcoming attractions

including Green Bohemia and Mother’s Ruin,

you’ll be glad you stopped by.
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A Few Words of Safety Advice

If you feel like it’s a bad idea to go down a

street then it probably is, so trust your

instincts. Despite the ‘urban regeneration’

program and University located there, I had

strict instructions not to loiter in Salford

looking aimless or lost – a pity as it’s

apparently where much of the darkly brilliant

TV show ‘Shameless’ is filmed. So if you find

yourself over the river, don’t keep wandering

– turn around and get back into town. The

University of Salford offers an arts program

of exhibitions, literature and music which

make it worth the trip. I’m assured that

although the unsavoury reputation of some

areas may well be deserved much has changed

over the past ten – fifteen years. Manchester

is still one of the coolest Northern towns – go

find out why for yourself!

Thursday July 8, 2010
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CHAPTER 42.

Glasgow, New York, Helsinki, Berlin

The cities I fall spontaneously in love with

have one thing in common. They all have a

sense of possibility, which you can feel

seeping up through the streets and out into

the air from the back alleys. While they may

open to your curiosity at first embrace, they

also keep some things secret. Their essence

is understood through experiences and

connections that unfold over time. You need

time to feel intimate with a city, like it gets

you and you get it.

There is also a tendency for each of them to

give me a surprise kick in the teeth, which

shocks me out of my complacency and hurtles

me into a new escapade. These misadventures
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can be traumatic at the time, but they are part

of what keep us moving, the way that an

accident turns into an anecdote, and the

unexpected twists and turns along the road

make it all the more intriguing.

How I love thee, Glasgow

Glasgow seemed like it was already familiar,

something like a future deja-vu. In 2005 I had

my passport stolen in Glasgow, along with

the rest of my wallet and everything in it, but

somehow even that wasn’t enough to make

me dislike the place. It sent me off on an

unexpected trip to Edinburgh, which is a far

prettier town, with its quaint cobbled streets

and deeply cultured air, but somehow I never

got over that first encounter with Glasgow.

Edinburgh is incredibly beautiful, perched up

there on the hill with picturesque old town

shops and the glowering castle, but somehow

it leaves me cold. I find the warmth and grit

of urban, working- class Glasgow infinitely

more attractive. It has a vibrant

contemporary art and music scene, the

cultural landscape offers endless possibilities
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for connection, making friendships and

creative networks.

I ♥ New York

I remember being intoxicated by the city the

first time I flew into New York. It started at

least 20 minutes before landing, and I hit the

streets of Manhattan at fever pitch. It was

1989 and the city was frizzling, I wish I had

never left, I wish I had a time machine to go

back to that moment and make myself stay.

One night on that first trip to New York, I sit

on the fire escape of the Carlton Arms hotel,

watching the drama of the street play out

between a couple who alternately scream at

each other and a hapless taxi driver. There

is romance and tension in the air in equal

measure. A penniless actor – Drew, from

Melbourne, where are you now? – had invited

me there that night to see the room that his

painter friend, Mark, was decorating with a

mural in lieu of rent. They asked me to live

with them, ‘he needs someone like you’, said

Mark. And Drew told me, “you’re on a

spiritual journey, that’s the most important
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thing,” gave me his copy of Visions of Cody by

Jack Kerouac and kissed me sweetly on the

lips.

But I had other plans: a ride on the Concorde,

a trip to Turkey and Greece, cruising from

Rhodes to Marmaris with my Uncles Charles

& Mike (the Captain of our 50 foot yacht,

Casanova), and my Grandfather Jim, a

geography professor who was editor of the

Macquarie Atlas. In true teenage fashion, I

longed for New York all that time, and tried

to find the itinerant friends I had made there,

but this was long before they days of email or

social networking sites, and they had moved

on, untraceable.

I was young and naive then, and hadn’t

yet realised that when you feel the urge to

linger somewhere, with the time and

resources to do so, it’s best to give in and stay.

The time it takes you to get back there, and

the speed at which everything in the world

changes, mean that you can never recapture

the life that might have unfolded, if you had

taken that chance. The past, as they say, is

another country.
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We’ll always have Helsinki

Helsinki just felt special, and after a

whirlwind trip through the archipelago to

Stockholm, taking part in a festival at Kiasma

and Suomenlinna island, and spending a

week at the railway station in the name of

art, we developed a bond that I still cherish.

In fact Helsinki gave me joy immediately:

Taking the 3 euro aerobus in from the airport

to be met by new friends, who showed me

the bridge I was looking for, and took me out

to the sauna and seahorse restaurant. When I

returned for a festival a few years later, it was

a fortnight of chaos and mayhem, all good

fun until I sprained my ankle going down the

steep stairs to get on stage at Club Gloria, and

spent the rest of the evening with my foot on

ice, dancing in my chair.

Still, this sudden impact with the ground, in

contrast to all the hyperactivity, seems to

draw me back there, time and time again.

Berlin, Ich Liebe Dich

Berlin has the potential for magic every time

you step out of your apartment, there the
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sense that another adventure awaits, if you

give yourself up to her embrace.

The first time I am in Berlin, a friend takes

me to see the May Day riots, which seems

like a good idea at the time. In the event I

am terrified by the punks, anarchists and

skinheads throwing rocks at each other and

the police, and we leave fairly quickly. (These

days the first of May is more of a cultural

festival and celebration, with street parties

and community gatherings, making it a far

friendlier occasion.)

Cycling down the hill from Kastanienallee, on

that first day, the brakes on my borrowed

bicycle fail, I throw myself to the ground in

order to avoid hurtling into oncoming traffic

at Rosenthaler Platz. I feel like there is some

strange cosmic force at work that

symbolically grounds my restless wandering

spirit, and keeps me coming back to Berlin

over the years, until I eventually end up

settling here. The accidents that change your

life may happen spontaneously, or take longer

to become evident, but you will feel their

effects, sooner or later.
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The emotional essence of a city can soak into

your soul, something that charms you,

unexpected, fascinating, makes all the

difference. I want to love Barcelona, and by

all expectations I should, it’s a city that suits

me perfectly in theory, but in practice I find

the place doesn’t take, and remain stubbornly

attached to Berlin. It is there that I feel at

home, even though it drives me crazy some

days, and everything changes so quickly you

can barely keep up. The city has a place for

me, it feels like we will be together for a long

time.

These are things you just can’t know until you

have been there, and experienced the way the

city wraps around you with the daily rhythms

of life, to follow your own impulses and

curiosity down unfamiliar paths and strange

streets. Just keep your passport close, and try

to stay clear of the cobblestones.

Friday Apr 25, 2008
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PART X.

SURVIVING THE

CULTURAL

APOCALYPSE

HOW DO YOU SURVIVE LIVING IN THIS

WILDLY PRECARIOUS WAY AND

CREATE ALTERNATIVE CULTURAL

ECONOMIES?



CHAPTER 43.

FUTURE IS NOW!

From Berlin into the Future

One of the last areas of uncharted terrain in

this hyper-connected world is time travel. As

this is something I have always wanted to try,

it was with high hopes and a suspension of

disbelief that I attended Futurity Now in

Berlin presented by transmediale, one of

Europe’s longest running media arts festivals.

What is ‘Futurity Now’ ?

The diverse international fields of media art

and cultural economics were well represented

in the artists, speakers and hundreds of

attendees of the “Furturity Now” festival.

After a quick spin around the festival, my
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head was already whirling from all of the

imaginative exhibitions – such as the

Panorama Wifi Camera and White Noise.

One of the things about attending a science

festival is that it brings so many people from

the field into a confined space at the same

time, which makes for lively conversations

and random meetings. However, it also

usually involves overloading the participants

with visual, mental and social stimulation.

Through performances, visual art

installations, speakers, and more – ‘Futurity

Now’ looked at all elements of time,

considering how we once viewed the future

and what that means today. As their website

states:

“Writers and commentators throughout the 20th

century strove to depict 2010 as a shining example

of a future framed by technological progress and

social harmony. As 2010 draws near it is clear

that global society is neither the utopia nor the

dystopia traditionally presented in these fictions,

architectures and theories of the future. Rather,

it is an increasingly complex web of economic,
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political and cultural systems dependent on the

convergence of rapidly evolving technologies. With

the ubiquity of digital practices and social media

firmly entrenched as an intrinsic part of our

cultural code, we have caught up with our own

notions of the future. The future is experiencing

an identity crisis.”

Performing the Future

There were various live art performances that

pondered these very questions. The first

concert I went to was Pattern Recognition, a

cacophony of white noise and minimalist

drone. If this is the future, I’m on a long trip

home.

The next evening I attended the Elektrolab

concert, a performance involving glitchy

sound made from intriguing glass jars. Jem

Finer’s installation Long Player was

presented – a slowly evolving musical

composition played over 1,000 years. If you

can’t make your own time travel machine, at

least you know the music will still be playing.

I was thrilled by the musical and video
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performance POWEr, based only on the

sounds and video of technology from the past

century. A tesla coil – live on stage! – with

a rich palette of aural textures and organic

imagery.

The Future in Films

The diverse Film Program turned out to be

one of the highlights of the entire festival.

Everything from the first GDR Science

Fiction film to the Arab Shorts (a fascinating

and intimate selection of films that you can

also watch online).

I also caught the shorts for Der Schweigende

Stern (First Spaceship on Venus, 1959), the

first space movie made in the GDR which

pictured the “dark vision of a failed

civilisation”. It was presented in ‘Total Vision’

(the East German wide screen equivalent of

the American Cinemascope) “revealing how

a global visual canon of utopian ideas began

to be created in the 1950s; and further

developed throughout the following decades

until eventually coming more or less to a
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standstill for lack of new utopias.” If I could

only turn back time.

The Future is Now

By the last day I was unable to follow the

timetable or make any kind of plan, so I

decided to hold my own transmediale dérive

through the Haus der Kulturen der Welt. I

drifted around the Future Obscura visual arts

exhibition – still entranced by the white noise

and Ryoji Ikeda installations.

A discussion on Cultural Organisations

talked about the future of work, presenting

ideas about sharing resources with a common

vision and low budgets.

Keynote speaker Dr Richard Barbrook gave

a great overview of theoretical politics of the

imaginary futures. He warns that we are

already living in the future and now we have

to invent a new one!

Making Sense of it All

After the festival madness faded, I was left

with a few reflections on the nature of culture
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and the concept of time, here there and

everywhere.

Bruce Sterling gave the entertaining and

inspiring keynote Atemporality: A Cultural

Speed Control, starting with an outline of the

atemporal knowledge-generating process.

The idea of inventing your own future by

claiming the right to dress up and enact it

on the streets resonated widely with the

audience. His example: making yourself an

astronauts costume and space luggage to

embrace the desire for space travel, and if you

look ridiculous, well in what context?

Siegfried Zielinski offered a more theoretical

take on the historical dimensions of abstract

time using hand-drawn illustrations on an

overhead projector.

A relay conversation lasting for 8 hours

explored multiple possibilities of the future,

from time travel to a new concept of time

by Future Everything festival director, Drew

Hemment. Ideas about natural and synthetic

time flowed through the discussion, as well

as questions of whether or not we’re running
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out of time. As they say; wherever you go –

there you are and as for the future, well it

appears that we’re already living there!

Tuesday August 10, 2010
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CHAPTER 44.

SUPERMARKT BERLIN &

CULTURAL VALUE

SUPERMARKT

Free Culture Incubator #12 Finale

The culmination of a 12-month workshop

series, the final Free Culture Incubator

showcased people, themes and highlights

from two years of extensive research covering

the price and value of freelance creative work.

Key questions explored are: “How can an

open, collaborative initiative transform itself

into a sustainable, long-term enterprise? Can

such a step be taken maintaining the concept’s

initial integrity while at the same time

preserving the interests of the community?

And, is it at all possible to convert cultural
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value into a market value?” Six speakers who

helped shape the Free Culture Incubator

presented their latest projects and insights:

Denis Bartelt, CEO of the Crowdfunding-

Community Startnext.

Nadia El-Imam, Creative Director

of Edgeryders, Council of Europe / social

cohesion research & early warning division.

Andrea Goetzke, Curator &

Organiser all2gethernow and newthinking.

Stephen Kovats, r0g_media – agency for

open culture & critical transformation,

artistic director of transmediale 2008 – 2011

and initiator of the McLuhan in Europe 2011

Network.

Eric Poettschacher, CEO

of Shapeshifters and initiator of cultural

investment project 100 x 10.000.

Adam Thomas, Communications Manager

of Sourcefabric – a not-for-profit

organisation who build open source

newsrooms and tools for independent

media..

>These are my notes during the presentations
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exploring the price and value of creative

work<

Ela Kagel framed the project in her

introduction as “Free and open culture mixed

with a business incubator, offering access to

knowledge sharing that is not so easy to find.

The social movement of ‘free culture’ is based

on the freedom to create an distribute

creative works in many (mainly online) kinds

of media. The motivation for this open

innovation workshop series merges two

worlds; that of the idealistic sphere ‘free and

open culture’ with the concept of a business

incubator, to create a breeding ground for

profitable new ideas. However these terms

and labels in themselves are quite

problematic, at the same time as they open

lots of space for discussion and have helped

us for the past two years, if this series
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continues in the future, I think we would

come up with different titles.”

>Indeed, the importance of naming is that the

terms we choose both defines and creates the

space and marks the boundaries or limits of

potential. Naming is an act with powerfully

resonant political and philosophical

implications<

“Just merging creativity and economy doesn’t

automatically lead to new economic models,

or necessarily shape the transformation from

creative initiative into a business. This is a

long and challenging process of trial and

error, as most of the creative people we know

are really struggling to come up with a price

value of the works they create. We still know

very little about the price and value of

creative work – two years after asking these

questions, I really may be more confused.

There is a huge demand for alternative

economics and social innovation, and a

growing awareness of values created by

culture and creativity, so this is a perfect time

to develop new forms and to help people
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understand that they have a lot to say, not

simply as individual players on the field but

as part of a huge collective. How can open

collaborative initiative transform itself into a

sustainable, long-term enterprise, and is this

possible at all or are we just daydreaming?

While maintaining the concept’s initial

integrity while preserving the interests of the

community, is it possible to convert cultural

value into market value?” We’re still not sure

about that…

Denis, the founder of Germany’s number one

crowdfunding platform Startnext, talks about

the business model in evangelical terms,

stating that the first step of EVERY project

should be crowdfunding, and that ultimately

you can crowdsource everything you need.

He notes that it does work best in projects

that are growing along with their community,
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and allows people to contribute both their

own skills and financial resources as the

project develops.

>One thing he didn’t mention is the need for

offline promotion or networking beyond

your immediate personal contacts, which I

believe contribute greatly to the success of a

crowd-funding campaign. Having attempted

one with limited success recently on

indiegogo – although all support was greatly

appreciated – I also found myself in

disagreement with his certainty about the

format, asking silently: What if your ‘crowd’

is as broke as you are? This is almost certainly

the case with many artists, and no matter how

generous our intentions, it simply may not

be possible to contribute cash to each other’s

projects. I definitely agree that artists need to

be less reliant on cultural funding or patrons,

however this model has certain limitations

and seems to work better for social change

or development based projects, rather than

purely arts and creative endeavours.<

Next up, we heard from Nadia El-Iman,

whose clarity of vision and focused energy
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made me want to go out and join her in taking

action immediately. Working with the

Strasbourg EU Council, as creative director

of Edgeryder think tank on social innovation

and expression Nadia proposes and

maintains connections between states and the

court of human rights, and notes that the EU

Council exercises soft power and has a voice.

Her background is as an engineer and

designer with technology, policy and building

relationships between citizens and our public

institutions. “The best bet for ensuring we all

have access to meaningful, engaged lives in

Europe – and the large amount of resources

tied up in institutions means that we have

to work with those institutions – is to effect

change at a systemic level”. Nadia tells us that

she first tried to go head to head with these

institutions, before realising the list of things

that she care about deeply and wants to

change, affecting change at different levels –

through constitutional civil codes and policy

style.

Describing an art exhibition of Lumibots,

small autonomous robots that both emit and

react to light, creating beautiful complex
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patterns that can’t be replicated or simulated

– the generative piece operates with only two

rules: Go where it is brighter and change

direction when your bump sensors are

activated.

>A nice metaphor, I thought, to describe her

way of engaging with political process while

maintaining creative integrity and social

sensitivity.<

“How can we improve the conditions for

creative and cultural production in Europe?”

asks Nadia.

Noam Chomsky was asked at an event she

recently attended, if he viewed education as a

cost or an investment for society. He replied

that the question was posed incorrectly, do

we want to create free and open beings who

can enjoy culture or do we want to increase

GDP? Nadia notes that for her, the way the

question has been asked of free culture also

skews things, proposing another: “How can

we affect society at large so that the tables

aren’t so turned against us? and status in the

labour market – traditionally held by long
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term steady jobs – is arrived at now by

bringing creative value to the market place.

The unreasonably high percentage of people

up to age 30 who are not currently in

education, employment or training – the

young and cultural workers – are especially

in the firing line. Getting the political

framework refined, in order to access this

level and be actively engaged in framing the

political discussions is vital – seeing as the

game has been rigged.”

Edgeryders offers an opportunity to

collaborate with well meaning public

institutions. What are the questions we

should be asking when we talk about meeting

our long term needs, however we are making

a living in Europe today? What strategies are

working, and not working? Find the sense of

agency and understand that these policies

affect you too, proposes Nadia, working on
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aggregating data, seeing patterns emerge and

improving conditions on a systemic level. I

find her approach and energy very inspiring,

it almost makes me want to get on a train to

Strasbourg right now!

Andrea Goetzke, of new

thinking and all2gethernow talks about a

workshop and case study. all2gether now

offers “an invitation to all players in the music

industry and related cultural and creative

sectors – from artists to music companies,

policy-makers to interested fans – the

renewal processes in the industry to think

ahead, develop solutions and ideas, and learn

from each other. An independent platform

and event series that looks for new strategies

within the music business and it’s cultural

landscape. a2n invites all artists, music labels,

industry professionals, the web community,

media and fans to a constructive exchange of

perspectives, collective brainstorming,

network building and creates a platform for

social interaction with peers”.

‘Free is the new black!’ poster exemplifies

how ‘everything is a remix’ in media culture,
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particularly in the context of the music

industry. I’m not entirely convinced and keep

thinking, but ‘everything is NOT a remix’.

Andrea talks about “culture for the sake of

culture”, and how to converge environmental

sustainability and financially sustainable

practices to make open culture together. a2n

runs an extensive workshop and salon series,

while newthinking offers a valuable resource

for exploring online funding, social business

and strategies for open source enterprises

through workshops, conferences, camps and

events exploring the interface of digital

technologies and media/culture/society.

Stephen Kovats, Artistic Director of

Transmediale 2008-2011 is now working at

the supermarkt studios, which he describes

as a ‘co-thinking space’ and has founded

r0g_media, Agency for Open Culture and

Critical Transformation. Stephen speaks of

his 20 years focus on the role that open

technology and collaborative processes work

in creating foundations of free expression and

free speech, and the way art and technology

can work to solidify notions of what an open

society is about. He is introducing a project
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focused on Juba, the current capital of newly

created nation South Sudan, as a proposal for

an open source city. How can we use the

mechanisms and methodologies of open

source culture for creating open and free

societies?

The recently established r0g_agency for open

culture aims to enact cultural

transformations in extreme and rapid

political, post-conflict situations. South

Sudan political structure and cultural identity

as a state is not very strong, newly created

and still malleable – on a policy level, this

could be a viable and effective space for the

proposed open society and cultural hacking

summit. Talking about agency, and how the

nonconformist ‘rogue’ attitude can be

instilled at policy levels in a state, thus

creating Juba as an open source capital city

(until the new one is built) of South Sudan.
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Canada, Alaska, Russia, Northern Europe,

Greenland, these are the hottest places for

economic and resource speculation, and the

Circumpolar region one of the most

contested territories, “an increasingly

complex transnational zone of competing

interests and new opportunities” as global

warming heats up our oceans and the ice

starts to thaw. The Inuit use of technology in

the Far North Arctic Circle has a particular

focus of highly developed and sophisticated

approaches. Issues of autonomy and the

people who live there are discussed in ‘Art,

Culture and Open Technology in the

Changing Arctic’, an open event at the

Canadian Embassy, McLuhan Salon 29th

February during high level government

(closed) talks on the situation in the arctic.

The event is run by The Arctic Perspective

Initiative (API) a non-profit, international

group of individuals and organizations,

whose goal is to promote the creation of open

authoring, communications and

dissemination infrastructures for the

circumpolar region. Its aim is to work with,

learn from, and empower the North and

Arctic Peoples through open source
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technologies and applied education and

training.

Eric Poettschacher

introduces Shapeshifters*, bringing “freaks

together to exchange capital”. There are two

sorts of people in this equation, those who

are money rich and meaning poor, and those

who are rich in meaning but poor in cash.

What does that mean? He gives a hypothetical

example of a lawyer, aged 36, close to

burnout, who is rich in money, with an

interest in ‘aggression’. Next to him is a t-

shirt company making clothes with certain

fabric that changes colour when people get

aggressive, as their body heat rises, the fabric

shows the shift in mood and temperature. A

perfect match for ‘investment’. However even

if these two met at a fashion show, they may

not find their topic of mutual passion. Eric

spent 14 months researching creative

ventures so freakish not even any venture

founder or capitalist would put their money

into because it’s too spaced out. When we put

these ‘freaks’ together, you get things happen

that are beyond our wildest dreams. In the

real grounded world, public funds can’t put
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money into risky, innovative projects, and

venture capitalists want to see a 300% return

on their investment, fast. In private savings

all over Germany, there is around 600 to 900

billion euro tied up and Eric believes he can

find matching creative projects for these

home-grown cultural supporters. People are

approaching us, he says, saying “we want to

put money into creative ventures, find us the

right people” – but they don’t find each other

because they are not talking the same

language. We need to start a conversation

about values that really matter, what they are

(on both sides of the equation) passionate

about, granular words, like aggression. If you

get them to talk about that, then you get a

perfect match. Shapeshifters and 100 x 10,000

do this by an interview with people who want

to put money into a creative venture, and

those who are creating, taking a sample of

their ‘Cultural DNA’ in order to identify the

real values on both sides, and only then do

they know who to reach out to. In Boston

and San Francisco there are existing

philanthropic models, “taking off like crazy,

with one in particular run by a woman with

600 clients who only want to invest in
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women. This woman allocates millions to

great clients according to their values, as they

don’t want to support the existing male

power and economic structures”. >Sounds

like a plan to me!< Eric claims that “once we

have the Cultural DNA, it’s easy to

matchmake them on a very grassroots level”.

He tells the audience not to come up with

their great ideas after the talk, as they are

currently only taking capital providers on,

but will reach out to creative ventures and

artists in the future. *Unfortunately, Eric has

since abandoned this idea and returned to

corporate work.

>I have to confess that I know a little more

about his process firsthand, having been

through the interview process and receiving

the report on my Cultural DNA. Eric is

working rather differently to the Boston

philanthropic service he mentioned, who
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makes all her matches based entirely on

personal knowledge and intuition. His

approach is to set up a thoroughly planned

and organised system, with a set of criteria

to determine the choices, and transparent

guidelines in place so that the selection can

be replicated by a team of shapeshifting

associates. The company is still in beta-

research stage and so I haven’t yet had an

interview with any prospective capital

providers, this is apparently on the cards

sometime in the next year. Beyond the natural

appeal of someone offering to find money for

creative work, I am attracted to the idea as

the exchange of money for meaning, rather

than profit or goods/services. I imagine that it

could be difficult to standardise a process that

has been done on a personal level.<

>Eric assures me that their process is

committed to providing an equal exchange

between meaning and capital, although I have

to say that from an artist’s perspective, the

loading seems to still be in favour of the needs

and desires of the capital providers, with the

‘creatives’ waiting to receive the call

depending on whether they are chosen. This
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may be more to do with living in a capitalist

society than any lack of balance on the part of

Shapeshifters. In an ideal world, I would like

to see more agency with the people offering

meaning in exchange for money, being able

to select who they most connect with, as this

seems to be the one thing that needs to be

built-in to the process and transactions at all

levels if we really are trying to create a

different economic model. It is only when the

providers of culture are valued as highly as

the providers of cash that we can start to view

our exchange as truly equal, with the added

meaning as beneficial to the receiver/capital

provider as the injection of cash is to the

creative venture/artist.<

Finally, Adam spoke about open sourcing the

newsroom with Sourcefabric open source

tools, making newsrooms open and

profitable, also working with post conflict

and zones ‘in transition’.
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Giving examples of data collected in a recent

world news media innovation study of 300

newsrooms, he told us that 48% prioritise

tablet or ereaders, 39% prioritise mobile

phone services, and everyone wants to save

money and make more profit, streamline

their workflows, converge multimedia

processes and content management systems.

The news is something that we’re used to

getting for free, and in an ever more crowded

and more fragmented information sphere, it

is more and more difficult to make a profit.

Open source software and methodology is

part of Sourcefabric’s approach, the other

part is how journalists can work in an open

and transparent way. In order to engage a

community, you need to build relationships

with sources, and shared cultural values. How

you process things is important – create/edit/

translate/publish with efficiency.
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Create once, publish everywhere – push to

any platform (existing or still to be invented).

You need to build workflows to serve content.

Mobile, web, table, tv, radio output – not to

be restricted by an inability to display video,

for instance, but able to adapt content to any

format.

Prepare for platforms that don’t exist yet,

evaluate and move on – learn to fail

quickly! Innovate through inspiration,

evaluate through numbers – if something is

working, people use it.

Superdesk – newsroom tool for independent

media, code/free. In February 2010, the

liberal Swiss newspaper Basler Zeitung was

sold to private investors and most of the

journalists walked out in protest. They

wanted to start a new publishing company

that would reflect the fair and open standards

of journalism, and came to Sourcefabric with

a list and a deadline. The new Superdesk was

developed in order to satisfy these

requirements:
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• being able to push to print/online/mobile

• open up new revenue models, be

sustainable

• use existing content

• community generated

• local hub with international reach

Within a short time of launching, the new

print-online hybrid independent Swiss

newspaper TagesWoche had 4000 subscribers

and a print circulation of 100,000. Co-

executive editor Urs Buess said: “TagesWoche

stands for innovative, quality journalism and

engages into close dialogue with its readers

following cutting-edge technological

possibilities.”

Superdesk fulfils all the stated criteria, using

Print Desk to bring print and online

processed into a streamlined workflow, and

Feed Ingest to integrate external newswire

feeds into the editorial process. The

TagesWoche editorial team promise to

challenge the Swiss media landscape with
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daily news and commentary online, and a

weekly print issue.

• print version/subscriptions/registered

users

• content tailored to platform

• build a relationship with audience

• quality focus at core

• open up new revenue streams

• increase speed of delivery

“Transforming your news room into a fully

convergent news platform is possible for

anyone with an open mind and open

technologies like Newscoop,” explains

Sourcefabric co-founder Micz Flor.

“Entering a new publication into an

established media landscape is not easy.

Sustainability requires profitability and

TagesWoche are both business and media

innovators.”

>from Strasbourg to the Arctic via Berlin,

funded by crowd or private capital; making

art, music, policy or the news… It seems that
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any social change or creative venture you

want to try just might be possible, if you can

find the right process and collaborative

partners. Whether it turns out to be viable,

sustainable or ‘purely’ of unmeasurable

cultural value, well that remains to be seen.

Whatever you decide to do, make sure to visit

the new cultural supermarkt and take part in

creating new forms of cultural value,

whenever you’re in Berlin. Tonight, I’m

looking forward to visiting there to

experience Holiday Island, a taste of Sardinia

transplated to Wedding… <

Photos by Ruthe Zuntz Courtesy of Ela Kagel

& supermarkt Berlin

February 2012
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CHAPTER 45.

WOMEN AND MEDIA ART

Berlin’s media art community: a

female perspective

Photo: © Ars Electronica | Susi Rogenhofer,

Flickr CC Attribution-Noncommercial-

Share Alike 2.0 license

Tuesday 9th April, 2013 // SUPERMARKT

Berlin has a rich and long-standing tradition

of women engaged in the fields of media arts,

media activism and digital culture. Today

over half of Berlin’s independent project

spaces and initiatives revolving around the

themes of tech, media and digital culture are

run by women. A broad range of female

curators and activists continue to shape net
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politics – initiating independent

programmes, hosting events and leading

research at Berlin’s universities.

Despite this large female contingent, and in a

city where the workforce is generally evenly

distributed, it is at odds that the theoretical

discourse on media art and net activism,

executive roles and directorships, as well

panelists and participants at events and

festivals, are still male-dominated. In a

forward-thinking city like Berlin, this

ongoing gap should be addressed so that the

wider fields of media arts and activism are

fully inclusive of the multitude of female

skills and viewpoints on offer.

At this event, SUPERMARKT highlights and

showcases some of the women who have

played an important role in shaping the

profile of Berlin as a digital culture city. We

will learn more about their history, career

paths, and the narratives of their work and

life. Ten inspiring women in the field will join

us, and answer questions against the

backdrop of their own lives and careers,

including what drives them to continue the
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work they do, what have been the crucial

moments of their careers, and who are their

professional mentors, support networks, and

inspirations.” Ela Kagel & Michelle O’Brien

Media Fem Panel Photo: Helena Lingor @

Supermarkt

I was thrilled to see and hear ten amazing

women take the stage at SUPERMARKT last

week to share their perspective on working

in the media and culture sector. The event

had a great buzz and drew a wide audience,

as diverse and happening as the women

speaking. Ela Kagel and Michelle O’Brien

curated the evening with a deft touch, having

provided the framework for each speaker to

contextualise their own practice by thinking

through questions of motivation and key

moments. The responses to this provocation

ranged from the necessary historical

contextualisation of career highlights to

intriguing, poetic and subtle approaches,

exploring personal stories and reflections

through a selection of quotes.

Tatiana Bazzichelli spoke about her varied
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professional facets, being too radical for the

academics, too artistic for the radicals, and

too academic for the artists, while Kathy Rae

Huffman enumerated her significant and

internationally influential career highlights in

curating video and media art from the 70s

up until today, offering an insight into her

practice through the excellent reading list

that she discussed (in follow-up discussion a

member of the audience has requested that

this also be made available). One of the key

points made by speakers in many of the talks

was the necessity to jump in and figure things

out for yourself, or to “learn by doing”, not

wait to become an expert.

Tatiana Bazzichelli & Ela Kagel Photo:

Gretchen Blegen @Supermarkt.

There was no discernible antagonism

towards the male dominated world, as this

was the case with many of the speakers who

had often been the only woman in the room

at work or speaking on stage at professional

events – but rather all highlighted their

strategy of responding to challenges and

getting on with the job to hand as the most
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effective form of action. Michelle Thorne

spoke about her love of soccer, and how the

sport gave her physical confidence and a

different understanding of her body,

operating from a position of strength and

power. The celebration of their peers and

support network was also a positive influence

at Mount Holyoke, all-women university. Her

mission statement was to figure it out and do

it – don’t wait until you have the answers or

training. Don’t be afraid to fail! (“Fail more,

fail better” – called out someone in the

audience. “Try Again. Fail again. Fail better.

Samuel Beckett”)

All three initiators of the Faces mailing list

(Kathy Rae Huffman, Diana McCarty, Valie

Djordjevic) spoke about their experiences in

the 90’s and how the need for the women

focused list became apparent, both sharing

and creating opportunities, network and

exchange of ideas, information and resources

for women working with art and media. It

can definitely be a boys club, and every one

of the women speaking and in the room is

testament to how much that has changed, and

how far it still needs to go before there is
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gender equality. The discussion was agile and

lively without falling into the murky waters

of complaining about the situation but

finding ways to address the needs and roles

that women can play in creating and

theorising and promoting and facilitating all

forms of media and culture. The evening also

raised an interesting question of the

distinction between a “female perspective”

and a “feminist” one, as while some of the

women identified as feminist, not all did. This

gave the conversation a interesting take, as

the speakers and audience maintained a

broad spectrum of interests, which was not

mainly focused on issues of gender but on the

desire to meet and explore the challenges of

creating satisfying work in a richly diverse

range of contexts.

In this event, it made sense to talk about the

personal experiences behind these voices,

however I hope this is a stepping stone to

taking the conversation further and deeper

into their actual work. This critique is not

directed at the organisers per se but is a wider

cultural concern, is that while it’s amazing to

see so many incredible women in one place
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talking about their work, I would love to have

this taking place simply because the work

they do is powerful, important, fantastic,

relevant and highly influential… not because

they are women. A comment by one of the

men present was that in his 25 years of

experience, even with gender equality on a

panel or in an exhibition, it was still the male

voices that tend to dominate. I think the

evening provided an excellent opportunity

for women’s experiences to be heard and

discussed, but this needs to become a far

more “normal” enterprise, without having the

framing as “women’s experience” but as

experiences, from a range of professional and

personal perspectives.

Audience Media Fem Photo: Gretchen Blegen

@Supermarkt

Ela Kagel responded to this point: “I can

understand your critique, that we referred to

our presenters as being female as the prime

criteria for showcasing them. But of course

we selected them for being brilliant, inspiring

and influential in the first place. And yes, we

wanted to present women, because the public
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image of Berlin as a digital culture city is still

much more tied to the men working in that

field. I think it’s really about time to reassess

this image! And as much as we wish for a

world in which we don’t need events like

ours, we just have to acknowledge the fact

that there is still a huge gender imbalance out

there – and this is a structural problem. I

think we can’t address this often enough.

We have been working quite a while to get

this invitation text together and to frame

everything in an interesting and challenging

way. And we knew that it would still raise

questions – but questions and comments are

of course very welcome in that context.”

Michelle O’Brien comments: “I would also

reverse this point and say it was a specific

and intentional celebration of powerful and

influential females in the industry. We could

have removed the ‘female perspective’ part of

the title, simply calling it a showcase of

prominent figures within Berlin’s Media Art

Community and inviting the same 10 female

speakers, and perhaps this would have

attracted a different audience (with possibly
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more males!), but I feel this would not

adequately represent the topic at hand. The

focus highlighted the specific achievements

these individuals have made, as women in a

male-dominated industry, and the powers

and social/political structures they have

overcome, and continue to push against on a

daily basis to do their work, whether or not

they specifically identify as ‘feminists’.”

Andrea Goetzke, Diana McCarty, Lisa Lang

PPhoto: Gretchen Blegen @ Supermarkt.

Diana McCarty talked with great passion and

humour about the revolutionary aspects of

women working in radio & media, particular

focus on the film program that she curated

in New Mexico. Playing excerpts while she

spoke of the 1983 feminist science fiction

classic “Born in Flames”, directed by Lizzie

Borden which explores a hypothetical New

York society, ten years after the successful

socialist revolution. Radio plays a large part

in both the film plot and in Diana’s work

significantly with reboot fm. If there was ever

a women’s army, I would sign up if Diana will

lead it!
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“Think Big” are the words Lisa Lang wrote in

her notebook while studying – and she made

a point of showing her process through the

exploration of ideas (and lists) in her

notebooks. “I wrote it down and it echoed

inside me, and I owned it” she explained, and

I understood completely the conviction with

which she expressed this concept. The act of

writing does both ingrain something inside

you, and invoke a power with those words,

allowing you to live their fullest expression.

Lisa Lang Photo: Helena Lingor @Supemarkt

Having fallen in love with Australia while

studying there, Lisa wanted to stay longer and

was discouraged to find that it wasn’t

officially possible – until someone suggested

that she didn’t need to play by the rules. “Hack

the system” became another maxim to live by,

and in the event she did manage to wrangle

another six months of her studies, which

turned into five years living in OZ. The

evangelista for Berlin Geekettes, a collective

of women talking tech, she gave for me what

was absolutely the most inspiring moment of

the night with the following advice. Talking
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about her attempts to find work after she

finished studying, and realising that whatever

she was doing just wasn’t working, this

affirmative wisdom is taken from“What

Colour is your Parachute?” the job hunting

manual she read in a more desperate time:

“Define yourself. Decide what you want to do

and with whom you want to do it.” Excellent,

don’t wait for someone else to choose you or

tell you what you are capable of – make it up,

get out there and make it happen!

Finally, Andrea Goetzke of newthinking, gave

us her summary with ten key quotes. She

apologised for all but one of them being by

men “so beat me up for that later” – a

squeamish moment when the tension

between the feminist principles and their

lived experience was played out, although

with no violent repercussions. “It’s about

creating a space that wouldn’t really exist

otherwise!” is the first, and she discussed the

moment of realising the value of creating

spaces where people gather around shared

interests. The second memorable quote

concerned the value of coming to things with
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a fresh eye, to learn while doing and take and

open approach – be naïve and a beginner.

Andrea Goetzke Photo: Gretchen Blegen

@Supermarkt

“Enjoy life and create and enjoyable moment

for others” Andrea concluded, and that is

exactly what the SUPERMARKT and all the

women who spoke and attended have done

and will continue to do….

Jodi Rose

Inside Media Fem Photo: Helena Lingor

@Supermarkt

Images courtesy of SUPERMARKT

Speaker Biographies

Tatiana Bazzichelli is a researcher, networker

and curator, working in the field of

hacktivism and net culture. She is part of the

transmediale festival team, where she

develops the year-round project ‘reSource

transmedial culture berlin’. She is Postdoc

researcher at Leuphana University of
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Lüneburg, as part of the Innovation Incubator

/ Centre for Digital Cultures, and the

Institute for Culture and Aesthetics of Digital

Media, Faculty of Cultural Studies. She is

Affiliated Researcher at Aarhus University

(DK), where she received a PhD in

Information and Media Studies (2011),

conducting research on disruptive art in the

business of social media, published with the

title: “Networked Disruption. Rethinking

Oppositions in Art, Hacktivism and the

Business of Social Networking” (2013). She

wrote the book “Networking. La rete come

arte | The Net as Artwork” (2006). In 2001,

Tatiana founded the AHA:Activism-Hacking-

Artivism networking platform. She organised

exhibitions and events such as Hack.it.art

(2005), HackMit! (2007), CUM2CUT

(2006-2008), and HACK.Fem.EAST (2008) in

Berlin, Rome, and other European cities.

networkingart.eu | disruptiv.biz |

transmediale.de

Valie Djordjevic is an editor at iRights.info, a

website about copyright in the digital age, and

lecturer on the topics of digital writing, social

media and copyright for private and public
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institutions. She is active in the digital world

since 1996, e.g. as member of Internationale

Stadt Berlin, one of the first net culture

projects in Germany or mikro e.V., a Berlin

based association examining the different

facets of media culture. She is a co-moderator

and administrator (together with Diana

McCarty, Kathy Rae Huffman and Ushi

Reiter) of the mailing list Faces, one of the

first lists for women working with art and

media.

valid.de | irights.info | faces-l.net

Andrea Goetzke is a Berlin-based cultural

producer, curator and organizer. For many

years, she has worked in different contexts

on issues of free culture, open source, digital

and music culture, ranging from projects

supporting open source software in African

countries to initiating the openeverything

Berlin events. With all2gethernow, she

organizes activities looking for new strategies

in music culture and business. She is part of

newthinking, an agency that works at the

interfaces of open source and digital

technologies with culture and society. Andrea

organizes music events, and hosts a regular
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radio show on free culture on reboot.fm.

all2gethernow.de | newthinking.de |

reboot.fm

Kathy Rae Huffman is a freelance curator,

networker and media art collector currently

based in Berlin. She has held curatorial posts

at the Long Beach Museum of Art, The ICA

Boston, and Cornerhouse, Manchester. She

has written about, consulted for, presented

special programs and coordinated events for

a variety of international festivals and

organisations. Her research focuses around

issues of female environments in the Internet,

and the history of artists’ television. Kathy co-

founded the international online community

for women media artists FACES: Gender/

Technology/Art (with Diana McCarty and

Valie Djordjevic) in 1997. Her current

curatorial project is an exhibition of the late

Nan Hoover’s video, performance and

photography. She curated Exchange and

Evolution: Worldwide Video Long Beach,

1974-1999, a retrospective exhibition of

international video, for the Long Beach

Museum of Art, (in 2011). The exhibition and

research was supported by the Getty
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Research Institute as part of Pacific Standard

Time. She was international curator for

ISEA2009, Belfast; and project curator for

Transitland: Video art from Central and

Eastern Europe 1989-2009. Huffman

received an MFA in Exhibition Design from

California State University Long Beach in

1980, where she also completed the graduate

course in Museum Studies.

faces-l.net

Claudia Kefer works as an innovation

intermediary and strategic consultant in the

field of art, culture and educational contexts.

She holds a MA degree in Communication in

Social and Economic Contexts from the UdK

Berlin. During the mid nineties she graduated

in Communication Design at the GSO

University of Applied Science in Nürnberg, at

a time when Germany was a pre-web market,

the ambiguity between a analogue and a

digital world became a core issue of her work.

During her early nineties experience of

“Zwischennutzkultur” in Germany, Kefer

began freelancing, co-working and co-

thinking before it became a facet of a broader

lifestyle or an educated instrument of urban
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and economic development. She is a team

member of the SLEEPING GIRL JOINT

VENTURE, an independent art-house film

reflecting the early days of video art in

Germany, told through the lens of a ‘boy

meets girl’ story. Currently she is focused on

a research project titled MESHING-BERLIN

which will be introduced at re:publica 13.

claudiakefer.de | dasschlafendemaedchen.de

Julia Kloiber is currently working as a project

lead for the Open Knowledge Foundation

Germany, an NGO working within the field

of transparency and open data. She holds a

Bachelors degree in Information Design and

a Masters in New Media and Digital Culture

from Utrecht University. She has worked for

Women Make Movies in New York City and

for Platoon Cultural Development in Berlin.

Julia’s main fields of interest are netpolitics,

open data, interactive design and art.

okfn.org

Lisa Lang is a born networker and problem

solver. Some also use the word “whip-

cracker” in the same sentence with her name

but she prefers the description “traffic light”.
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She’s the head of products Sourcefabric, an

independent organisation promoting quality

journalism and providing open source tools,

including Newscoop, Booktype, Airtime and

Superdesk; Evangelista for BerlinGeekettes

collective of women talking tech, and is

finishing off her MBA in the coming year.

linkedin.com/in/lilaworks |

berlingeekettes.com | sourcefabric.org

Tina Mariane Krogh Madsen holds a Master

of Arts in Art History (Aarhus University,

Denmark) with a focus on internet art, digital

media and performance studies, where she

wrote her Master Thesis with the title

“Keeping Ephemerality Alive – Preserving the

Dynamic Materiality of Net Art”. Tina works

as an independent curator on projects in the

field of internet art, live art practices,

interactive media and online performance.

During 2012 she curated and coordinated the

online exhibition website for internet art:

Net.Specific, for Museum of Contemporary

Art in Roskilde, Denmark and Net.Specific’s

first exhibition Communication Paths that

was launched in October 2012.

tmkm.dk/about.html | netspecific.net/en
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Diana McCarty was born and raised in New

Mexico and has lived in Europe since 1993 –

Budapest in 90’s and Berlin in the 2000s. Her

work revolves around art, politics and new/

old media. Currently, Diana is working with

radio and revolutionaries: mostly reboot.fm,

radia.fm, Bolshevik women, and

experimental film. A long time ago, she was

part of the International Women’s University

server development team (with Seda Gürses,

Barbara Schelkle, Prof. Heidi Schelhowe, and

Heiki Pfisch), and also worked to develop

feminist pedagogical approaches to learning

technology. In the mid-nineties, she co-

founded Nettime (with Geert Lovink, Pit

Schultz, a.o.) and the Faces Mailing list (with

Kathy Rae Huffman, Valie Djordjevic & Ushi

Reiter), and as part of the Media Research

Foundation, co-organized the MetaForum

Conference Series in Budapest (with Janos

Sugar and Geert Lovink). Diana was a co-

founder of Mikro e.V. and the now defunct

bootlab. Her main interests are exploiting

social and technological systems for culture

and real life.

reboot.fm | radia.fm | faces-l.net
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Michelle Thorne is an American-born,

Berlin-based Creative Commons activist. She

holds a BA in Critical Social Thought and

German Studies from Mount Holyoke

College, USA, where she wrote an honors

thesis on authorship, originality, and

American copyright law. Michelle grew up in

Heidelberg, Germany. She worked as the

international project manager for Creative

Commons from 2007 to 2011 and joined the

Mozilla Foundation as Global Event

Strategist in 2011. She is a founding member

of the Awesome Foundation Berlin.

mozilla.org | awesomefoundation.org

Supermarkt Media Fem Photo: Helena

Lingor @Supermarkt
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CHAPTER 46.

LOST IN BERLIN

Lost Lectures, Berlin

Thursday 4th April, 2013

I had high hopes of the Lost Lectures first

foray into Berlin and wished to be enchanted

as promised by the cleverly marketed event,

which bills itself as using “incredible secret

spaces that surprise, delight and bring the

imagination to life.”

Ready to be amazed and taken somewhere

completely out of the ordinary, the first

disappointment was the choice of location.

Stattbad Wedding, although a unique space,

is a well-known venue that Berliners attend,

usually for a much lower entrance fee. Sorry
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“lostlings”, while this may be incredible for

someone from out-of-town, a

decommissioned swimming pool regularly

used for events is far from our most “secret”

location – for anyone who lives here, it is

simply part of the local cultural scene. The

organisers need to dig a little deeper to find

a local venue that fulfils their marketing pitch

– in a city like Berlin it is not difficult to find

unique, hidden and really special venues that

aren’t traditionally used for events.

It was unfortunate that almost all the talks

were riddled with technical problems – in

part due to the location, as the audience was

far away and out of sight of the speakers, who

could sometimes hardly be heard over the

echoes from vast tiled surfaces. Technical

snafus ran the gamut from sound issues and

malfunctioning speaker microphones, to

speakers unable to hear audience questions,

information disappearing as the presenter

slides were not working and projections

being difficult to see due to the dull projector

and sight-line issues of the space.

The first half was underwhelming, three
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lectures were pitched to a basic introductory

level and lacking in the level of interest,

performative aspect or personal stories one

needs to be “delighted.” Covering familiar

topics (3D printing, fallen fruit maps and

open data) from the extensive range of talks

and events to which most people living in

Berlin have access on a regular basis. Taking

the event as one for people who would

alternatively be drinking at the pub or

watching TV, perhaps it has something more

to offer, but for someone already informed

about 3D printing, the fallen fruit maps and

open government & data movements, these

ideas were presented competently but

without anything special to “enchant”.

While the neuroscience lecture intrigued me,

I still didn’t quite get the shift in focus, which

was largely about flies and leeches, and it

seemed a stretch to extrapolate these to

human free will. One of my companions

disagreed, saying she actually found it very

interesting and liked the examples of fish and

insects to show the creativity, randomness

and unpredictability of nature, as well as free
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will, being crucial in natural selection and

evolution.

The PARKOUR team display was brilliant,

totally shifting the energy of the space and

using the empty swimming pool as their

jumping platform and diving board –

energising adrenaline rush throughout the

house. Their talk about how and why they do

this urban street sport was equally intriguing,

offering a sense of passion and humility,

striving only to better their own attempts

rather than competing with each other, and

always reaching to leap that next wall.

Julius von Bismark talks about whipping

nature and colouring pigeons

Julius von Bismarck talks about whipping nature and

colouring pigeons

The absolute highlights were Peaches and

“mystery guest X,” wildly inspiring Berlin

artist Julius von Bismarck. His activities as

artist in residence at CERN remain a mystery,

however he notably won the Prix Ars

Electronica in 2008 with his Image

Fulgurator, a wonderful and strange
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apparatus that looks like a camera, but

actually projects an image onto the object at

which it is pointed, a subtle intervention

which is only visible on the photo afterwards.

These range from “NO” projected over the

Pope, to the Mayor of Berlin, Klaus Wowereit

being ‘powered’ by “O2” at the opening of

“ART FORUM 2008” (02 World is a massive

development along the River Spree), Obama

having his lectern enhanced with an iconic

cross, and one the most confusing to the

tourists whose photos bore this strange

unexpected image, a Magritte inspired dove

fulguration on the Mao Zedong portrait at

Tiananmen Square in Beijing.

“At sacred or popular locations, or those having

a political connotation, an intervention with the

Fulgurator can be particularly effective. Especially

objects with a special aura or great symbolic power

are good targets for this kind of manipulation. It

is possible to have a lasting effect on those kinds

of individual moments and events that become

accessible to the masses only because they are

preserved photographically. In this context the

Fulgurator represents a manipulation of visual
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reality and so targets the very fabric of media

memory.”

juliusvonbismarck_punishmentI_lake

There was something unbearably hilarious

about watching his lanky form whipping

nature, with his brilliant “Punishment 1”

video. The artist is depicted wielding a long

whip and ‘punishing nature’ from calm Swiss

lakes to rocks, mountains and eventually

where nature fights back with a strong ocean

swell knocking him off his feet. His action

on Liberty Island resulted in being arrested

for carrying a weapon and his assistants for

participating in an unauthorised performance

– whipping the base of the Statue of Liberty.

Sadly most of that footage was lost –

confiscated by the representatives of said

“Lady of Liberty”, however there remain some

tourist videos and a short introduction to the

piece, before the cops arrived. Next project is

the somewhat odd coloured pigeons – look

out for the yellow pigeon in Kreuzberg. Julian

spoke very convincingly about how this

introduction of colour to the pigeon

population would allow people to focus on
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the sky and be aware of the city in a different

way.

Julius von Bismarck Punishment I (nature

fights back!)

Julius von Bismarck Punishment I (nature fights back!)

This strangeness and poetry in the subtlety of

his interventions is exactly what makes all of

these works so compelling. I find the title of

the work when searching for the link: “Some

pigeons are more equal than others”, which

adds another layer of politics to this

intelligent and thoughtful urban wildlife

intervention. It’s far easier to see the effect

with the documentation online than it was

during the talk as the projection was not clear

– the pink and blue pigeons flying over

Venice are especially gorgeous and

enchanting above the picturesque rooftops.

I’m still wondering if Nikolai Tesla and his

well documented romantic love for a pigeon

had anything to do with inspiring this piece?
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Julius von Bismarck "some pigeons are more

equal than others" Venice

Julius von Bismarck “some pigeons are more equal than

others” Venice

Finally, Peaches invited the audience to join

her in the pool, where she gave a very

personal and moving talk about her own

journey to creative self expression, from

teaching art in primary schools to dropping

acid and jamming with strangers to unleash

their freeform song writing. The forced

audience participation was a little

uncomfortable, as the vibe and energy never

reached the pitch where people actually

wanted to run down to wave their hands in

the air. Although it was necessary for her

performative talk this felt off kilter as a

demand, especially in the context of talking

about “creative freedom.” The moment when

Peaches threatened the people looking from

above to join in or she would accuse them

of “looking down on her,” fell completely flat,

particularly when intimating that this was a

form of being fearless, which detracted rather

glaringly from her stated ambition of

fostering creativity.
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Talking about naming herself after a line in

a Nina Simone song was a charming insight

into the process of developing her artist

persona, as she imagined Nina singing “Her

name is PEACHES” directly to her – not quite

the same as “Her name is… Merrill.” After

stripping off her excellent purple 80s sci-fi

inspired designer onesie to reveal gold

hotpants and donning a wild hot pink leather

frilled-lizard style top, she asked everyone to

raise their hands in support and walked out

onto the crowd singing an incredible aria and

directing the flow of hands to take her next

step. Although you’re definitely preaching to

the choir when telling an audience in Berlin

to “embrace your creative spirit, take risks

and become the person you can are meant to

be”, this was a magic performative moment of

connection and sent the audience out into the

night on a high note.

Overall, I am glad I went along for the

experience, not sure if I would go again… As

the location was not particularly “enchanting”

or magical, the sound was overridden by

echoing tiles, and the decor of mismatched

furniture much like any random corner
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Berlin bar, I was still impressed that the place

was packed – selling out 350 tickets at

€13-17 a pop, the organisers are clearly onto

something. Wondering what their magic

formula is – a mix of secret location, mystery

guest, celebrity, new-in-town and really good

PR? All of the lectures are generously

available online, so you watch for yourself

and decide if you want to make the effort next

time.

Peaches_Uberlincouk

Peaches – Photo uberlin

Note to the London-based team, while it’s a

great idea and clearly successful, please try

to do more local research into places and

speakers that are exciting for Berlin residents!

Admittedly we are spoiled with the plethora

of free or vastly more affordable talks,

lectures, workshops, conferences and

masterclasses on offer in Berlin on an almost

daily basis. However, when you are asking a

ticket price at over 17 euro, a much higher

level of content curation and event

production standards is needed if the Lost
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Lectures is to keep an audience for future

Berlin editions.

Jodi Rose

Thanks to Michelle O’Brien for thoughtful

comments & feedback, Leela Shanker for

documentation and the organisers, speakers and

audience for a thought-provoking evening.

Lost Lectures – Watch online

Julius von Bismarck

Image Fulgurator / Punishment I / Some

Pigeons are more equal than others

Prix Ars Electronica Collide@CERN Artist

Residency

Peaches

stattbad_audience_lost
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CHAPTER 47.

RVK 9 (REYKJAVÍK NINE) NOT

GUILTY!

Free the Reykjavík Nine

Three years after being charged with an

‘Attack on Parliament’, five of the nine people

protesting in the wake of Iceland’s economic

collapse have been acquitted, while the

remaining four received a suspended

sentence or fine. During mass street protests

to express outrage at the government’s part

in the financial crisis, the RVK 9 were picked

from a group of around 30 protesters

who attempted to enter the public gallery of

Iceland’s Parliament on 8th December 2008,

to read a declaration calling for the

resignation of the government. Only two

made it into the public House of Parliament,
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where they concisely summarized the text,

shouting: ‘Get the fuck out! This house no

longer serves its purpose!’

“Forty days later, in January 2009, mass

protests succeeded in ousting the right-wing

Social Democratic Conservative government

and forcing a new election. That was the first

time in Icelandic history that public protests

actually achieving something as dramatic. For

their part in the dramatic events of this

winter the nine protesters, who have since

been termed the Reykjavik Nine, are facing a

minimum sentence of one year in prison. The

maximum sentence is life in prison (in

practice 16 years).

Following the collapse of Iceland’s economy,

no criminal charges have been laid against

any of the bankers, financiers or government

officials accused of corruption, criminal

negligence and incompetence or other

financial misconduct detailed in the Althing

Special Investigation Commission report.

The first public prosecution related to the

2008 economic collapse are these nine

demonstrators – including anarchists and
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radical leftists.” From Support the Reykjavik

Nine – Against State repression in Iceland

In 2013, top executives were finally indicted

over market rigging and charges laid against

the bankers, and the former prime minister,

Geir Haarde (the only politician in the world

to face prosecution for his role in the 2008

financial crisis) was found guilty of failing to

hold emergency cabinet meetings during the

crisis, however he was cleared of more

serious charges. (The Guardian)

This extraordinary case is the subject of the

documentary GE9N which focuses on the

ludicrous nature of the charges through a

beautifully filmed series of interviews with

the demonstrators, and photographs taken by

a tenth demonstrator who was not charged.

The juxtaposition of his narrative explaining

the moments of ‘violence’ (none of which are

evident in the images), against the black and

white photographs serves to highlight the

absurdity of the case. There is one moment

where a demonstrator grips the thumb of the

Parliamentary security guard, and others

where one of the protestors attempts to climb
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the railing and is thrown back down the

stairs.

One of the protestors laughed that if he had

really intended to ‘Attack Parliament‘, he

would have brought weaponry and more

support.

Ge9n trailer (EN) from OK EDEN on Vimeo.

I attended the first continental European

screening of the film, at the Altes Finanzamt

in Berlin, where director Haukur Már

Helgason, cinematographer Miriam

Fassbender and Snorri, one of the nine

demonstrators took part in a public

discussion. I found this particularly

illuminating, as the choices made in the film

structure and narrative are highly deliberate,

and offered a fascinating glimpse into the

world of everyday society in Iceland. Public

opinion surrounding the case is voiced

throughout by an actor filmed in Ikea

showrooms, and his appearance as a ‘chubby

devil’ (according to one audience member)

provided an irritating yet balanced view to

the story. Giving these quotes from various
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bloggers and social commentary to an actor

was in part a response to the fact that no-

one interviewed on the street would actually

say what was being written online, however

I found it interesting to have the ‘other side’

and some quite extreme opinions about the

protestors represented in this way.

Each of the nine demonstrators are

interviewed in a site of production or capital

exchange – a supermarket delivery bay,

gigantic garbage heap, outside a building

construction site, near an unspecified factory,

on a fishing boat or on the beach under the

new Icelandic School of Business and

Economics. The locations read as if they are

the place of work for that person, however

this is not the case. The director spoke about

how he deliberately chose to show parts of

Icelandic society that are not the usual images

depicting the country as a magical landscape

of mountains and spiritual aspects. The

government and tourism industry spend

millions on promoting this idyllic picture of

Iceland, however as one of the demonstrators,

Snorri, pointed out in his response to the film,

during protests against the building of
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aluminium smelters in this pristine

landscape, people were threatened with arrest

and deportation on the grounds of being un-

Icelandic, despite their efforts to preserve

exactly the vision of Iceland which is sold to

the world.

Steinunn Gunnlaugsdóttir

This sense of a national identity is

particularly strong in Iceland, which had

granted only one asylum seeker residence in

the 20 years until 2009. The laws against

migration and the desire to maintain a ‘pure’

Icelandic society were discussed in relation to

American soldiers based there in the past, and

more recently with immigrant workers living

in cargo containers, who are kept highly
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separate from the rest of the population.

These film touches on these points,

which provides an entry into the debate

through provocative statements by some of

the interviewees, however the focus remains

on the details of the case rather than a wider

overall social context. By giving each person

a chance to express their views and

experiences, we enter a far more in-depth

understanding of the political and social

climate through these stories.

All of the speakers are extremely articulate,

talking about the nature of capital, freedom,

peace, justice and the limitations of the

political and state structures. There is a

wonderful sequence of people standing in the

various workplace locations and screaming,

which gives a moment of release to the

tension and becomes exquisitely humorous.

As noted by one of the audience, overall the

film has a light, even comedic touch, which

is certainly unusual in relation to the deeply

political and subversive subject matter. The

director explains that the film was rejected

by the national television broadcaster, who

deemed the imagery ‘too dark’, which seems
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ludicrous given the above comic moments.

Snorri mentions another film, commissioned

by the same state television in 1974 to

commemorate one thousand, one hundred

years of Iceland as a human settlement, and

which contained a similar vein of humour

and imagery depicting the reality of everyday

life. That earlier film was also banned, the

director apparently moving to Russia where

he drank himself to death, while his work

remained unseen for twenty years. Note from

Haukur: the 1974 film is called ‘Ern eftir aldri’

which means ‘Pretty sane given its age’ or

something like that – it’s used to moderately

praise old people who keep their wits. The

director is Magnús Jónsson.

The public in Iceland is yet to receive news

of the ‘Not Guilty’ verdict, as the ‘Protestors

Attack Parliament!’ made national news

headlines, however the eventual ruling three

years later has not been picked up by

mainstream media in the same way. The

information about the trail is of course

publicly available, and was reported by a live

blog from the courtroom. Helgason talks

about the national narrative and how there
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is a tendency for stories to fade out into a

kind of vague unknown, with no clear ending.

This will hopefully not become one of them,

as I’m sure that the film will be picked up

for distribution and along with the material

online about the case, become part of the

national identity. It was exciting to see

vibrant political action can have an impact,

even tangentially, and to be reminded of the

many protests and demonstrations I have

participated in over the years – no war for

oil, reclaim the streets, G8, save the south east

forests – where the outcome is never really

obvious and the political machinery of the

state rolls on regardless. Steinunn

Gunnlaugsdóttir, one of the RVK9 spoke

eloquently of her refusal to give any of her

labour to the state or to be used in order to

create capital.

I applaud this notion, although in practice it

can be hard to free yourself entirely from the

many facets of exploitation – both forces

operating externally and from within – in a

capitalist system.
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Andri ‘Sermon on the Mount’

In her keynote lecture at transmediale festival

last week, The Incompatible Public is

Occupied, Jodi Dean talked about the Occupy

movement from within, as “Hundreds of

thousands of people have recently responded

to capitalist dispossession by taking space,

occupying sites that, ostensibly open and

public, in the process of occupation are

revealed as closed to the many and belonging

to the few. As a tactic, occupation responds

to communicative capitalism’s ideology of

publicity. Communicative capitalism

announces the convergence of democracy

and capitalism in networked communication

technologies that promise access and equality,
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urge participation, and celebrate creative

engagement. Occupation accepts that

promise. The resulting disturbance – pepper

spray, riot gear, eviction – reveals the

incompatibility at communicative

capitalism’s heart.”

Noting that revolution does not happen at the

click of a button clicktivism is ruining leftist

activism – but through live bodies on the

streets, Dean rejects the promise and hope

of technology as a tool for change. Although

technology plays a vital part in connecting

and distributing the messages of various

movements for social change and revolution

– her ultimate message: “You can’t change the

world from behind a screen.”

I guess it’s time to put down the mouse and

take to the streets!
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CHAPTER 48.

EARZOOM FESTIVAL, LJUBLJANA

Ljubljana Delights

I’m delighted to be back in Ljubljana for the

EarZoom Festival! Arriving a few days early

to acclimatise and orient myself into the local

cultural scene, I stay at Hostel Print, a fifteen

minute walk from the centre of town through

the lovely Tivoli Park. The hostel is spacious,

clean and quiet, offering a well set-up kitchen

for self-catering, a selection of cooked

breakfast and helpful friendly staff. A nice

choice if you prefer not to be in the middle of

partying backpackers!

Cake and Shopping

I start by exploring the gorgeous old town
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with a stroll along the river, where you will

find antique bookstores, quirky gift shops

and indisputably the best cake shop in

Ljubljana. I had an absolutely sublime pear

creation at Kavarna Zvezda,14 Wolfova ulica

– look for the red star.

Slovenian designer fashion comes in some the

wildest and most inventive forms I have ever

seen.

Across the road from the cake shop, one of

these imaginative designers allows you to

wear their creations upside down and

backwards – ask for instructions. I fall

tragically in love with a beautiful fitted

metallic pink coat at the gorgeous Slovenian

designer clothes emporium Cliché. Next time

I’ll have to come back with a shopping

budget!

If clothes aren’t your thing, try Behemot

Židovska, an excellent book lover’s English-

language art and philosophy bookshop

around the corner. I find a copy of

contemporary Slovenian philosopher Mladen

Doler’s ‘A Voice and Nothing More’. Sadly,
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the bookstore has closed and is now a former

bookseller.

Ljubljana’s Antique Flea Market offers

antiques, art pieces and all kinds of bric-a-

brac of collectible or simply nostalgic value.

One of my favourite local flavours is the

Nonstop Mlekomat BTC Tržnici, in the

market square, an automated dispenser of

raw milk which has people queuing up at all

hours of the night, and plays a cute theme

song while the milk pours.

Music and glitch

The first evening I attend a concert by old

friend Luka Prinčič, performing in audio-

visual experimental series ‘Sound Explicit’ at

the Galerija Jakopič on Slovenska Cesta.

I arrive during the set-up and he sends me

to have a drink at the cool retro cafe next

door, with big windows ’so you can watch the

traffic go by’, and enjoy the excellent thick

pudding-like hot chocolate. His set of abstract

glitch is mesmerising! The ‘Blind Date’ Artist

book fair is hosted in the same space, and
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nearby Ljudmila Digital Media Lab supports

creative use of new technologies, with artists,

programmers and educators in a space that

also provides exploration of festivals, film,

video, books and music.

Alternative and underground concerts and

DJ’s play more dance-oriented music in clubs

like K4 run by the student association (a

national body responsible for large number of

venues) and check the impressive line-up at

Kino Šiška, Centre for Urban Culture which

offers film, dance and music including Blixa

Bargeld & Alvo Noto, Melodorom,

Universalove and Medeski Martin & Wood.

Tivoli Park and Contemporary Art

The following morning I am directed to relax

at the cafe by the lake, and so find myself

strolling through the Tivoli Park on a

beautiful sunny day, charmed by the public

lounge chairs set into the grass and beside the

water.

Walking through the tunnel beneath the

railway takes you up into the city itself.

Starting from here you pass the Moderna
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Galerija, the Slovene national institution for

modern and contemporary art including a

fabulous bookshop and the cafe that also

becomes part of the art projects.

Mestna Galerija Ljubljana, the City Art

Museum, looks at the Slovenian idiom ‘to

have butter on your head’ (which means

shady or dishonest) through visual, literal and

spatial interpretations. The gallery space is on

two floors, with a library and cafe/bar on

street level. Image and design lovers don’t

miss the Museum of Architecture and Design.

Cultural Histories

Pri Škofu restaurant on Rečna Cesta 8 is a

lovely outdoor setting with a rustic village

feel in Krakovo, the oldest Ljubljana suburb,

just along the river from the centre. The

seasonal menu is changed daily with

ingredients fresh from the central markets,

and you will be informed of the dishes by

friendly staff (the lunch special is excellent

value with soup, salad and dessert). Škof’s

famous homemade Njoki (gnocchi) comes

lavished in sauces of mushrooms (z jurčki),
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zucchini (z bučkami), arugula (z rukolo) or

gorgonzola (z gorgonzolo).

A chic place to mix refreshment and culture

is the Slovene Ethnographic Museum Cafe

SEM, which stays open late and is a popular

meeting place for the local intellectual, art

and design crowd. Next door is a chance to

study more contemporary ethnography at

Metelkova, the legendary ex-Yugoslav army

base now an autonomous cultural centre with

a plethora of alternative bars, galleries

(recommended: Alkatraz), clubs, artist studios

and Celica Hostel, where you sleep behind

bars. KUD Mreža, one of the cultural

associations in the centre, supports artistic

expression that challenges common

nonsense, interweaving creative strings of

artists and artisans with events from

improvised music workshop to urban art

projects, video production, studio asylum and

cd releases.

Underground, Romance and the Green Rabbit

Housed in a former chapel building, Kapelica

Gallery is a place of ‘virtual interactions
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between artist, audience and idea’. Head

downstairs for a wonderful collection of

antique computers, including a working

game of Tetris and Slovenian made machines.

The organisation offers a range of electronics,

programming and open source workshops,

supports production of new media art works

and hosts a range of alternative film

screenings including local amateur features,

horror, sci-fi and fan films like the Hunt for

Gollum.

Originating in Ljubljana’s radical student

movement of 1968, Škuc, Stari Trg 21, is one

of the key supporters and promoters of

alternative culture since late 1970s and in the

1980s. Today the organisation aims to

support young and promising artists by

including them in the cultural sphere and

offers creative spare-time activities for young

people. Gallery, performance venue and

library with a program including visual arts,

film, music, publishing, civil rights,

information, counselling, theatre and

festivals.

If you’d like to finish on a high note, head
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straight to the top of the Nebotičnik

Skyscraper Bar and take in the views along

with a cocktail. When built it was the tallest

building in the Balkans (in 1933) and while

the 12th floor is not so spectacular in modern

times, the Art Deco style and atmosphere

remain gorgeous. Expect to be surrounded by

glamorous and well-dressed young

Slovenians on a night out. I (still) feel

Slovenia!

Friday January 21, 2011
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CHAPTER 49.

OFF-BEAT VILNIUS

History, Shoes and Food

My tour of Vilnius starts at the Panorama

Hotel, where the bus arrives from Kaunas

Airport and ferries in passengers on Ryanair

flights. A friend drives the short distance to

Downtown Market Guesthouse, with

charming market themed animal, flea market

or flower rooms, whose hosts bring you

breakfast in bed. Located just past the Gates

of Dawn, where you can find a bizarre

museum featuring the Last Supper in wax

figures.

We walk down the hill into the old town,

along the park where a fleamarket is held on

Sunday mornings, past the music library
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where my friend performed on the stairs with

his band back in the day, and Jaunimo Youth

Theatre. My first taste of Lithuanian cooking

is the chicken potato pancakes in rock’n’roll

Bix Bar, which I’m happy to recommend!

Another local dish is delicious white

cheese with spices, best enjoyed with beer, or

a sweet version baked with honey.

My personal guide takes me on a meandering

route, determined by important kicker

(foosball) bars, past and present, along the

edge of Užupis (Artist’s Republic), across

Fluxus Bridge past the former youth park –

now SereikiškiÅ³ Park. He tells me the stories

of the church. Napoleon wanted to take home

in the palm of his hand, the statue of Adomas

Bernardas MickeviÄ?ius, famous Lithuanian

poet – claimed as a national poet by Poland –

and three crosses up on the hill, which have a

surprisingly relevant presence even today, as

noted the theatre posters we find along this

route.

Since his interest in monuments and old

buildings is equal to mine (which is to say

hardly any, as regular readers may know, I
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prefer to learn more about local personal

history than the official version), we eschew

actually going to any of these historic places.

Although he does tell me the legend of the

guy on the statue, Grand Duke Gedimina

(1316-1341), who founded Vilnius based on a

dream. Legend goes that he heard a lone iron

wolf howling in a dream, which sounded like

hundreds of wolves bellowing in unison. He

summoned the High Priest to interpret and

decided this was an auspicious place to build

the city.

There’s a “miracle stone” in front of the

cathedral where legend has it you spin three

times and make a wish. I think you’re meant

to be barefoot and I’m not sure in which

direction, but guessing clockwise as usual in

pagan rituals. Lithuania has a strong pagan

tradition, being the last country in Europe to

become Christianised, with many associated

contemporary feasts and festivals. In

Lithuanian mythology, the Moon is

masculine and receives prayers for healing,

while the Sun is the feminine SaulÄ—, one

of the most powerful goddesses, she provides

the warmth of nature and fertility. The word
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for “world” is “pasaulis,” translated as “under

the sun”.

Wandering along Gediminas Avenue, the

main axis through town, we head up Vilnius

Avenue and stop for refreshment at the White

Elephant Cafe – very cosy and home to a fine

variety of tea, chai and Indian inspired

vegetarian food – past the famous Lithuanian

boys choir and music school, and the V2

Concept Store which stocks an excellent

range of Hunter gumboots and beautiful

sweet smelling Melissa rubber shoes,

including the Vivienne Westwood collection.

Next door is the Centre for Contemporary

Art where we indulge my nostalgia for the

tasty deep fried black bread with garlic and

a local beer. My favourite dining experience

is Jalta, where the delicious regional menu is

elegantly presented on the covers of old

records, and the atmosphere of faded

glamour perfectly matches the slow food

philosophy, offering recipes for preserved

apples and caramel.
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Fluxus, Art & Games

Vilnius is the birthplace of Fluxus founder

George Maciunas, and the city has a lively

history of philosophical debate and playful

interrogation of the established hierarchies of

culture and art, in the spirit of Fluxus: ‘all

life is art’. That explains the references, from

CAC’s Fluxus Cabinet, to the cultural centre

and studios in a squatted ex-government

building aka Fluxus Ministry, and the Fluxus

Bridge, where the sign ‘Art in Space and Space

in Art’ offers a moment of esoteric

contemplation on my initial journey of

discovery through the city.

Next day I have an appointment with

Vytautas, Artistic Director of Nida Art

Colony who gives me a guided tour of the

Vilnius Art Academy, housed in a sprawling

complex of ancient buildings next to the

monks still in charge of the famed

Napoleonic-lusted after church. Highlight of

the tour is lunch at the spectacularly beautiful

vaulted ceiling canteen. Artist Isabella

Rozendaal has a book about Vilnius canteens,

you can join the tour for lunch in a different
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canteen every Thursday. We check out the

new building of the Academy across the road,

their gallery presenting the painting prize

exhibition, and visit the film and media

department where the rooms have panoramic

views of the city and brand new equipment.

Another colleague, Rasa takes me for

afternoon tea at the Shakespeare Hotel, where

the bar features overstuffed armchairs along

with decadent cakes and whisky.

The evening includes a trip to Briusly (Bruce

Lee, Islandijos 4) club for experimental

Lithuanian poetry and avant-garde night as

part of Tarp Festival. The sonic experiments

drift into territory closer to minimal techno

than the abstract sound I’m used to hearing

in this context, one group mixing theremin,

didgeridoo and techno beats. A night visit to

the bridge my friend has found for me over

the River Neris leading to Vingis Park, in

order to hear the intriguing sound of the

cables. One day I may be lucky enough to

find a Lithuanian husband, as traditional calls

for the man to carry his bride over a bridge,

symbolising the start of their new life

together!
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The night ends with a visit to Play Club for

a few games of kicker, which I’ve find myself

enjoying with a beginners enthusiasm! The

vibe of this seriously cool indie bar is low

key and friendly, and when the music kicks in

there’s likely to be some dancing going on.

Cemetery & TV Tower

The weekend features a trip to romantically

crumbling Bernardinu Cemetery, along the

Vilnia River from Uzupis, where Movilas

talks me through his virtual cemetery,

lastsleep his equally romantic and elegant

burial site for anything or anyone you’d like

to remember or forget.

Our next destination is the TV Tower, which

I find strangely and inexplicably beautiful, a

minimalist concrete column reaching

elegantly into the sky, with a magnificent

view from the Milky Way cafe. The tallest

structure in Lithuania, the tower played a

significant role in regaining independence

from the former Soviet Union during the

Singing Revolution, linking arms and singing

in the face of tanks and bullets. My friend
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tells me that he, aged 8, and his grandmother

joined the thousands of people who held the

line here in the 1991 blockade against Soviet

troops and tanks. She was there earlier on

the day in which 13 unarmed civilians were

killed and 600 injured, as the courageous

Lithuanian citizens linked arms and sang to

defend national independence and oppose

Soviet military seizure of the tower. There is a

small museum on the ground floor dedicated

to the January 1991 battle, with striking

images of the tanks surrounding the tower

and damage to the controls, while outside

memorials indicate places where Lithuanian

citizens died.

Contemporary Art & Underground

Next day I visit the exhibition of recent

Lithuanian Contemporary Art from the past

ten years at the CAC. The show provides a

comprehensive overview of work presented

through a selection of intelligent categories,

from documentary to institutional critique,

fictions and other realities. The activities of

the Pro-Test Lab offer an intriguing entry to

local politically engaged art practices, as do
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the Kultflux, a nostalgic history of Baltic sea

resorts is presented in view finders, a

collection of stolen soap is another small relic

of the passing of time, while video

documentation of people dancing in the

street to impromptu radio makes me smile.

I take a long walk across the river to the

National Gallery, with an overview of

Contemporary Lithuanian Film and Video

Art. The buildings along this side of town are

the Wall Street of Vilnius, a strange

architectural mix from dilapidated and

crumbling houses to the sparkling skyscraper

of a bank and the unfinished office block that

curves into the air with eerie holes open to

the sky. Following Tautvydas’s directions on

the bus through town to find the decrepit

cable factory Kablyje, where art festival,

Absurdo Meno Dienos BaigÄ—si absurd art

days are ended features a memorable video

work juxtaposing four different funerals,

including one voodoo dace and the far more

solemn cortege to the final resting place of

Princess Diana. A lovely girl offers me a cup

of tea, brewed with fresh Lithuanian herbs,

which helps against the damp and chill air,
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then we head down the road to the Snekutis

bar, famous for locally brewed beer (Sv.

Stepono g. 8). After that it’s party time at the

art academy sculpture studio with Jurij’s

Moldovan beats!

February 14, 2011
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CHAPTER 50.

ERROR MASTER SUITE

Culture Factory Polymer

Error Collective

Error Collective Master Suite welcomes you!

Ever wondered how you would survive in a

post-apocalyptic world?

A stay in the Master Suite at Polymer Culture

Factory in Tallinn is your chance to find out.

Billed by as an “authentic artist experience”

with post-Soviet overtones, Error Collective

want to create a social-cultural laboratory

that gives non-artists an insight into the kind

of experiences lived by those of us who

dedicate our lives to following the muse down
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whatever strange unforeseen paths she may

lead us.

My time in the Master Suite fell into a grey

area between the artist residency program

and the fully catered cultural tourist

experience. Guests can expect to pay around

€1500 Euros for four nights, in which case

Error are able to provide all of the food,

drinks and pay people to offer tours and other

programs. As I was more of an artist resident

(paying electric bills, rent in lieu via this

article), producing work and staying for

almost a month, this tourist experience was

not offered, as the hosts felt I didn’t need it

since I know how to operate among artists

and was there on a different time scale.

However, a taste of that hospitality program

and tour early in my stay would have allowed

me to engage more deeply with the local

context and this could have been an entirely

different story.

Error Collective installing double window for

comfort & warmth

The Master Suite is built entirely with
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recycled materials, mostly found on-site and

offers a single bed accommodation in a

heated room with windows looking down

into the larger social area. Error Collective

have expended much time and effort in

creating the small sleeping room loft, which

is decidedly cosier than many of the other

spaces and their self-built “rocket-stove” and

very hot sauna are deservedly legendary in

these circles. We had a memorable feast of

pancakes including Justin’s Baltic Elvis

Special (filled with peanut butter and refried),

if you have to survive in a world with no

electricity and few supplies, this is the place.

The double glazed window fit-out was in

progress when I arrived, keeping more of the

warmth inside, while the library construction

took place for most of the time I stayed,

making a secret hideaway with hidden

bookshelves for the door. Both of these

undertakings ultimately improve the space

overall, however the promise of a studio in

which to write for me proved incompatible

with the Error boys zealous wielding of

power tools and constant stream of innuendo,

as even with ironic intent, the macho double-

talk still grated on my nerves as much as the
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noise and dust. Their catchphrase for an

entire day: “Error got wood” (American slang

originating in the porn industry, “got wood”

means to have an erection). The cowboy ethos

is a large part of the Polymer culture, the fact

that no-one is going to tell you what not to

do, the freedom to build entirely without

permits or plans, which allows a variety of

construction activities to flourish

unhindered. This is part of the Error art

production, and their dedication to creating

and producing work is definitely inspiring,

even if this conflicted with the needs for my

own writing/creative practice on a day-to-

day basis.

Those with a taste for nostalgia will enjoy the

authentic Soviet wallpapers, from a stash

found in the back workshop and the fabulous

Polymer Toy Museum housed in custom-

built shelves made by Ernest during my stay,

with the collection of strange and wonderful

plush toys made on the premises. There is a

magical rooftop garden across the way, and

the Polymer factory also incorporates various

gallery, theatre and concert stages, a video

games room and the highlight for me, a
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Soviet-Era Printing Press. I was thrilled to

be able to learn how to select and arrange

the beautiful antique Russian fonts to create

a typographical poster and series of cards.

Watching Luda, the Mistress of the Press

assemble the layout and run the machines was

a kind of dada performance art in itself, and

I will always be glad I had the chance to

experience and create work in this UNESCO

Cultural heritage site. One of the long term

resident artists, Mai Soot made all the

arrangements and negotiations for me, and

was able to assist in the translation of my text

into Estonian and Russian.

"I've heard the bridges singing!" printed in

Russian & Estonian

The Ilus Salong “Beauty Salon” in which

Master Suite is located functions mostly as

a social space for the extended community

associated with Polymer, so you can also

expect to host drop-ins by people who are

used to coming here for entertainment or just

to hang out. Look out for nocturnal visits by

the Ivan, who scares everyone a little at first,

however he is reputedly the maintenance guy
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and lives on a mysterious floor above. There

are a few gems hidden in the midst of these

impromptu gatherings, and I was delighted

to be invited over with Ernest for evening

porridge by Maxim and the Russian hippies

who were incredibly charming and gave me

the warmest welcome of my time at Polymer,

which led to another invitation for their

drumming circle. Sadly I couldn’t attend this

in the end, due to a conflict with the social

outing organised by one of my hosts during

the two weeks I was there, dinner at a local

cafe and a party at Ptarmigan. I was taken

on a walk to the supermarket and tour of the

Polymer factory, and Sandra Jogeva invited us

to the first year birthday party of a local queer

space, and I ended up taking the initiative to

show myself around Tallinn as the midnight

tour never eventuated. One of the other

artists and I both wanted to light the sauna,

but as there was a limited supply of wood,

Error Collective decided to conserve the

energy as a practical consideration, and so it

was held when another visitor arrived, to

make the most of the effort and resources

available. Päivi turned out to be a wonderful

person and new friend, however I would still
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suggest making some effort at the start to

introduce a new visiting artist, colleague or

potential cultural tourist in order to help

make them feel at home or welcome,

especially when they are paying for the

privilege of being there.

Finally after ten days by special request,

Ernest gave me a similar tour as offered to

visiting friends and family (Teleskivi, Baalti

Jaam, the diner, Humana, etc.) We walked

around the famed Baalti Jam market and

nearby F-Hone Factory cultural space, which

has a weekly fleamarket, photo gallery,

vintage store and excellent cosy bar/cafe with

great food. This complex is livelier than

Polymer, with the investment in renovation

and social space both evident, and the F Hone

cafe was my favourite hang out, the mix of

creative and local people giving a friendly

warm vibe. Audiences for the style of

underground and alternative visual and

performance art found at Polymer can be

small in any city, and the trendy

neighbourhood and business at F Hone offer

immediate access to a wider public. The

Russian recycled furniture factory and car
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detailing businesses around Polymer are not

so conducive to bringing in the bright young

things. There are plenty of events happening

around the community at Polymer, but you

will have to work to find them, as there is

no program information easily accessible to a

visitor.

Notable art luminaries lurk in the dark

alleyways and on the board of the

organisation, although there is no guarantee

you will meet Sandra, a brash and hilarious

feminist hardline artist & activist, or Raoul

Kurviz, famous artist and Estonia’s answer to

Nick Cave – look for his tall lanky figure in

the night shadows. Talking with him about

the album he had just made, of love ballads

and confounded bridges was a highlight, in

his extraordinary cavern lined with antique

books, music, stacks of his psychedelic

paintings and other curios.

View from the Ilus Salong

Everything’s a little bit punk at Polymer, from

the black mould and lead paint on the walls to

the absence of light in the toilet and asbestos
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known to be riddled throughout the building,

and the artists living there are no exception.

Apparently the visiting artist is expected to

host their own introduction to the

community, as a form of exchange, however

this was not clearly communicated except in

a rather brash and demanding way. Despite

the lauded value of the “community,” this very

much depends on being able to make your

own contacts and find ways to connect with

the people there, as it is not well facilitated

by the organisation. If you’re lucky enough

to have your stay coincide with some event,

activity or festival then you will be swept up

into whatever is going on around you,

otherwise it can be a spooky and lonely place.

One of the artists who arrived after me left

two weeks early, after making a striking

series of photographs around the factory, she

felt isolated and ill at ease there, with her only

social interaction due to a festival that she

participated in which took place after I left.

The Japanese artist learning traditional

Estonian metal techniques showed me an

incredible hand-beaten metal knife he had

made, he mostly looked a little lost but
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seemed happy to drift in late at night and

return to the art school to work all day, so I

guess whether the space will work for you or

not ultimately depends on your needs.

Despite my adaptability and best efforts to

integrate my work into the circumstances,

Polymer did not work well for me as a

creative space, and one of my hosts expressed

his observation of my practice in a way that

was intended to be helpful but had the

opposite effect. As you can tell my stay was

not one of unmitigated joy and this mutual

disappointment is maybe due to the

incompatibilities of expectation and working

practices. However I did attempt to connect

with the people I came in contact with, and to

work using the materials that came my way,

as it was impossible for me to write in the

space I was offered, taken over as it was by

construction noise, dust, debris and extended

community visits. The French Knit Helsinki

installation documented was a site specific

response to the array of bric-a-brac which

could be found, with an orange hat &

mannequin head from the costume artist

letting go of her collection, and throw-away
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labels from Justin. I was attempting to infuse

my own take on the surroundings with a little

humour, and although there may have been

light moments, the experience was mostly

depressing. The crucifixion of Santa took

place while I was there, and despite a long

conversation with the organiser, I am still not

entirely sure why the big guy in red had to

be sacrificed. We drank the wine and talked

about capitalism, religion and advertising

then enjoyed the large sauna built as an art

project from recycled windows, in the

exhibition hall outside the Master Suite.

"French Knit Tiklas" Context responsive

installation with found materials, Jodi Rose

Doing my own self-guided tour of Tallinn

brought me mostly into contact with the

tourist information and slightly kitsch

overplayed medieval village aspect of the old

town, until I got to visit Ptarmigan, another

artist run culture space below the Canadian

Embassy. Sign up for one of Justin’s “Fake it

til You Make it” or other workshops to learn

new skills or attend concerts and

experimental sound events run by Ptarmigan.
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Seeing the tourist spectacle in action with a

medieval knight tour outside one evening, I

realised that the absolute uniqueness of

Polymer is the access it gives you to an

extremely underground and alternative side

of the city, that most tourists and visitors will

never see. This in itself is a valuable

experience, and although the challenges of

living in the space and always pissing in the

dark were too much for my delicate

sensibilities, perhaps you are made of tougher

stuff. So, if you want to test your survival

techniques and creative mettle in this

hardcore environment, book now!

Thanks to Error Collective for their

hospitality and all the artists & visitors at

Polymer for making it such a wild &

intriguing place.

Jodi Rose

Error Collective

Kultuuritehas Polymer

Culture Factory Polymer AIR
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Art Container

Letterpress Trykikoda Printshop

Mai Sööt

Sandra Jõgeva

Päivi Raivio

Raoul Kurvitz Kumu Art Museum

Raoul Kurvitz Darkness Darkness

Kultuuritehas Polymer

Tallinn, Estonia

Autumn 2012
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CHAPTER 51.

SADO OPERA!

FALL IN LOVE WITH SADO OPERA!

“THE ELECTRO-PUNK RUSSIANS ARE

COMING!”

Whatever these words conjure up in your

imagination, I can assure you the reality is

even more fabulous. All they want is your

pleasure – and a little bit of pain… you can

try to resist all you like, but ultimately you

will succumb to the force and magic of their

charms.

“We love you. We must be together!”

I always secretly wanted to be a cabaret singer

– 30s Paris, 20s Berlin – and having just

decided to commit myself to being more open
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to decadent pleasures and dedicated to trying

new experiences on my return to Berlin – the

capital of modern day licentious behaviour,

when I am presented with the unexpected

opportunity to do just that.

The trio of travellers I am idly watching at

Helsinki airport as they check-in before me

has something strangely alluring about them

– so I keep sneaking glances as we wait to

board the plane, and then again while

disembarking. A kind of vaudeville style that

makes me want to run away with them or at

least find out who they are. I wonder again to

myself as I wait for my luggage, “Who are you

people?”

I summon up my courage at the last minute,

take a deep breath, and walk up as they are

met by their friend outside the gates. “Hi,

excuse me, are you doing a show?” I ask, and

when they smile and confirm “yes”, I

continue: “do you have any fliers?”. So I find

myself at 4am in an underground Berlin club,

chanting “SADO OPERA!” along with their

fans. The gig is somewhat outside my usual

range of experimental music and sound art,
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so I’m glad that I did follow that impulse to

say hello, or I would never know who they

were, and I wouldn’t have missed

experiencing SADO OPERA for the world.

SADO OPERA

They start with a bang, “Fire on the dance

floor, fire at the taco bell – danger! Danger!

High Voltage! When we touch, when we

kiss”… and I am transfixed. High energy

doesn’t even begin to describe the feeling of

their show – I am electrified from the very

first song, following a brilliant cinematic

trailer build-up which could fill a stadium

with fans screaming their name “SADO

OPERA!” in a booming voice from the

brilliant drummer/musical maestro the

Android. Their comic magic and hardcore

antics only get more intense and wild from

here, with glitter hearts and a driving beat,

melding into the beautifully debauched

cabaret that is SADO OPERA live as the

indefatigable presence of Herr Oberst (the

Colonel) and the debauched antics of Magic

Doll, Psycho Rabbit and Pierrot the Trickster

drive the crowd into a frenzy. It’s four in the
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morning in an underground Berlin club, and

the audience is high on pure adulation and

adrenaline. The truly dynamic energy with

which they attacked their original material is

well matched by the exorbitant streams of

glitter hearts and shiny confetti that were

nearly constantly exploded onto the now-

manic audience crowded into the

Naherholung Sternchen in Berlin Mitte,

behind the Rathaus and Kino International.

SADO OPERA HERR OBERST & MAGIC

DOLL

I am blown away by the ability of these five

electro punk Russians to raise the energy of

the room and create a sense of sheer

spectacleusing their original music, magic

dust, stage presence – and a LOT of glitter!

– that will translate easily from the Tal Der

Verwirrung party to a stadium filled with

thousands of screaming fans. Their free

spirits and philosophy of “aggressive

hedonism” – enhancing pleasure and love

with sexual freedom – are evident in their

style and the way they engage with the crowd,

bringing a light-hearted feeling to some edgy
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material, with songs touching on different

aspects of sexuality.

The tongue-in-cheek comic magic tricks are

ludicrous, however this is truly overcome by

the sheer conviction with which they are

performed – “Russian Magic, ladies and

gentlemen! Magic! Magic!” but I leave you to

discover the details yourself, when you will

no doubt find your destiny as you are drawn

to the love vibes emitted by SADO OPERA

across the globe. I look forward to seeing

SADO OPERA taking over the stage again to

blow you away with their decadent

spectacular.

Sado Opera at Tal Der Verwirrung from

Jannis Mayr on Vimeo.

“Magic powder” and “sexually enhanced”

pleasure candies may have contributed to the

overall effect, but the main impact of the

show, which kept me transfixed throughout

was entirely due to the artistry, good humour,

purely decadent generosity and presence with

which these remarkable performers grabbed

our hearts and exploded them into a thousand
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glittering pieces with their debauched love

bombs… I for one, will never be the same

again, for which I am profoundly thankful!

SADO OPERA are given over to decadence

and sensual indulgence and they want to help

you, with the promise to change all that for

anyone brave enough to take their magic

trip… The show has a light touch, which

combines humour, obscenity and absurdity,

as evidenced in the upbeat chorus chant: “Be

Obscene!” their tongue in cheek cover of

Marilyn Manson’s song “mOBSCENE.”

The more hardcore aspects are conducted

with a touch of gentility – aggressive but with

elegance, as Herr Oberst describes. During

their show, an over excited fan sprays his beer

over the performers and is fiercely

admonished by the row of enthusiastic

devoted female fans in the front row. This

reinforces the underlying message, if there is

one beyond “pure decadence and

debauchery!” that is: Yes! be sexually

depraved and be outrageous, be obscene but

do it with charm, do it with style, do it with

wit, respect, intelligence and elegance.
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SADO OPERA LIVE!

As the group comes from St Petersburg, I am

intrigued by the sense of truly subversive

energy that is intimately bound into their

aura of decadence, which has an edge beyond

most of the alternative cabaret I’ve seen, and

want to know more about their perspective

on living and working in Russia, so arrange

to meet where they promise to satisfy my

curiosity.

When I interview Herr Oberst (the Colonel)

and Magic Doll, despite their claim to have

given me the special pleasure candies, it truly

doesn’t take any magic to fall completely

under the spell of these utterly charming,

delightfully articulate, debauched and

enchanting characters. Their unique blend of

absurdity, joyful sexuality and outrageous

flirtation continues off-stage as we delve into

the questions I have about what the

intentions behind their “act” and the message

of freedom to express yourself with pleasure

and love that they wish to share with people

everywhere.
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We start our conversation naked – as people’s

inhibitions fall away with their clothes simply

on being in the same room… They promise to

demonstrate their philosophy of “aggressive

hedonism” with me after the interview. I

comment that my friend who came to the

show was too scared to eat the candy, he

really thought it would have some serious

effect on him.

The Colonel replies: “Smart of him! Did he eat

it in the end, though? NO. But this is typical

for the human psyche to be afraid of the

pleasure you can get. We are like doctors, we

are helping people to fight with these

psychological blocks in their mind, and not to

be afraid of the highest pleasure they can get

– we are trying to teach… and this is partly

one of the messages of our show. For

example, like anal sex – a lot of young girls are

afraid of this, some boys are afraid of this –

but in the end if they find the proper teacher,

they discover the real art of pleasure. Not in

this primitive penis vagina sex which is just

typical for animals, or for people who don’t

really want to think…”
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And so we dive straight into the deep end

with my first question eliciting a panegyric to

the joys of anal sex. Much like the Ancient

Greeks, Sado Opera truly believe this holds

the key to a heightened experience of sexual

pleasure in its deepest and most spiritual

form. I didn’t even have a religious education

and yet I still seem to have absorbed the guilt

about pleasure and mythology that our

culture surrounds sex with shame and sin,

and haven’t entirely broken free of these

constrictions. Maybe Sado Opera can help…

I ask if Berlin is more or less hedonistic than

St Petersburg, and the Colonel replies: “Yes,

definitely Berlin is a more hedonistic city

than St Petersburg, and many other cities in

the world. It is easier to help people in Berlin

than to help people in St Petersburg, that’s

what I can say – but at the same time we are

still going to continue working with people

in Russia as well, because who else can help

them if not us?”

SADO OPERA - WILD
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Apparently you are the only electro punk

cabaret in St Petersburg? Is this true?

“It looks like at least – we were trying to find

some colleagues, but we never saw them.

Maybe they were hiding somewhere because

of the high level of homophobia and

xenophobia and other phobias,” Magic Doll

interrupts “magic phobia,” the Colonel

continues “and love phobia, which is very

common in Russia. The love phobia is one of

the main problems of people now.”

Really? The fear of love.. and during the set

you also say that in Russia this song is illegal,

and there was a lot of protest recently about

homosexual rights in Russia. Is it legal or

illegal to be homosexual in Russia?

C: “It is illegal to be homosexual in Russia.

Illegal to be sexual, illegal to be lovable, illegal

to be yourself – that is why people really are

forced to pretend and they are filled with

tension, on every step. And we really love

people, that is why we feel responsibility to

help them and to save them from all this shit.”
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Magic Doll: “Yes, but Russia is a great

country. Please, when you have time visit the

Red Square, (Colonel: “and get naked there”)

you’re going to see Lenin, that’s the guy who

made the revolution, that’s fun, and you can

see the parade of the big military Russian

forces, and this “Big Ben” at the red square,

and a lot of police guys…

Colonel: “Police, police is everywhere, that’s

what Russia is famous for! Men in uniform

everywhere, but they are very tensioned and

unfortunately they don’t let themselves

explore and be themselves again. That is why

they feel very nervous when they see us,

unfortunately we sometimes even had not a

nice cases happening with the Russian police

– because they probably feel that they want to

embrace, lick us, kiss us and give their bodies

to us for us to do something to them – but

they are afraid of that.. we understand that,

we forgive them, and we wish them only

happiness…” Magic Doll: “and love!”

That’s so beautiful, I can feel the love in the

room. It seems that you’re coming from quite

a serious social-political context, and you’re
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like, bursting with energy and life and you’re

really pushing something that is not at all

hard or heavy but just beautiful and exploding

with excitement and joy – and I was

wondering if you could tell me a little bit

about this and where you’re coming from?

C: Well it’s a very long story, because it starts

in 1772, when the Marquis de Sade and his

servants just hired four prostitutes in

Marseille for a big orgy. They were feeding

them with the sexual stimulating candies

which we are usually feeding everybody – so

anyway, we are the descendants of the

Marquis de Sade and his servants, or these

four prostitutes –

JR: You’re the direct descendants of the

Marquis de Sade?

C: Not the direct descendants, but maybe of

his servants – it also was connected with

these four prostitutes

MD: But for sure, yes – my grandma she was

a prostitute, I’m not ashamed of that

C: We hope that at least one drop of the
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Marquis de Sade was in each of us . Maybe

even more. Anyway, what is special about this

story is that Marquis de Sade never had any

vagina contact with women – like all of us

– he only liked them, how is it – more

appropriate to say on this radio interview? In

the ass! That is why all these prostitutes, got

pregnant – through the ass, which is possible.

JR: Now you’re really stretching my

credibility…

MD: Not only pregnant through the ass but

also giving birth through the ass, which is

proved in the documents, and actually the

first case in history when children were born

through the ass…

C: But anyway, in returning to this birth from

the ass – you can also see it in some of our

shows. We have a magic trick, in German we

call it arsch-geboren-kinder – we didn’t do it

this time – it is a very special trick.

I have to speak a little about the characters

of our show – Magic Doll is definitely the

one who is responsible for all magic in the
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show. I am the Colonel, I am responsible for

all military stuff, for fame, power,

commanding – everything I like. We also have

the Psycho Rabbit, Frau aus Moskau, we have

the little Pierrot the Trickster, and he is

responsible for all trickster stuff.” Magic Doll:

“I don’t know if you noticed, he is always

trying to spoil the show?”

Surely you need some trickster element to

keep you on your toes, otherwise you’d all be

all loved up all the time?

“Yes definitely, and there is Android, the

drummer and the sound engineer – who is

German. And we only have German sound

engineers and German drummers because

they are so attentive, much more attentive

than Russians.”

I don’t know if this is like, a stereotype, I have

this image of Russians as being very wild and

free-spirited, a little bit chaotic, a little bit

intense, prone to, like drama and poetry and

passion…

“It is true. This stereotype is true. Well,
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actually, this is a funny thing, because we once

had this question in the interview, about

stereotypes – but we just had to admit that

almost all stereotypes about Russia are true,

in the world… I mean, not really extreme

ones like bears on the street, but I think in

some places really it happens, at least wolves

are coming and stealing dogs in the

wintertime.. but the stereotype that Russian

men are aggressive, drinking too much, that

they are not polite, that they don’t respect

your privacy and women are really highly

discriminated – this is all true.

The thing about free spirit, is probably also

true but we don’t really notice it in the

majority. It is probably lying deep in the

Russian mentality, and if you discover it

maybe Russians are – more open to the

possibilities of spiritual development than a

lot of Western people – I am certainly talking

about the majority, But they don’t really

notice it often, unfortunately, but we are

trying to do this…”

This is really part of your mission, to release

this freedom in everyone?
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Colonel: “Yes, yes sure! And as well, to take

the best details from all these things which I

just described, but sometimes it is good to be

a little bit aggressive, but just a little bit – to

stay elegant, and female discrimination is also

sweet…”

Magic Doll: “Yes, but for sure, we are proud

of representing Russia and being a part of

Russian culture in a way, because if you close

your eyes and try not to mention all the really

bad and hard things which are happening –

for sure we are proud of Russian literature

and cultural background”

Colonel: “and I am proud of the Russian

military force, you know, those big rockets

and guns… ooooh” Magic Doll: “and actually

when you look on the map and you see how

big is Russia, that’s really impressive”

JR: So how did you two spawn of the Marquis

de Sade end up in St Petersburg? How were

you brought together? Was it on the streets of

St Petersburg, was it in a lion’s den, at your

mother’s breast?
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Magic Doll: “Destiny”

Colonel: “Yes, destiny brought us together”

MD: “and how did you meet Maestro and me

and psycho rabbit”

C: “I don’t remember, I think that it was in

the church, maybe traveling, I don’t really

remember it was such a long time ago. You

know we are all very spiritual? We are Pagans,

we don’t really belong to any official religion,

but we really respect all the temples, all the

magic rituals – we really like the magic

rituals.”

MD: “So when I was studying at the magic

school and I got a course of prediction, and

I predicted myself a big orgy, where I gonna

meet three strange people who are also not

the same like regular humans, and I predicted

it to myself, and I came to this place which

I saw in my crystal ball, and they really were

there and waiting for me – and of course we

had some sexually stimulating candies which

I also learned to cook, in this magic school,

and then, when the orgy was already in
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progress, I suddenly realised that they are all

my very close relatives, who I never saw

before, but they have the special sign on the

body, which we all have, all the descendants of

Marquis…”

C: “Which you can see now, Jodi!”

MD: “Our grandmothers put this sign on each

of us so that we could find ourselves in the

world – so that we can recognise each other”

JR: “I have a magic circle, just here – is this the

sign?”

C: “A magic circle, oh my god, we found a new

sister! Certainly.”

MD: “But it’s not only the magic circle that…”

You reminded me of something, in your spiel,

on the internet – you say that you will tell my

fortune and you will heal my broken heart,

and I’d quite like to have my fortune told…

and my broken heart healed!

C. “But this is a magic secret ritual, we cannot

make it when the microphone is on… but we
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are ready to do this. You really have a broken

heart?”

MD: “and also because there is no one way to

heal the broken heart, and if we now try to

show it on radio, live and then people would

try to do it themselves at home, the heart can

be even more broken, that is why.”

C: “It is dangerous”

MD: “Yes, don’t try to repeat this at home – it

is always very very special, and we have this

personal touch in healing the broken heart,

and everybody is welcome, you just have to

come to our show or contact us and we really

would love to help you. Because, heart should

be loving and not broken. No, not broken.”

C: “As we mentioned during the last show –

magic – real magic, hurts. So, be careful!”

SADO OPERA - KATER HOLZIG APRIL

20th

I will consider myself warned… Thank you

very much. So where is your magic life taking

you next? You’re back to St Petersburg on the
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weekend – what else are you cooking up for

the legion of fans you must have out there?

Adoring you and waiting for your to come

into their hearts, again and again…

MD: “Now we will go to Russia, to have some

shows in St Petersburg and Moscow, and then

back to Berlin for a show at Kater Holzig on

April 20th, and we come again in May, to have

a big performance at our colleague, dj

Noema’s party The Magic Movement in the

club Chalet.

JR: “I could really see you guys kicking it big

festivals – because, you have like a very big

presence, and a lot of glitter… you could, like

rock out with the 5,000 people stage, I think”

C: “I would love to”

MD: “That’s what we’re going to do in Austria

in July, because its the big body painting

festival, with artists from all over the world,

collecting a crowd of thousands of people –

and our stage is going to be in the medieval

castle. Party Surreal Ballroom, 03.07 at the
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World Bodypainting Festival, Pörtschach,

Austria.

C: “and we are going even to live in this castle,

and this is I guess the Sado Castle – because

I don’t remember if we said this at the

beginning? We live in the Sado Palace, sure

and that is why it is very important for us.”

MD: “That’s on the rider. So yes if you have

time in July, every body is welcome to join us

at the world body painting festival in Austria

– at the Sado Castle – and after that we plan

to go to another festival in Dresden –

schaubudensommer – which is the festival for

theatres, also international.”

And what would be your dream place to

perform – if you could do anything,

anywhere, where would you like to see

yourselves?

C: “Well, actually the castle – I have to say

that we really love Salon-zur wilden Renate in

Berlin, because it is like a SADO Palace for

us, and we are really in love with the place

and the family of the club, so it is one of our
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dream places where the dream came true…

The SADO Castle is also exciting me – but

we are having a plan to become a stadium

band, and to make this punk cabaret on a very

big stage. We already had an experience on

a stage with the, like more than a thousand

people. This was in St Petersburg, the same

stage where Morrisey performed, even Franz

Ferdinand performed there, so this was a big

stage and we really felt that we fit to the stage.

Maybe we want to do even a mix of classic

cabaret with our electronic music, in the way

Prodigy did their shows at big festivals.”

You’re mainly writing your own material?

Because you made one song that I recognised:

“danger danger, high voltage” and then the

rest were original?

C: “Yes, we sometimes do some covers, some

songs which we like but we do it in our SADO

OPERA way, for instance there is also “Be

Obscene, which is our version of Marilyn

Manson’s mOBSCENE, but certainly we have

our own songs which are usually stories

about us, or about our famous relatives… and
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also some songs which can help people, like

medication.”

MD: “Yes, soon we’re gonna upload the song

which you heard live on the show, it is called

‘Doctor Squirt’”

C: “Which is a very important song for

Russian women, first of all – because Russian

women, because of this terrible female

discrimination in Russia, they have problems

with feeling pleasure, and with feeling

themselves free in sexual relationship, that is

why we are trying to help at least with this

song. But also it looks like, maybe German

women also need it sometimes… So it’s

international cure.”

JR: “I think everyone needs a little help

sometimes, because no matter how free and

open minded you are, there is still social

pressures or cultural prejudices that kind of

sneak in, there’s, you know – there’s all kinds

of things that can make you feel bad about

your sexuality… and to embrace that, to like,

jump up and down and scream “Be Obscene!”
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I think is wonderful! You’re doing a very

valuable service – Thank You!”

C: “Thank you so much, it’s so pleasant to

hear, I feel vibrations of pleasure in my body

– what do you feel Magic Doll?

MD: I do.”

I ask for their SADO OPERA mantra, a few

parting words from the Colonel & Magic

Doll:

MD: “We are SADO OPERA. We live in the

SADO Palace. We drive the SADO Mobile.

We do magic shows. We heal broken hearts.

We bring happiness and joy. We must be

together.”

C: “I should say, first – We love you, and then

we must be together.”

MD: “We love you more than your own

mother..”

C: “Definitely we love you more – because,

your mother loves you, just naturally, it’s not

a love which your mother is spending a lot of
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energy to feel. She is spending a lot of energy

to raise you and educate you, but it is a

natural love.

JR: “And your love is an unnatural love,

right?”

C: “Yes! Our love is artificial as art is – it’s

artificial, it’s love for arts sake – for love’s sake

– and its art for arts sake, sure.”

ALL_SADO_OPERA

To the wonderful, the hardcore and fabulous

SADO OPERA! I do hope, dear readers, you’ll

have the chance to enjoy their magic, and

their mystery in the very near future. If you

ever wished to visit 20’s Berlin, this decadent

troupe will take you there in a SADO

OPERAtic time capsule. They really can tell

your fortune and heal your broken heart, but

to find out how that is done you will have

to experience the pleasure and pain of SADO

OPERA for yourself.

“We love you. We must be together!”

Images courtesy of SADO OPERA
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Kater Blau 1st March 2015
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PART XI.

TRACES OF

SURVIVAL

HOW DO YOU FIND OR CREATE YOUR

TRIBE AND STAY CONNECTED?



CHAPTER 52.

T.R.A.C.E.S. TRANSCULTURAL

RESEARCH

SAMPLE… INFECT… CONNECT…

TRANSMIT

Experience the world through the archive of the

feet

Simon Schama Landscape and Memory

TRACES started with a shared desire to bring

together cultural workers who have adapted

to increasingly high levels of professional

mobility as a necessity for economic survival,

in order to exchange skills, knowledge and

experiences that we have accumulated

through our personal journeys. Allowing a

space for interaction outside the frenzied
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rush of relentless cultural production, we

hoped to provide opportunities for a deeper

exchange and understanding between

participants and places, opening to inhabit

the world in and through all our senses.

Artists, curators and researchers are highly

skilled in developing personal strategies for

surviving and re-inventing our professional

profiles whilst remaining constantly in

motion. Adapting to new places, exploring

the cultural landscape and transmitting the

remnants and echoes of these experiences

across geographical and disciplinary horizons

and boundaries is something at which we

become particularly adept.

“Be someplace, not just any place, and not

everywhere. Be where you are, look deep into

the world from your point of view, and into

the self, and out to the Other. Share what you

experience”.

John Hopkins http://neoscenes.net

In a time of rapidly evolving social and urban

diversity, technology, mutation and
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migration, we are cultural migrants, always

moving between places and contexts;

sampling, infecting and transmitting nodes of

contact between communities and

individuals, cities and their inhabitants. We

had high hopes of both creating and reflecting

on the experiences of transcultural exchange

through TRACES, with a focus on

interdisciplinary and transnational practices.

Our aim was to explore artistic, research and

curatorial responses to urban & social

contexts, through creative strategies in

contemporary art and research.

Adapting something so intangible to a

bureaucratic process with six partners was

always going to be a challenge. Based on a

degree of personal experience as a culturally

nomadic artist/researcher, connecting and

experiencing place through longer visits than

the fly-in-fly-out make-my-presentation-

and-then-leave approach, or being led on a

tour of brief visits to the approved artist

studios for curators. We wanted to share a

way of being in the world that connects more

deeply and randomly with the way people

actually live in the place, but realised through
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the process of forming the partnerships, this

experience doesn’t readily adapt to a group

format. Keeping the space ‘open’ was itself

problematic, and it is nearly impossible to

translate something inherently spontaneous

into a formalised structure.

Although the questions raised and the themes

delineated have enough resilience to carry the

content further towards interesting and

relevant discussion, the success of translating

those ideas into actuality through the process

depends on the level of engagement and

commitment from all concerned. Studies on

the most effective collaboration process have

found that the traditional approach to

brainstorming, that of giving uncritical

praise, is far less productive than we have

been led to believe. Instead it is the

opportunity for chance meetings and

spontaneous discussion, along with robust

critical debate and being exposed to different

perspectives that combine to enhance

creativity. Group Think: The Brainstorming

Myth, Johan Lehrer. The New Yorker,

January 30th 2012 p22-29
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The experience of taking part in the Nida Art

Colony both as an artist in residence and co-

curator of Inter-Format Symposium was one

that challenged my own concept of identity

and realigned some of my boundaries, I hope

ultimately in a positive way. This event was

for me, most aligned with the original

inspiration and spirit of the TRACES project.

Everyone has their own methodologies for

survival and resistance in these constantly

shifting and re-oriented cultural landscapes.

One of our common goals was to compile

information relevant to highly mobile

cultural practitioners and transmit the spirit

of these events through the publication. The

participants have bonded and exchanged

their ideas and methods into untraceable

patterns, with a blend of artistic endeavours,

philosophical reflections and exploratory

workshops. In this publication we attempt a

tracing of these intangibles, the inter-

contamination and cross-breeding of ideas,

knowledge and creative works, with

interrelated video and audio material

available through the QR-Code.
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“How do ideas travel and evolve?” Part One

takes an in-depth look at specific places, with

philosophical and artistic approaches that

reflect and expand on ideas about location

and mobility, an integral part of TRACES.

The way in which artists/researchers/

philosophers and curators experience and

transmit meaning from one place to another

in various layers and codes is detailed

through these Invisible Histories: Places,

Maps & Stories.

Vytautas Michelkevičius introduces the Inter-

Format Symposium and the philosophy of

Nida Art Colony on the Curonian Spit,

reflecting on underlying Fluxus aspects of the

educational framework and realities of

blurring the boundaries between disciplines

and places real or imagined. By giving names

to places, the first act on arriving in a

previously uninhabited or newly conquered

territory, we claim to symbolically own them.

How many places can a site hold? asks Jurij

Dobriakov.

In the Subjective Atlas of Hungary, Kitchen

Budapest posed the questions: “Is it possible
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to draw a portrait of contemporary Hungary

with only one pencil, held by many?” Fifty

young visual authors were invited by new

media lab Kitchen Budapest and Dutch

designer Annelys de Vet to put their

homeland into perspective.

The TRACES project started with a common

desire to be responsible for inventing our

own Creative Utopias. In Part Two you will

find diverse philosophical, personal and

theoretical texts about creative realities,

politics and economics articulated through

the approaches, methods and practices

employed in artistic & curatorial research.

“As air, art consists of nothing in particular.”

Discussing her research on Meteorological

Utopias, Hanna Husberg attempts to grasp

the immaterial, discovering the impalpable

yet immersive qualities of art and air,

apprehending a condition of “next to

nothing”. In the process, her research brings

to life a new perception about the very air we

breathe.

Marko Stamenkovic explores the complex
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meanings and ambiguities of professional

positions in the contemporary art world.

Questioning what it is to be a contemporary

art curator, artist or cultural researcher in No

Single Word: Cultural Subjectivities in

Contemporary Visual Arts – The

Contradiction of Interpretation, Stamenkovic

discusses the Inter-Format Symposium in

Lithuania. He notes that the whole program

was labelled perverse in terms of its being

imagined as an event that is all about pleasure.

Indeed, pleasure itself has become a

perversion in these times of excessive

overwork and compulsory production.

Referring perhaps to the cards that I handed

out (as one of the symposium curators) to all

participants, a “free pass” that entitled the

bearer to skip any one session at their

discretion.

Reclamation keep it short and sweet, as they

ask: Would You Like to Join with Art? An

anonymous forum for critical discourse,

Reclamation’s surveys are distributed to

Inter-Format participants each evening and

collected in the morning, providing an

opportunity for all Symposium contributors
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to cooperate in the collection of statistical

data.

Finding these sometimes nonsensical,

reflective and provocative questions hanging

on the door adds another dimension to the

pleasure of waking up every morning. “Is art

natural, is love natural? Where have you been

all my life, what are you looking for?”

Ironically for a project based on the idea of

taking a collective approach and finding ways

to slow down our never-ending enslavement

to production and the constant rush from one

thing to the next, there was and is still a

noticeable lack of time for the kind of deeper

engagement that was the aspiration.

However, the project established ongoing

connections and expanded the participants

existing networks through the series of

events and meetings. Many of our

participants have gone on to develop

collaborations, performance and workshops

in festivals and events organised by the

partner networks.

Part Three examines cooperative knowledge

sharing practices through the combined
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practical and conceptual activities and

approaches of the TRACES associated

partners. This section emerged naturally

through the content, rather than a decision

to group them together, as one of the project

aims was to share our knowledge and

experience.

The possibility of unlearning and starting

afresh is examined in the creative proposal

workshop Not Knowing Something (as a

good start for cultural production?) by

Andrew Paterson. Mindaugas Gapševičius

introduces Migrating Art Academies

(MigAA), which seeks to challenge traditional

artistic routines of students and inspire

continued creative development.

Writing from the perspective of an artist-

organiser in the cultural field, Andrew

Paterson argues for local knowledge-sharing

work-parties in addition to transnational

knowledge sharing, positing direct

experience, getting involved and actual doing

as key forms of learning. Paterson discusses

cooperative research, creative & practice-

based approaches to pedagogy in the
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framework of Pixelversity, examining

practices and values that challenge the status

quo, dynamic examples to create alternative

modes of economic, cultural, social,

technological and political processes.

How do we survive?

As precarious culture workers with really

nothing to hold onto, we are used to adapting

our cloth to fit our circumstances. Resistance

and Survival are two of the key terms that

recurred in our discussions while developing

the project. We wanted to bring together

people with a particular range of skills and

experiences in an open space that could be

both challenging and inspiring, to engage in

critical reflection and playful interaction.

This turned out to be even more difficult than

one may imagine, as the very openness itself

was a contentious issue. One place where this

fluidity worked in practice was the Open

Zone, curated by Ela Kagel for

transmediale11.

Open Zone Slow Culture: Traces Tea & Radio

Lounge explores ideas and practices that are
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grounded in free and open culture. This

section is highly fluid and invites the reader

to sample part of the wider context in which

TRACES takes place. TRACES Tea and Radio

Lounge at The Open Zone, transmediale.11

offered a space for slow culture, open to

relaxed interaction and deeper exchange with

a live radio show, on-site collaborative

publication, tea made from wild Lithuanian

herbs, and cake!

TRACES & radioCona invited guests to join

in daily programs streamed live from the

foyer of Berlin’s Haus der Kulturen der Welt,

also made available on Artisttalk.eu, an

initiative by MoTA Museum of Transitory

Art. Originally intended as a journal made by

guests in the tea lounge, during the course

of the festival this became more a responsive

and personal sampling of my idiosyncratic

trajectory through the transmediale.11

program, wandering the corridors, drifting

through the open zone and reflecting in the

artists’ green room.

Ela Kagel describes the Open Zone as a

networked experiment with different social
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territories occupied by artists and media

activists. The network is here and now, it is

live.

The strategic requirements of Open Culture

are examined and experienced by visitors in

project labs, exchange centres and

experimental spaces in the foyer of Berlin’s

Haus der Kulturen der Welt (House of World

Cultures). The daily thematic focus of the

Open Zone engaged through conversations

and events with these key questions and

concerns:

Response: Activities – Strategies of Political

Participation

Lost in the Open? – Navigating the Open

Web & Free Culture

The Currency of the Commons – The Value

and Price of Free Culture

“Are you around tomorrow?” I asked in

Content vs. Conversation, reflecting on the

nature of reality vs. utopia and how in

imagination the tea lounge really was a place
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for relaxed interaction and deeper exchange.

Over a cup of tea. Reality is another country.

Dunja Kukovec talks of the revolution of the

everyday, in which only art with its transitory

nature can facilitate the understanding of

ever new realities. Transitory stands for

flexible, mobile, passing, unsteady or even

adaptable; in formal terms it may represent

an event, an impression, a change in thinking

or a gesture not necessarily tied to an object

of art.

“Collaboration on a book is the ultimate

unnatural act” said Tom Clancy. We’ll drink

to that.

In Collaborative Futures, Mushon Zer-Aviv,

Michael Mandiberg, Mike Linksvayer, Marta

Peirano, Alan Toner, Aleksandar Erkalovic

and Adam Hyde propose a set of criteria for

assessing the strength of a collaboration,

while acknowledging the hierarchies of

collaboration that exist. Contrary to what we

would like to believe, there is no such thing as

a structureless group. Any group of people of

whatever nature that comes together for any
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length of time for any purpose will inevitably

structure itself in some fashion. Jo Freeman

warns in The Tyranny of Structurelessness

that to strive for a structureless group is as

useful, and as deceptive, as to aim at an

objective news story, value-free social

science, or a free economy.

It quickly became apparent throughout our

process that hardly anyone actively involved

in organising the project really had the slow

time we imagined – time to reflect, think

through and experience together. Almost

everyone involved wanted a clear structure,

to frame it as something already known and

defined. This level of openness and flexibility

was an incredibly uneasy place to inhabit,

since it was deliberately challenging the roles

and hierarchies implicit within the exchange

between artists/curators/researchers and

cultural organisers. Despite our apparently

common aims and some shared beliefs, even

small non-governmental and independent

non-institutions have their own politics to

negotiate.

It turns out these “aims and beliefs” are
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perhaps not so well aligned or common after

all. This only becomes evident through the

co-organisation and co-curating process, as

different levels of engagement and power

manifest themselves in the act of

collaboration.

The idea of taking away all those boundaries

and actually having an open space to engage,

talk, play, bring ideas and interact made the

people trying to organise things very

uncomfortable, to say the least – and

immediately there was a push from every

direction, trying to create a structure, to

implement boundaries, to define and impose

the philosophical beliefs, values and

approaches that made the most sense to each

person, the absence of restrictions somehow

being an unbearable weight.

All I knew about Franco Berardi was his

nickname Bifo and that he writes about the

attention economy. This naturally intrigued

me, as the entire TRACES project was

designed to open a place for a deeper, slower

space of reflection and interaction than the

usual hectic art/media frenzy.
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A beginner’s guide to… Bifo is a conversation

between Franco Berardi (Bifo) & Jodi Rose.

I sat down in the green room with this

charmingly eloquent activist philosopher and

asked “Why are you called Bifo?” His response

takes us on a wonderful discussion through

the joys of painting, the development of his

thought and politics in the context of Bologna

(and its infamous Process), the

psychopathology of the net generation and

the networking condition. Finally as the

announcement of his keynote conversation

for Transmediale: Life at Work: Bioeconomy

and the Crisis of Cognitive Capitalism, comes

over the loudspeaker, Bifo and I reached the

Age of Exhaustion.

We trust that sharing this blend of artistic,

cultural and philosophical research will

inspire further explorations, contribute to

wider discussion and offer traces towards

various forms of collective engagement,

collaborative invention and shared cultural

knowledge.

We hope to continue to evolve in constantly

mutating exchange with you on our travels
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along new and unimagined paths, beyond

exhaustion to a creative and personal

renewal.

Jodi Rose

TRACES Editor & co-curator / co-initiator

with Transcultures

Nida Art Colony AIR & Inter-Format

Symposium co-curator

on behalf of Traces Partners

Berlin 2011
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CHAPTER 53.

INTER-FORMAT SYMPOSIUM

Nida Art Colony & Vilnius Academy of Arts

(Lithuania)

Interformat Symposium 3-6th May 2011

What is Interformat?

The symposium’s* goal is to gather artists,

curators, researchers and practitioners and

reinvent the format of presenting and sharing

art, knowledge and experience. One of the

key features of contemporary culture is the

changing role of the artist, who sometimes

assumes the role of a researcher and curator,

and vice versa. Where are the borders of these

roles? How could a serious researcher and

theorist do a performance, and how could a
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playful artist do serious research and

theorize?

One of the key question of Symposium is

“Sustainable Eco/nomies/logies: Adapting to

the Future” which covers new ways of

collaboration between artists & curators &

researchers, looking for new formats in order

to adapt to the new conditions of changing

art world, institutions and audiences.

The symposium in Nida is going to be an

ongoing performance with lectures,

discussions, presentations, coffee/wild herbal

tea drinking circles, dinner with conceptual

sentiments (to everybody’s health), eco-

minimal-media events, audio-lobby,

imaginary mapping, smell sightseeing, etc.

The event tends to be a long dinner served

with opinions and experiences.

The format would be not only the form, but

also the content: INTERFORMAT aims to

rethink the history of format, its change,

meaning, standardization, etc.)
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Interformat Initiator & Co-curator Vytautas

Michelkevičius

T-R-A-C-E-S Co-Curator Introduction:

„This whole program is perverse,“ says Rasa

Antanavičiūtė, Executive Director of Nida Art

Colony; „it’s all about pleasure.“

Welcome to the intersensory

interdisciplinary Inter-Format symposium at

Nida Art Colony.

We aim to create space for interactions to

please your senses, stimulate your mind, lift

your spirit and facilitate connections.

1. 1. How to introduce a chicken.

It is best to bring a new chicken into the coop

during the night, in order to avoid disruption

to the chicken while finding its place in the

pecking order. The new chicken avoids

disorientation, and when the chickens awake,

they don’t realise there is a new chicken in the

coop and hence refrain from pecking.

2. 2. „It’s like playing transcultural
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checkers“ means that neither party

realises they are playing by different

rules until part-way through the game.

Which rules are adopted must then be

negotiated.

2. 3. Flux, flow and open space.

Whoever comes is [sic] the right people

the integration of audience into the

performances contributes to the randomness

of events

Whatever happens is the only thing that could

have

Fluxus: a name taken from a Latin word

meaning “to flow”

Whenever it starts is the right time

opening the events to accidents and other

unintended effects

When it’s over, it’s over

Fluxus is fun.
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Jodi Rose, Nida Art Colony: TRACES

Initiator/Co-Curator/Mediator & Artist in

Residence

Credits

Curated by Vytautas Michelkevičius, Jodi

Rose and Mindaugas Gapševičius

Interformat Organised by Nida Art Colony at

Vilnius Academy of Arts

Traces Partners:

Trancultures (Mons, Belgium), IRZU

(Ljubljana, Slovenia).

Associated partners:

Migrating Art Academies, Kitchen Budapest,

Pixelache.

Symposium partners:

Thomas Mann Museum (Neringa), Neringa

FM.

Supported by EU Culture 2007, Pro Helvetia,

Lithuanian Culture Support Foundation
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Thanks to Lina Michelkevice and festival

Pixelache Helsinki 2010 for helping to

develop the idea of the symposium.

Thanks to Rasa Antanavičiūtė, Linas

Ramanauskas and Eglė Benkauskaitė for

facilitating the event.

www.nidacolony.lt

www.t-r-a-c-e-s.net

*The Greek symposium was a key Hellenic

social institution. It was a forum for men to

debate, plot, boast, or simply to party with

others (Wikipedia.org).
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CHAPTER 54.

CARTE DE ARTIST

Daniel Knorr

Series of Artist books, issued in different

countries and regions containing a DVD with

the documentation of the making process.

The process of creating the Artist Book

involves mapping the particularities of city

and the peculiarities dictating the circulation

of value, as artist Daniel Knorr collects ‘trash’

and objects found on the street and

transforms these found and abandoned

materials into a highly desirable and

collectible Artist Book.

The objects collected are interleaved into the

blank pages of the books and pressed by a
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200-ton press, embossing the objects into the

paper itself, presented with a DVD

documentary of the process.

Each book sets out to respond to local

concerns and histories, and the plan is to

create a global encyclopedia, mapping the

journey of the artist in an endlessly nomadic

practice. The book is “translated” into

different “languages,” and was produced in

China in 2008, in Ireland, Switzerland, New

Zealand in 2009, Sweden 2010 and Armenia

2011.

“The work offers a materialization of the

artist’s concerns with the economics and

politics of creative practice in the global art

world and the political realities of place. The

sampling and transfer of ‘trash’ materials

from rubbish found on the streets in

his perennial travels, and subsequent

transformation into an object of value in the

overtly commodified art world, is an example

of the ability of artists to revise and renew

the conditions in which they are often forced

to live through a conscious metamorphosis
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that creates new forms of material value and

exchange.” Jodi Rose

ON THE LACK THEREOF

‘Daniel Knorr’s bare necessities’

Daniel Knorr’s work can described as a

conceptually inflicted practice of very

immaterial ideas, writes curator and critic

Dieter Roelstraete.

“His is an art predicated on the immediate

experience of the irreducible materiality of all

thought, on the crafty mining of those ideas

that lie dormant in matter, clutter, stuff.”

Knorr’s long-standing interest in an

aesthetics of poverty and the critical potential

of “poor things”, if not downright trash or

street litter in the case of his “Carte de

Artiste” series of artist books, made in

different cities around the world using waste

picked up, with great, meticulous care, from

their respective streets.” Dieter

Roelstraete, Eurozine Magazine

First published in Daniel Knorr: Led R.
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Nanirok, JRP|Ringier (Kunsthalle Basel and

Kunsthalle Fridericianum in Kassel) 2009

The book project started in 2007 in Romania

with the first issue called “Carte de Artist”

which means Artist Book. It was published

in 240 unique copies, signed and numbered.

Each copy contains different value-free

objects that were found in public space,

collected, inserted and pressed with about 30

inside the pages of the book.

The book also contains a DVD with a

32- minute film documenting the whole

process of its production, with the different

stages and the artist’s involvement. The plan

is to create a global encyclopedia.

Images from the DVD that comes with the

Romanian book.
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Daniel Knorr was born 1968 in Bucharest,

Romania and lives in Berlin, Germany.
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CHAPTER 55.

GREENER GRASS

Greener Grass

Stories of immigration for today

Mari Keski-Korsu retraced the steps of

Finnish immigrants to America to explore the

historical context of contemporary

migration, investigating and documenting

experiences and perceptions of the Finnish

diaspora.

Her previous work on Finnish cultural

identity includes mikroPaliskunta 2006:

“expedition through Finland from

Northernmost Nuorgam to Southernmost

Hanko studying the contemporary image of

Finland. Who is Finnish? What are the
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symbols of Finland? How has the image of

Finland changed? Does it really exist? The

expedition travelled by a biodiesel car packed

with five artists and protagonist of the

project; a stuffed reindeer searching for new

members to its herd. A series of art

expeditions made in a sustainable way.”

Mari Keski-Korsu

Greener Grass is a video installation,

documentary and net art piece themed with

Finnish immigration to North America. The

work mirrors contemporary exile and

immigration through the

personal experiences of immigrants and their

offspring. Can we learn from history to

answer the challenges of contemporary

immigration?

Greener Grass from mkk on Vimeo.

Independent Concept back

Independent Concept: She will take me

across the ocean

Read Travel Diary of transatlantic crossing,
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retracing the steps of my immigrant

ancestors.

First day at sea

First day at sea

My family is from the part of Finland

(Northern Ostrobothnia) from where many

left to North America in hope for better life.

Immigration was very common in the end of

19th century and the beginning of 20th

century, about 300 000 Finnish people

emigrated.

Embraced by USA

Embraced by the U.S.A. I don’t have any idea

who is that woman in black. Pic by David

Brule

People went to work in mines, established

farms, some were ashamed about their

immigrant background and some kept the

“old culture” alive. I travel by cargo ship to

United States and follow the footsteps of my

ancestors. My ancestors were looking for

good life. They were environmental refugees

(hunger due to small crops, lack of farming
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land) and political refugees (Russia wanted to

Russianise Finland).

How to become an American?

How to become an American?

What has happened to them and their

offspring? What do their offspring think

about immigration?

Eric

Eric: Second Generation Immigrant in

United States

There has been a lot of discussion about

immigration in Finland lately and some

people are fiercely against it, even racist. Of

course, this is the case in many countries.

Racist opinions get stronger during economic

depression. Just during this summer 2010, all

the main political party leaders agreed that

immigration to Finland will be the key

discussion topic in the coming parliamentary

election. I would like to simply show that

people have left away from Finland to other

countries. When I put this project to one

sentence, I think it is a description of
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chasing dreams and what happens to the

dreams when they are touched by the reality

– over generations in people’s identities.

Statue of Liberty part 2

Statue of Liberty

Naturally, I want to tell these stories from

very human and grass root level through

people’s personal experiences. I believe

knowing history is a key to understand future

in some level.

Stuart, Evie, Joan and Beth

Stuart, Evie, Joan and Beth

PROJECT OUTCOME – People, Emotions

and Locations

Me at my favourite place

Sea view from freighter, at my favourite place

I travelled by a freighter from Liverpool (UK)

to Chester (PA, US) following the Finnish

immigration routes of the past. In the US, I

interview people with Finnish descent about

their family history, immigration

background’s affect on their own identity and
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what they think about the contemporary

immigration. The end result of the project is

a video installation combining the sea travel,

interviews and important places of the

interviewees. There is also a linear video

documentary and website containing all the

materials collected from the travel.

View from my hotel room

Benjamin Franklin Bridge – View from hotel.

I must admit, I was a bit shocked about

people, colours, cars, noise, lights and

everything after so many peaceful days at sea.

I have reached about 80 people in US. They

identify to Finnish ethnic group in different

ways. There are for example an immigration

lawyer who has some Finnish relatives,

second generation immigrant engineer

working for Pentagon and many others.

Naturally I can’t interview them all, but I try

to do as many interviews as possible.

Ride

Private jet from NYC to Michigan
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The interview questions/themes are for

example:

What do you know about the family history?

Especially from point of view of

immigration?

Do you remember what you family (for

example grandparents) thought about

Finland?

What do you think about how your family

integrated to US?

Does immigration play a role in your own

identity?

What is your general point of view towards

today’s immigration?

Seija

Sieja

I composed a three channel video work with

three simultaneous video parts:

1.) describing Transatlantic sea travel (follow

the historical Nordic immigration route)

2.) interviews with the people (mainly

immigrants offspring)

3.) interviewed people portrayed in
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locations they consider significant in their

lives.

Elsa

Elsa

The art work can be exhibited in gallery and

museum spaces, but it can be also installed

in public indoor spaces. The website includes

own travel diary and also include materials

that are not present in the video piece (i.e.

video Skype interviews of people I can’t meet

in person). I’m also hoping to get permission

from the interviewed people to ad

their stories to the website in written

format. In addition, I will create a linear

documentary piece of the materials later on.

This can be used for example by Institute of

Migration (Turku, Finland) and shown in

festivals.

Deer food

Deer Food, Michigan

SCHEDULE

The actual journey is realised in October –
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November 2010. The art work is ready in

spring 2011.

GREENER GRASS EXHIBITED

April 25th, 2012 by Mari Keski-Korsu

Greener Grass documentary has been

screened and exhibited in some places

already:

Forum Box, Helsinki, Finland, 2012

3rd Off and Free International Film Festival,

Seoul, South-Korea, 2011

Helsinki Short Film Festival, Helsinki,

Finland, 2011

FinnFest 2011, San Diego, US, 2011

Taidehalli/Kunsthalle, Helsinki, Finland,

2011

Greener Grass is represented by AV-Arkki –

The Distribution Centre for Finnish Media

Art.

Walmart

I wanted to see Walmart my own eyes and

buy some ziplogs. Brule family is responsible

for taking the most strangest photos of me on

this travel. Pic by Elsa Brule
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CHAPTER 56.

JUSTIN TYLER TATE

T.R.A.C.E.S & Nida Art

Colony Inter-Format Symposium

Inter-format Edition, July 2011

Canadian born, Estonia based artist Justin

Tyler Tate has developed a contemporary

nomadic practice, traveling with a

small toolbox plus some essentials. “Often my

location directs the art while at other times

the art directs me to my next location,” says

Tate, who delights in making ruins for people

to discover and investigate. Tate is concerned

with the relationship viewers have to art,

creating playful yet iconic and monumental
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structures, part sculpture and part relic, from

the Lemonade Stand offering a place of

pyschological and physical refreshment in the

desert; to his Softwood Basketball Court

where those brave enough may find

themselves playing like wild animals on the

challenging court in a world heritage forest.

Says the artist: “My practice is about creating

modifications to spaces in order to create

points of exchange; there should be a give and

take happening between the viewer and the

object(s) or space. The one should have a

physical impact on the other. The physicality

of the exchange can happen in a variety of

ways: maybe there is an element of danger,

necessity for investigation, prerequisite of

consumption, or possibly the need for

compromise. Regardless of the situation,

when a viewer leaves the object(s) or space(s),

they should both be different from when they

met. It’s this play between subjective and

objective relationships, how the work and

viewers change while they’re interacting,

which is the focal point of my practice”.

On first reading the proposal for the Tiki-Hut
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at Nida Art Colony, without prior knowledge

of this artist or his work, I was charmed by

this form of engagement with local

community and environment and intrigued

by the construction of architectural ruins for

people to discover. In the event, due to

weather conditions and the season, I’m still

waiting for that drink in the Tiki-Hut*, but

was able to experience a new iteration of the

‘Lemonade Stand’, previously built in the

Australian desert outside the mining town of

Cooper Pedy.

The promised ‘psychological and physical

refreshment through interaction with the

vendor (artist)’ was apparent in the sand

dunes below the sundial and Parnidis Dunes

at Nida, when I stumbled through the

scorching sands of the Lithuanian Baltic coast

on the Curonian Spit. The elegant simplicity

of the work is part of it’s charm, although on

closer reading the deeper layers of meaning

and complexity become apparent. One can

understand the Lemonade Stand first as an

innocently idealistic recreation of a

childhood act, however the artist is

knowingly making a performance out of this
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ritual, both for himself and the viewers or

participants who share the experience with

him. The odyssey to reach the Lemonade

Stand (and hopefully soon, finding warmth

and solace in the snow and ice, the tropical

Tiki-Hut), brings the viewer out of their

comfort zone and into a new relationship to

both place, artist and artwork, taking you

beyond the confines of a gallery or defined

cultural space to a site that is ‘off-the-map’,

physically demanding to reach, and

philosophically open to rethinking the

boundaries of art, sculpture, performance and

indeed survival. Using found materials

sourced locally and often recycled is an

integral part of his practice, allowing a deeper

relationship to develop between the artist and

places of work.

Where does the performance of culture, and

the relationship between artist/viewer/

location begin, and to what end does this

exchange take place? Tate questions these

exchanges, and sets up situations where their

nature is examined and made playful, or

problematic. An encounter with his work is a

unique life experience, that is transformed as
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documentation and memory in the gallery or

travellers photo album.

On the Softwood Basketball Court, built in

the forest at Nida to follow the natural

undulations of the ground, the artist offers

a space for playful interaction and at times

violent physical engagement. “You will get

hurt”, promises Tate as he explains the rules

(using those of a regular court), and tosses

the ball to see who starts. Play becomes wild

and animalistic in some moments, with the

obstacles of the court – trees growing in the

middle, uneven surface, gaps between pallets,

crooked hoops – challenging the players to

throw themselves completely into the game,

and offering no respite to the faint of heart.

Everyone has scratches and bruises that

become a memento of the game, binding us

together through a shared sense of physical

urgency and ritual. “Justin’s work always has

an element of danger”, comments Ernest

Truely, director of Artist Residency program

at Polymer Culture Factory in Tallinn,

Estonia – to which I can attest through

personal experience!
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There is also a joyful element to his practice,

as in “Bearding” where Tate offers

participants the chance to wear a fake fur

beard during social settings, calling into

question the nature of gender and

performance of identity. A collaboration with

Amber Phelps Bondarof, these bearded

moments are documented with photo and

video in the Beardfolio. The artists say,

“Bearding happens in social settings and

creates its own unique social dynamics within

those environments. The Bearding allows us

to be who we really are by replacing our social

mask with a beard and thereby lures the beard

wearers own persona out in the public arena.

Wearing the beard exaggerates our

differences, highlights our personality and

brings us together while inquiring into our

idea of gender.” Again, I can personally speak

to the transformational nature of this

exchange, having found an inexplicable

happiness and a sense of carefree pleasure

take over while wearing the beard.

In another of Tate’s projects, “Blood for

Culture” or “Culture Exchange”; the artist

donates blood in any new city/country/
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culture visited, when possible according to

local regulations. The donation is

documented in a photograph, eventually to

become an exhibition. The intention is to

offer something in exchange for the culture of

the host country, as Tate says, “travelers are

leeches on their hosts – so, how does a visitor

actually give back to the place and not just

the economy?” The answer he proposes is to

give blood, and so encourage the vitality of

the culture, as one blood donation can save

up to three lives: “Our foreign presence won’t

homogenize the culture but instead will

galvanize it. Culture isn’t free.” The

dedication of this artistic practice, inherent

in Tate’s willingness to give his own blood in

exchange for the support of the local culture,

is evidence of his personal commitment to

working and creating with sustainable forms

of cultural integrity.

Finally, Tate is also responsible for

disseminating the work of Soviet theoretical

physicist M. P. Bronstein**, whose inventions

reached the artist via gmail through time

travel technologies developed in Bronstein’s

laboratory. Tate says “He has assigned me
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with the task of showing the world his

Inventions for a Red Future. Although I don’t

have the heart to tell Peter that there is no

longer a Soviet Union, I’ve taken his

assignment seriously and hope to do what I

can.” A virtual tour and video of Bronstein’s

fascinating studio above a Soviet toy factory

in Estonia highlights Bronstein’s inventions

to “help those in newly acquired Soviet

regions who may be affected by toxic

substances, radiation as well as loss of

information and technology.”

“Inventions for a Red Future” shows the after

suit designed for wearing in contaminated

areas, mechanical butterfly and tiny robot

allowing access to places too small for

humans, and my personal favourite, the

seagull rescue training program. During the

1970’s and 1980’s M.P. Bronstein worked on

methods for communication across vast

distances of time using quantum theories.

These theories enabled him acquire a Gmail

account (mpetrobronstein@gmail.com) and

communicate across 26 years of space/time.

“I found his laboratory, very much in ruin,
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in the spring of 2010 and that is when Peter

began contacting me,” said Tate.

The experiences I have enjoyed through being

a part of Tate’s work show him to have

successfully realised his intention to create a

space that allows for the play of subjective

and objective relationships between the work,

the viewer and the relationships that take

place during their interactions. “When a

viewer leaves the object(s) or space(s), they

should both be different from when they

met…”

In a practice working across many forms and

locations, whether creating ephemeral

performances or monumental sculptural

relics, Justin Tyler Tate is creating a

significant body of work that offers those

lucky enough to encounter this remarkable

artist the possibility to be changed by the

nature of their exchange. I look forward to

following the development of his work and

taking part in the next series of creative

interactions, maybe giving blood in a culture

exchange or finally having that cocktail in the

Tiki-Hut.
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Justin Tyler Tate

M. P. Bronsteins Laboratory

Jodi Rose is a writer, artist and co-curator

of T.R.A.C.E.S & Nida Art Colony Inter-

Format Symposium.

*The Tiki-hut is an open and all inclusive

installation; anyone can come for a tropical

break from the endless night of winter.

Serving as a beacon of warmth and light,

straight from the tropics, the Tiki-hut will

shine through the darkest days of the year.

The location for the Tiki-Hut should be

desolate and (a little bit) remote because the

trip to the Tiki-hut is as much a part of the

experience as the structure or an interaction

with the bartender (artist). The visitor should

feel as though they are making some sort of

pilgrimage through the environment and

upon seeing the lights of the hut, the visitor

should be drawn to it like a moth. A unique

experience of cultural and psychological

warmth await you in the cold and the dark.

**M. Petrovich (Peter) Bronstein (Russian: М.
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Петрович Бронштейн, August 17 1936 —

February 18, 1988) was a Soviet theoretical

physicist, a pioneer of quantum mechanics,

author of works in astrophysics,

semiconductors, quantum electrodynamics

and cosmology, as well as of a number of

books in popular science for children.
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CHAPTER 57.

OPEN ZONE, SLOW CULTURE

Traces Tea and Radio Lounge at the Open

Zone, transmediale.11 offers a space for slow

culture, open to relaxed interaction and

deeper exchange with a live radio show, on-

site collaborative publication, tea made from

wild Lithuanian herbs, and cake!

Open invitation to collaborate on the Open

Zone TRACES Special Edition on-site

publishing with Booki mobile.

A dedicated focus each day to explore Open

Zone themes:

Response: Activities: Strategies of Political

Participation

Lost in the Open?: Navigating the Open Web
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& Free Culture

Currency of the Commons: The Value and

Price of Free Culture

TRACES & radioCona invite guests to join

the conversation in daily programs, 1-6th

February 2011 in the Open Zone, Haus der

Kulturen der Welt Foyer, Berlin. The radio

shows will be streamed live on radioCona and

made available on Artisttalk.eu initiative by

MoTA, the Museum of Transitory Art.

Jodi Rose traces the Open Zone

Notes from the field:

This Traces Open Zone Sampler is created

using booki.cc open and free collaborative

publishing software and platform.

Contributions courtesy of the artists,

transmediale.11 festival guests and friends

whose paths crossed mine during the

activities between 1-6th February in Berlin.

Originally intended as a journal made by

guests in the tea lounge, during the course

of the festival this became a more responsive

and personal sampling of my own
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idiosyncratic trajectory through the

transmediale.11 program, wandering the

corridors, drifting through the open zone and

reflecting in the artist green room.

It became clear very early on that attempting

to produce a live radio conversation show,

while keeping the tea hot and serving cakes

was already more than we could achieve in

the 2 or 3 hour sessions, and so this edition

took place in-between these and is focused on

my connections and invitations, with some

live transcripts from the tea lounge by

Mindaugas Gapsevicius. The introductions in

italics to some texts are intended to provide

context and coherence for the material – in

these cases ‘I’ refers to Jodi Rose.

Although the TRACES project itself is funded

by the EU Program for Culture, this reader

and the tea lounge are independent activities

related to TRACES and received enough

financial support to cover the cost of tea, cake

and bus fares. However, we are rich in many

other intangible resources! Thanks to Ela,

Cara, Vytautas & Miga my tea lounge co-

hosts, all our guests and visitors to the festival
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who made this such a rewarding and

inspiring experience.

Conceived and edited by Jodi Rose at the

invitation of Ela Kagel and Cara Bell-Jones in

the framework of TRACES Tea Lounge and

Editions in the Open Zone, transmediale.11.

Editions series initiated by Jodi Rose and

Mindaugas Gapsevicius for TRACES.

http://www.t-r-a-c-e-s.net/editions

THE OPEN ZONE – Model of a Responsive

City

by Ela Kagel

The festival theme RESPONSE:ABILITY is

also a reflection of the Internet as an

increasingly political sphere. Our entire

repertoire of digital action – online-profiles,

shopping, exchange and networking – is

socio-politically ever more relevant and

leaves traces in the real world. The Internet

has become a strategic action zone, one that

demands evermore composure from the
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status updaters and prosumers of the Web 2.0

era.

While artists, activists and entrepreneurs

seem to embrace this new terrain with

visionary experimentation, governments and

copyright owners however see the Internet as

a problematic zone. They respond with the

same urge for privatisation and

normalisation we already know from the

realm of urban regulations. The Open Web,

originally the system norm, is becoming more

and more a competitive resource.

The Open Zone is thus a networked

experiment with different social territories

that, for the duration of transmediale.11, are

occupied by artists and media activists. We

focus on the split second between Stand by

and On – the moment where a person decides

to act and a passive system becomes active.

The strategic requirements of Open Culture

are examined and can be experienced by

visitors in open studios, project labs,

exchange centres and experimental spaces

located in the foyer of the Haus der Kulturen

der Welt.
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This model of a responsive city reflects the

human capacity to deal with the

overwhelming flow of events responsibly

acting in a self-determined way. For a free

digital culture that is shaped by us all, these

are the basic requirements.

The network is here and now, it is ‘live’.

Others have built it for us – now we have to

configure it.

Ela Kagel, Programme Curator, The Open

Zone

The Open Zone is made up of eight different

workstations and the Open Web Award area

in the foyer of the Haus der Kulturen der Welt

(House of World Cultures). These are

rounded out, in addition, by a total of three

Talk Sessions with a wide spectrum of

workshops and presentations (also on a

theoretical level) in the Open Zone.
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CHAPTER 58.

TRACES TEA & RADIO LOUNGE

ARCHIVES

Traces Tea and Radio Lounge at The Open

Zone during transmediale.11 offered a space

for slow culture, open to relaxed interaction

and deeper exchange with a live radio show,

on-site collaborative publication, tea made

from wild Lithuanian herbs, and cake! The

radio shows streamed live on radioCona and

selected conversations are now available on

Artisttalk.eu initiative by MoTA, the Museum

of Transitory Art.

Temporary Project Radio For Contemporary

Arts/občasna projektna radijska postaja za

sodobno umetnost
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radioCona @ transmediale.11 broadcast

selections:

MACHT GESCHENKE: DAS KAPITAL –

Kritik der politischen Ökonomie, Christin

Lahr, interview by Irena Pivka

Morton Subotnick – lecture at CTM.11,

recorded by Marko Trstenjak, Brane Zorman

Andy Holton, Ela Kagel, Cara Bell Jones, Jodi

Rose

radioCona Space Mapping by Irena Pivka

Responsible Swap Shop, Jodi Rose

Ela Kagel, Cara Bell Jones, Jodi Rose, Irena

Pivka

Igor Stromajer, Mindaugas Gapsevicius

Robert Sakrowski, Mindaugas Gapsevicius

Jodi Rose, Irena Pivka

Tapio Makela – Daily Observer Talk with Ela

Kagel @ The Currency of the Commons
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Franco Bifo Berardi in conversation with Jodi

Rose & transmediale.11 Keynote

Life at Work: Bioeconomy and the Crisis of

Cognitive Capitalism

Keynote-Conversation: Maurizio Lazzarato

(it), Franco Berardi (it) Moderation: Matteo

Pasquinelli (it)

More than just “collective intelligence” and

our brain skills, digital economy is absorbing

today the whole of our social relations and

monetizing the very physical desire of

communication. Moreover the crisis of so-

called cognitive capitalism within the

intellectual property regime as well as

educational institutions across Europe is

revealing new forms of exploitation and new

social tensions. In this keynote conversation

the philosophers Franco Bifo Berardi and

Maurizio Lazzarato, investigate the new

dimension of bioeconomy, that is the

economy of life in the realm of digital

networks.

Ofir Feldman
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Wordbank

WordBank is a conceptual art project, which

asks: “Can a word currency actually exist?”

Ironically though, it isn’t possible to become

a costumer of the bank. The gap between the

potential customer’s expectations and what

the bank actually has to offer invites to reflect

on the real meaning of the term virtuality.

Eric Poettschacher

Demystifying the creative industries

British sociologist and urbanist Prof. Justin

O´Connor has been shaping the definition of

the Creative Industries from its very

beginning. Eric Poettschacher interviewed

Justin O´ Connor about the roots of the global

creative euphoria, old perceptions of the

word “industry” and new cultural vacuums.

Mushon Zer-Aviv

Getting Intimate with invisible audiences

Invisible audiences drive the success and

failures of mediated social life. Before we rush
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to further network our private and public

spaces we should consider this radical

cultural shift.

TRACES TEA & RADIO LOUNGE VIDEOS

ON ARTISTTALK.EU

Angel.F the worlds first Autonomous Non

Generative E-volitive Life_Form.

and parents: Salvatore Iaconesi and Oriana

Persico (aka penelope.di.pixel)

Hacker, artist, musician, electronics engineer,

skateboarder – Salvatore Iaconesi (aka

xDxD.vs.xDxD) is in a permanent quest for

liberated spaces. Oriana Persico (aka

penelope.di.pixel) is a communication

scientist focusing on the creation of empathic

economies that allow for the establishment of

participative, tolerant, creative ecosystems in

which people actively and happily coexist.

Jean-Baptiste is a media artist, and an

electronic musician. bastard-coder,

copyfighter, he hijacks databases, programs

online plunderphonic machines; political

disturber of the machine that makes the
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world go round, expert of everyday’s counter-

surveillance. Cláudia Martinho, architect,

acoustician and researcher An ongoing

practice-based research that currently

investigates space frequencies: relational

architecture for public space

reappropriations. La Quadrature du Net is an

advocacy group that promotes the rights and

freedoms of citizens on the Internet &

engages in public-policy debates concerning,

for instance, freedom of expression,

copyright, regulation of telecommunications

and online privacy.

Philippe Franck – Director, Transcultures,

Belgium

Andy Holtin is a kinetic sculptor based in

Washington, DC. He teaches at American

University and is currently featured in the

Washington Project for the Arts’ Options

Biennial.

Tapio Mäkelä, Open Zone Observer Talk

Researcher and media artist, co-founder of

Marin Association and M.A.R.I.N (Media Art
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Research Interdisciplinary Network), an art,

science and ecology research residency and

network initiative.

Vytautas Michelkevicius – Artistic Director,

Nida Art Colony, Lithuania

Melinda Sipos – Program Advisor, Kitchen

Budapest, Hungary
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CHAPTER 59.

CONTENT VS CONVERSATION

“Are you around tomorrow?”

The main question people ask on seeing each

other but already being on their way

somewhere or to meet someone. Shorthand

for either I really want to talk but am

overloaded with input and stimulus or you’re

not compelling enough for me to stop and

talk now or I don’t remember who you are

but I’ll smile and say hello anyway just in case

you turn out to be important…

Also a deep philosophical question that

touches on the very nature of our existence

– precarious, unknown and completely

unpredictable. If you open yourself to life

then unexpected winds may catch your sails,
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a force beyond your control may direct your

steps in another direction, accident or

disaster might befall you – so, I hope that

I will be here tomorrow, but there is no

guarantee – anything can happen.

Everyone is busy; rushing, making their

connections, networking, schmoozing – and

boozing; I am like a ghost, a wraith floating

through the corridors, now and then I see

someone I know and we speak, sometimes

there is a deeper connection, a warmth but

equally often there is hardly any sense of

touch, we brush each others surfaces but

don’t really connect. Trying to get people to

the tea lounge feels like another tug on an

already over-frayed sleeve.

It wasn’t mean to be like this. In the Utopian

ideal of my imagination; the tea lounge was

really a place for relaxed interaction and

deeper exchange. Over a cup of tea. I sensed

that having the technology overshadow the

conversation could be a problem, and so it has

turned out. Having to talk directly into the

microphone, to pass it around and focus the

communication between two or three people
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becomes an exclusion and a performance.

Instead of being a group of people with the

chance for many different configurations of

interaction and connection, the social

dynamic becomes two or three people talking

in the aural spotlight, while the non-mediated

guests become an audience. This wasn’t

supposed to happen. I wanted real intimacy,

real connection. As you may read, through the

wonderful essay by Mushon which formed

the basis of his presentation – getting

intimate with your invisible audience – we

have abandoned intimacy. A performative

intimacy or performance of friendship is not

real intimacy or friendship.

So now, I am lying in bed trying to collect

all the threads of connection and ideas into a

sampling of text for this Open Zone Edition.

If you stumble across an ‘I’ in the text, that

is me filtering and framing the material

contained in this book, which is gathered

from guests in the lounge, friends with whom

I crossed paths briefly at the festival, two of

the only presentations I managed to hear in

the main program, some of the artists with

me in the Open Zone, people on the Traces
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Tea Lounge and radioCona team, the

Museum of Transitory Art who made the

video documentation, and other chance

meetings. Another call for attention, another

arena in which to perform – both for the tea

lounge guests, myself and now you in

deciding whether to read – or not – anymore.

Every conversation becomes loaded with the

expectation of performance, intelligence,

meaning, depth – like it has to be important.

Franco Berardi made the comment during

our conversation that he doesn’t identify

himself as a painter, because he wants to be

taken “as a serious person”. I laughed, and

asked, “you don’t think artists are serious?”

This weight of serious intellectual discourse

in the framework of the radio program was

also directly opposite to my intention, after

making cultural features for ABC Radio and

being frustrated that only the key sound bites

would ever make it into the final edit, I

wanted to hear the words in between… and

everyone has something to say.

I remember now from previous conversation
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lounges, like the one I hosted at Pixelache

2007 in the lobby of Kiasma, the Museum

of Contemporary Art in Helsinki. I became

slightly manic, pointing the microphone

whenever anyone opened their mouth to

speak (at least that’s what it felt like), the

impetus to capture, to record outweighing the

actual words or intent of the conversation.

And for what purpose, who is listening?

Luce Irigary has a wonderful rave about

writing well in her classic feminist

philosophical text When our lips speak

together. She says, who are we to want to

write – or speak – well, to rise above the

others, to become vertical, define ourselves

as authorities? No, we need to stay on the

flat ground, to speak together – maybe this

is the origin of horizontal conversation that

the kom.post collective next door to me in

the Open Zone were talking about in their

mini-conference, on opening the open. I don’t

know, I never really got the chance to talk

to them. It’s the same with radio, as Sophea

Lerner taught me during the hybrid radio

workshop Particle | Wave we produced at
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Pixelache Helsinki in 2005, you don’t have to

make good radio. Take it out onto the streets,

to the grilli, to the snack cart, give the your

ears a life of their own and listen to what

comes back to you.

(Title taken from a slide in Mushon’s ‘Getting

Intimate with Your Invisible Audience)

February 2011
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CHAPTER 60.

A BEGINNERS GUIDE TO BIFO

A beginners guide to… Bifo

Conversation with Franco Berardi (Bifo) and

Jodi Rose

JR: I only know you as Bifo, would you tell me

your name?

FB: My name is Franco Berardi

JR: …and why are you called Bifo?

FB: Bifo is, when I was a child I was a painter.

So it was my name was too long for this scene

and so I decided to have a name which is the

beginning and the end of the family name,
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and beginning and end of the personal name

– it’s not so intelligent (Laughter).

JR: It’s nice. And you stopped painting when

you grew up or you still paint?

FB: Not at all, I changed style, but I still do

that – all the time.

JR: Oh good…

FB: But nobody knows about it

JR: You don’t show them anywhere?

FB: It’s a secret. No really, never. Well, I

sometimes, I do video and I use my paintings

but I don’t say it, I sign with another name.

JR: Ok, it’s nice I think to keep some things

separate from your main identity as well.

FB: Yeah, I want to be a serious person, and

not a painter. (Laughter)

JR: You think painters are not serious people?

FB: Of course…
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JR: It’s a perception I think, artists don’t really

work, it’s all just fun, fooling around

FB: No, painter, you understand what I mean

painter – I really paint, I am not a digital

something.

JR: Really, with paint, with oil, on a canvas, a

brush?

FB: Well the canvas not always, but I do things

with colours, I like the physical act of

painting. I saw that it’s a little bit out of

fashion, so I don’t talk about that! (Laughter)

JR: You just do it for your own pleasure? I like

that…

FB: Definitely.

JR: …this is important! (Laughter)

FB: If you come and visit me in Bologna, you

will have the possibility of seeing my

paintings.

JR: I’d love to, that would be wonderful.

FB: So, I’ll wait for you.
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JR: Cool, I’ll come.

FB: And you haven’t been in Bologna?

JR: Never, no.

FB: You know what Bologna is – I mean you

know why the city is in a sense important in

the European history?

JR: Not really. I’m Australian, I have some

European history but…

FB: So I can tell you something about that…

JR: OK

FB: …which has much to do with my – with

me. Not because it’s my city, but because I

have been working there and Bologna is

known because it’s the city where the

University – the first European University –

has been created in the 12th Century.

JR: So it’s like the birthplace of Higher

Learning? In some form..

FB: Yes, and so the place of university in the

city has always been overwhelming, and it’s

a city of 400,000 people and almost 100,000
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people are university students, so you can

guess the importance which the university

has in the city.

I don’t teach at the University of Bologna, I

teach in Milan, but my personal history, my

political history and in a sense also my

intellectual activity has always been linked

with the movement of the students in

Bologna in the sixties and especially in the

seventies, because Bologna was at the centre

of the student movement in ’77.

1977 was an important year in Italy because

of a political explosion – insurrectional

explosion, in a sense – and then in ’99

Bologna is the place where the European

Countries signed together the so-called

Bologna Treaty on the University. Which in a

sense marks the end of the autonomy of the

university, and marks the subjugation of the

university to the economic financial interests

and so on.

JR: Which I think you start to notice the

reality of this when courses for Arts,

Humanities, Culture are cut – there’s no more
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funding, there’s no more teachers. It’s all

about what can you learn that will give you a

career that pays money rather than depth or

creativity, Different forms of meaning.

FB: Yes, yes, absolutely. You get financing

only if you do this and do that because this

is good for the economists and so on. So, you

can see my relationship with Bologna is

important also not only because I live there.

JR: But it has shaped and influenced really

your thought, and the context of what you’re

about.

FB: Yes, and actually I’ve always been

working on the subject of the relationship

between knowledge and the class struggle,

knowledge and movement, knowledge and

capital and liberalism and so on. Well, at the

same time, this is, I mean my position in the

city has always been the position of the anti-

something, anti-everything..

JR: (Laughs) Anti-Everything!

FB: Sure

JR: “What are you rebelling against?” “What
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have you got?” (Laughter) And so in my

extremely limited knowledge of your work,

which comes from my studio mate

Emanuele…

FB: Emanuele?

JR: Emanuele Guidi, who I share a studio with

in Kreuzberg here. He mentioned something

that for me has resonated, that you were

writing or talking about the attention

economy. And you had a nice word, that I

can’t remember, that you’d invented. And I’m

really interested in this, because I think of the

way that you filter and the way you decide

to give your attention – the world is so

overwhelming, so I’m really curious to know

what your thoughts are on that?

FB: Let’s say that I’m… I go recounting the

story from the beginning – not from the

twelfth century (Laughter)

JR: You can go all that way back if you like…

(Laughter)

FB: Well, my main activity in the seventies

and in the eighties and the nineties has been
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media and movement. The radio movement

in the seventies, cyber-culture in the eighties

and during the nineties I’ve been engaged in

the creation of a special situation in Bologna

which is… Bologna is also the city where the

first civic network has been created, and I

took part in the creation of this network in

’93-’94, the beginning of the story of the

internet. So, I’ve been labelled for a period as

an ‘internet’ – well…

JR: Father?

FB: Well, admirer – the internet admirer is

a new category. And then at the turn of the

century… what else changed in a sense my

perception of the net culture in general but

especially of the relationship between the net

and social life, is the consideration of psycho-

pathological order. I mean, at the end of the

decade, at the end of the nineties, I started to

work on the subject of the psychopathology

of the net generation, of the generation which

is growing with the internet. And I also

discovered the work of people like Miguel

Benasayag – an Argentinian psychoanalyst,

living in Paris and working with young

persons.
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JR: So in the nineties this is people growing

up with the internet, so it’s not already

ubiquitous then but people are intellectually

developing as the internet does?

FB: Yes, with the new media. And also I’ve

been fascinated by this kind of crazy, let’s say

of psychopathology which is identifiable with

panic, with depression, but also with the new

phenomenology of suicide. I am very

interested, since the Colombine event in ’99

– you remember those two guys going to the

school and killing thirteen of their

classmates? Then the multiplication of these

kind of inexplicable acts.

My focus has become psychopathology of the

network, of the networking condition. And

the attention economy was one of the main

fields of this phenomenon – I mean the

relationship between the growth and the

acceleration of the rhythm. Of the

information rhythm but also of the emotional

rhythm in a sense, and the overload, produced

by this acceleration and at the end, the crash!

In the social emotionality, affectivity and in

the social mind in general, and I think that the

economic and financial crisis of spring 2000
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and the recent financial crisis of 2008 is – has

to be explained as a psychic crash also.

JR: It’s a post-human state, really, this is so

fast and so disconnected in a way that it’s

beyond the human ability to…

FB: Exactly, yes. The insertion of the

electronic, the inorganic in the continuum of

the organic relationship, the social, the erotic,

the affective organism, being more and more

affected by the inorganic acceleration and

invaders, in a sense.

JR: And so what are some of the symptoms

or the results of this kind of pathological state

that we’re in?

FB: The first symptom is the huge

enhancement of the space of what is called

crisis of panic. You know the psychiatrists did

not know the symptomatology of panic until

twenty years ago.

JR: So, panic like..?

FB: Yeah, Panic. And what panic is, at the

psycho-pathological level, panic is a physical,
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more, a psychic but also physical perception

of being overwhelmed by, by something.

And, I don’t know if you have read the last

book of Deleuze and Guattari, What is

Philosophy?

At the end of the book they speak of the

relationship between chaos and brain, and

they exactly say in ’91 or so, many years ago

– before I started to think about panic – they

say the mental suffering is essentially a

problem of relationship between the

acceleration of the universe and the slowness,

the physical, the erotic, the carnal slowness

of the human mind. That’s the basic problem

of psychopathology. And panic is the starting

point of this kind of psychopathology. Then

you have depression, which is the contrary

of panic, but it’s the continuation in a sense

– panic is the suffering, or better say the

pathology in general of a mind and a body

which is exposed to too much.

When it becomes too much, when it becomes

too fast, you feel – that especially in a

condition of competitiveness, you feel that
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you cannot follow the rhythm. That the

rhythm is important for you, that you have to

be there but you cannot (any)more be there.

So that kind of pathology starts.

JR: And depression is like the shutting down?

FB: Yes. When you understand that you

cannot run at that speed, that you cannot be

there, that you cannot follow that rhythm,

then in Freudian terms you can say that the

narcissistic investment of desire fails. And

you start saying, “No way for me. I don’t care

anymore about that. I don’t care anymore

with anything. I don’t care anymore with the

speed of reality and of reality and with reality

itself.”

So this kind of cycle of panic/depression is

a problem of attention economy. And we are

speaking of psychopathology but we are

speaking also of the economy in a sense. The

acceleration of the economy during the

nineties, leads (to) that point which is

generally called the internet crash of the

spring 2000.

JR: When the bubble burst?
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FB: Yeah. You were too young to remember

that well, but I do.

JR: (Laughter)

FB: I mean, I’ve been following all the story

passionately. And in a sense it was an

ideological engagement with the internet, and

the deception of understanding that that kind

of machine at the economical core cultural

affective level was producing in a sense the

contrary of the beautiful world of the digital

ideology.

JR: I remember the Utopian philosophy, like it

was all about freedom –

FB: Absolutely.

JR: …and everybody can do whatever they

want, there’s no rules, there’s no structure,

there’s no limits…

FB: Yeah, that’s the nineties. The problem is

that the limit is there. The limit is in the flesh,

the limit is in the brain. The limit is in the

organic side of the cyber machine. The cyber

machine, the network is not only machines,
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it’s also brain, it’s also flesh, it’s also affection,

emotionality and so on.

Well, this is the way I have been hit by this

idea that attention economy… but, I repeat,

it’s also an economic problem. Because when

you think of the internet crash, you have also

to think of the prozac crash. The nineties

have been the years of this kind of

triumphalist, of the heroic sense of no limit.

And prozac, like cocaine, like all that kind

of enhancing, exciting drugs, are giving you

the perception that everything is possible, and

that the limit – that every limit can be

forgotten. And so on.

JR: You’re invincible. Super-human

somehow.

FB: Exactly. This kind of a cyber heroism is

strongly linked with the prozac ideology in a

sense. So I read the financial crisis as a fall

in the investment of desire. That is crucial

in my opinion. Then, in the new decade the

machine starts again, and you have this kind

of amphetaminic cycle which is the war, so

the internet machine is not enough, you have
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to produce kind of amphetaminic new ersatz,

new surrogate of the…

JR: So, the Gulf War?

FB: Yeah, the Bush wars. And the creation

of the world psychology the past decade has

been marked by this coming back of the war,

of the scene of the war. And the 2008 collapse

is in my opinion at many levels, it’s again a

prozac crash. Or maybe an amphetamine

crash. Prozac being the soft excite, the soft

upper, and amphetamine being the bad

warrior upper – but it’s always about

accelerating and falling, accelerating and

falling.

JR: Do you think there are new desires

though? That come out of these crashes, or?

FB: I think that now we have entered the Age

of Exhaustion.

JR: (Laugher)

FB: And that is wonderful! (Laughter)

JR: I can tell you, I’m exhausted!

FB: I am exhausted, not you! (Laughter)
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Auditorium bell ringing to make

announcement.

JR: I’m not as young as I look. We’ll wait for

the announcement.

Announcement: Transmediale Program Am

Siebsehn Uhr in Zehn minuten, Keynote: Life

at work, bioeconomy and the crisis of

cognitive capitalism und Franco Berardi…

JR: Is that you? I’ll stay here and keep working

on the book, but thank you so much for

sitting with me and talking before you had to

go and talk to all those people.

FB: So, Jodi, nice to meet you!

JR: Thank you, it was really beautiful – you go

to your panel now.

Announcement: Life at Work: Bioeconomy

and the Crisis of Cognitive Capitalism begins

in the Auditorium.

transmediale11, green room, Berlin February

2011
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CHAPTER 61.

THE DEVIL'S BRIDGE

WHY MARRY THE DEVIL’S BRIDGE?

“After 10 years of searching for my perfect

bridge, I finally chose to marry the Pont du

Diable for his dark and mysterious history.

Strong and silent, he is the ideal husband for

me. Celebrate this artistic journey across

many bridges… until I found the “One!”

How do you marry a bridge? Will you kiss

him? Will he wear a ring?

“The Devil’s Bridge (1321-1341) is everything

I could desire in a husband – sturdy,

trustworthy, sensual, kind & handsome.

There is longevity in the arch of his back,

he has stood for 600 years and he will stand
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for 600 more. The story of our romance is a

modern love fable – I have travelled the world

for ten years, making music with the sound of

bridges, and as he felt my vibrations coming

nearer he drew me to him. His beginnings

are shrouded in legend, where the powerful

nature and flooding of the River,

technological feats of engineering and

supernatural forces all play their part.

He is fixed, stable, grounded, while I am

nomadic, transient, ever on the road. He gives

me a safe haven, brings me back to ground

myself, and then lets me go again to follow my

own path. The ideal husband… strong, stable

& passionate, with a generous spirit. My work

has evolved over ten years nomadic art

practice from making music with the sound

of bridges, to explore the cultural context and

legends surrounding them with a personal

resonance in this romantic celebration.

This is a symbolic union, to celebrate my love

of bridges over ten years in a joyful ceremony

with friends with specially created gown,

rings & flowers. It represents my dedication
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to the creative and spiritual bridges that

connect us all.”

The Devil’s Bridge has a pleasing and sensual

aspect, he stands high on the river bank

looking up into the hills of Céret and the

valley of the River Tech. The wild nature of

the Eastern Pyrénées-Orientales appeals to

me as a haven and borderland, the mountains

created a frontier and an escape route for

thousands of people fleeing dangerous

histories. The mystery of his missing

keystone continues – perhaps he too is

yearning to be united with his destiny and

made complete. This is why I am marrying

the bridge.
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PART XII.

IMAGINARY LANDS

WHERE DO YOU ESCAPE TO WHEN

THIS WORLD IS DRIVING YOU CRAZY?



CHAPTER 62.

NEW DIMENSIONS IN TRAVEL

Introducing the DIY Wormhole

The Lucerne Space-Time Research Institute

today announced the release of their DIY

Wormhole ‘Travel-Lite’™, an exciting new

development in the travel market, promising

to revolutionise long-haul travel and radically

alter long-distance flights.

Released in partnership with the Planck

Facility for the Advancement of Hyper-

dimensional Travel, the ‘Travel-Lite’™ will

allow domestic users to create their own

wormhole and make instantaneous trips all

over the world for business, leisure or

research purposes. The ‘Travel-Lite’™ can be

installed and running with your first
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wormhole created in less than an hour, and

offers a wide variety of launching pads and

exit points around the globe.

Although it has been known to the scientific

space-travel community for some years, this

is the first time such technology has been

made available to the public. Some

researchers were vociferously opposed to the

information and technology being released

on the open market, stating their concerns

that the rapid shift through inter-dimensional

realities and rampant uncontrolled use of

these devices could both lead to permanent

psychological damage in the user and

potentially create a rift in the fabric of our

space-time continuum. Other consumer

groups also cautioned against the release,

with fears that the ability to instantly travel

anywhere, anytime could lead to both an

insatiable restlessness and inability to stay in

any one place for longer than a minute, and

on the opposite scale, a permanently

sedentary lifestyle.

However, the ‘Travel-Lite’™ is still in a beta-

testing phase, and so will only be available for
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purchase after undergoing rigorous psycho-

geographic testing and a one month training

period. In the interests of public safety, their

use will also be confined to a selection of

restricted routes, to and from launching pads

installed by a qualified space-time technician

and travel consultant.

Some routes are destined to be highly popular

and the researchers expect to log heavy traffic

between Australia and Europe, Scandinavia

and South America, Japan and Canada. The

‘Travel-Lite’™ DIY Wormhole erases travel

time from a 24 hour marathon between

Sydney and London, to just 5 minutes,

including powering the device and

recalibrating yourself on arrival.

Security concerns are allayed by the fact that

only one person can travel at a time, and it

is impossible to take any luggage or indeed

anything with you. Research observers

believe this could lead to an entirely new

category of traveller, the zen-luxury-

sensation seeker, who wishes to experience

as many places in the world as physically

possible within the space of their lifetime.
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The question of intergalactic or space-travel

has been addressed by the Institute, who state

the device is only aligned to work between

points on our own beautiful and mysterious

green and blue planet.

As the popular sci-fi fantasy of the wormhole

contains some inaccuracies, the device also

comes with an extensive literature review and

the methodology is explained in lay terms.

The erroneous beliefs about travel in hyper-

dimensional space include the idea that all

your atoms will be torn asunder and

rearranged – ‘This is just not true’, says Senior

Research Scientist, Dr W. Ho, nor is the

notion that you are somehow mysteriously

shrunk into tiny particles and then re-sized at

the other end of your journey.

The actual technology is far gentler on the

human body than either of these imaginary

methods. It involves a short mental

preparation exercise, followed by application

of the specially developed technology which

allows the ‘Travel-Lite’™ wormhole to appear

by simply picking up one point in space-time

and placing it adjacent to the one where you
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wish to land. Travel is instantaneous,

completely safe and has no adverse side-

effects, jet-lag or additional costs. Customs

officers will be able to pick up all hyper-

dimensional travel by the use of specially

modified RF ID Tags, which the user must

agree to have implanted under their skin in a

painless 5 minute surgical procedure.

Long-term testing is continuing to determine

whether there are any unforeseen

consequences to the repeated use of the

technology, and researchers continue to

assess the potential for cellular damage or

mental discombobulation as being

significantly less than taking a long-haul

flight on a jumbo jet.

The project is being launched in a beta phase

today, and anyone wishing to trial the ‘Travel-

Lite’™ is invited to contact the Lucerne

Space-Time Research Institute or Planck

Facility for the Advancement of Hyper-

dimensional Travel to request an information

pack and application form.

Once you have successfully completed the
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assessment and registration process, you will

be one of the first people in the world to

experience this incredible revolutionary

travel technology, and choose your

destinations from a wide variety of

international launch-pads and exit points.

For a limited time only, the researchers are

accepting worn-out magic carpets,

malfunctioning time machines, and

disconnected astral travel sets, in exchange

for the ‘Travel-Lite’™.

Wednesday April 1, 2009
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CHAPTER 63.

TRAVELS IN BOOKS, MUSIC &

FILM

Top 5 Literary/Film/Music Inspired

Destinations

There are some films that make you just want

to be there, even though you know rationally

that it was only a movie, not real life, and

even if it was, by the time the film comes

out the original event is long-gone. There is

something exciting about standing on a street

corner that you have visited in cinematically

inspired daydreams. Films immortalise

locations in a particular way, even if they

mess with the geography and create an

unrealistic vision of the world, they give us a

glimpse into an incredible range of places and

possibilities.
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Music takes you on another journey, mapping

an interior sense of place and connection.

Sometimes you are drawn to a city for the

music scene, or the narrative of a particular

location told in a favourite song. Emotional

landscapes are explored in the way music

accompanies you on long road trips gives

solace in a dark midnight hour, or gets you

dancing around in the house in the disco

between kitchen and living room.

Books allow you to create a strong inner

world that can seduce you to try and translate

this into your physical experience, and give

access to another level of perception in your

travels through their depth and complexity.

These are my Literary, Film & Music inspired

travel destinations.

Finland, home of the Moomins

As a child, I was enchanted by the series of

Moomintroll stories by Tove Janssen.

Her beautiful magical world, with the

Fillyjonk who believed in disaster, the hermit

Hemulen, and of course the hermit-like

Snufkin, whose appearance on the bridge
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signals the end of winter hibernation (taken

with a dose of pine needle cordial, which I

was charmed to find actually exists in

Finland), and the arrival of spring. A land

where the whole world is frozen under a

blanket of snow, and the comet that

mysteriously lands in a cave, where a

magicians hat turns eggshells into clouds you

can float on, and orange peel into a terrifying

monster. The midsummer madness when the

entire family takes to the stage and spends

the summer living in a theatre that is also

somehow floating on the water, or the year

that Moominpappa moves the whole family

to live on a lighthouse, on a tiny rocky island

in the archipelago. Then there is

Moominmamma and her pancakes with

strawberry jam, which I finally tasted at the

Seahorse restaurant in Helsinki, where they

came piled onto the place in an enormous

stack, with lashings of whipped cream.

Moomintroll is the gentle hero of all these

stories, moving through the adventures and

landscape with his innocent joy and wonder,

trying to make sense of life, and joyous in

his love for the Snork maiden. I still feel
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something of this enchantment in the place,

every time I visit Finland it feels like there is

a magic veil drawn over me, and the world

takes on a more wondrous hue. There is the

landscape, a silent wildness in the archipelago

and the incredible quality of the light, rituals

of sauna, a lively electronic arts scene, and

the endlessly charming and unexpected quiet

humour of the Finnish people. This is

beautifully depicted in the films of Aki

Kaurismaki, although I have only watched

them since going to the country. Still, his

vision of the world in The Man Without a

Past would be enough to inspire me to visit.

Times Square, New York

I was young and impressionable in 1980,

when ‘The Sleaze Sisters’ offered me a

glimpse of a life I had never imagined. The

movie is Times Square, and it tells the story

of two girls from different backgrounds who

meet in a mental hospital, and run away

together seeking a way to live their dreams

– a life of stardom for Nicky, and

understanding for Pamela. Tim Curry plays

the radio DJ who supports their aspirations.
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The soundtrack is fantastic, Patti Smith

Group, Gary Numan, Talking Heads, The

Ramones, and the film is a punk rock love

letter to New York and outcasts everywhere.

I saw the film again recently, and was struck

by how it captured the feeling of those pre-

gentrification days, with a grungy run-down

vision of Manhattan that no longer exists.

Desperately Seeking Susan, released in 1985

also made an impact, there was Madonna

being mysterious and messed-up in her

rhinestone boots, Egyptian jacket and a seedy

underground world of bizarre dance and

magic club. Rosanna Arquette as the

housewife dreaming of a more exciting life,

who eavesdrops on an ongoing mystery

through the personals ads in the newspaper.

She is fascinated by the person behind these

‘Desperately Seeking Susan’ notices, and their

paths cross through a series of misadventures

and coincidences in this wondrous cityscape.

New York was a frizzling, popping, buzzing

place to be, anyone craving adventures and

possibilities would make their way there

eventually. Although whether you ‘made it

there’ or not was another matter entirely. I
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visited in 1989 for a very brief 4 days,

wandered around meeting people and

indulging a sense of limitless creative frisson

– although I’ve been back since, I still regret

not staying and seeking my fortune in that

long lost moment.

Bob Dylan and Leonard Cohen are jointly

responsible for my fascination with the

Chelsea Hotel. I found my own version in the

late 80’s, at the mythical establishment The

Carlton Arms, where a painter friend, Paul,

was living as one of the artists decorating

each room in their own style with murals

covering every wall. Leaning out over the fire

escape, watching a couple arguing on the

street, jumping in and out of their taxi as they

screamed at each other made me feel part of

the city with it’s constant drama and

fascination. There was an un-lived love affair

involved too – where are you now, Drew? (…

I still wish I had stayed.)

Paul Auster in The New York Trilogy gives the

city another spin, making a secret code of the

streets and creating endlessly intriguing

characters and situations. It wasn’t until I
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found myself on a rooftop in Brooklyn on

my trip in 2002, (although not at one in the

morning), that I really felt I was in New York.

There’s something about the power of music

that imprint your perception and

consciousness in a certain way, so that a song

can make a place come alive or bring back

the memory of it with stunning clarity and

emotion. This was a self-conscious

indulgence in recreating the mental imagery

of my favourite PJ Harvey song: You said

something on Stories from the City, Stories from

the Sea – her voice holds such yearning and

resigned wisdom, for the never-forgotten

love affair that wasn’t to be. It always makes

me wonder, who was the person, which

railing, and where can you see all five bridges

from the rooftop?

Lovers of the Bridge, Paris

I managed to avoid Paris for many years, on

the grounds that unless I was deeply in love,

there was no point going to the ‘most

romantic city on earth’. I also still can’t drive a

car, because I’m waiting until I have a Jaguar.

It’s a strange attitude, I know.
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Of course, there are a million sparks of

inspiration for you to delve into this city, but

the reason I eventually succumbed has

something to do with these films, both love

stories set on bridges. The outcasts living on

the decaying stone curves of Les Amants du

Pont Neuf, one of them a blind and

brokenly beautiful Juliette Binoche; or the

unlikely angelic rescue (in homage to It’s a

Wonderful Life), which begins Girl on the

Bridge, where Daniel Auteuil dives into the

river in order to stop Vanessa Paradis from

jumping, both inspired the crumbling of my

resistance. I wanted to experience that

passion, although maybe without the knife

throwing and heavy drinking.

Then again… the French are so romantic, in

Paris it seems that for love, anything is

worthwhile.

Musically, I longed to feel the intensity and

heartache that Edith Piaf transmits so vividly,

and visit the glamorous smoky bars where

I imagined she would have played. Or the

wonderful Eartha Kitt, whose husky crooning
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“I love men,” speaks of voluptuous love affairs

and decadence. On the literary side, both

Simone de Beauvoir and Anaïs Nin promised

a seductive world of philosophical and

visceral pleasures, and created an imaginary

city peopled with artists, cabaret performers

and writers, where anything was possible and

indeed likely to happen. Once you let go of

inhibitions and take a trip to the cafe or an

artist friends’ studio, drinking and

debauchery would surely ensue, along with

deeply philosophical dialogue. I’m sorry to

say I can neither confirm nor deny the

veracity of this dream!

Istanbul & Iceland

I’ve always been fascinated with whirling

dervishes, I would love to travel to Istanbul

just to hear the sound of the music played

while the dancers spin with that incredible

poise and devotion. The book of poetry by the

Persian philosopher Rumi gives wonderful

insights and poetic inspiration, as Rumi

“believed passionately in the use of music,

poetry, and dance as a path for reaching God.”

Afterwards, I would walk out into the evening
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twilight and hear random music playing from

the shops, and perhaps a musician busking

on the street, and be slowly transported back

into the everyday.

The movie Crossing the Bridge – The Sound of

Istanbul explores the music you can find in

this energetic and chaotic city, from rap to

Turkish classical, Kurdish songs to Roma jazz

musicians, and street buskers. Featuring Baba

Zulu, Müzeyyen Senar and Sezen Aksu

singing “Memory of Istanbul”. This film will

certainly give you a taste for Istanbul, until

you can make it there in person.

Iceland is another of the places I have never

visited but dream of through the music. Sigur

Rós, Múm, Bjork, all hold a strange beauty

and perception of the world in their music,

that seems to tell something of the landscape,

people and place through the sublime

richness of their sounds, playfully haunting

melodies and often bizarre lyrics. The film

Heima makes sense of the landscape through

a series of shows played (often) unannounced

in small towns by Sigur Rós, from an
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abandoned factory in a fishing village to a

campsite high in the mountains. Sublime.

There is a film I saw years ago, with ice faerie

screaming from the rocks to re-start the

stalled Volkswagen car of a travelling

Japanese couple. The amazing landscape

lingers in memory, (the name is obscure for

now – Cold Fever), I still want to go and hear

the faerie singing in the rocks.

Australia (apart from Sydney where I grew up)

Although it is my home country, the interior,

the far north, and the desert are still unknown

territory to me. These have been made a little

more familiar through films such as Ten

Canoes and Rabbit Proof Fence, which evoke

a longing to experience the intensity of that

wilderness and space.

The Tale of Ruby Rose was in mind when I

climbed the Walls of Jerusalem in Tasmania,

and found the hut where the heroine lived

while her trapper husband went out hunting,

leaving her literally climbing the walls. The

film Dogs in Space, starring Michael
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Hutchence and Saskia Post inspired a trip to

Melbourne in the 80’s, searching for traces

of their ramshackle bohemian tale of a

musician’s life.

“The film is set in a house occupied by a

collection of social misfits. The main

storyline is that of a strange musician’s

relationship with a girl, their drug use and

his band. These events are surrounded by a

chaotic myriad of sub-plots; including a

homicidal chainsaw maniac’s lust for his

machine and a T.V station’s offer of money in

return for a piece of the Skylab satellite that

has fallen to earth. The film is composed of

small fragments in the lives of its inhabitants,

each following onto the next, sometimes

overlapping and ending in tragedy.”

My only images of the desert (apart from a

protest trip to Woomera detention centre and

nuclear facility in the early 90s) come from

the futuristic dystopian visions of Mad Max,

and the Wim Wenders film Until the end of the

world, where the characters become addicted

to viewing the recordings of their own

dreams. Robyn Davidson riding her camel
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across the desert in Tracks is indelibly printed

into the memory of many Australians,

although I don’t know of anyone who

followed in her footsteps. All of these books

and films remind me of the vastness of the

sunburnt country, how many diverse worlds

and landscapes are contained within her

‘sweeping plains’.

One day when I return home, I will explore

these mysteries in full, but first I still have to

make it to Iceland and Istanbul.

April 1, 2009
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CHAPTER 64.

Remembrance of Beach Holidays Past

While some people head for the hills, others

hit the bars, and some prefer museums,

stargazing or visiting the wildebeest, for me

the ultimate holiday involves crashing waves

and glistening sands. Despite my intense

aversion to sunburn, I can never go past a trip

to the beach. It started with Elvis and

clambakes, in all those 1950s musicals with

pretty girls in polka-dot bikinis and beefy

boys in tight shorts, having an innocent sing

along around the fire – until the passionate

embraces or brawling started – and continues

to this day.

Fresh air & night swims

I am fortunate to have grown up in Sydney,
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a city with some of the worlds most beautiful

beaches, featuring dramatic sandstone cliffs

along the coastline, perfect fine golden sand

and magnificent curving waves. In my

childhood, the beach was a day trip, you

packed a picnic lunch, some plastic buckets

and spades, books and – of course – towels,

sunblock and a beach umbrella. Then you

hopped in the car or jumped on the bus across

town to Bondi or up to the Northern Beaches

That was probably my earliest experience of

public sculpture, creating ephemeral

mermaids and castles in the sand, decorating

them with shells and building moats to try

and direct the flow of water, until the tide

was too high and washed them away. Going

home sticky with ice-cream and the tang of

salt on your skin, washing every last grain of

sand from your hair, feeling intoxicated by

the fresh air and wild power of the ocean. I

loved every moment, even the sunburn was a

reminder of happy times, until it peeled away

and the memories faded along with your tan.

It wasn’t until I left home and moved to

Bronte, that I experienced the pure joy of
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living at the beach, having a two-minute walk

from my door to the ocean every day. The

beach used to be simply a place where people

lived, not the extreme real estate destination

and glamorous promenade it is now, and in

the one strip that currently holds – at last

count – 13 cafes, there used to be a milk bar,

laundromat, grocery store, fish ‘n’ chips shop

and just the one, original Bronte Cafe. Here’s

to you, Fiona and Maurice, for bringing the

most fabulous chicken and mushroom pies,

rhubarb tart and magic tricks to the people

who tumbled out of the water and across the

road, still in their towels, to hang out and

catch up with friends, neighbours and local

gossip.

One of the benefits of living at the beach was

the thrill of night swimming, possible in the

balmy summer evenings, although I would

always use the ocean pools at night, as it’s

much harder to see the current and there are

very strong rips at many Sydney beaches. In

fact, I’m totally sook about waves in daylight

too, having had been dumped a few too many

times, and always prefer to swim in the pools

carved out in the rocks, which you can find at
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most of the beaches along the east cost. The

famous Icebergs Club at Bondi is a stunning

place for a drink (if you remembered to pack

something glamorous enough to wear), or

else try the Clovelly Bowling Club, which is

perched on top of the cliffs a few beaches

south, for a more relaxed atmosphere. The

Coogee Bay Hotel is famous the live bands

and raucous crowd, while Maroubra has a

strong surfer culture.

Christmas at the beach is another fabulous

bonus to life in the southern hemisphere,

imagine swimming with Santa and watching

the elves surf into shore. Recover from the

over-indulgent family lunch on the sand,

before diving into the clear blue ocean, just

remember no swimming for half-an-hour

after you’ve eaten, or you’ll get a cramp!

Sharks & pipi shells

Watching the sunset over the water is one of

the main features of the beaches in Perth,

situated on the West Coast of Australia, with

miles and miles of gorgeous sandy shores.

Fremantle has a more alternative, arty vibe,
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with plenty of bookshops, music venues and

cafes to relax in after your day on the hot

sands, although take heed of any warnings,

sirens or other signs of danger, and keep a

close watch out for sharks.

Family holidays also involved digging for pipi

shells on the sands in Golden Bay, in the

northern tip of New Zealand’s South Island.

You can spot them by the tiny holes in the

sand, usually with air bubbles, and then scoop

each tiny shell up and straight onto the grill,

in our case a sheet of metal over the fire in

a 40 gallon drum. The daily limit is 150 per

person, which should be more than enough

for a BBQ feast.

The West Coast of New Zealand is even more

magnificent than the beaches back home, a

wilderness of remote coastline with luscious

forests all the way to the sand. Watch ‘The

Piano’ for a glimpse of this stunning scenery,

although it’s probably best not to emulate

Holly Hunter, and leave the musical

instruments out when you’re packing the

boat. Zipping along the crest of the waves in a
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speedboat has to be one of the sexiest ways to

travel, so make sure you take a ride

Beach brawls, DJ dancing, fake sand

The trip around the world I made at 18

included a family holiday in Turkey, where

my uncle was the captain on a boat. He met

us in Greece with a 50 foot yacht, and so we

sailed through the Colossus of Rhodes and

across the Mediterranean to Marmaris. I

remember being terrified by the alarming

angle of our tilt in the waves (I am so not

a natural sailor), and enchanted by the

phosphorescence glowing in the water

behind us. There may even have been

dolphins playing in our wake, although

perhaps I am making that up.

The beach at Marmaris was tiny, a Turkish

Riveria holiday resort with coarse black sand,

and we had all our meals in town reached

by powerboat from our mooring around the

next bay. I found the romance of travel

encapsulated in the old-style wooden vessels

that we took down through the rushes to see

the Lycian temples carved high up in the
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sheer cliff face in Fethiye, and then came back

down to earth with a long road trip up to

Gallipoli. My grandfather and two uncles

talked military strategy over the mint tea we

drank at roadside stands, and we stopped in

to look at Ephesus and at least two places

claiming to be the original Troy. Now that

was a beach brawl taken to extremes.

Arriving in Barcelona to visit friends last

summer, I was delighted to be swept directly

to the Mar Bella beach party, an endless

Sunday of mojito’s, dancing and DJ’s with a

quick dip in the Mediterranean to make sure

it was real. Gorgeous. We also headed south

to the famous beach at Sitges with a fabulous

parade of flamboyant eurotrash to people

watch. I find these Southern European

beaches too pebbly and crowded for my taste,

but then you know how spoiled I am by all

those years in Australia!

The Costa Brava is an exception, with a

wonderful walk along the cliffs, and the

charming cabins along the beach front

belonging to the local women, as the men

traditionally inherited the more valuable
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inland properties used for agriculture, until

the 1950’s tourist boom for the coast, which

had the women of the family suddenly in the

money.

The French who live in the capital have

learned to make the most of their

summertime by installing a fake beach along

the Seine in Paris, where you can rent a

deckchair and pretend you’re about to dive

into the surf. The Vienna City Beach Bar is

also quite the scene, for an Austrian river

beach, with a tiny strip of sand to launch

yourself into the water, and massage available

at the bar afterward, along with a DJ and

snacks. I was intrigued by the endless flat

waves and sombre mood of the beach at

Haarlem, when a friend took me for a day

trip there during a stay in Amsterdam. Plenty

of trendy bars along the waterfront, and cute

little wooden houses set into the sand dunes.

And right now? Well if you must know, I’m

currently enjoying the small yet atmospheric

beaches around Korcula town in Croatia,

which are almost completely deserted in the

winter. Perfect.
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CHAPTER 65.

DREAM HOLIDAYS

Off-Beat Destinations

Wondering where to dream of next? They say

half the fun of a holiday is in the planning,

so in case you’re stuck for ideas and looking

for your next grand adventure, consider some

of these holiday destinations with a twist.

Maybe an Italian resort in Wales, a tropical

paradise in Germany, a nostalgic Baltic sea

resort, glamour camping in the South of

France, the Von Trapp Family in Vermont,

or the surreal gardens of concrete orchids in

Mexico.

Port Meirion

The Italianate resort village of Port Meirion
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is magnificently located in Gwynedd on the

rocky coast of North Wales, surrounded by

Snowdonia National Park. This

extraordinary folly was conceived and

designed by the Sir Clough Willams-Ellis.

Constructed largely from reclaimed

fragments of demolished buildings, he used

recycled materials long before the trend for

eco-consciousness became global. A fanciful

architectural bricolage in homage to the

Italian Mediterranean, the resort is said to

have influenced the development of post-

modern architecture, and offers everything

you might hope for in a coastal Italian town –

except perhaps the balmy weather. Beautiful

landscaping and decorative outcrops set off

the ornate buildings to perfection, with a

series of walkways through the the

wilderness garden setting or venture out

further afield along the coast, a fine piazza

in which to relax and enjoy the scenery, and

a range of accommodation from decadent

hotels, quirky cottages and medieval Castle

Deudraeth. And yes, fans of the iconic BBC

show “The Prisoner” will recognize this

setting as The Village. Be seeing you.
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Tropical Islands

Those already in Europe will be happy to

know that a tropical holiday paradise is no

longer a flight to the other side of the world,

but is now possible without leaving the

continent. Yes, Tropical Islands, just 60km

South of Berlin offers rainforest in a naturally

maintained biotope and boasts ‘Europe’s

largest spa and sauna complex’, an

unbelievable haven of lush tropics and beach-

side entertainment. Essentially built into a

giant dome – originally an aircraft hanger for

building and repairing airships, this 360m

long, 210m wide and 107m high man-made

paradise caters to beach-loving visitors of all

ages. “Watch the palm trees sway in the gentle

breeze. Feel the sand between your toes on

our Tropical beach. At Tropical Islands, the

dream of creating a Tropical Paradise in the

heart of Europe has become reality.” The Bali

Lagoon features a grotto and waterfall, with

romantic evening lighting for you to enjoy

a tropical barbecue or dinner at the Borneo

Cafe. You can even stay overnight and camp

on the beach in a tent, or relax in the hot tub

of your Cambodian or Balinese style lodge
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before a morning swim in the waves, recline

by the ‘surf’ at the South Seas Beach with a

cocktail, ride the water-slide or fly up into

the dome in a hot air balloon to marvel at

the worlds biggest indoor rainforest. Return

to the frozen streets of Berlin and hit the

nightclubs and bars. The best of both worlds,

accessible to those travelling from further

afield via the Regional Express trains (with a

free shuttle bus from the station), or 60km

drive on the A13 Berlin/Dresden Motorway.

Tropical Islands offers free entry on your

actual birthday, so celebrate!

Curonian Spit, Lithuania

If you’re feeling nostalgic, or have a yen for

the Baltic, head North to the jewel of the

Lithuanian Coast, and UNESCO World

Heritage site of Neringa. Located on the

peninsula of the Curonian Spit, the landscape

rests between the Baltic Sea and a quiet

lagoon, where Nida sea resort offers gentle

recreation in a peaceful atmosphere. It does

get busy during summer, but don’t expect the

nightclub scene, this is where you go for

serious relaxation. ‘There are no noisy
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highways, railway stations, municipal

transport like in other cities and towns. But

there are dunes, forest, seaside and small

fishing villages rolling in sand.’ German

expressionists established Nida Artist’s

Colony there, spending summers in the resort

at the “Hermann Blode” hotel, built in 1867.

Rich in history, the fascinating ‘Hill of

Witches’ sculpture garden was the site of

Pagan midsummer rituals, and offers the

visitor a glimpse into this archaic past with

strange sculptures of demons, angels and

mythological creatures. Amusements include

yachting, walking, cycling and a visit to the

sea museum and dolphinarium. The very

charming tourist site promises a veritable

oasis from the world: “I am your hope and

your beacon, your longing, nostalgia and soul

cry. I will be here for you when you need me,

and will fold you in mists and love. I am your

Nida…. Forget your troubles, give yourself to

the waves and wind and they will carry you to

my shores… and the sun will always show up

after the storm.”

Neringa FM is the alternative independent

radio station, where you can listen to
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contemporary sounds of the area in advance,

although young people in search of ‘noisy

discos and dancing’ are advised to head for

Palanga, the busiest summer resort. This is

still resplendent with pagan mythology and

history, with a dramatic abduction and

escape, serving as Lithuania’s busiest port

from the 15th to 17th Century, and a centre

of trade from the 10th Century, developing

into a resort in the early 19th Century.

Go Glamping – Glamour Camping

You may remember camping as an

uncomfortable enterprise, walking for hours

into the woods and trying to make yourself

comfortable on a hard ground with

unexpectedly sharp rocks and sticks that

seem to multiply during the night. Well, now

there’s a glamour camping option, for those

intrepid campers who yearn for a taste of the

wilderness, and still want to be able to sleep

soundly in a soft bed. Goglamping offers the

Rolls Royce of camping experiences, listing

and showcasing the possibilities with direct

links to the accommodation provider’s

websites. Choose from a small birds nest yurt
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perched on a mountainous natural park in the

Languedoc-Roussillon of the South of France

to a tipi or sahara tent on De Kluut, an

uninhabited Dutch island. Those who fancy

a comfortable taste of the gypsy life can take

to their romantic caravan in Herefordshire

at the Wriggles Brook Gypsy B&B, where

breakfast is brought to you in bed, and the

Queenie Stove will keep you toastie warm.

Camp in stylish comfort in the dune

landscape of National Park Zuid-

Kennemerland Airstream Caravan Park at De

Lakens (The Netherlands), “see more, do

more, live more” in a fifties airstream van

fitted with flatscreen tv, shower and

hammock. The beach is only 200 metres

away, so perhaps a beach lodge is more to

your taste, where you can fall asleep to the

sound of the sea.

Von Trapp Family Lodge

“When the Von Trapp family left Austria and

first gazed on the sweeping mountain vistas

of Stowe, Vermont, they knew immediately

they had found their new home.” Experience
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a taste of Austrian mountain life in America,

with a trip to the Trapp Family lodge and

ski resort, looking out over 2,400 acres of

mountain views, and enjoy a range of

activities including wine tasting, cross

country skiing, maple sugaring, mountain

biking, yoga, arts and crafts….

Simply relax in the charming Austrian-style

lodge while you contemplate the hills, or

choose the ‘Meet the Von Trapp’ option for an

insight into the lives and history of the family

who inspired “The Sound of Music”, which is

screened weekly in case you feel the need to

revisit the original story.

Surreal Jungle Garden

Las Pozas sculpture garden is a surrealist

wonderland in the jungle of Mexico, near the

town of Xilitla. This bizarre xanadu is the

work of art patron and eccentric millionaire,

Edward James, who “abandoned the

intellectual, social and artistic circles of

London, Paris, New York and Hollywood for

the jungles of Mexico”. Legends say the vision

of a cloud of butterflies inspired him to buy
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the property, in the semi-tropical highlands

of the Sierra Madre Mountains of Northern

Mexico, 8 hours from Mexico City. James

started the enterprise in 1945 with an orchid

garden that was wiped out by a freak

snowstorm, and developed his profusion of

concrete orchids over 20 years and acres of

jungle into a surrealist architectural vision.

The sculptures include a bamboo palace,

orchid shaped cement totem poles, obelisks,

pavilions, bridges going nowhere and the

spiral stairway to the sky, leading you into the

treetops. The guest house El Castillo is the

former home of the owner/artist and offers

grand bedrooms in a dramatic and whimsical

mix of Mexican, English and Moorish

architecture. Make sure to visit the Parrot

Cave and spectacular waterfalls in the

surrounding area, and share your dream

holidays and favourite kitsch or surreal

destinations. Wherever you are, even if you

can’t fly to the other side of the world or

another continent, there are plenty of options

to whet your appetite, and a location to suit

every inclination… now all you need to do is

decide!
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December 30, 2009
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CHAPTER 66.

WINTER ESCAPES

Make the most of the cold and dark

What point is there trying to run away from

Winter’s cold embrace? At some point you

know that you will have to hunker down,

snuggle up and give in to the hibernating

spirit of snow and ice! Here are some ideas

for making your own alternative kinky cold-

season fun in the Northern Hemisphere.

It’s all downhill from here

While those who can, ski – the rest of us are

left to make it downhill on whatever

equipment we can find. Collect your largest

cardboard boxes, any sled-like contraptions

you can find in the garage or cellar, maybe a
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sleigh will turn up at your local fleamarket!

Whatever way you choose to do it, climbing

to the top of the nearest hill and barrelling

back down it at top speed of your chosen

vehicle is a way to lift your spirits and get the

adrenalin flowing. Hit the hills of Morzine-

Avoriaz (France) at night, for Luge Nocturne

(Night Sledding), with only a torch to light

your way this promises an even more

invigorating thrill. Take care if you try this

at home! Of course, if you follow the activity

with a steamy sauna or glühwein then you’ll

be truly invoking the winter spirit.

Steam into spring

Yes, it’s a well-known fact that the secret of

Finland’s military success in countless

historical battles with her neighbours was the

soldier’s ability to construct a mobile sauna

in the middle of the battlefield, staying warm

and relaxed in it overnight, before burning it

to the ground and moving on.

You don’t need to be fighting off hostile

forces, just the ennui of long nights and dark

days, which can seem almost enjoyable once
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your body temperature rises and all those

muscles kept tightly wound against the cold

begin to relax unwind. Many places will offer

a Traditional Finnish Sauna, so even if you

can’t make it all the way to Finland, search

your local business directory and health spa

listings for a steam bath closer to home. Take

your own birch branches to stimulate the

release of toxins and for that authentically

Finnish experience. Or you can call on the

travelling sauna and have a mobile Temp°

Sauna built for you, using traditional Finnish

methods and materials in alternative

situations and unexpected locations.

Developed in the obscured backyards of old

Berlin, and since travelling to Spain, Australia

and Helsinki, the Temp° Sauna can be heated

with recycled wood and strives to respect the

environment and find new avenues of

sustainability.

Visit Santa

Those who can make it to Finland will be

in for a treat when you head North, to the

tiny Arctic town of Rovaniemi. This is the

official home of Santa, and the place where
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all the letters addressed to him end up. The

Christmas feast menu includes spiced fish,

Glazier’s herring, apple salad, turnip-

casserole, salmon stuffed with pike and

morel, home-brewed beer, gingerbreads and

cloudberries.

Even those too old or cynical to believe in

the man in red and his bevy of elvish helpers,

well it’s still an amazing place to visit, and if

you’re lucky you may get to see the Northern

Lights – Aurora Borealis – or take a ride on a

reindeer sleigh. The stars of the polar sky are

stunning, with the North Star at the centre,

giving the Reindeer their special navigation

system, so the always return to Korvatunturi

Mountain, which twinkles below the North

Star. The clear cloudless night skies are said

to bring more berries and mushrooms in the

following summer, and when the silvery

crescent moon appears on Christmas Day,

they say that next year will be particularly

happy.

Remember to pack your wish-list for

presents, just in case! Anyone who believes

in Moomins (the whimsical creation of
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children’s book author Tove Janssen) can visit

their homeland further south, where the

Fillyjonk who believed in disaster will be

battening down the hatches against the

winter storms. Moominland Midwinter

offers a special program of events, so drink

your pine needle cordial and hibernate for the

rest of the cold season, for who knows what

adventures Spring may hold?

Snug as a bear in the ICEHOTEL

Every year in Northern Sweden a team of

intrepid designers re-construct the

ICEHOTEL. Allowing even more intrepid

travellers to bunk down for the night on a

bearskin rug in a bed of ice. The entire room

is made of ice, and short of camping in an

igloo, it’s the closest thing to becoming a

polar bear, albeit in a very fancy setting. The

rest of the hotel is made of more traditional

materials but you will remember forever the

nights you spend on ice. You can even get

married in the ice church! Choose from the

art suite, ice or snow rooms, breakfast buffet

and morning sauna included. Take a guided

snowmobile tour in search of the Northern
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Lights, or a sled ride across the frozen Torne

River, where the ice is harvested each year to

create the newest design of the hotel. Artists

can apply to design their own suite at the

ICEHOTEL, and work with mentors who are

experienced in building with ice to find

expression for an amazing variety of ideas in

frozen form. (I had the excellent fortune to

be selected in 2012 to build the ice bridge

Sleep Span with Justin Tyler Tate.) Every year

the ice part of the hotel melts away, to be

reconstructed the following winter.

While you’re up in the far North, hop across

to Norway and cruise along the Fjords, where

some of the most insanely decadent

landscapes in existence will give you a sense

of the majesty and power of this incredible

planet. Travel along the coast road to the

westernmost point in mainland Europe, visit

fishing communities, glaciers with ocean

views and spot sea eagles hovering above the

cliffs. Drive along the Atlantic Highway,

“Norway’s construction of the century,”

between Averøy and Eide. The Route along

Highway 64 takes you via a ferry to Bremsnes,

skipping nimbly across islands and over eight
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bridges from Kristiansund to Averøy looking

out towards and the incredible coastline of

Hustadvika.

Feeling energetic?

Take a turn at the Alternative Winter

Olympics, courtesy of Dominique Ritter,

where you can show off your finely honed

skills at any frozen location in any or all of the

following:

Synchronized snowmobiling

Freestyle snowball-fight

Frostbite marathon

Snowbank pole vault

Alpine pole lick

Speed ice sculpting

Avalanche downhill, 50 m

Avalanche downhill, 100 m

Dynamite ice-fishing

Garbage-bag luge

Snow angels

Three-legged figure skating

Shoveling
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Winter Playgrounds

Alternatively you could embrace the

festivities of your local council and city

district, take to the ice rinks, watch the

christmas lights twinkle in the trees, and join

in with the carol singers. Cardiff has a

magnificent ice and tree display, London’s

Hyde Park of course offers the traditional

winter wonderland playground, and in New

York the Rockefeller Centre is the ultimate

place for romantic skating on ice. Get into the

festive spirit with the giant snowglobe and

you’ll become part of the snowy landscape.

Whatever you choose to celebrate or observe

at this time of year – whether it’s a pagan

tradition, religious festival or pure humbug

– take a night to believe in the magic of the

season, and show that good will between

people really is possible.

Winter in the Mountains

You’ve seen the sights in Barcelona, taken a

bite of the big apple, and are craving more

outdoor adventures? Make the trip up to your

nearest mountain and enjoy the peak
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experience, from the Pyrénées to the

Adirondacks. Breathe in the pure air and take

a look at the world from a fresh perspective.

Originating in Germany and Austria, now all

over Europe, the Weihnachtsmarkt is an

excellent tradition of open air markets in

December, where you can nibble on stollen

(egg bread with candied fruit) and drink

glühwein (hot mulled wine) to stay warm as

you browse the handcrafts and trinkets.

Snuggle up and stay in the mood

If you’re in the mood for something a little

more risque, take yourself, your favourite

lady or a friend to seek another side of the

city of love with the ‘Naughty Paris Guide.’

Do some research into local hotspots for an

updated version to make your very own

naughty home-town guide! Then again,

perhaps it’s time to stay warm on the couch

with a brandy-laced hot chocolate while you

dream of John Cusack and Demi Moore

in One Crazy Summer or watch Cristina

Ricci 70s coming of age in The Ice Storm.

However you choose to embrace it, winter

offers plenty of opportunity for adventure
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and experimentation, so get your mittens on,

make some snow angels – or devils – and

start playing!

December 2009
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CHAPTER 67.

BERLIN BERG

Berlin’s Mysterious Mountain

Remarkably, very few visitors to Berlin know

about our mountain, rising up in the heart

of the city. Berlin Berg hovers 1,000 metres

above the site of the old Tempelhof airport,

offering panoramic vistas over this once flat

swampy landscape.

How did the mountain get there? Why hasn’t

it been included in official postcards before?

Where can I go to climb its slopes? Questions

now being asked by visitors and locals alike,

as the peak looms into view, becoming a cult

object for a new focus on the city.

Worldwide media attention, a Facebook fan
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page and multiple iconic images later, and

The Berg has taken on a distinct presence in

the cultural, emotional and physical

landscape of Berlin

Climb my magic mountain

Meticulous thought has gone into conceptual

planning and design of The Berg, taking into

account the varieties and study of natural

flora and fauna, in conjunction with the

marked changes in local climatic conditions.

And the likelihood of greatly increased

inclement weather on the Kreuzberg side.

The height of the peak means that it will be

snow covered between September and

March, offering an unprecedented

opportunity to enjoy winter activities and

sports right here in the city. Imagine skiing

in the heart of Berlin! The summer months

provide an excellent location for picnics,

hiking trails, camping, paragliding and kite-

flying, while the chairlift takes you directly to

the summit.
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Berlin Berg: Planning and design

A publicity campaign for the mountain

focuses on the diverse recreational activities

possible, using reworked images from a

tourism campaign for the city, showing a side

of Berlin never before seen.

Local bars – such as Tempelhofer Bergstübl

and St Oberholtz – display framed images of

the mountain, feature newly designed

coasters. And school children now add The

Berg to their repertoire of drawings. You, too,

can celebrate your visit to The Berg with a

range of stylish postcards and collectible

souvenirs. Anyone who has been to Berlin

and failed to see The Berg will be inevitably

returning for a glimpse of this fabulous

natural wonder and constructed icon.

Berlin Berg: A little history

“The Berg,” as it’s affectionately known, came

into existence recently (January 2009), in

response to an architectural competition to

redesign the disused land of Tempelhof

Airport. The brief included a 5-story

residential complex and parkland, and is one
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of the many Berlin architectural projects to

inspire heated public debate and controversy.

The Berg plan, however, is different than

most other entries. It takes the high-concept

re-thinking of landscape and place to another

level entirely.

Of course, The Berg is never intended to be

built. It exists purely as an imaginary concept.

However the architects have received

numerous offers from those dwelling in the

valleys beneath them, to detach and move

mountains from Austria into place at

Tempelhof, if they so desire.

Some of the press coverage has also missed

the irony, taking the project literally, resulting

in some very confused visitors to Berlin. The

Berg? Yes it does tower above the Eiffel

Tower. It rises higher than the tallest building.

It offers a platform for contemplation to rival

that of any mountain peak.

Come to Berlin and see The Berg!

While big and wealthy cities in many parts of

the world challenge the limits of possibility
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by building gigantic hotels with fancy shapes,

Berlin sets up a decent mountain. Poor old

Hamburg, flat as a board, turns green with

envy. Rich and once proud Munich feels

ashamed of its substandard Alpine panorama.

Best of all, we Berliners do not have to build

it. We just picture it to ourselves and pretend

it’s beautiful to everyone else. Yes it’s true,

its peak exceeds 1.000 metres and is covered

with snow from September to March. Next

time you come to Berlin, make sure you visit

The Berg.

Wednesday December 16, 2009
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CHAPTER 68.

IMAGINARY CREATURES

Itinerary for visiting Imaginary Creatures

The ancient maps marked uncharted

territory with the warning: “Here be

Dragons,” but what if you wanted to find a

magical creature? Where would you start

your search in these modern times when

every part of the globe has been explored and

mapped? Some days when people are just too

difficult you may start to feel that a world

populated by unicorns, dragons and fauns

could only be an improvement. Here then, is

an itinerary for visiting the lands of

imaginary and mythical creatures.
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In search of Pan

The wardrobe in the forgotten back room of

your great-uncle’s distant manor is the best

place to start for crossing through the

barriers between worlds and finding the land

of the Fauns. Of course, you can also try

looking for a friendly Faun in any wooded

area of England or Europe. I would happily

take a cup of tea and a cosy gossip with Mr

Tumnus any day, especially as played by

James McAvoy, whose charms are enough to

restore a girl’s faith in humanity. Once you

have located your Faun, identified yourself

and started to enjoy a long chat, it may

already be dark outside, so make sure to pack

a torch or candle for your journey home. The

Faun race of half goat and half human are

based on the mythic figure of Pan, the horned

goat who could mostly be found in the forests

of Arcadia, playing his flute and luring the

passing nymphs onto soft grassy knolls, all

the better to indulge in wanton behaviour.

The drunken satyr figure was part of the

religious pantheon in Ancient Greece, who

inspired revelry and merriment amongst the

people. I lived for a time in the Sydney suburb
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of Arcadia, where we kept goats, and although

I don’t remember sighting any Fauns there,

it’s still worth a look as you never know

where they could be hiding.

There be dragons…

Most castles will contain a Dragon, sleeping

either on the battlements or in a cave of

treasure hidden deep underground. You

could say it’s best to let sleeping Dragon’s lie,

although I feel that these creatures also suffer

unfairly at the hands of noble Knights and

over-eager archers. The European Dragon is

based on a large serpent or water-snake and

has a terrible reputation for breathing fire

and viciously guarding treasure, while the

Oriental or Chinese Dragons with five claws

are usually seen as benevolent, and provide

good luck to those who invoke their help. If

you are truly dedicated to the search for

Dragons, I would start in Ljubljana, where the

protector Dragon of Slovenia lives, then head

north to the ancient German town of Worms

in which the slaying of the dragon by

Siegfried is celebrated in the epic poem

Nibelungenlied. In case you fail to locate any
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remaining dragons I recommend travelling to

Sweden, Denmark or Norway, where the

giant sea serpent Midgardsormen surrounds

Midgard the realm of men, the entrance to

which I believe can be crossed on any

rainbow.

Heading east to visit the Slavic lands, you may

find both good and bad dragons in the

mythology of Bulgaria, Russia, Belarussia,

Ukraine and Serbia, although only Poland

boasts a metal fire-breathing dragon. The

‘Smok Wawelski’ – Dragon of Wawel Hill –

lived in the caves along the Vistula River,

from which it terrorised ancient Krakow

before being destroyed by a shepherd boy.

The dragon related Basilisk are said to still

live in the cellars of Warsaw. The Catalan

Dragon is part of the colourful street parades,

as Saint George is the patron saint of

Catalonia. Portugal celebrates the only female

pink dragon, whose defeat determines the

crop cycle for the year, however she is still

called a saint and cheered by the people.

The Chinese Dragon is a symbol of culture,

power, strength, and good luck. The Chinese
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proverb “Hoping one’s son will become a

dragon,” means to be successful and powerful.

Dragons can be seen on robes, sculptures and

temples across China, such as the steps of the

Forbidden City in Beijing, or floating

amongst the clouds in 15th Century Ming

Dynasty depictions. The ancient Chang Heng

Seismoscope was an earthquake warning

system in a series of dragon statues, each

holding a bronze ball in their mouth – the

direction in which the ball fell indicates the

origin of earthquake tremors. Japanese

Dragons are also water gods, with widespread

myths about dragons living in ponds and

lakes, and are associated with Buddhist

Temples and Shinto Shrines in Japan. Temple

names include: “Heavenly Dragon Temple”,

“Dragon Swamp Temple”, and “Dragon Peace

Temple”. Dragons feature in contemporary

Japanese art, literature and film, such as

Godzilla. The annual “Golden Dragon Dance”

is performed at Senso-Ji Buddhist temple in

Asakusa, and there is a festival and fireworks

show at Lake Saiko Dragon Shrine at

Fujizoshida, Yamanashi.

Korean Dragons are sometimes said to be
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capable of speech and emotion and are also

related to water and agriculture, while one

creation myth of Vietnam says that the

Vietnamese people are descended from a

dragon and a fairy. The people of Vietnam

who lived near rivers historically venerated

the Giao Long (Crocodile) as the first of the

Vietnamese dragons. The capital of Vietnam

Ha Noi was once known as Thăng Long; and

many place-names incorporate the word

Long (meaning dragon), Ha Long Bay, and

Long Bien Bridge.

Living Dragons

Travel to the islands of Indonesia if you wish

to see a living Dragon and visit the Komodo

Dragons, which are also kept in captivity in

some Zoological Gardens (Toronto,

Washington D.C, Smithsonian National Zoo

in the USA and Chester Zoo in the UK).

Take me to Paradise on a Griffin

The Griffin (or Gryphon) is another

legendary creature known for guarding

treasure, with the body of a lion, the head

and wings of an eagle the Griffin was also a
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symbol of divine power. In Welsh, the name

Gryphon means – fierce fighting chief. A

griffin’s claw was believed to have medicinal

properties and one of its feathers could

restore sight. Griffins (Gryphons) are thought

to guard the roads to gold mines on the

central plains of Asia, and will question

anyone who seeks passage to see if their

intentions were pure. You can see Gryphon

statues where they mark the entrance to the

City of London, visit a marvellous statue of an

ancient Griffin at St Mark’s Basilica in Venice,

or the stylized modernist guardian griffin in

Washington DC.

“In Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy,

Beatrice meets Dante in Earthly Paradise

after his journey through Hell and Purgatory

with Virgil have concluded. Beatrice takes off

into the Heavens to begin Dante’s journey

through paradise on a flying Griffin that

moves as fast as lightning. The griffin itself

represents the dual nature of Christ’s

humanity and divinity due to the fact that the

being is a mystical hybrid in mythology.”

Griffins are said to breed in the Hyperborean
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mountains, since the 7th Century there were

sightings of the fabulous creatures in Seville

and Bacharia. According to Marco Polo they

originated from Madagascar, while Olaus

Magnus claims that they live in the “Northern

Mountains”.

Nessie, are you out there?

The legend of the Loch Ness Monster in the

Scottish Highlands is often regarded as a

myth, despite anecdotal sightings and reports

of a giant sea-serpent or dragon inhabiting

the waters of the Loch. The first photograph

of the Loch Ness Monster was published in

1933, while a sonar reading in 1954 seemed

to confirm the presence of some kind of

underwater creature. Scientists believe the

entire story is a hoax or myth, however

‘Nessie’, as she is affectionally known remains

a popular example of cryptozoology, the

search for animals either legendary or extinct.

The most famous photographic ‘proof’ turned

out to be a hoax, consisting of the sculpted

head atop a toy submarine, while a circus-

owner claimed that the ‘monster’ was actually

one of his elephants, using the legend for
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increased publicity. Some of the researchers

who discovered the photographic hoax still

believe that Nessie is real, and not a seal or

walrus as is sometimes claimed. Although the

BBC’s definitive search in 2003 with 60 sonar

and satellite trackers seems conclusive, it’s

probably best to visit the waters of the Loch

and decide for yourself whether Nessie exists

and if she is still alive.

The lost Bunyip

I remember the Bunyip of Berkeley’s Creek

as a story from my childhood, the strangely

endearing hybrid monster lurking at the

bottom of a billabong. Descriptions vary from

a hide of fur and scales, with the head of an

emu and body of an alligator, to a dog-like

face with flippers, a duck’s bill and walrus-

like tusks or horns. Sightings of the Bunyip

in the 1840 -50’s are reported in the Barwon

River, Lake Modewarre and throughout

Victoria, New South Wales and South

Australia. These large creatures are part of

Aboriginal Mythology, and the Bunyip was

said to have supernatural powers, and is

sometimes translated as “devil” or “evil spirit”,
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however the creature may also be related to

the mythic man Bunjil, responsible for the

creation of mountains, rivers, humans and

animals. The term ‘Bunyip Aristocracy’ refers

to Australians aspiring to be aristocrats, so

if you venture into Aussie High Society, you

may stumble over a bunyip or two. Again

there is the suggestion that sightings were

actually seals travelling along the Murray and

Darling Rivers, or the cultural memory of

extinct Australian marsupials. If you’re still

keen to find one, try the town of Bunyip or

the Bunyip River, both in Victoria.

Be yourself. Unless you can be a Unicorn.

Finally, what magical bestiary would be

complete without the Unicorn? These

fantastical creatures; essentially a horse with

a horned forehead – although a billy goat’s

beard, lion’s tail and cloven hooves are also

depicted – are mysterious, fierce, solitary and

always good. They can only be tamed by a

virgin woman, and their single horn is said

to be both an aphrodisiac and to neutralise

poison.
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The Greeks believed Unicorns to be part of

natural history, rather than mythology, and

to originate from India, while Marco Polo’s

description of the unicorn is more related to a

rhinoceros. The Royal throne of Denmark is

said to be made of “Unicorn Horns”, and the

sailors of Norway believed that the narwhal

– a species of whale – was related to the

unicorn. The Bristol City Council Buildings

hold a golden unicorn on their roof; the 6th

Century palace of the King of Ethiopa

contained four brass unicorns; while the coat

of arms for the mythical Kingdom of Scotland

is supported by two unicorns. If you wish to

tame a unicorn, you will have to find a virgin

to help you, as Leonardo da Vinci wrote “the

love it bears to fair maidens forgets its

ferocity and wildness; and laying aside all fear

it will go up to a seated damsel and go to

sleep in her lap”, although perhaps this noble

creature is best left roaming free in its wild

existence at the edge of the known earth.

I wish you all a warm welcome into the

mythical realms, and a respite with the

monsters from the all too real domains of

humanity.
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CHAPTER 69.

SPIRITUAL TRAVELS

Go beyond the physical

Let me state at the outset that I have no

particular religious affiliation, which is why

I’m perfectly suited to writing about travel for

a sense of spiritual connection. The result of

my agnostic upbringing is that I’m open to

pretty much any spiritual tradition, and can

see the positive elements of compassion, faith

and personal responsibility that are the

essence of most religious teachings.

These are some of the places where I have

personally felt a strong connection with a

presence that I will call the spirit, for want of

a better word. Something deeper than ‘awe’,

larger than ‘sublime’ and more lasting than
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mere beauty. Although I haven’t visited many

of the traditional pilgrimage sites or holy

places in the major religions, I believe that

those experiences you stumble across

yourself in the course of random adventures

can be as existentially powerful and inspiring

as taking the established paths.

Walls of Jerusalem, Tasmania

The first time I remember being genuinely

and literally overwhelmed by the presence of

something greater than the landscape, was at

the Walls of Jerusalem National Park in

Tasmania. This was during one of my few

serious bush-walks, so perhaps it was also a

tinge of delirium after the five hour hike up

the mountainside, hours of it clambering over

steep rocks, then hopping across grass

patches in the marshy swamp, and finally

ascending the sloping hill to the pine forest at

the summit.

Reaching the peak just as twilight darkened

into evening, and not knowing if we would

find the hut which was our shelter for the

night – the setting for a trapper’s wife
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suffering incredible isolation in ‘The Tale of

Ruby Rose’, watch it for a sense of the

grandeur of the landscape – is the closest

thing I have felt to a truly ecstatic experience.

I found myself lying on the soft springy grass,

sobbing, with a sense of being overcome by

the presence of such an intense natural power

and connection with the earth. We found the

hut, and tasted water flowing through a

mossy stream that is possible the clearest I

have drunk.

In the film the heroine staves off her

loneliness by daubing the walls with white

flour, luckily I wasn’t there long enough to

resort to such extremes.

Adjacent to Cradle Mountain National Park,

the weather conditions are extremely

changeable, it’s a trek for experienced

bushwalkers and requires a ‘Leave no Trace’

approach, so is advisable to follow the

guidelines set out by the National Parks and

Wildlife Service.

‘The region is an alpine wilderness dominated

by dolerite peaks, highland tarns and lakes
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and alpine vegetation. The Walls of Jerusalem

National Park is very exposed to the extremes

of Tasmania’s changeable weather. As the

park is remote and not accessible via road, the

Walls retains its wilderness character. There

are no facilities for casual visitors, while

bushwalkers are required to be well-equipped

and experienced in the often harsh

Tasmanian conditions.

The names of the park’s natural features say

it all: Herods Gate, Lake Salome, Solomons

Jewels, Damascus Gate, the Pool of

Bathesda… The most impressive feature is

the huge chamber created by the West Wall,

Mount Ophel, Zion Hill and the Temple.

Dixon’s Kingdom, just beyond, is near a

pencil pine forest dotted with glades that are

popular with campers. If you walk from here

to the summit of Mt Jerusalem you’ll be

rewarded with sweeping views of a section of

Tasmania’s Central Plateau called the Land of

Three Thousand Lakes, a collage of glittering

lakes and tarns.’
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Revisit the Vortex of Montserrat

It’s a truly subjective experience, any kind of

spiritual connection, and while some places

may leave you unmoved yet have a profound

effect on someone else, there are no

guarantees that the earth will move for you in

a particular location.

One place that has a sustained and accepted

spiritual vibe is the monastery at Montserrat,

perched in a stunning position on the

dramatically shaped mountains outside

Barcelona. The funicular ride to the top was

almost enough to make me see a vision, even

with my eyes squeezed closed against the

nearly perpendicular climb, but this isn’t the

reason why the Monastery is a bona fide

ordained Holy Place. That was due to a group

of shepherd children in 880, who saw a bright

light in the sky above the mountains, heard

angels singing and their hearts filled with joy.

The children told their parents, who were

sceptical at first but went there and also

witnessed the same visions, concluding that

they were a sign from God. The cave in which

these occurred was visited by the religious
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elders, who found an image of the Virgin

Mary, and hence the Holy Grotto was

discovered and became a sanctuary for

religious pilgrims. The grotto itself is very

beautiful, however this isn’t the place where I

had an almost-visionary encounter.

The Vortex of Montserrat is a lesser-known

aspect of the monastery, although it was

much in evidence the day I visited. The

‘Vortex’ is marked by a black circular stone

set into the ground in front of the cathedral,

on which, legend has it, if you stand barefoot

and throw your arms into the air, a subtle

energetic force will pass through you. After

waiting for the nuns to have their turn, I had

to try it, always happy to be barefoot and in

contact with esoteric forces. I have to confess

that I didn’t feel any particular effects then

– although the friend who accompanied me

almost had to be left behind in the convent,

she was close to a conversion of some kind

– but I have to report that in the following

weeks I definitely noticed an increased sense

of focus and motivation. This could have been

the energy of the vortex, or perhaps the effect
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of a month spent relaxing in Barcelona over

the summer!

The centre of Europe

According to one theory, many ancient and

modern spiritual constructions are built

along ley lines, the ‘psychic power lines’ of

subtle energy and geomantic forces that criss-

cross the earth, which may be one reason for

the ‘vortex’. There is a confluence of ley lines

outside Vilnius, in Lithuania, which is also the

geographical centre of Europe, as defined by

the French National Geographic Institute. I

haven’t visited this particular spot, however

I did have something akin to a pilgrimage

walking along the river in a forest outside

Vilnius, where my hosts were trying to find

the grove of trees reputedly used in pagan

ceremonies, hundreds of years ago. We never

did locate those particular trees, however the

forest itself was magnificent, and definitely

had a mystical quality. Walking back out in

the pitch blackness, singing various songs

from different nationalities, I had a moment

of truly being awestruck by the ancient

majesty of the place.
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Beating heart of the world

The mountain of Dobogókő, along the

Danube is not only the oldest ski resort in

Hungary, but was called ‘the heart chakra of

the world’ by the Dalai Lama when he visited.

I was taken there by local friends, who only

informed me afterwards that there is a place

where you can lay your hands and feel a pulse

through the rock. Unfortunately, I can’t verify

this, however apparently the name Dobogókő
means ‘beating stone’ or ‘the stone of the

beating heart‘ in Hungarian, and is referred

to as the mythological heart of mother Earth.

I did however, stop by and visit the Shaolin

Temple, on the way back down the mountain,

where I felt drawn to sit and meditate inside

the small rock shrine.

During the ten minutes or so I spent in

contemplation, I experienced an intensely

vivid feeling of peace, and a particularly

strong image of my heart connected to the

universal spirit and lit from within by a hot

pink glow. The Shaolin monks offer Thai-Chi

and meditation training, Kung-Fu

demonstrations, a vitalizing wellness bath,
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and guided walks to the heart-chakra on the

mountain, where you may be able to feel the

pulse of the world, beating through the stone

yourself.

Buddhist Blessing

Finally, on a visit to Thailand I made the

journey up another mountain to the Wat Phra

That Doi Suthep temple in Chiang Mai,

which is in fact a major pilgrimage

destination during the Buddhist holidays of

Makha Buja and Visak. The golden chedi is

absolutely sumptuous, and the statues

celebrating the sacred white elephant which

legend has it founded the site are also

charming. The moment I experienced the

spiritual resonance of the place was in a room

filled with Buddha statues of all shapes, sizes

and adornments, in which a young monk was

conducting blessings. I spent a long time in

there, contemplating the transcendence of all

things while enjoying the view of fellow

travellers kneeling to receive the sprinkle of

water in a gesture of peace from the monk,

when I looked up to see a mischievous smile

on his beautifully serene face as he flicked
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water across the room at me. This made me

laugh and feel blessed, all at once.

Anyway, wherever you are travelling, look

out for a pagan tree circle, a beating rock,

Buddhist monk, or the vortex… it’s a big

world out there and once you venture out

beyond the known realm, even the most

sceptical amongst us never quite know what

we may find!

December 2, 2008
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This is where you can add appendices or other back
matter.
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Jodi Rose is an artist, writer, editor and

creator of Singing Bridges, an urban sonic

sculpture using the cables of bridges as

musical instruments on a global scale.

Originally from Sydney Australia, Rose

traverses the globe from Helsinki to the

Mekong Delta, New York to Singapore in her

endless quest for bridge music. Made with

field-recordings, on-site interventions and

improvisations, her fascination with bridge

vibrations has led to numerous collaborations

with artists around the world. Her travel and

culture writing is published on Viator Travel

Blog; RealTime; Loop Magazine; Asian

Geographic; Like, Art Magazine & Site of

Sound 2: Of Architecture and the Ear. She

is co-initiator and editor-in-chief of

T.R.A.C.E.S, Transcultural Research

Exchange Series, Head of Editorial for

r0g_agency for open culture and critical
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transformation, editor and founder of +ART

Cultural Transmit. Singing Bridges travel

diary was awarded Australia’s Best Blog in

2005. Her works are produced, broadcast,

exhibited and performed internationally.

Rose creates works that explore the

resonance and concept of physical or

metaphorical bridges through meta-nation

“Welcome to Bridgeland!” and imagines

linking bridges all over the world in a Global

Bridge Symphony.
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BACK COVER

Artist Jodi Rose takes you on a kaleidoscopic

trip through the cultural underground across

Europe.

A hybrid travel guide, personal memoir and

alternative culture resource, her work can be

described as the literary love child of Rebecca

Solnit and Geoff Dyer, on a gonzo road trip

with Patti Smith.

Hearing the call of a mysterious language

vibrating in bridge cables, Jodi Rose follows

their strange music around the world, until

she lands in the creative maelstrom of Berlin.

Join her on a kaleidoscopic trip through the

cultural underground across many bridges as

she travels from Helsinki to Glasgow via

Ljubljana, Barcelona, Vilnius and beyond,
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looking for a bridge of her own and a place to

call home.
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